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SUl>1l-1ARY 

Traditionally the study of Paul's mission has been formed by, 
and has itself informed, the questions which structure the investi
gation of Paul's life and work, as distinguisho d from those which 
dominate research into his theology. Yet given Paul's evident 
inner preoccupation vii th mission, it must be doubted \;Thether an 
adequate understanding either of Paul's theolo gy or of his mission 
is possible without deliberate and systematic attention to Paul's 
thinking on mission vTithin the investigation of his theology .. 

If this needed attention is to set forward on firm footing, 
it would best secure from the start a much more t~orough-going 
clarification than is at present available of just what for Paul 
himself was mission. Prior to the question: what was Paul's 
theology of mission? must be the question: what to Paul's mind 
was mission? Given the highly personal character of Paul's think
ing in this area, the most promising approach to such a question 
is to begin with Paul's understanding of his own mission. 

Not being in a position to offer here a comprehensive study 
either of Pau1 t s theology of mission, or even of his understandir-g 
of his own mission, I have nevertheless sought to offer exploratory 
and suggestive work on this particular question o Taking as my 
point of departure Paul's heightened sense of vocation, and the 
discussions regarding it which have arisen in recent years in 
Pau1ine studies~ I have attempted to clarify t h ree aspects of 
Paul's understanding of his own mission. While there are un
doubtedly other leading aspects, on the basis of these studies 
it may at least be said that for Paul his mission VIas a consciously 
geographical achievement, ecclesiologically effected, within an 
eschato1ogical frame of reference. If, in addifion to these 
direct if limited results, the approach represented in these 
studies should itself prove stimulating and directive for research 
attempting a more comprehensive and definitive treatment, I sha J.1 
not be disappointed. 
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Most of the research and writing for this dissertation, and 
nearly half of the final typescript, were completed early in 
1975, but circumstances have unexpectedly prevented submission 
until now. It has unfortunately proved impossible for me to take 
as detailed account of the l~terature published since early 1975 
as I might wish, because of the move at that time with my family 
to a part of West Africa remote from proper research library 
facilities~ I have nevertheless contrived, by means of the 
standard indices and reviews, to keep informed on current publi
cation in the field, and to the best of my knowledge nothing of 
substantial significance for this work has been overlooked. 

This dissertation is in its entirety the result of my own 
work and includes nothing which is the outcome of work done in 
collaboration. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

1. The Study of Paul's Mission 

The study of Paul's mission has conventionally been pursued 

within the framework of the investigation of his life and work, and 

within that framework the study has been persistent and extensive. 

Quite apart from general biographical treatments of Paul, which un

avoidably include examination of his mission, there have been repeated 

studies of, for example, Paul's missionary methods, his missionary 

journeys, his missionary message, his missionary strategy, and his 

initial missionary calling. l The mission of Paul viewed in terms of 

an activity has also received major consideration both in the study 

1 
E.g. R. All en Missionary Methods, St. Paul' s or Ours: A St~dy of 

the Church in the Four Provinc es (London, 1912); F. J. Badcock "St. Pew.l's 
Apostolic Commission" Th viii (1924) 13-20, 79-88; W. Baird Pa.ul' s 
Message and Mission (New York,1960); E. P. Blair "Paul's Cail to the 
Gentile Jvlission" BR x (1965) 19-33; E. 1. Bosworth "Paul's Method of 
Evangelization" BW xxii (1903 ) 416-23; T. H. Campbell "Paul's 'Missionary 
Journeys ' as Reflected in His Letters" JBL lxxiv (1955) 80-87; H. 
Clavier "M~thode et inspiration dans la mission de Paul" Verborum 
Veritas. Festschrift fur Gustav Stahlin eds. O. Bocher and K. Haacker 
(Wuppertal, 1970) 171-87; P. E. Davi es "Paul's Missionary Message" 
JBR xvi (1948) 205-11; A. Freitag, "Die Missionsmethode des Weltapostels 
Paulus auf seinen Reisen" ZMW ii (1912) 114-28 ; J. A. Grassi A World 
to Win: The Missionary Methods of Paul the Apo s tle (Maryknoll, N.Y., 
1965); K. Heim "Die missionarische Verkundigung des Paulus und die 
Welt seiner heidnischen Horer" EMZ iii (1942) 4-20; W. Michaelis "Die 
Entwicklung des Paulus zum Heidenmissionar" Der Kirchenfreund lxv 
(1931) 113-20; W. Oehler "Wie Paulus Missionar Wurde" EMM lxxiii (1929) 
225-33, 257-62 , 321- 30 , 356-71; A. Oepke Die Missionspredigt des 
A ostels Paulus : eine biblisch-theologische und r eligionsge schichtliche 
Unter suchung Leipzig , 1920 ; K. Pieper Die Missionspredigt des -
heiligen Paulus: eine biblisch-theolo,gische Untersuchung (Pad;rborn, 
1921); M. Schlunk Paulus als Missiona r (Gutersloh, 1937) ; R. Scott 
"Paul's 'Mi ssionary Journeys '" EX'f vii (1895-96) 425-26; T. G. Soares 
"Paul's Missionary IV\ethods" BV! xxxiv (1909) 326-36 ; H. Turlington 
"Paul's Missionary Practice" RE li (1954) 168-86 ; R. G. Villoslada 
"Estrategi a misionera del itinerario de San Pablo" MEx xi (1964) 
215-27; vI. H. Murray loJa.lton "~he Over-ruling Purpose of God as Shewn 
in Paul's Missionary Travels" ExT Iv (191l-3-44) 33-36. A fuller listing 
of such materials is available in the first section of Appendix I. 
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of the early Christian mission
l 

and in the study of early Christian 

history in general; from Baur on, it has played a necessarily lead

ing part in the various attempts to describe the pattern of move

ments at work in first century Christianity. Paul's missionary 

activity has also been studied in connection with other models of 

religious propaganda and expansion in the first century, especially 

that of the Jevrish proselyte movement, but also those of the Helle

nistic \<forld.
2 

But that Paul's mission may also be usefully investigated in 

the context of his thought and doctrine, among the questions relating 

lAmong studies devoted to the early Christian mission may be 
mentioned: A. Amiet "Origines de la mission chr~'l:;iennel! Le l·'londe 
non cr~tien viii (1948) 860-78; S. J .. Case "'rhe Hissionary Idea in 
Early Christianity" BH xxxvi (1910) 113-25; H. Green Eval]-~lism 
in the Early Church (London, 1970); A. Harnack Jhe Mission and Ex
pansion of Christianity in the First Three Centuri es (London , 19082 ); 
M. Henge l "Die Ursprunge der christlichen l'iission li NTS xviii (1971-
1972) 15-38; H. Kasting Die Anfange der urchristli_~hen Hissi..<2!.! (l1u
nich, 1969); R. Liechtenhan Die urchristliche i~iss ion: Vorausset
zungen, Notive l.J.nd ~:ie thoden ( Zurich, 19~·6T; vJ':-H~t11son liThe Origin 
of the Christian \-J orld Nission" Jesus and the Christian (London, 
1967) 199-207; Ea Holland ilL' antiqui te chretienne a··t-elle eu un 
programme et des m~thodes missionna.ires'?1I Q~scula P_a~£istica-.. (Oslo, 
1970) 103-16; G.~ Schille Die urchristliche Ko11elQ_almission -rzurich, 
1967); id. II J\nf8.nge der christlichen Nission!1 KD xv (1969) 320-39; 
R. Scroggs liThe Earliest Hellenistic Christiani tyll Reli f!i i<.?!lS_ in_~
,!;igui ty, Essa s in Hemor of Erwin Ramsdell G~lOdenougl~ eel" J. Neus~ 
ner (Leiden, 1968 176-206. For a fuller listing consult the 
second section of Appendix I. 

Since the reference " \1/ () Schneemelcher Nissionsprobleme im 
~ostolischen und nachapostolischen Zeitalte; (Tubingen, 1958)11 
is recorded both by G. H .. Ande rson (in his Bi r\iograPhY of the. 
Theology of Nission in the 'l\·rent:i.~th Centur;t Ne\v York, 1966-.JJ .• 28), 
and by Y. Congar ( in KYRI_AKON, Festschri f t Johannes Quasten D'lunster, 
1970J 3 n. 2), it bears noting t hat no such publication exists; the 
study was projected but was never produced. 

2A full bibliography of such literature is offered in sections 
six and seven of ARpendix I. Here may be rnen~ioned especially: 
K. Axenfeld "Die judische Propaganda als Vorlauferin und Uegber
eiterin del' urchristlichcn Hission ll HissionsHis5enschaftliche 
Studien; Fes t s c hrift G. '.!arneck ( Berlin, 1 90'1tJl-80; C. Bus-Sinann 
~men der paulinischen lhssionsnredigt auf dem Hintergrynd der .~at
judisch-he Jlenisti~_~hen i-lis?ions l iteratur ( Bern, 1971); D. Georei 
Il rhss ion in nent·:; stamentlicher Ze it': Die Ger:ner clee; Paulus 1m 2 Kor
intherbrief. S tudien .zur religiosen Propasanda in der 'S~'1tike 
"fNeuk irchen , 196L-;:-)83-218 ; F. !'-I . Den-laC ter' Pr eEr .il1G the './a;r fo r 
Paul, The Prosely te Mo vem ent in Later Judaism (New York, 1930); Ha 
Gressmann IIJ;r(Ei~che j·l is s ion in der \'/erdezei t des Christentums" ZI·IkR 
xxxix (1924) 169-83; At> iJ . Hummel "The PrimiJc:i.ve Chris t i an [·1i sn ion ll 

EH xliv (1911+) 260-70; E. Ler1e Pr osel ytemrerbung unci Urc hr i stentum 
(Berlin, 1960); \'1 . L .. I.iefeld il~rhe \·Janeleri nc Preacher as a .social 
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to his theology, is perhaps not so commonly apparent. Certainly 

it does not regularly feature in major studies of Pauline theology. 

And yet in closely related areas of inquiry the treatment of mission 

as a feature of theology has not been lacking. In OT studies, for 

example, the question of missionary thiw<ing within various strands 

of the literature has often been raised. l In NT studies the missionary 

Figure in the Roman Empire" (Ph.D. dissertation, Columbia University, 
1967); A. D. Nock Conversion. The Old and the New in Religion 
from Alexander the Great to Augustine of Hippo (Oxford, 1933); 
R. North "Centrifugal and Centripetal Tend~es in the <.-Tudaic Cradle 
of Christianity" Populus Dei, Studi in onore del Card. Alfredo 
Ottaviani: 1. Israel (Rome, 1969) 615-51; J. Peterson "Missionary 
Methods of Non-Christian Religions in the Early Roman Empire" (Ph.D. 
dissertation, University of Chicago, 1942); H. H. Rowley Israel's 
Mission to the World (London, 1939). 

lA full bibliography is offered in the fifth section of 
Appendix I. Among more noteworthy contributions may be mentioned: 
P. Al tmann Erw'ahlungstheologie und Uni versalismus im Al ten Testament 
(Berlin, 19mi D. Bosch "Der alttestamentliche Hissionsgedanke" 
EMM c (1956) 174-88; P. Heinisch Die Idee der Heidenb'2kehrung im 
Al ten Testament (Munster, 1916); J. Hempel !lDie \,rurzeln des Missions
willen im Glauben des AT" ZAW lxvi (195L~) 244-72; F. M. Th. de 
Liagre-B'ohl "Missions<- und Erw'cililungsgedanke in Al t-Icrael" 
Festschrift Alfred Bertholet eds. W. Baumgartner et al. (Tubingen, 
1950) 77-96; R. llilartin-Achard A Light to the Nations: A Study of 
the Old Testament Conce-otion of Israel' 6 Mission to the \-/or1(1-
(Edinburgh, 1962); H. G: May "Theological Universalism in the Old 
Testament" JBR xvi (1948) 100-107; Y. Raguin Th~ologie missioilllaire 
de l'Ancien Testament (Paris, 1947); H. H. Rowley, The Missionary 
Message of the Old rrestament (London, 194L~); E. Sell in "Der 
Missionsgedaw<e im Alten Testament" NAMZ ii (1925) 33-45, 66-72; 
G. E. Wright "The Old Testament Basis for the Christian Mission" 
The Theology of the Christian Mission ed. G. H. Anderson (London, 
1961) 17-30. 

The question has been especially raised with reference to the 
second part of Isaiah; e.g •. P. A. H. de Boer Second Isaiah's Message 
(Leiden, 1956); R. Davidson "Universalism in Second Isaiah" SJT 
xvi (1963) 166-85; P. E. Dion "L'universalisme religieux dans les 
differentes couches redactionne11es d' Isa'{e 40-55" Bib li (1970) 
161-82; A. Gelston "The Missionary Message of Second Isaiah" SJT 
xviii (1965) 308-18; E. J. Hamlin, "The Nations in Second Isaiah" 
(Ph.D. dissertation, Union Theological Seminary, New York, 1961); 
D. E. Hollenberg "Nationalism and 'The Nations' in Isaiah XL-LV" 
VT xix (1969) 23-36; J. E. L. Moye "Israel and the Nations in Isaiah 
40-66" (Th~D. dissertation, Southern Baptist 'Theological Seminary, 
Louisville, 1972); D. H. Odendaal "The Eschatological Expectation 
of Isaiah 40-66 with Special Reference to Israel c::nd the Nations" 
(Th.D. dissertation, W~stminster Theological Seminary, Philadelphia, 
1966); H. H. Orlinsky "The S8-Called 'SerV2<nt of the Lord' and 
'Suffering Servant' in Second Isaiah" Studies on the Second Part 
of the Book of Isaia h (Leiden, 1967) 9'7-11'7; H. H. I<owley ;'The 
Servant .Mission: The Serva.nt Songs and Evangelism" Interp viii 0.9.54) 
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outlook of Jesus, . and therefore also of the evanGelis ts, has been 

tl~e object of considerable attention. l But Paul's understanding 

of mission, as distinguished from his activity in mission, has as 

such received relatively meager elaboration. 2 

267-70; N. H. Snai th "Isaiah 40-66: A Study of the Teaching of 
Second Isaiah and Its Consequences" Studies on the Second Part 
of the Book of Isaiah (Leiden, 1967) 133-264; H. VI. i'iolff "Israel 
und die Volker bei Deuterojesaja" EHZ viii (1951) 1-14. 

lA full listing of literature on Jesus and mission will be 
found in the third section of Appendix I. Here may be mentioned: 
D$ Bosch Die Heidenmission in der Zukunftschau Jesu (Z~rich, 1959); 

--;- - - , 
Mo Go guel "Jesus et les origines de l'universalisme chretien" RHPhR 
xii (1932 ) 193-211; J. Jeremias Jesus' Promise to the Nations (Lon
don, 1958); M. K~hler "Der Menschens ohn und seine Sendung an die 
Menschheit" AMZ xx (1893) 149-78; T. W. Manson Jesus a nd the Non
Je\v (London, 1955); M. Meinertz Jesus und die Heidenmission 01un: 
Ster, 19252 ); F. Spitta Jesus und die Heidenmission (Giess en, 1909); 
G. St~hlin "Die Endschau Jesu und die i"l ission"- EnZ vii (1950) 
97-105, 134-47; B .. Sundkler "Jesus et les paiens" RHPhR xvi (1936) 
462-99 .. 

The missionary outlook of the evangelists and their materials 
has been treated by, among others: P. D. Meyer "The Gentile l'1ission 
in Q" JBL lxxxix (1970) L~05-17; N. Kiddle "The Death of Jesus and 
the Admission of the Gentiles in St Mark" JTS xxxv (1934) 45-50; 
G. D. Kilpatrick "The Gentile Mission in Hark and Hark 13: 9-l1 i

' 

Studies in the Gospels" Essays in Hemory of R ... __ H. T"i g..ll..tfo~~, ed. 
Do Eo Nineham (Oxford, 1955) 145-·58; GG Baumbach "Die Nission im 
Matth~us-Evangelium " ThLZ xcii (1967) 889-93; J. Seynaeve "Per_ 

I' 

spectives universalistes dans les evangiles de Matthieu et de Luc" 
RClAfr xxiv (1969 ) 162-79; J. Dupont "Le salut des gentils et la 
signification theologique du livre des Actes" NTS vi (1959-60) 
132-52; J. Jervell I!Das gaspal tene Israel und die Heidenv~lker 0 ~~ur 
Motivierung der Heidenmiss ion in der Apostelgaschichte tl St'l'h xix 
(1965) 68-96; M. Kiddle "The Admission of the Gentiles in St. 
Luke's Gospel and Acts" JTS xxxvi (1935) 160-73; G. De Kilpatrick 
"The Gentiles a.nd the Strata of Luke" Verborum Veritas" Festschrift 
fur Gustav St~hlin, eds. 0 .. Bocher and K. Haacker ( v/uppertaf;TI70-Y 
83-88; E. Lohse "Missionarisches Handeln Jesu nach dem Evangelium 
des Lukas" ThZ x (195L~) 1-13, 158; A .. Fridrichsen "I,a pens~e mis
sionnaire dans le Quatrieme Evangilo" AHNSU vi (1937) 39;:45; 1;/0 . 

Oehler Z.um Nissions charakter de s JO}lannes-Evangel~ (Gutersloh, 
1941); J. Radermakers "Hission et CJ.poG-Golat dans l'~iI'angile johan
nique" §_tudia Evangelica, 11, ed. F. I,. Cross (Berlin, 1964) 100-
121. For further references see the fourth section of Appendix I. 

2Interestingly, the same may be said for two related examples 
of missionary effort, namely that of Judaism and that of the post
apostolic church. In both ansae , as with Paul i extensive a ttention 
has been paid to the highly visible missionary activity to the 
eclipse of the question of the co nceptual undergirding of t hat ac
tivity. For the proselyte movement, one may consult: P. Dalbert 
"Dcr Ivl i ss ionsgedanke in der h eJ.lenistisch-j~clis chen Li tero.turtJ Die 
Theologie der hellenistisch- ,judi s cl~en Hissionsl i t e ra tur (Hamburg, 1954) 
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This is especially remarkable because PaQl's missionary 

activity is so plainly born out of a singular inwro'd missionary 

preoccupation. One should hardly expect that an adequate assessment 

of Paul's thinking can be achieved apart from some consideration of 

this central characteristic of the man and of his self-expression. 

Since in addition Paul represents the clearest, most extensive, 

most immediate example of such missionary preocc~pation in early 

Christianity, some mastery of his perspective on mission would 

seem essential not only for understanding his own thought but also 

for understanding the history of early Christian thought, especially 

as affected by the interaction and development of various missionary 

perspectives. It is difficult to see how~ in the absence of such 

investigation of Paul, current research into the missionary per

spectives of, for example, Jesus, or the later evangelists, can 

proceed with a sufficient degree of confidence. l 

One cause of the relative neglect in Pauline research of Paul's 

thiwcing on mission is no doubt that Paul is so consummately the 

missionary activist that any missionary thirucing tends to be eclipsed. 

The general absence of detailed attention to this question may also 

arise from the feeling that Paul's idea of mission is so transparent 

that an extensive investigation is superfluous, or perhaps from 

the feeling that the idea is so pervasive in Paul's thought that an 

extensive investigation is intimidating. Something of both feelings 

is implied by F. Hahn when he explains the rather brief and cursory 

treatment of Paul offered in his standard monograph on the understanding 

of mission in the New Testament: 

21-26, and D. Georgi "Die theologische Begrundung der judische 
Mission" Di e Gegner 138-87; K. G. Kuhn also, rather programmatically, 
touches on some of the issues in his "Das Problem der Mission in 
der Urchristenhei t" D1Z xi (1954) 161-68. On post-apostolic 
missionary thirudng see the important comments of Y. Congar "Souci 
du salut des palens et consc ience missionnaire dans le christianisme 

/ 

postapostolique et preconstantinien" KYRIAKON. Festschrift Johannes 
uasten ed. P. Granfield and J. A. Jungmann (Munster It/estfalen, 

1970 I, 3-11-

1 One notes that the useful recent study by S. G. Wilson 
Gentiles and the Gentile l-1ission in Luke-Acts (Cambridge, 1973), 
begins with a n outline of the views of Jesus (1-28), proceeds with 
a study of Luke-Acts, and offers in conclusion a bri e f comparison · 
with Paul (249- 55 ). One should have thought that the nature of the 
sources would require ordinarily just the opposite sequence. 
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. The Pauline view of mission presents fewer difficulties, 
and need be considered only in its fundamental features, 
especially as the subject penetrates the whole texture of 
Paul's theo~ogy, and wou~d in other circumstances have to 
be treated ln great detall. . 

Pauline research has long devoted extensive attention to 

Paul's mission as a feature of his life, but systematic and deliber

ate attention to his mission as an aspect of his thought has been 

generally inadequate. If a convincing profile is to be sketched out 

either of Paul's thought or of early Christian thought, then any 

tendencies within Pauline research towards filling this particular 

gap deserve to be furthered. 

2. The Study of Paul's Understanding of Mission 

Paul's understanding of mission has been perhaps most closely 

approached in those studies of his thought which have been concerned 

with his soteriological universali sm
2 

or those which .have debated his 

IF. Hahn Mission in the New Testament (London, 1965) 17. 
"Paul's Conception . of Mission" is treated by Hahn on pages 95-110. 
The brevity is not based on an underestimation of the significru1ce 
of the Pauline material for a study of early Christian perspectives 
on mission: "Paul carried out such a great work as a missionary, 
and. developed in his letters such an individual view of the mission, 
that he cannot simply be fitted into the various missionary efforts 
of the primitive church, but must be treated independently" (95); 
"He do not find anywhere else in the New Testament such a compre
hensive presentation Of and basis for mission as is given in Paul's 
wri tings" (Ill). 

2 See e.g. W. D. Davies "The Old an~ the New Israel: 'Nationalism'" 
Paul and Rabbinic Judaism (Lond.on, 1955 ) 58-85; C. H. Dodd 
"Universalism and the Idea of Reconciliation" in "The Mind of Paul: 
Change and Development" BJRL xviii (1933-34) ·101-108; J. Dupont 
"The Conversion of Paul and Its Influence on His Understanding of 
Salvation by Faith" Apostol ic Hi~tory and the Gospel. Biblical 
and Historical Essays presented to F. F . Bruce eds. W. W. Gasque 
and R. P. Martin (Exeter , 19?0) 176-94; D. Granskou "The 
Universalism of Paul: The Problem" Dialog vii (1968) 172-77; U. 
W. Mauser "Galater 111:20; die Universalitat des Heils" NTS xiii 
(1966-67) 258-70; P. K. MUller "Das universale Heilsdenken des 
Volkerapostels nach dem Galater- unO. Romerbrief" Studia Missionalia 
ix (1955-56) 7-33. I discuss in the concluding chapter why I do 
not find Paul's soteriological universalism of itself an adequate 
setting for the investigation of Paul's mi ssionary thinking. 
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concept of apostleship.l Related to the latter studies is a third 

group, representing a discussion which has arisen over the problem 

of Paul's peculiar self-consciousness. This discussion moved into 

a particularly stimulating phase with the publication in 1936 of 

O. Cullmann's essay, "Le caractere eschatologique du devoir 

missionnaire et de la conscience apostolique de S. Paul. Etude 

sur le XCX1E:XOV (-WV) de 2 Thess 2: 6_7.,,2 Cullmann's contro-

versial and not entirely persuasive suggesticn that the mysterious 

restrainer and restraint of 11 Thessalonians ii are Paul himself 

and the mission of proclamation ha.s perhaps obscured the contribution 

of this article to the question of Paul's self-understandingo 

Cullmann proposed that the key to Paul's heightened sense of 

identity liep in his conviction that he has been assigned a crucial 
\ ' 

missionary role within God's final eschatological purpose. Here 

study of Paul's thinking enters into considerations directly adja

cent to and overlapping with the question of Paul's understanding 

of mission. 

This more substantive aspect of Cullmann's essay was taken 

up by A. Fridrichsen in his 1947 study, The Apostle and His 

10n the question of Paul's understanding of apostleship the 
literature is immense. Surveys may be found in G. Klein Die zwolf 
Apostel (G~tting~n, 1961) 22-65; and J. Roloff Apostolat-~ 
digung-Kirche (Gutersloh, 1965 ) 9-37. The modern detate was fun
damentally shaped by K. H. Rengstorf's article on &n6aToAo~ in TWNT 
(1933) (TDNT 1.406-48). Among contributions in more recent years 
have been, in addition to those of Klein and Roloff, C. K. Barrett 
"The Apostles in and after the New Testament" SEA xxi (1956 ) 30-49; 
J. M. Ashcraft "Paul's Understanding of Apostleship" RE Iv (1958) 
400-412; L. Cerfaux "Pour l'historie du titre Apostolas dans le 
Nouveau Testament" RSR xlviii (1960) 78-92; W. Schmithals The Office 
of the Apostle in the Early Church (London, 1971); G. Schille Die 
urchri stliche Kollegi almission (Zurich, 1967); A. Satake "Apostolat 
und Gnade bei Paulus" NTS xv (1968-69) 96-107; C. K. Barrett The 
Signs of an Apostle (London, 1970); R. Schnackenburg "Apostle~ 
before and during Paul's Time" Apostol ic History and the Gospel. 
Biblical and Historical Essays pre_sented to F. F. Bruce eds . 11'1. W. 
Gasque and R. P. Martin (Exeter, 19'70) 287-303 ; K. Kertelge "Das 
Apostelamt des Paulus, sein Ursprung lmd seine Bedeutung" BZ xi v 
(19'70) 161-8l. 

Since it is possible that there are aspects of Paul's under
stcmding of his own vocation which are not t aken up within his sense 
of common apostolic identity, it· seems to me that one begins from 
the broader and more fundamental materials when one proposes to 'iiew 
Paul's understanding of his mission from the perspective of his 
sense of personal vocation rather than from hi s concept of apostleship. 

2RHPhR xvi (1936 ) 210-45 . The position is developed by 
Cullmann more briefly but with reference to \.,rider questions in 
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1 Message, in which he assumed the eschato1ogical shape of Paul's 

apostolic self-consciousness and explored its origins and its 

relation to the Petrine aposto1ate. 

Also in 1947 J. Munck offered the first of a series of studies
2 

which culminated in his comprehensive work on Paul published in 

1954, Paulus und die Heilsgeschichte.3 This major effort he later 

supported with his exegetical study, Christus und Israel: eine Aus-

1egung von R~m. 9_11.
4 

It was Munck's bold design to supplant the 

(as he took it) lingering influence of the interpretation of Paul 

propagated by the Tubingen School with a picture of the Apostle 

consistently worked out from the perspective of his sense of 

unique eschatological missionary vocationD 5 

"Eschato'logie und Nission im Neuen Testament" EHM 1xxxv (1941) 98-
108 (="Escha tology and Missions in the NeH Testament" .The Background 
of the New Testament and Its Eschatology , in Honour of Charles 
Harold Dodd, eds. W. D. Davies and D. Daube [Cambridge, 1954J 409-
21; and The Theology of the Christian Mission, ed. G~ H~ Anderson 
[London, 1961J 42-54). See also Christ and Time (Philadelphia, 
19643 ) 163-67. For criticism of his exegesis of II Thessalonians 
11, see C. H. Giblin The Threat to Fait~ ( Rome , 1967) 20-22; and 
E. Best Thessalonians (London, 1972) 297-98 0 

1CUppsala Universitets Aarsskrift iii; Uppsala, 1947). 

2"La vocation de l'ap6tre Paul" StTh i (1947) 131-45; 1lIsrael 
and the Gentiles in the Ne\.,. Testament" SNTSBul i (1950) 26-38 (=J'TS 
ii [1951J 3-16); "Paul, the Apostles and the Tv!elve" StTh ili (19 '+9 
[1950J) 96- 110; Petrus und Paulus in del' Offenbarung Johannis (Co
penhagen, 1950); "Disc ours d' adieu dans le Nouveau 'restament et 
dans la litt~rature biblique" Aux sources de la tradition chr~t ienne. 
N~langes offerts a r1. Haurice Goguel (Neu-chatel, 1950) 155-70. 

3cCopenhagen, 1954); E.T. Paul and the Salvation of Hankind 
(London, 1959). 

4(Copenhagen, ' 1956); EoT. Christ and Israel: An Interpreta
tion of Romans 9-11 (Philadelphia, 1967). 

5Munck, Paul, passim, especially 65-68. Cf. H. H. Koster's 
reference to "Johannes Hunckts recent hypothesis of the conversion
of-the-Gent iles theology as the core of Paults thou ght" (The Bible 
in Modern Scholarship, ed o J. p. Hyatt [ Nashville, 1965 J 192). 
Coupled with }lunck's reinterpre tation of Paul was of course also 
a reinterpretation of ear ly Christian hi s tory, especially with 
reference to tensions between ~aul and Jerusalem, tensions which 
Munck attempted systematically to dissolve. 
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Munck's construction provoked extensive critical comment, 
1 

including s ever a l l engthy r evi ew articles . 2 His treatment of 

Paul as a whole , supported not infrequently by eccentric exegesis, 

has generally not proved persuasive,3 · but his treatment of Paul's 

missionary self-consciousness ha s retained its influence, and has 

been accompanied by a growing list of contributions on the same 

theme; one thinks for example of the studies offered in recent 

years by A.-M. Denis, A. Bertrangs, C. Maurer, H. J. Schoeps, 

W. Grundmann , W. A. Beardslee, J. Knox, K. F. Nickle, T. Holtz, 

and M. Bouttier.
4 

Two substantial doctoral dissertations have 

also contributed to the continuing discussion and deserve to be 

better known. The work of N. D. Pott, "Paul's Apostolate and Mission, 

1 
See the long list of reviews of the German and English 

editions of Munck's Paul, and of the German edition of his Christ 
and Israel, gi ven in StTh xix (1965) 17-20. The later English 
edition of Christ and Israe l received in contrast only meager 
additional a ttent ioH: D. M. Hay , Princeton Seminary Bulletin lxi 
(1968)78; J. H. Schutz, USQR xxiii (1968 ) 284-85; K. F. Nickle, 
JBL lxxxviii (1969 ) 113-14. 

2E• g• W. D. Davies , r evi ew of Paulus und die Heilsge~~hichte 
in NTS ii (1955-56) 60-72 (="A New View of Paul -- J. Munck : Paulus 
und di e Heilsgeschichte" Christian Origins and Judaism [London, 1962J 
179-98); L. Cerfaux, revi ew of Paulus und die Hei l~~chichte in 
RHE li (1956 ) 532- 42 ; M. Smith "Pauline Problems apropos of J. 
Munck, 'Pau1 us und die Heilsgeschicht e '" HTR 1 (1957) 107-32 ; 
s. F. G. Brandon "The Perennia l Problem of Paul" HJ Iviii (1959-
60) 378-86 . 

3Note the opinion of R. Bring : "Johannes Munck n ever got a 
recognition corresponding to h is contributions in the fi eld of the 
New Testament. His books on the t heology of Paul c ertainly are of 
a very high standard, but they are cha r act erized by his originality 
in a way that make them neglected by now ruling schools. Munck 
did not belong to any school, and often his ideas are not easy to 
understand and follow. He oft en l ays his theses open to criticism. 
We may hope that they will be discussed much more than they have 
been up till now" (StTh xix [1965 J 30 ). 

4 A._M• Denis "L'apotre Paul , prophete 'messianique' des 
Gentils" ETL xxxiii (1957 ) 2~5-318 ; id . "L' election et l e vocation 
de Paul, faveurs c el estes" RThom Ivi i (195'1) 405-28; id."L'inves
ti ture de l a f onc tion apostolique par 'apoca l ypse'. Etude th~matique 
de Gal, 1,16" RE lxiv (1957) 335-62 , 492- 515 ; A. Bertrangs "La 
vocation des gentils chez Saint Poul : Exertese et heuristioue 
pauliniennes des ci tations VetE~ro -.Testame~taires" EI'L xx;' (1954) 
391-415; C. Maurer "Paul us als del' Apostel der V(; l ker" EvTh. xix 
(1959) 28-40; H. J. Scho eps "Paul' s Understan.ding of Saving History" 
Paul: The Theology of the Apostle in the L~ght of Jewi~h Re~ i gious 
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with particular reference to the 'eschatological' interpretation 
1 of Oscar Cullmann, Anton Fridrichsen, and Johannes Munck," and 

that of F. E. Barton, "Paul and His Sense of Mission: A Critique 

of Johannes Munck's View of Paul's Conc eption of His Place in the 

History of Redemption as Revealed in Romans 9-11, ,,2 both offer 

significant comment on Paul's eschatological missionary self

consciousness as sketched out by Munck. 

3. The Purpose of This Investigation 

This ongoing discussion of Paul's vocational consciousness 

appears to me to be the most congenial setting within current 
\ ' 

Pauline studies in which to pursue the sort of inquiry which, in 

the present state of research into Paul's missionary thinking, to 

my mind is called for. Before research into Paul's theology of 

mission can move forward it would seem to me essential to "lork out 

much more carefully what it is such research ought to be concerne d 

wi the Prior to the question: "'hat was Paul's theology of mission? 

ought to be the question: what to Paul's mind was mission? And 

given the highly personal character of Paul's thought on mission, 

the most useful approach to what Paul understood to be mission is 

to begin with his understallding of his own mission. 

History (Philadelphia, 1961) 219-58; W. Grundmann "Paulus aus dem 
Volke Israel, Apostel der Volker" NovT iv (1960) 267-91; \'1. A. Beards
lee "Pa ul as Apostle" Human Achievement and Divine Vocation in the 
Message of Paul (London, 1961) 79-94; J. Knox "Romans 15:14-33 and 
Paul's Conception of his Apostolic Mission" JBL lxxxiii (196Lf) 1-11 
(="Paul's Mission to the Nations" BT xxiv [1966 J 1571-77); K. F. 
Nickle "The eschatological significance of the Collection" The 
Collection : A Study in Paul ' s Strategy (London, 1966) 129-43; T. 
Holtz "Zum Selbstverstandnis des Apostels Paulus" ThLZ xci (1966) 
321-·30 ; M. Bouttier "Remarques sur la conscience apostolique de 
St. Paul" OIKONOMIA, HeiIsge schichte aIs 'l'hema der Theolo gie. Oscar..: 
Cullmann zum 65. Ge burtstag ge",idmet ed . F. Christ (Hamburg-Berg
stedt , 1967) 100-10~. 

1 (Ph.D. dissertation, Edinburgh Universi ty, 1960). Apart from 
its original listing in the Index to Theses (British), I have not 
found Pott's work cited in any-scholarly literature or bibliography, 
an unfortunate circumstance for a very useful contribution. 

2(Ph.D. dissertation, University of Iowa, 1970). 
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It is my purpose then to attempt to clarify s everal aspects 

of Paul's understanding of his own mission, as a contribution towards 

the more complete and more exact r epresentation of this area of his 

thought, an attainment which in turn should permit a more precise 

formulation of the sort of questions with which the study of Paul's 

theology of mission should be concerned, and thereby also a fuller, 

more accurate understanding of Paul's theology as a whole. 

The major contribution of the discussion set in motion by 

Cullmann and so significantly developed by Munck has been to explain 

Paul's self-consciousness in terms of his sense of vocation, and 

his sense of vocation in terms of eschatology and mission. I wish 

to take as my point of departure this same complex su.rrounding Paul's 

sense of vocation which Cullmann, Munckjand others have so helpfully 
\ ; 

illuminated; but I wish to do so in order to explain not Paul's 

understanding of himself but rather Paul's understanding of his 

mission. So far in the existing discussion this latter topic has 

received attention primarily within the elaboration of Paul's 

eschatological self-understanding. I wish both to accentuate such 

attention to Paul's understanding of his mission, and to broaden 

the range of that attention, by exploring other aspects of Paul's 

understanding of his mission in addition to its eschatological 

contextualization, and other f actors in that eschatological con

textualization in addition to Paul's self-conception. 

4. Delimitations 

It should be apparent from what has already been said, but 

perhaps it should be made explicit, that this investigation is 

concerned not with Paul's theology of mission directly, but rather 

with its prolegomerton. At the conclusion I will try to touch on 

how the results of the following s t udies might affect the study of 

Paul's theology of mission, but an attempt to work out Paul's 

theology of mi s sion lies outside the bounds of this dissertation. 

Concerning the relation of Paul's conception of mission to 

the earlier and later developments of missionary perspective in 

first century Chiistianity , I will not at t empt in these studies 

any systematic correlation, because of my conviction already 

outlined that, given the nature of the sources , the sort of studie s 

here offered should properly precede and inform the investiga tion 
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of these earliei and later developments. In the concluding chapter 

I will briefly touch on at least one way in which the results of 

these studies might affect the investigation of such related 

questions. 

The relation of Paul's outlook on mission to the study of 

other first century models of religious propaganda and expansion 

will also fall outside the limits of this work, though in the 

conclusion I will suggest some implications in this direction. 

It is essential that it be borne in mind throughout these 

studies that I am intending to say something about what Paul 

thought, not about what he did. Obviously the two cailllot be 

rigidly separated, and should not be; I will repeatedly have reason 

to consider Paul's life and work. But the intent is always a· clearer 

perception of what Paul thought he was doing rather than simply 

what he was doing. 

Regrettably I cannot hope in these studies to work through to 

a comprehensive picture of Paul's understanding of his mission. 

This is owing not only to the limitations of time and space but 

also to the fact that I simply have not arrived in my own under

standing at such a comprehensive picture. I am acutely conscious 

that important aspects of Paul's concept of his mission are not 

explored in what follows, as for example the implications of Paul's 

Christologyl or of his missionary preaching. while I attempt to 

work what I do treat into a common pattern, there is no intention 

of implying that this represents Paul's entire concept of his 

mission. I propose by the studies which follow only to make a 

contribution towards attaining that comprehensive picture. I 

should certainly like to think, however, that the aspects I have 

1 Undoubtedly the belief in the universal Lordship of the 
exalted Christ is fundamental to the theological presuppositions of 
Paul's missionary thinking--though whether it is the central aYld 
generative presupposition is another matter. See , for example, 
Leenhardt's comment: "The extension of the preaching of the Gospel 
to include all men is based on the elevation of the Messiah Jesus 
to the rank.ofxvpLos · "(Romans [London, 1961J 38). '1'11e exaltation 
of Christ is treated as a presupposition of the Gentile mission 
in H. Schlier's helpful l!Die Enisclieidung {ur die Heidenmission 
in deI' Urchristenheit" Die Zeit del' Kirche (Freiburg, 1956) 98-103; 
note also the comments in F. Halm , Mission , 100; and G. Bornkamm, 
Paul (London, 1971) 55ff. -----
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chosen to emphasize do represent very significant elements in 

Paul's conception and that the pattern they together suggest is 

not a distortion of that greater part of the whole which it covers. 

Since interest in Paul's mission and his theology of mission 

has often arisen from and been promoted by those engaged in the 

discussion of a Christian theology of mission for our own day, 

perhaps it would be wise at the outset to say that this investigation 

has been neither conceived nor carried out at all in terms of that 

quest. It is intended solely as a (limited) contribution to research 

into Pauline thought. 

5. A Point of Departure 

The heightened awareness of calling which so often rises to 

view in Paul's letters and plays so important a part in his self

understanding is, I have suggested, a useful point of departure 

for the study of Paul's understanding of his mission. It remains 

then by a brief introductory recollection of this material to obtain 

an initial footing from which to carry out the projected investigations. 

When one prepares to attend to Paul's peculiar sense of vocation, 

it is tempting to wish to begin with the question of its genesis. It 

would certainly at this stage be of some help if the convoluted 

issues surrounding Paul's conversion and call could with reference 

to our interests be sorted out and resolved. The results could not 

fail to bear implications for Paul's sense of vocation and his 

understanding of mission. Given however the state both of the 

available data and of the current discussion thereon, it would 

prove a task of considerable compass to work through to such results 

as could command reasonable assurance; it might well prove at many 

points impossible. One must therefore view with considerable 

hesitancy becoming involved at this point in such a complex and 

potentially inconclusiv(; line of inquiry. 

But that Paul is a man with a clear and intense sense of 

assignment is not (need one be reminded?) party to these uncertain

ties and disputes. The investigation of that which was bred is not 

in this case dependent on the resolution of the questions surrounding 

its breeding; to the contrary, the nature of the data is such that 

an investigation of what r~sulted may materially contribute to the 

discussion of how this result came about. 
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Throughout the Pauline corpus one finds himself again and again 

confront ed with Paul's accentuated sense of vocation. The material 

lies both in diffused and concentrated deposits. Major locations 

come readily to mind. One thinks of I Thessalonians ii, where Paul 

is anxious that the new converts understand correctly the nature of 

his vocation as it has affected them, over against aberrant models; 

or of Galatians i and ii, where Paul calls to view first the 

circumstances of his call and then the conference at Jerusalem 

regarding his mission, in order to offset misinterpretations of his 

vocation; or of I Corinthians iii and iv, with the analysis there 

of the appropriate place for Paul and other ministers in the 

estimation and affection of the Corinthian believers; or of I Cor

inthians ix with its discussion of Paul's financial policy in 
I. 

relation ', to his sense of missionary obligation; or of the compact 

reflection in I Corinthians xv on Paul's place among the witnesses 

to the resurrected Christ, and on his resulting vocational exertions. 

A fundamental strand of the materials of II Corinthians of course 

concerns Paul's anguished, forc eful struggle against an active mis

interpreta tion of his own person and work under God; 11 Corinthians 

v.14-vi.2 and x.12-18 are only two of many passages where the 

structure of his peculiar vocational consciousness in relation to 

his mission becomes especially evident. 

One also recalls the opening salutation to the Romans, where 

Paul's own calling is connected with God's whole intention in Christ; 

or Romans xi.13-14, where he briefly relates his own ministry to the 

redemptive plan for Jew and Gentile; or Romans xv.14-33, where he 

accounts for his letter to the Roman church and his plans in visiting 

them by reference to his special assignment from God and its practical 

outworking. In the. captivity literature there is Paul's reflection 

in Philippians iii on his initial summons and its effect on his life 

and purposes; there is also the important passage in Colossians 

i.21+-ii. 7 in which Paul's vocation is related directly to God's plan, 

and to the Colossian believers in that plan, aB well as the intriguing 

parallel to this passage in Ephesians iii, not to mention those 

passages in the Pastorals in which the theme of Paul's special 

vocation recurs. The self-consclousness of Paul and the way in 

which in the letters he and his own vocation from God repeatedly 

become topics of r e flection is unparalleled in N'l' literature. \Oli thin 

such materials on Paul's sense of vocation lie data rich with . 

import, both explicit and implicit, for the study of Paul's under-
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standing of his mission. 

Among the richest and most suggestive depositories of such 

material is undoubtedly the commentary by Paul on his missionary 

vocation and career found in Romans xv.14-33. Here, in an essentially 

noncontroversial setting, Paul engages at the conclusion of his 

productive Aegean period in a brief overview both of his missionary 

career to date and of its prospects, and offers thereby at this 

important juncture in his life significant clues to what he thought 

he had been doing and hoped to do in that career. 

That Paul had neither founded the Roman community to which 

the letter is addressed , nor previously visit ed it, calls forth 

a certain sensitive deference in accounting for his present approaches 

to them, by letter and soon by a visit. He therefore in bringing 
\ ' 

the letter to a close offers an 'apology' for it. He realizes, he 

first of all says , that the Roman believers are mature in goodness 

and knowledge, quite capable of admonishing themselves; but to 

account for this epistolary 'reminder ' concerning the gospel, vlhich 

he has rather boldly addressed to them, he calls to mind his 

particular role assigned by God (xv.14-15a). He is after all by 

a Divine entrustment Christ's minister; his particular sphere is 

the Gentiles, his task the priestly ministration of the gospel, 

his objective the presentation of the Gentiles as an acceptable 

offering, sanctified by the Spirit (xv.15b-16). If then he has 

made bold thus to address by this letter the Roman believers, 

it is because under God they as Gentiles fall within his sphere, 

their perfecting within his assignment. 

An understanding of his particular vocation not only helps, 

Paul f eels , to explain his letter, but with some elaboration will 

in addition help clarify his plans for a visit to the Roman 

community, explaining for instance why he is coming, why he has 

not come till now, why he cannot come immediately, why he will 

not settle down but only pass through. He goes on, therefore, to 

say that in his assignment he is not just in some preliminary 

stage, but at a point where he can now look back on definite 

achievement in what Christ has effected thro~gh him for the 

obedience of the Gentiles. By word and by deed, by "signs and 

wonders" in the Spirit's power, he has "fulfilled the gospel" 

from J erusa lem round to Illyricum, adhering all the while to his 

particular commitment to direct his ministry to lands not as yet 
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reached with the ' gospel (xv.17-21). If then he has till now not 

been able to call on the Roman community, it is because of this 

responsibility which has engaged him in the Ea st; if he is now 

coming, it is because this task is now complet ed--there is no more 

room for his particular pioneering function; if he plans only to 

pass through Rome rather than settle in, it is again owing to this 

urge to build not on another's foundation but in virgin land, such 

as Spain. For this new venture beyond them he desires the ir 

interest and support (xv.22-24). Finally he explains that the 

wrapping up of the eastern effort requires a trip to Jerusalem 

before embarkation for Rome and Spain; he explains the purpose of 

this journey and, not without forebodings, earnestly requests 

prayer for it (xv.25-33). 
\ ; 

Thus in Romans xv.14-33 Paul attends to his developing rela-

tions with the Romans by a review of his particular vocation: 

its nature, its accomplishments, and its prospects. In the process 

he offers rich material out of which to begin inquiries into Paul's 

understanding of his mission. Among the many elements of this 

special commentary by Paul on his missionary career, let me direct 

attention for the moment to three in particular which for me 

suggest especially significant questions about, and point to major 

aspects of, Paul's understanding of his mission. (i) In Romans 

xv.19b Paul choose s to interpret and measure his missionary career 

in spatial categories: his activity has been carried out, he de

clares, "from Jerusalem and round as far as Illyricum." (ii) His 

missionary activity within this spatial context Paul describes 

enigmatically in Romans xv.19b a s a "fulfillment" of the gospel 

of Christ. (iii) In Romans xv.20-2l Paul then indicates that, 

in such activity in such a context, he operates in coordina tion 

with a larger movement; he is governed by a commitment to work not 

in already evangelized r egions but always in virgin t erritory, 

complementing in adjacent areas r a ther than duplicating in the 

same place any work already in progr ess--a s in the case of the 

Roman church. 

Let me put three questions. (i) What is t he nature and 

significance of the spa tial category in Paul's understanding of 

his mission?' (ii) \Vithin that fram e of reference, what did Paul 

take his specific assigned act i vity to be? (iii) What wa s the 
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larger whole under God of which Paul took his assigned activity 

to be a part, and what for him was the relation of his assignment 

to this? I wish to focus successively on aspects of Paul's 

understanding of his mission which correspond to these particular 

queries arising from Romans xv.14-33. 
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11. THE GEOGRAPHICATJ ASPECT OF PAUL'S UNDERSTANDING 

OF HIS MISSION 



II. THE GEOGRAPHICAL ASPECT OF PAUL'S UNDERSTANDING OF HIS HISSION 

1. Prolegomena 

1.1 Romans xv.19b 

In Paul's commentary on his vocation at the conclusion of 

his letter to Rome he chooses at one point to interpret and measure 

his missionary career within a geographical frame of reference. He 

has, he tells us, now fulfilled the gospel from Jerusalem round as 

far as Illyricum: 
" , , , ,\'.f,' · I' , ••• UJCJTE: ~E: ano IE:potloal\n~ xc).!, XUXI\W ~E:XPL TOO . I\I\UPLXOO , " / ' 

nE:nAnpWXE:VaL TO E:UaYYE:ALOV TOO' XPLOTOO •••• 

The clause contains several features inviting consideration.
l 

Ci) The order and relationship of the two geographical points 

of reference deserve notice. It is "from Jerusalem • • • as far as 

Illyricum" and not, for example, "from Illyricum ••• as far as 

Jerusalem," which would imply an entirely different process. Paul's 

activity is depicted as having proceeded along the northeastern 

1 In the modern critical period it was Baur and his school who 
especially brought to attention the significance and interpretive 
pu.zzles of Romans xv.19b. As part of his argument that the entire 
chapter is non-Pauline, Baur (Paul, I. 355-56) says on xv.19b that Paul 
himself would never have indicated Jerusalem as the starting point of 
his mission; he would rather have mentioned Arabia, Syria, and Cilicia. 
"Is not this too evidently a concession made to the Jewish Christians, 
according to whose views every preacher of the Gospel could only start 
from Jerusalem?" He is dubious of a Pauline visit to Illyricum, "that 
rude, inhospitable land, which at that time was still inhabi t ed by 
barbarians." The specification of these termini and the assertion 
that between them Paul had completed the proclamat ion strikes Baur 
as proof of inauthenticity: "How the Apostle could say this is a 
question which no one can help asking , and after all that has been 
said no reasonable explanat ion has ye:t been found." Rather he sees 
here at work a Paulinist of the stamp of the author of Acts, supple
menting Paul's l etter with a reworking of 11 Corinthians x.12ff 
within the atmosphere of accommodation to the Jewish Christian 
outlook (357-61). 

The commentaries since have had repeatedly to busy themselves 
with the implications and complications of this clause for the 
understanding of Paul and his career. Apart from the commentaries, 
the most recent special treatments have been those of J. Knox 
"Romans 15 : 11+_ 33 and Paul's Conception of his Apostol ic Mission if 

JBL lxxxiii (1964) 1-11, especially 8-11 ; and A. S. Geyser "Un 
essai d'explication de Rm xv.19" NTS vi (1959-60) 156-59 . On 
the latter, see Appendix 11. 
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Mediterranean in a generally westward direction. l 

v( (ii) The geographical starting point given for Paul's mission 

is Jerusalem, and not, for example, Antioch or Damascus. Did Paul 

in fact fulfill the gospel "from Jerusalem"? That he actually 

began his work in Jerusalem, or that early in his career he 

engaged in a preaching mission there, seems ruled out by Galatians i, 

vThere Paul is at pains to emphasize that in his earliest period 

he had only the barest association with Jerusalem Christianity, 

that his contact with its leaders was limited to Peter and James and 

that to the Judean churches he remained unknown by face (Gal i.15-

24) • 

Conceivably his reference to Jerusalem is meant to designate 

movement from but exclusive of Jerusalem itself. Conceivably he 

means that he has carried on the advance from, but exclusive of, 

the sphere of the Jerusalem community; from, that is, the adjacent 

region of Syria, or more exactly from its major cities, Damascus 

and Antioch. This may be the case; the wording permits this under

standing. But then why did Paul not simply say "from Damascus" or 

"from Antioch" instead of saying "from Jerusalem"? The problem of 

the reference to Jerusalem remains. 

It should be realized that in Galatians Paul does not claim 

that he has not carried out evangelistic work in Jerusalem2 but 

rather that he has not sustained more than very limited contacts 

1 
The prepositional phrases indicate not simply the bounds of 

Pauline activity but more particularly the general course of that 
acti vi ty, from here along as far as there. Compare the close parallel 
in phrasing of the shorter ending of Mark: 6 )Inaoa~ ano avaToAn~ 

't. " . f" • • - \ , ( f" \1/ xa axp~ 6vaE:w~ E: i;anE:(HE: ~ AE:V 6~ aUTWV TO ••• XTj PUYlla or axp~, T 

reads llEXP~ ; these prepositions are often, together with £w~) 
interchangeable; cf. e.g. Mt xiii.30). Swete arrived at the suggestion 
of a Roman provenance for the shorter ending precisely because of 
the direction of movement specified for the early mission by these 
prepositions (Mark, cviii; so also A.E.J. Rawlinson, Mark, 248). 
One should contrast this pattern of movement indicated for the mission 
with, for instance, that in the Ethiopic text of the Epistula Apos
tolorum 30: Go and preach ••• towards east and west, north and south" 
(Hennecke 1. 212; cL Ep. Apos. 2), and compare it with the Coptic 
text: "Go you and preach ••• from sunrise to sunset and from south 
to north." CL also Luke xxiv. 47 and Acts i.8. 

2 Contra e.g. J. Knox "Romans 15", 8: !lIn Galatians he tells us 
quite emphatically that he did not do any preaching in Jerusalem at 
all"; E. Kasemann, Ro mer, 377: "Trotz den anderen Angaben del' 
Apostelgeschichte wird durch Gal 1 paulinische Predigt in Jerusalem 
ausgeschlossen." 
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wi th the Christian community there. rrhe one does not at all 

necessarily entail the other. Paul would not have conducted a 

mission within the Christian assemblies but in the Jewish synagogues, 

and not to have been known by face throughout the former groups 

may not rule out some particular effort among the l a tter (of the 

sort, for example, suggested in Acts ix.29 or xxvi.20), an effort 

which could have come eventually to hold peculiar significance to 

Paul in his conception of his missionary career. 

But then too, one must note that in Romans Paul does not 

claim to have preached in Jerusalem but rather to have fulfilled 

the gospel from there. The latter need not necessarily include the 

formerj fulfilling the gospel from Jerusalem may be a different 

matter from preaching it in Jerusalem. It would be quite possible , 

given such a distinction, that Paul has in mind in Romans xv.19b not 

so much some activity of his as some experience of his in Jerusalem, 

an experience of special meaning to him in relation to the beginnings 

of 

or, 

his mission (such, for example, as that mentioned in Acts xxii.17-21, 

less likely, that in Galatians ii.l-10).1 

The most likely explanation (to which the previous considerations 

may be assimilated) is that Paul is not trying to mark the exact 

chronologi.cal and geographical starting point of his own ministry 

but rather the proper originating point of every advance for the 

gospel in his day, because all missionary progress of the period 

was, both from a historical and from a theological point of view, 

necessarily "from Jerusalem." Whether or not he had carried out 

some missionary activity in J erusalem, in any case he felt that he 

had good grounds for saying he had carried out his missionary activity 

from there. 2 

lSuggested by F. F. Bruce, who however favours the explanation 
that Paul in Romans xv.19b mentions Jerusalem "as the starting
point and metropolis of the Christian movement as a whole" (Rom~, 
261; cf. id. "Paul and Jerusalem" TynB xix [1968J 4). 

2So Bruce, Romans, 261; Michel, Romer, 367 n. lj Bornkamm, Paul, 
53j in effect, Baur: P~ul, 1. 355 (seep:--18 n. 1 above). Sanday and 
Headlam, Romans, 409 , and Murray, Romans, 11.213-14, take the 
reference V') J erusalem to be d~::;iinating simply a bO'.lndary of the 
mission and not a lso its starting point . 

There is a lso the question whether Paul hereby does not seem to 
include the area of Jer'.lsalem within his proper sphere of assignment, 
which was nevertheless (i) Jewish, and (ii) already being evangelized 
by others -- hence Lagrange , Roma ins, 3.')3 : "c' est donc un point de 
depart qui n ' est pas incl us dans l e r e aul tat. " 
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(iii) We have no record that Paul worked, or superintended 

work, in Illyricum. Yet he speaks in our clause of that area as 

representing the outer bounda ry of his labours. Here however (in 

distinction from the immediately preceding reference to Jerusalem) 

we are faced not with possibly conflicting evidence (i.e. evidence 

suggesting that Paul's mission did not r each Illyricum) but rather 

simply with a lack of evidence, a lack which carries very diminished 

significance when one realizes how incomplete our knowledge is of 
1 

Paul's missionary career. 

There are several ways .of explaining the reference, none of 

which significantly differs from the others in its effect on bur 

understanding either of the clause or of Paul's career. It may well 

be that Paul did at some point evangelize in the province of Illyr

icum. The time often suggested for such a work is that period which 

followed his Ephesian ministry and preceded his departure from Corinth 
2 to Jerusalem ( Ac xx.2). Alternately he may have evangelized in 

Macedonia in that part which was considered ethnically Illyrian. 3 

1 
Compare for example 11 Corinthians xi with Acts. J. Knox, 

Romans,· IB IX. 646: "The silence of Acts on this matter is not 
significant one way or the other." 

2 
Dodd, Romans, 228; Murray, Romans,II. 214; Meyer, Romans, 

550-51. BruC'e1Rc)"mans, 261) is willing to speak of "fifteen to 
eighteen months" for this period. 

3See Appian, Illyrica i.7; J·osephus, War ii.16.4; Strabo 
vii. 7.4. "Thus Illyris meant to the Greeks the southern part of 
the area, that neighboring Macedonia, Epirus, and the Greek cities 
on the Adria tic coast and islands, and Illyricum meant to the Romans 
the whole area from the Eastern Alps to the hint erland of the Gulf 
of Valona" (OCD, 541). Dodd (Romans, 228) argues that since Paul 
regularly uses provincial r ather than ethnic-regional t erms , he 
here probably means provincial Illyricum . This is perhaps supported 
by the Latinized form by which Paul r efers to the area. The normal 
Greek t erm was 'D.AvpLa or'L\AvpLS ; the Latin was Illyricum. 
Paul's'IAAvpLxov appears to be quite unusual in the literature". 
LS gives for the word only this instance in Romans. Itl. M. Ramsay 
says tha t Dio Cassius is the only other writer in Greek to use the 
Latinized noun form' IAAupvx6v (Galatians , 277) . The adjec tival 
'IAAvpLxos is of course not uncommon. That Paul uses the Latin 

form of re ference suggests that the nomenclature of the Roman 
administrative system was particularly in mind. 
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Or again, he may not have reached there himself but have superintended 

the mission to (either provincial or ethnic) Illyricum. l Or again, 

Paul may mean that Illyricum is the area up to which, not into which, 

he has worked; the wording permits Illyricum to be either the 

exclusive or the inclusive limit. 2 Paul's mission in Macedonia of 

itself would permit him to refer to Illyricum in this manner. All 

in all it seems doubtful, however, that Paul would have been willing 

to make plans to go on to Rome and Spain if, though referring to 

Illyricum in connection with his missionary career, he knew that it 

nevertheless had not yet in -some way received the gospel and that 

there was in f act in these regions still room for his ministry.3 

His work in Macedonia, it would seem, must at some time have reached, 

either personally or mediately, into either provincial or ethnic 

Illyricum. 

(iv) When one recalls that Paul in referring to Illyricum 

is speaking not of the terminal point of a completed assignment but 

rather of a ,,.,ray-place marking the extent of progress at this moment 

in a mission meant to proceed well beyond, it is perhaps worth noting 

that he marks tha t progress by reference not to a city (such as 

Corinth or Th essalonica ) nor to some topographica l fea ture (such as the 

IDoe s the r e f erenc e in II Timothy iv.lO to the dispatch of 
Titus to Da lmatia preserve some i mplica tion of Pauline miss ionary 
connections with tha t r egion in the earlier period? Dibelius-Con
zelmann (Past or a lbriefe , 96 ) suggest tha t this is a legendary expan
sion of Romans xv.19b ; P . N. Harri son cons ider s it (wi t h Titus iii.12) 
an authentic r efl ection of wo r k begun near the end of Paul's Aegean 
period (Problem of the Pastor a l s , 117-18 , 123 ); so also G. S. Duncan 
(Ephesian Mi ni st r y , 220- 24). Cf . Ac t s of Paul 11.1 (Hennecke II. 
383). 

2 J. Knox (Roma~~, IB IX. 645-46) suggests that if Paul had 
preached in r a ther t han up t o Illyricum, one might have expec ted 
him to delimit his area by the expression "as f a r a s the Adria tic." 
I find it ha rd to under s t and why i n another cont ext Knox can however 
write tha t taking the t ermi ni in an exclusive sens e "is admitt edly 
not the natural way to under s tand Paul's statement " ("Romans 15", 
8 n. 11). It i s surely as natural a s the alternative. Cf. Sanday 
and Headlam, Romans , _ 407-09 ; Michel, Rom~, 366- 67. 

3Meye; (Rom,ms , 350 ; also Phi lipDi , Romans , II. 381-82) ar gues 
that Roma ns xv. 23 make s it conclusive~ t hat Paul preached in Ill yricum. 
One should al so t ake note of t he suggestio n that I llyricum for Paul 
r epres ent ed the borde r beh~een east and wes t . So Baur, Paul, 1. 355 ; 
Philippi, Romans , 381; Lagrange (Rema i ns , 353 ) \-Jri t es: IIProbabl ement 
Paul a voulu di re qu' i l avait atteln~en prechant en Macedoine , 
les confins de l'Occident ." But i s this sense of the east-wes t div i s i on 
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Adriatic) but by reference to a province. Is this the category 

which normally served him in marking the geographical progress of 

his mission? 

(v) The words xal XUXA~ have often been taken to mean the en

virons of Jerusalem, the area ~ound abou~ (either then Judea, or 

perhaps more loosely, Syria and Arabia .)2 But for this meaning one 

should have expected the article wi th f( Uf( AW , 3 and it therefore is 
, 4 

better to follow the early Greek commentators, who take the words 

rather to describe the circuitous nature of Paul's movements between 

Jerusalem and Illyricum. 5 

I n such a case the phrase could be taken to describe the in

dir e'::t , often involuted movement within these limits by which Paul 

eventually attained Illyricum, as distinguished from having traveled 

straight along without variation towards that point. But equally 

well it could be ' taken to allude rather to the generally curved 

pattern implicit in any traversing of the lands from Jerusalem to 
. 6 Illyrlcum. 

of the empire operative so early? In a systematic progression one 
should think that at that time Illyricum would usually have repre
sented simply the last country before Italy. 

1 
See p. 21 11.0. 3 above. 

2Alfred, Greek Testament, 11. 462; Godet, Romans, 480; Gifford, 
Romans, 227; Meyer, Romans, 349-50; Philippi, Roma~ 11. 381; 
H. C. G. Moule, Romans, 240; Leenhardt, Romans, 370 n.; Barrett 
considers it possible (Romans, 276). 

3Sanday and Headlam, Romans , 407. Cf. Demosthenes, De Corona 
96: )(a\ Ta XU/(AC{) Tn~ 'ATH}(I1~ ; PFay cx.7,8: Ta )(UXAWL TOO E:ACtLOUPYt.'ou 
Jer xl (xxxiii).13:~V Tat~ X6XAW 'IEpouoaA~~ Lam ii.3: xaTl,aYE 
n&VTa Ta XUXAW • • , 

4 
oecumenius (MPG 118.621d); Chrysostom (MPG 60.656); Theodoret 

(MPG 82.213b); Gennadius (Staab, 416). 

5The problematic nature ofxal. X0XAW is evident in the history 
of the text. Some witnesses pla cexal. }(\5HA(~ after'IAAUpLHOD (D, F, 
G, it), some omit it (arm, Eus H.E. iii.l [out cf. vi.25J), one 
puts XUXAW beforeemo ,lIEpouoaArHl (Origen, Gels. vii.21); one omits 
X at. (L), 'while some put it afterxuxAw (Cyr of Alex, de recta fide 
[MPG 76 .1229d ] 623, 1611). • 

6So J. Strahan (HDAC 1. 606): "The meaning is that all the 
countries between Jerusalem and. Illyricum, ••• forming a rough 
arc of a circle, have been evangelized by the Apostle." Mi chel 
(Romer, 366, and n. 6) Cl,nd Kasemann (Romer, 377) expressly accept the 
idea of a curve (im Bogen) here . Meyer (Romans , 550) is adamant 
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of the text. Some witnesses placexa\ }(\J/(A(V after 'IAAup~xoO (D, F, 
G, it), some omit it (arm, Eus H.E. iii .l [out cf. vi.25J), one 
puts XUXAW beforeanolIEpouoaAfJJ.l (Ol'ie;en, Cels. vii.21); one omits 
xal. (L), 'while some put it afterxux/\u) (Cyr of Alex, de recta fide 
[I1PG 76 .1229d ] 623 , 1611). • 

6 So J. Strahan (HDAC 1. 606): liThe meaning is that all the 
countries between Jerusalem and Illyricum, ••• forming a rough 
arc of a circle, have been evangelized by the Apostle. " Michel 
(Romer, 366 , and n.6) and Kasemann (RomeI', 3'77) expressly accept the 
idea of a curve (im Bogen ) here. Meyer:-l"Romans , 550) is adamant 
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J. Knoxhowever is not at ease with sensing inxJxAo~ anything 

less than a full circle. He argues that f{JXAO~ almost invariably 

means not a curving or indirect route but a complete circuit. He 

therefore suggests the possibility (and he wishes to be understood 

to be doing no more than that) that Paul betrays by this word the 

circular nature of his overall missionary plan, a circuit right 

round the Mediterranean world, of which he claims now to have 

completed the first leg (as though he had said: I have done the 

circle as far round as Illyricum).l 

That XUXAO~ may however quite appropriately be used of a 

curving route alone, with no thought of a complete circuit, is demon

strable (as Knox recognizes) from the usually cited passage in Xenephon 

( 4) " 6 \ • " J .f " Ana. vii.l.,l : XCH lC 'TE:pa OLa 'ToO L£pOG opov~ Ot-OL TIOpCUE:o{}aL n 
\ 

XUXAW OL 'a. jJ€on~ 'Tff~ {}p&xn~. One might also notice in this connection . '. 
a use of XUXAO~ in Appian (Mithrid. 101) which, as it happens, 

refers to a traversing of territory along the Black Sea corresponding 

to that which here is indicated for the Mediterranean, namely a 

journey from the southeastern coast to a place along the northern 

coast; ,Mithridates sets himself from Dioscurias in the Colchis region 

to ·skirt the Black Sea as far as the Crimean region: 'TOV rr6v,ov ~AOV 
'_f '0' · \ , ,\ , , . , £v XUXAW xaL Exu{}a~ E:TIL T~ rrOV'TW xaL 'TnV MaLWTLoa ALjJvnv UTIE:pE:A6wv 
, B" 'Q \ - , 2' • , \ 
£~ oaTIopov E:jJ~aA£LV An example of the same use ofxuxAo~ but 

this time for the configuration of a journey in the same area of the 

Mediterranean world referred to in Romans xv.19b is to be found in 

Philo (Leg. Gaium 250). The governor of Syria, trying to stall and 

that xux AlU is not to be taken to mean a curve: "xux AW never denotes 
this, and "is never merely the opposite of straight out, but always 
circumcirca." But see the citations from Appian, Philo, and Xenephon 
gi ven in the text above and on the page follo 'lling. 

IJ. Knox ("Romans 15", 10-11) writes: "It is at least possible 
that this rather casual XUXAW reflects Paul's hope a~d expectation 
of making a complete circuit 'of the nations , both north and south of 
the Sea, • • • encompassing the whole Mediterranean world in its 
scope." In passing it might be noted that in at least one segment of 
ancient thought there was a tendency to enumerate the lands of the 
inhabited earth in a counterclockwise circular fashion, corresponding 
to the oecumenic8.1 circuit Knox attributes to Paul's plans. The 
tendency is partially present in 'the listing of the nations in Acts 
ii.9-11. See B. M. Metzger, "Ancient Astrological Geography and 
Acts 2:9-11" ~ostolic Hist9ry and the Gospel (Exeter, 1970) 123-33 , 
and the literature cited there. 

2Bauer, Wb5 , adding this reference to his previous material on 
XUXA~ ,writes (903): "Vi ell. gibt man XJ}lA~ besser rnit im Boge!.!, 
wieder." 
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deflect the emperor, proposes that, for the sake of convenience 

and safety, the emperor, rather than taking the direct sea route from 

Italy to Egypt, coast round by way of Asia and Syria: & on 
, , "'", , , _f \ ' 

ltaV,a y~VE:TaL P«,OLWS; TOV OL ACHas; }WL ~VPLCtS; }tv}tI\OV ltE:pC'(~oVllE:VIf. 

If these uses are, as I wish to propose, parallel to the sense of 

}tU}tAU) in our text, then it means that Paul is in this clause not , 
only referring to two geographical locations but also is employing 

some concept of the geographical arrangement of the lands between, 

some idea of the shape of the northeastern Mediterranean world, in 

charting the progress of his mission. He has got round that area 

as far as Illyricum. 

If one were determined nevertheless, with Knox, to press the 

'usual and normal' circular meaning of the word, then the idea of 

a traversing 'by circuit' (rather than directly) would suffice, and 

there is no necessity for finding some implication of a grand 

scheme for the whole Mediterranea~ world. Still, Knox has by his 

suggestion usefully raised the question of Paul's larger scheme, 

and if his suggestion regarding that scheme cannot be demonstrated 

from this text, neither is it excluded by it. 

(vi) That Paul had "fulfilled the gospel" within this geo

graphical range bears its own set of problems which may more 

appropria tely be handled in the following chapter when we inquire 

not where Paul saw himself labouring but what he took that labour 

to be. But at this point it is important to recognize from this 

expression at least that so far as Paul's own mission is concerned, 

while some territories remain to be affected, others are considered 

finished, so much so that Paul believes he has no more place there 

(Rm xv.23). Whatever it is he is doing in these lands, that doing 

can and does reach a point where it has become done, accomplished, 

fulfilled. l When it is considered therefore with reference to the 

geographical area.s in which he works, Paul understands his task not 

to be continuous, repeatable, timeless, or unending, but to be 

completable. 

ICf. C. F. D. IVloule I:Fulfilment-1tlords in the New Testament: 
Use and Abuse" N'l'S xiv (1967-68) 315: lilt is, perhaps, ironical 
th 1 th h \" t ~\ X-at Pau uses e p rase 1t E: 11:l\npWHE:VCn TO E:va'YyE:.I\~OV TOO pLaTO\) 

in Romans xv.19 in a cont ext where it is widely recognized that 
he cannot mean that he has fully evange lized all the areas he 
SpeCl1les. But it s eems, nevertheless , that, even if he is thinking 
of key c ent r es only, he do es mean that , within these terms, he has 
fini shed the task and discharged it comple t e ly." 
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Romans xv.19b shows then that, on reflection at l east, Paul 

' discerned a particular pa t tern in his mi ssionary efforts which 

could best be expressed in a geographical frame of reference. l 

If, taking his lead, we review his missionary activity from such 

a perspective , certain useful indications may emerge of what he 

thought he wa s about in his missionary vocation. 

1.2 Sources 

Before beginning a survey of Paul's movements and plans in his 

missionary car eer, a brief word concerning the use of Acts in such 

a survey is in order. Three issues especially present themselves: 

(i) the question of procedure, whe ther it is proper to make use of 

Acts from the start in such an inquiry or if it should be excluded 

till a later point; (ii) the question of reliability, whether the 

materials of Acts on Paul's movements are to be trust ed or dis

counted; and (iii) the question of t he overall scheme of Paul's life, 

whether that provided in Acts may s erve as a fra mework for such a 

surveyor should be replaced. 

(i) On the grounds tha t, while the letters of Paul are primary 

sources , Acts is only secondary some have argued tha t in Pauline 

studies the data of Acts should not be taken into consideration in 

the initial stage s of inquiry but only after firm results have 

been developed based on the data of the l etters. These results the 

material of Acts may then be found a t points to supplement or 

illustrate, but it mus t not be permitted to participate in or alter 

their fundamental formula tion. 2 This certainly approaches what one 

must consider unwarrant ed regimenta tion in the procedures of historical 

inquiry, for the simple r eason tha t a source which has its material 

second or third hand may nevertheless be found to preserve at that 

level not only authentic but even determinative infor ma tion and should 

111.. S. Geyser, in hi s short s t udy "Un essa i d' explication de 
Rom. xv. 19'1 (NTS vi [1 959- 60J 1 56- 59 ), ar gues tha t Romans xv.19b 
should not be t aken as an a sser tion of lit eral historical-geographical 
attainments by Paul. I di s cuss Gey s er's pos ition in Append.ix lI. 

2Th'~ argu.ment i s se t out mo s t complet ely in J. Knox, Chapters 
in a Life o f Paul (London, 1950 ) 13- 88 , and is e specially s econded 
by J. C. Hurd "Paul ine Chronology and Pauline Theology " Christ ian 
.Hi~_tory and I r:terpretation eds. W. R. Far mer, C. F. D. Moule , and R. 
R. Ni ebuhr (Cambridge , 1967 ) 225- 48 . For others who have held this 
position s ee t he sur vey in Hurd. 
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not be excluded from the initial and formative stages of inquiry 

solely on groilllds of proper methodology. Each case must be weighed 

in turn on its own merits. The problem of the use of the materials 

of Acts in the understanding of Paul cannot be so summarily resolved. 

At the same time this methodological contention must not be 

dismissed out of hand. As with so many attempted correctives, though 

the prescription turns out to be something of an overdose, it is 

based on a good diagnosis. There is in this argument a most valid 

and salutary warning against that uncritical conflation of data 

derived from Acts and from the letters which all too easily creeps 

into research on Paul. Acts and the letters are two different sorts 

of sources, and even if we must decline in their use to be restricted 

to a rigid consecutive and hierarchical approach, we must nevertheless 

most certainly handle the data from Acts and from the letters dis

cretely, consistently attentive to the variant natures of these 

sources. 

(ii) It remains true that the reliability of the information 

on Paul to be had from Acts has 'often been called in question. I 

am prepared to grant that a fair measure of this skepticism is to 

be attributed to an exaggeration both of the extent and of the 

significance of the differences between the Paul of Acts and the 

Paul of the letters. Nevertheless the portraits are different and 

at not unimportant points appear to be quite contradictory, so 

that the data of Acts must needs be handled throughout not only 

separately but with a sensitivity to the question of reliability. 

Much of the discussion on the reliability of Acts does not 

however particularly relate to the line of inquiry to be pursued 

here (unless an extreme position on the credibility of Acts must be 

reckoned with) bec ause the survey is concerned not with the data 

relating to Paul's theology, or personality, or conduct, but with 

that relating to his missionary movements, and with regard especially 

to such material there is good reason to believe that the author was 

usually in contact with sound information, not least because in the 

general scheme of th6se movements as well as in their detail, at 

those random points where the letters can be brought to bear as 

a check, Acts is found to be in fairly close and sometimes quite 
1 

precise accord "vi th the letters; and because the writer in just this 

\Jith reference to the general scheme, it bears notice that 
Acts places Paul in the same area of the lviedi terranean \-Jorld, in the 
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sort of material seems to have had available at a number of places 

firsthand reporting.
l 

(iii) It is however just the general scheme of Paul's movements 

assumed in Acts whose accuracy is strongly disputed by one group of 

scholars. John Knox, with others, has set out and defended a totally 

new structure for the course of Paul's life, derived for methodological 

same provinces, and does this in the same general sequence, as do the 
letters: Paul's area of mission in Acts, as in the letters, is the 
northeastern Mediterranean world, ranging between Judea and the 
Adriatic; he moves through this area in Acts, as in the letters, from 
east to west, touching Syria and Cilicia, Nacedonia, Achaia, and Asia, 
in that order (and also Galatia at some point along the way). 

At those points where the letters furnish a more detailed picture 
of Paul's movements there is usually very close accord, namely with 
reference to the post-conversion movements: from Damascus to Jerusalem 
to Syria and Cilicia; the initial Aegean circuit: from Philippi to 
Thessalonica to Athens to Corinth to Ephesus; the final Aegean circuit: 
from Ephesus to Corinth via Macedonia; and the post-Aegean plans for 
travel to Jerusalem and then Rome. 

The vexed question of the Jerusalem visits only marginally 
concerns our inquiry since these were not properly missionary. If 
Luke in this aspect did err with reference to Paul's movements, by 
for instance adding extra visits -- and no consensus exists on the 
matter -- it is owing to a quite identifiable tendency which does not 
necessarily carry over to his reporting on Paul's other movements. 
And that tendency, to give a Jerusalem orientation to Paul's career, 
even if not the details by which it is expressed, is not in any case 
fundamentally misleading, for the evidence for this career in Paul's 
own letters is also peculiarly structured by visits to Jerusalem 
(cf. Knox, Chapters, 25-27, 51). 

~The itinerary of Paul reported in Acts, as distinguished for 
the moment from the episodes inserted in that itinerary, conforms in 
general and, where possible, often in particular with the indications 
of the letters (see precedirig note). Just this circumstance has in the 
critical study of Acts forced to the foreground the question of an 
itinerary source. However that is to be resolved, the reason it has 
arisen and persists is the fact that the itinerary material in the 
later part of Acts by its (apparently) independent accord with the 
evidence of the letters suggests authentic information as a basis. 

J. L. Keedy has recently ("St. Luke's Account of the Travels 
of St. Paul" [Ph.D. dissertation, Oxford University, 1970])attempted 
a full-scale reexamination of the question of the independence of 
Acts from the Pauline letters,focused precisely in terms of the 
sti' iking agre emen t beh"een the letters and the non-WE itinerary 
material of Ac ts. If one is not prepared to adopt his conclusion that 
Acts depends for this material on Paul' .s letters, one must fall back 
on some explanation supposing the use in JI.cts for parts of Paul's 
travels of independent authentic informat ion. 

On the whole question of sources in the latter part of Acts 
see especially the surveys in J. Dupont, The Sources of Acts (London, 
1964) 75-J.68, and Haenchen, Acts, 81-90, 117-21. The only notable 
recent challenge to the reliability of the itinerary material as a 
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reasons solely from the l etters. 1 In thi s new arrangement Paul carries 

out in the decade or more between his conversion and the Jerusalem 

council most of his missionary labours reported in Acts, including the 

Galatian and Aegean missions. In a brief three year post-conciliar 

period he returns to his mission lands to raise the collection 

for the Jerusalem Christians, and pens in the process his major letters. 

The final Jerusalem visit ends disastrously and Paul is transported to 

Rome, where he meets his death. Knox is quite aware that this is at 

odds with the scheme offered in Acts, but he feels that since it 

represents the data of the primary sources, a secondary witness such 

as Acts must on this matter be in error. 

Scholarship in general has not adopted this new chronology. 

There are no doubt several sound reasons for this. One major weakness 

of Knox's argumentation , it appears to me, is that in his fascination 

with the methodological question he seems to ignore the possibility 

of an exegetical question. He believes the letters taken alone yield 

an unambiguous, indisputable picture of the course of Paul's life, 

namely the construction which Knox himself has elicited from them • 

. This particular construction, he claims, the letters offer "plainly 

and consistently." "If we had only the letters, students of the life 

vihole has been that by G. Schille ("Die FragwUrdigkei t eines Itinerars 
der Paulusreisen" ThLZ lxxxi v [1959 J 165-74), who gratuitously imposes 
on Paul's actual movements the model of itinerant church workers in 
the Didache (xi.4-6), where visiting 'missionaries' were not allowed 
to remain for more than two days in anyone location. Accordingly 
for Schille Acts has entirely misrepresented the nature of Paul's 
movements by describing an orderly progression with long stops, whereas 
in reality Paul had always to be on the move, stopping at anyone 
place for only a night or two. As Haenchen comments (Acts, 86 n.l): 
"Schille is here misapplying to Paul a rule designed for an entirely 
different age -- two generations later -- and an entirely different 
situation, when it was a question of regulating the activity of 
wandering preachers among congregations already organized under monar
chic bishops." Dupont reviews Schille in some detail (Sources, 147-57), 
and is even more severe in his judgment. 

The question of the reliability of the itinerary material of Acts 
must also be considered in relation to the question of the WE material, 
with which it overlaps. It is difficult, when all the evidence has 
been sifted, to avoid the conclusion that in such WE material one is 
in contact with a firsthand report: so e.g. A. Harnack, H. J. 
Cadbury, H. Dibelius, _fl •• D. Nock , E. Trocme, and , partially, Haenchen 
(see Dupont, Sources, 75-112). 

1 
~J. Knox, Chapters, 13-88; J. C. Hurd, "Pauline Chronology", 

and the literature listed and discussed by him. 
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of Paul would accept it without question."l Knox can assume there-

fore that the only real issue attending his proposal is the metho

dological one, whether the data of Acts are to be permitted to ta~e 

precedence over the 'obvious' evidence of the letters. Whether first 

of all the construction he opposes to Acts is itself based on a 

sound exegesis of the letters, whether the evidence from those letters 

might not be read differently and with significantly different 

results, does not appear to occur to him. 

It is just here that T. H. Campbell in a brief but useful 

article has challenged Knox's position. 2 Disputing at important 

points the exegesis on which Knox has based his interpretation,3 

and directing attention to a sequence of highly relevant data in 

1 
Chapters, 60. 

2T• H. Campbell, "Paul's 'Missionary Journeys' as Reflected 
in His Letters" JBL lxxiv (1955) 80-87. 

3It is not only that the letters may yield schemes other than 
that which Knox proposes, but that his scheme is based on faulty 
foundations. For instance, it is a mainstay of Knox's position that 
the account in Gal i allows for one, and only one, visit to Jerusalem 
before the council, because it mentions only one (Chapters, 52-53). 
It is extremely curious, as Campbell quite rightly points out 
("Missionary Journeys", 82), that Knox must then, as a second 
critical point in his scheme, establish that Paul between these 
holO visits did his major mission work, by the argument that the 
omission of reference to any such activity within precisely the same 
context in Galatians is of no account. Knox would attempt to avoid 
this thrust by saying that while any other trip to Jerusalem \vould 
have of necessity to be mentioned, given the line of argument, in 
contrast mention of the extended missionary excursions would not have 
been germaine to the argument (Chapters, 58). But there is no easy 
escape. The function of Cilicia-Syria in the argument is, as Ogg 
points out (The Chronology of the Life of Paul [London, 1968J 38), 
to place Paul far away from Jerusalem. If in fact (as Knox supposes) 
Paul had even been further afield than Cilicia, off during those 
years not only in the Aegean but also among even the Galatians 
themselves to whom he is writing, it would have been extremely ger
maine to the line of argument to allude to this circumstance. 

Another pillar for Knox's position is the contention that in 
Galatians iLIO OI1. 9 ought to interpret EonoVoctOCI. to indicate an 
obligation immediat ely taken up with urgency (Chapters, 54-58); 
that is, Paul here tells the Galatians that he Vlent right tof. work 
on the requested collection as soon as the conference was over. This 
approach to Galatians ii.lQ is seriously undermined in a brief note 
by D. R. Hall (liSt. Paul and Famine Relief: A Study in Galatians 21011 

Ex'!' lxxxii [1970-71J 309-11), the significance of which for Knox's 
scheme has been noted by P. H. B1i'gh (liThe Pauline Chronology of 
John Knox ll Ex'!' 1xxxiii [1971-721 216). Hall argues effectively that 
a 'pluperfect' sense for Eo1t:ou6c;oCl. best fits the context: what Paul 
\'laS requested to do he declaxes he already had been busy doing . To 
the extent that Knox's new chronology rests on takingEo1touOCl.OCl. to 
refer expressly to immediately subsequent activity, it is therefore 
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the letters on which Knox only touches in passing, Campbell argues 

that the evidence of the l et ters can and does yield another picture 

of the course of Paul's life. That the picture which emerges from 

his study accords with the general outline in Acts is hardly to be 

taken as a mark against it. As the second phase of his argument 

Campbell certainly calls attention to this accord; but his purpose 

in doing so is not to justify his interpretation of the letters by 

its accord with Acts, but to justify the record of Acts by its accord 

with the letters. If Campbell's work is sound, and though necessarily 

brief in expression it certainly seems in its main contentions to 
1 

be, then the measur e of accord between the letters and Acts in 

seriously v~lnerable. 
\ 

lCampbell has been severely criticized by J. C. Hurd. But Hurd, 
in his preoccupation, like Knox, with the methodological issue, fails 
to reco gnize the prior exegetical question and therefore misreads 
and misrepresents the shape and forc e of Camp bell , s argument. "!hen 
Hurd writes ("Pauline Chronology", 230) that Campbell did not address 
himself to the question "'-'lhat do the letters tell about Paul's career?" 
but rather to the question "What can I find in the letters which 
is similar to the picture of Paul's missionary activity as described 
by Acts?" he has given way to unfortunate distortion. Camp bell does 
not set himself to locate in the letters points of confirmation with 
the record of Acts; he carefully and specifically sets himself to 
examine "the evidence for the progress of Paul's missionary work as 
reflected in his letters" ("Missionary Journeys", 81), and he does so 
exclusive of reference to Acts ("Missionary Journeys", 81-84). 

If Campbell's offensive is to be checked, it must be criticized 
in its interpretation of the evidence of the letters. If there is 
manipulat ion or misrepresentation of that evidence, it should there 
be brought dmm. It cannot be dismissed as methodologically unsound, 
as Hurd wishes to do, for the essence of the approach is to adopt 
Knox's stated procedure but show that within that procedure better 
exegesis brings different! and significant, results. In effect Camp
bell argues that with reference to the overall scheme of Paul's 
career , if one begins with t he l etters and exegetes all the avail
able material properly, one is not confronted with a fundamental 
methodological problem, with the question whether in the matter of 
Paul's career to choose the scheme based on Acts or that based on 
the lett ers. Kumm el's assessment (deplored by Hurd) is to be under
stood in this l ight : 

Campbell has convincingly demonstrated that the sequence of 
Paul's missionary activity to be inferred from his epistles 
so excellently agrees with the statements of Acts that we 
have every r eason to infer the relative chronology of Paul's 
act ivity from the combinati~n of both sourc es (Introduction 
to the New Testament [London, 1966J 179). 

Hurd would of course wish to oppose to this entire approach 
the statement that "no amount of cataloguing of parallels will con-
vert the secondary sourc e into a primary witness" ("Pauline Chronology", 
229); to which one must r eply that insofar as the question of the 
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picturing the course of Paul's career implies that the overall 

scheme given in Acts may legitimately serve as a structure for our 
1 survey. 

The survey which follows will accordingly canvass the data on 

Paul's movements found in Acts and in the letters concurrently but 

discretely, sensitive to the question of the credibility of the 

material from Acts with regard to details but assuming the general 

accuracy of its portrayal of Paul's movements and the overall course 

of his life. 

It may also be helpful at this point to be reminded that, 

whatever appearances may be, what follows is meant to fall not under 

that category of Pauline research concerned with his life but that 

conc erned with his thought. We are not interested in what Paul did 

as such but in what he thought he was doing -- and in what he did 

only as it may offer clues to the shape of his thought. This also 

means that we are not necessarily interested in every twist and turn 

in Paul's movements but only in those which appear to be suggestive 

for understanding his thought. 

The general course of Paul's missionary career may be for con

venience differentiated by reference to the Aegeen period of activity 

for which the sources are the firmest and most plentiful. There are 

then Paul's pre-Aegean movements, his Aegean mission, and his post

Aegean plans. 

2. Pre-Aegean Movements 

2.1 Early travels 

The letters suggest and Acts affirms that Paul began his Christian 

structure of Paul's career is concerned, the results obtained from 
following the very ·procedure he demands call into question the premise 
of that demand, that Acts has only secondary data to offer; and 
furthermore that even if there were only secondary data, the rigorous 
sequential, hierarchico.l approach to sources demanded does not follow. 
It seems to me that Knox and especially Hurd have tried to solve at 
a stroke a highly complex problem. I applaud the desire, and the 
courage, but suggest that they have not carried it off. 

lIt should be realized however that while I do not follow 
Knox's rearrangement, most if not all of v!hat I develop in the survey 
following could also be worked out within the framework of Knox's 
rearrangement; Knox ' s alterations are primarily chronological, so 
that the movements of Paul reported in Acts tend more to be rescheduled 
than rerouted. 
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career in the area of Damascus. According to Paul he then proceeded 

to Arabia, back to Damascus, to Jerusale~, and then to Syria and 

Cilicia. After an interval he returned to Jerusalem, and there

after (if not also before) was to be found at Antioch (Gal i,ii). 

A Galatian mission (as indicated by the Galatian letter itself) may 

or may not also belong to this period. A rather similar sequence 

of movements is given in Acts. After a period in Damascus Paul goes 

to Jerusalem, and then is sent off to Tarsus in Cilicia. Laterhe 

is brought to Antioch by Barnabas. From Antioch there is, between 

two trips to Jerusalem, a missionary tour to Cyprus and southern 

Asia Minor (Ac ix, xi-xv). 

The question which immediat ely arises is at what point we may 

begin to describe Paul ' s movements as missionary. In particular it 

would be of interest to know if Paul's Arabian visit was a missionary 

venture. Paul of course does not say; it has often been argued that 

this is definitely implied, but in the end the question must be 
1 left open. If Paul did go into Arabia to preach, it brings forward 

1 There is no consensus on the nature of Paul's Arabian visit. 
That it was a mission~ry venture was a common opinion among early 
Greek and Latin commentators, and is held, with varying degrees of 
assuranc e , by K. Lake (Earlier Epistles , 320-23; BC V.192-95), 
A. D. Nock (Paul, 84-85), H. Schlier (GB.later , 58), C. s. C. VJilliams 
(Acts, 126), and E. Haenchen (Acts, 334; "The Book of Acts as Source 
Material" Studie s in Luke- Acts [Nashville, 1966J 268). That the trip 
was rather a spiritual retreat has been favoured by e.g. J. B. Light
foot (Galatians , 87- 90 ), E. deW. Burton (Galatians, 55-57), G. S. 
Duncan (Gala~Ds, 72 ), W. L. Knox (Jerusalem , 60 n.49 , 105 n.l), 
and D. Guthri e (Galatians, 72). Paul , so the argument runs, speaks 
of going not to J erusalem to confer with men but to the solitudes 
of Arabia, away from men , for an inward consultation in the presence 
of God: "But when he ••• was pleased to reveal his Son in me, in 
order that I might preach him among the Gentiles, immediately I did 
not confer with fl esh and blood, nor did I go up to Jerusalem to 
those who were apostles before me, but I went away into Arabia" 
(Gal L15-17). 

K. Lake argues hm,jever (Earlier Epistles , 320-21) that the 
antithesis is not between conferring with man in J erusa l em and with 
God in Arabia , but between acting directly on the commission from 
God on the one hand and o~ the o~her hand seeking additional confirm
ation from man . Possibly. But is an exact antithesis intended? Is 
Paul's po i nt really that instead of consll.Jting he acted , or only that 
he mani festly did not consult because he went elsewhere than one 
\,ould go were one going to consult? As O. Lint-on says , "Arabia is 
here mentioned only with the purpose to prove an alibi. The meaning 
is: he \vas in Arabia and consequently not i n tTerus~lem" ( "The Third 
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the question wh~ther this repre sented an eastward missionary 

interest on Paul's part, which later was abandoned;l if he did not 

go there to preach, one must still wonder why he never l a ter 

returned, or indicated a wish to return, to evangelize in this 

familiar region. After this initial fleeting contact never again 

in all Paul's subsequent moves and plans do the eastern lands 

play a part. 

From Paul we only learn that by the time he was resident in 

Syria and Cilicia it was being reported that he was now preaching 

the faith. Where this activity began he does not disclose (Gal 

i~21-24). In Acts he preaches first in Damascus, and then further 

in Jerusal em; nothing is said of his activity on arrival in Tarsus 

(Ac iX.20-22\28-30; xxvi.19,20). But the journeys themselves which 

eventually l ed him to Syria and Cilicia do not in either source 

appear to be instigated or oriented primarily by missionary inten

tions. The departures from Damascus and from Jerusalem were, accord

ing to Acts, occasioned by threats to Paul's safety (Ac ix.23-25, 

29-30); Paul suggests the same motive for leaving Damascus (11 Cor 

xi.32-33), and does not say why he left Jerusalem. Acts in addition 

describes Paul as departing from Jerusalem under a command of the 

Lord sending him forth to the Gentile s (Ac xxii.17-21).2 This, as 

already mentioned,3 is capable of correspondence with the indication 

in Romans xv.19b that Paul saw his missionary career beginning 

properly "from J erusalem." Considered in the light of Acts ix.28-30 

it appears as but another instance in Acts of a heavenly vision con

firming to Paul the Lord's direction within outwardly unpromising 

circumstances . 4 Paul leaves Jerusalem for reasons of safety, but 

urged on by the knowl edge, given through a vision, that there is a 

deeper meani ng to this flight. 

Aspect" StTh iii [1949] 84). \"hat Paul was doing in Arabia the 
text does not suggest. He may have gone to preach, or to meditate, 
or to do both. 

lW. L. Knox (Jerusal em , 60 n.49) is certain that a n eastward 
missiona ry i nter est at thi s point is "most improbable." If Paul 
was moved to begin an immediate mission he would as a Hellenistic 
Jew "naturally turn to the Greek-speaking Je 'vJS of th e West, not 
to J ewi s h settlers in Ar3.bia." Cf . A. D. Nock, Paul, 85. 

2Cf • al so Acts xxvi.19,20, where the stage in Paul's career 
from Jerusalem on'.tmrd is termed "and to the Gentiles." 

7. 

/See above , page 20 . 

4C f " 'c x 'r;l' i 11- v"Vl'~ ?7, 2l.t . .. '"\. ~ _"'Jo... _ . ......... __ , .J~_" .... \I ..1.. ", ,--..-". , i. 
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With reference to the destinations during this phase, according 

to Paul he went to Jerusalem to meet Cephas (Gal i.18); he gives 

no reason for going into Syria and Cilicia after Jerusalem. Acts 

gives no direct reason for either destination, but in the first 

instance from the standpoint of the narrative Paul is 'returning' 

to Jerusalem, his residence before going to Damascus; in the 

second instance the reader has already been informed that Paul is 

a native of Tarsus in Cilicia (Ac ix.ll; see xxi.39, xxii.3, 

xxiii.34). Since there is no good reason for doubting this, the 

choice of Tarsus as a destination may be understood in fact, as 

well as in terms of the narrative of Acts, as a return to one's 
-'-' 1 d I nat-lve _.an • Before arriving in Cilicia, therefore, Paul probably 

did engage in evangelistic work, but his movements were neither 

directed nor precipitated primarily by missionary interests. 

Acts says nothing of a ministry by Paul in Cilicia before 

he goes to Antioch. In Galatians Paul indicates this was no brief 

period 8.nd that preaching \vas involved, for while he was in these 

parts the word, he says,going about the Judean churches was that 

the former persecutor "is now preaching the faith" (Gal i.21-24). 

Acts lends support to this indirectly. In xv.23 the letter of the 

apostolic council is addressed not just to the petitioning assembly 

at Antioch but "to the brethren who are of the Gentiles in Antioch 

and Syria and Cilicia." Again in xv.41 Paul en route from Antioch 

to Derbe and Lystra goes throug~ Syria and Cilicia "strengthening 

the churches." There is reason therefore to conclude that during 

at least part of Paul's Cilician sojourn he actually participated 

in the founding of Christian communities there. Some at least of 

the missionary experience detailed in 11 Corinthians xi, and too 

extensive to be assimilated into missionary activity known from the 

letters and Acts, must also belong to this period. 

From Galatians iLll \\'2 know that Paul spent a period in 

Antioch with Barnaba s; it is not specified that this preceded as 

well as followed the Jerusalem conference of Galatians ii.l-IO, but 

it may be implied by the fact that Paul hrent up to that meeting vIi th 

1 
On Van Unnik's showing , while this is a return to Paul's 

native land, it is not a return to his homeland but probably his 
first opportunity for an extended stay there (Tarsus or Jerusalem, 
56-58) • 



Barnabas from somewhere in Syria and Cilicia (Ga l L21; ii.l). Acts 

of course reports that Barnabas went to Tarsus and fetched Paul, 

and that they worked for some time together in Antioch both before 

and after more than one trip to Jerusalem (Ac xi.25-26; xii.25; 

xiv.28; xv.35). 

2.2 First tour 

Acts tells of a missionary tour at this time from Antioch 

to Cyprus and southern Asia Minor, the first such deliberately 

missionary excursion reported for Paul. Leaving aside the familiar 

critical disputes over when this took place in Paul's career and 
1 

how many of the details are or are not to be accepted, we may 

concentrate on the route taken and its possible indications. 

That the mission started with Cyprus may be plausibly laid 

to the influence of Barnabas. This is suggested not only by the 

fact that he was a native of the island (Ac iv.36), but also by the 

fact that when a revisitation of the territories covered is later 

proposed and separation becomes inevitable, Barnabas sails for 

Cyprus while Paul heads for southern Galatia (Ac xv. 36-41) • 'J.'his 

division of the territories in. the later revisitation may well 

additionally indicate that the initial turning at the conclusion 

of the Cyprus tour northward into southern Galatia should be laid 

to Paul's interests. On the original tour there is at this juncture 

some indication of the operation of such interests; whereas it is 

"Barnabas and Saul" on the Cyprus phase, when preparations are made 

to set sail from Paphos it becomes "Paul and his compan.y," and 

thereafter in the tour Paul is given the leading position. 2 In 

any case in Acts Paul appears to have taken over the care of' the 

1 Haenchen, Acts, 400-401, L~38-39. 

20ne might argue that the defection of John Mark also suggests 
that the trip into Asia ~hnor was Paul' G idea. I t could be noticed 
that (i) if Mark was related to Barnabas of Cyprus (Col iv.lO), then 
he had family connections with that island (Ac iv.36); (ii) he 
left the party as s oon as its goals extended beyond a tour of Cyprus; 
(iii) Paul, much more than Barnabas, was offended at his departure; 
(iv) Paul oDjected that l'ia r k failed to ac compaflY them not "throughout 
the work" but " to the , . ."ork " CAr:; xv.38); (v) !vIark accompanied Barnabas 
on the later r eturn tour of Cyprus. Assuming all this to be accurate, 
the impressio~ would be tha t while Mark (c erta inly) and Barnabas 
(probably) would not have been especially disappointed had the tour 
not extended beyond Cyprus, Paul assuredly would have been. 
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mission in souther~ Galatia, revisiting it not only on his second 

excursion but again later on his way to Ephesus (Ac xviiL23). 

It may not be without significance for explaining this 

interest on Paul's part that this area lay adjacent to his own 

native province, just across the Taurus range from the territory 

where he had already preached the gospel and connected with it by 

the major trade rout e to the west. There were other adjacent 

territories. Syria, to the east of Cilicia, was however already 

being evangelized; Paul had helped in this. It may be curious that 

Paul did not show an interest in striking out northward into 

Cappadocia. The route to the west through the Cilician Gates out 

of Paul's homeland was also the route to the north; the western 

road in fact traversed part of Cappadocia (passing close beside the 

important Cappadocian centre of Tyana) before entering southern 

Galatia. That Paul directed his interest rather to southern Ga latia 

was probably determined at the first simply by the fact that, the 

tour having begun in Cyprus, of the lands familiar to him southern 

Galatia was the most readily at hand for the next stage; shifting 

from Cyprus to Cappadocia vlOuld in contrast have been awk\'lard unless 

there were some compelling reasons. Then again, the route from 

Cilicia towards the west as distinct from that toward the north 

may have held some special attraction for Paul. 

In any case there are in this first reported tour no bold 

excursions to distant parts but rather a concentration on neighbor

ing territori es. This may well be the explanation why, on reaching 

Antioch of Pisidia, a point from which Ephesus was as close as 

Tarsus, and Tr oas as close as 1l..ntioch, a point from which a network 

of good roads offered access to well developed areas in several 

directions, the party turned and worked its way back along the 

eastward rout es through southern Galatia almost to the borders 

f C ' l ' . 1 o l lCla. There is here no tendency to strike out for remote 

lands, leaving regions nearer at hand untouched; rather the attrac

tion is to adjac ent unreached territory.2 

IThe west- t o-east direction of the tour through southern 
Galatia is s triking . It is exactly matched in II Tm iiLll: "what 
happened to me a t Antioch , a t Iconium, a t Lystra, what persecutions 
I endured." 

21n Galatians iv.13 Paul says: "it was because of a bodily 
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It is surprising of course that having r eached De rbe the 

missionaries returned to Syrian Antioch by the quite roundabout and 

difficult route by which they had penetrated the region, rather than 

by going straight on east through Cilicia and completing what till 

that point appeared an orderly circuit. It has been suggested that 

Paul, guided by the desire to evangelize the Empire, and therefore pre-

ferring "centres of Roman life and influence," turned back at 

Derbe because he had reached the borders of Roman territory, the 
1 

kingdom of Antiochus IV lying beyond on the eastward route. But 

Derbe has recently been sited well to the east of the traditional 

location and one can no longer be sure that by the time Paul reached 

Derbe he was not already within the territory of Antiochus. 2 It 

has also been suggested that the season was late and the Taurus 

ailment that I preached the gospel to you at first" -- "either" 
Burton suggests, "by detaining him in Galatia longer than he had 
intended, or by leading him to go there contrary to his previous 
plan" (Galatians , 238). If it is the initial mission to the churches 
of southern Galatia which is described, and if one understands by this 
statement that Paul originally came to be preaching there solely on 
account of an illness, then his routing in this instance is hardly 
to be pressed for indications of his concept of his mission. But 
I fail to conceive under what possible circumstances Paul could 
have come to be in southern Galatia solely on account of illness. 
If his illness delayed him there, how did he come to be in the area 
and with what intent? And if his illness directed him there, why 
there and not somewhere else? Ramsay proposed that Paul had an 
attack of malarial fever at Perga (Galatians, 417-28; Empir~, 62-66; 
Traveller, 94-97) and that a trip to the interior uplands became 
imperative. But he states in passing that the normal treatment for 
such a fever was either a trip to higher altitudes or a sea voyage 
(cf. Seneca, Ep. Mor. civ.l). If Paul's only reason for travel 'vIas 

on grounds of health, why did he not immediately reembark from the 
Pamphylian coast -- with John Mark? Why did the party not head 
back directly for Antioch by sea? If illness is what brought Paul 
to southern Galatia on the first tour, then that it brought him 
to southern Galatia and not somewhere else still merits its own 
consideration. If on the other hand Galatians iv.13 concerns work 
in northern Galatia, then there is no problem for seeing in the 
itinerary of the first tour evidences of Paul's understanding of his 
mission. 

lSo vf.M. Ramsay (E~}?_ir e" 70; Traveller, 110 .. 13); Ramsay also 
thus explains why Paul did not go to the more important city of 
Laranda S01.J.tllea2t of Lystra but stopped in the relatively less 
significant centre of Derbe. 

2The new location is based on inscriptions found near Kerti 
Hli:yUk (roughly fifteen miles north of ancient Laranda and thirty-
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1 passes hazardous, but the route chosen, including a sea voyage, 
2 

would hardly have proved less hazardous at such a season. The 

explanation for this doubling back suggested by the narrative of 

Acts is that the missionaries wished to establish and strengthen 

the newly founded communities in the region. This would conform to 

Paul's later tendency towards revisitation and careful superintendence 

of newly emerging churches, evident both in Acts and in his letters. 

At some point towards the end of this initial period of Paul's 

career (Acts places the event after the tour just discussed, but 

this is widely disputed) Paul went to Jerusalem, and reports that 

he "1aid before them • • • the gospel which I preach among the 

Gentiles, lest somehow I should be running or had run in vain" (Gal 

ii.2). By this time, then, he already recognized himself to be 

well l aunched in a distinctive mission to Gentiles, a perspective 

in which, he reports, the Jerusalem leaders concurred. 

3. The Aegean Missi~ 

In the evidence to be culled from Paul's letters there is a 

gap between his initial period terminating in Antioch and his Aegean 

phase starting at Philippi. Only Acts recounts how he got from 

five miles east of the previous siting of Derbe) as reported by 
M. Ballance (Anatolian Studies vii [1957 J 147-51; xi v [1964J 139-40) 
and B. Van Elderen (Apostolic History and the Gospel eds. W. W. Gasque 
and R. P. Martin [Exeter , 1970 J 156- 61; see 158 n.2); the significance 
of this find for Ramsay's position is noted by G. Ogg "Derbe" (NTS ix 
[1962-63 J 367-70) , who also points out (368) that Paul twice in 
later travels went right through the kingdom of Antiochus IV on his 
way from Cilicia to southern Galatia (Ac xv.41-xvi.l; xviii.23), 
so that his routing was hardly governed by a disinclination to enter 
territory lying outside the Roman provincial framework. 

1 W. M. Ramsay, Empire, 69. 

2 Unless of course, as Ramsay supposes , they wintered at one 
of their stops on the way back. But if it was only a question 
of the season determining their rout e , why did they not simply 
winter in Derbe, and go on east the next spring? G. Ogg (Chronology , 
71) suggests that they t'.1rned back at Derbe because " they saw it 
would be possible for them • • • to regain the Pamphylian coast and 
to rench Syrian Antioch by sea befor e the season of navigation 
closed." This only makes more pressing \vhy they did not take the 
much short er rout e at hand across the Taraus and, if they preferred 
to return to Antioch by sea , embark from a Cilician port? 
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Syria to Macedonia. The sequence of Paul's major movements there-
1 

after within the Aegean area itself is recoverable from his letters; 

with this sequence Acts concur s , with some omissions and additions. 

3.1 To Macedonia 

According to Acts Paul after the Jerusalem council set off 

from Antioch to visit again those communities established during 

the first circuit; but (without particular notice being taken of it 

in the narrative) having completed that intention, he did not turn 

back towards his starting point but struck out for new regions. 

In Acts xvi.6-10 we have the curious sequence of starts and 

stops and redirections by which Paul was channeled from his field 

in southern Galatia to new work in Macedonia. 2 There are several 

points of interest. (i) Paul is stopped "by the Holy Spirit" from 

going directly into the province of Asia from southern Galatia. 

In the intention which is blocked reappears the tendency observed 

on the previous tour, all things being equal to attepd in the ex

tension of the proclamation to the next adjacent territory, to 

maintain as it were a connected sequence of evangelized areas in 

the spread of the gospel. Owing to the particular directives men

tioned in Acts xvi.6-10 just this tenden6y was overruled, so that 

effectively the mission effort jumped from southern Galatia to 

Macedonia, leaving the province of Asia as a gap. 

(ii) Asia was not the only land adjacent to southern Galatia. 

There were territories such as Pamphylia and Lycia on the southern 

coast,3 to the north was Galatia proper, and to the east Cappadocia. 

But it is the province to the west which Paul must be forbidden to 

enter. 

IT.H. Campbell, in his "Paul's 'Missionary Journeys' as Reflected 
in His Letters" (JBL lxxi v [1955 ] 82-8L~) works out the details of this. 

2J •L• Keedy (liSt. Luke's Account of the Travels of St. Paul", 
164-65) believes th.s.t Luke had no sources for the trip across Asia 
Minor to Macedonia: Acts xvi.6-10 is "a bridge passage created by 
Luke to link his previous narrative with the IrJE source. " Haenchen 
on the other hand believes that here Luke :128 shortened fer' his purposes 
a more detail ed account deriving from a companion of Paul (Acts, 485). 
If one had ')nly to invent Em itinerary to bring Paul to Philipp"i, 
there are fa r more reasonable routings than that employed in the 
narrative of Acts . Cf. M. Dibelius, Studies in the Acts of the Apostles, 
200-201. 

"Z 

./\vhere in Per ga , according to Acts xiv.25, Paul had "spoken the 
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(iii) The majority view seems to be, on the basis of Acts 

xvi.6 and xviii.23, that Paul at this point turned north and evan

gelized somewhere in Galatia proper. The minority view finds Paul 

indeed turning northward, but takes the reference to Galatia in 

Acts xvi.6 to refer (not to work which followed in Galatia proper 

but) to the work of revisitation then in progress among established 

communities in southern Galatia. l In the former case, then, Paul 

changes direction but retains his tendency to work the adjacent 

regions. In the latter case Paul, accepting the Asian gap, passes 

on northwestward towards the next province. 

(iv) Eventually the little band is found heading towards Bithynia 

(Ac xvi.7). Again by this choice of destination Paul appears 

hesitant to bypass the 'next' province and head for some less proximate 

interest. If it is not to be Asia, then why not Bithynia, bordering 

Asia on the north, Galatia on the northwest, and situated on main 

land routes westward? But "by the Spirit of Jesus" Paul again is 

deflected from evangelizing in an orderly sequence. 
,\ . 

(v) At the point xaLa Lnv MuoLav where Paul was stopped, probably 

in the vicinity of Dorylaeum and Cotiaeum, major roads branched out 

towards the north, the east, the south, and the southwest; to the 

west, however, was a rough, undeveloped area through which no signi

ficant east-west routes eXisted. 2 Paul and his party nevertheless 

turned in just this last direction, either leaving the major routes 

word" while returning home on the first tour. 

1 
There is no need to survey again here this convoluted issue 

which the commentaries and NT introductions all handle in detail. 
For a recent treatment, see F. F. Bruce "Galatian Problems 2. North 
or South Galatia?" BJRL lii (1969-70) 243-66. 

2A glance at W. M. Calder and G. E. Bean's standard "A Classical 
Map of Asia Minor" (Supplement to Anatolian Studies vii [1957J) will 
demonstrate this. Eastern Mysia was one of the last enclaves of 
pre-Hellenic tribal structures in thi~ area. The remote valleys of 
the Rhyndacus and its tributa ry only began to· develop settled urban 
life in the time of ~adrian (who established the first cities there). 
See A. H. M. Jones The Cities of the Eastern Roman Provinc e s (Oxfbrd, 
19712) 88-94; and D. Magi e Roman Rul e in Asi a Minor (Princeton, 
1950) 617; 1476-77 nn. 21,22. 
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and making their' way directly toward Troas over back roads and 

minor trails,l or s(irting Mysia to the north by the coastal 

road2 or to the south by the road to Pergamum. 3 It is, given the 

starting point and the available rout es , a curious direction to 

have turned, and an even more curious terminus. Nost intentions 

could have been more easily served. That this trek begun east 

of Mysia should end in Troas and not somewhere else suggests 

already an interest in lands beyond the Aegean even before arrival 

in Troas.
4 

Disregarding other and more convenient options, Paul 

INo roads are known to have existed through the land of the 
Abrettene directly to the west of Dorylaeum and Cotiaeum. J.A.R. 
Munro some seventy-five years ago pr'oposed a road running in Roman 
times from c;otiaeum through Hadrianeia and Hadrianutherae across 
to Scepsis and down the Scamandar to Ilium and Troas (J.A.R. Munro 
and H.M. Anthony "Explorations in Mysia" The Geographical Journal 
ix (1897) 150-69, 256-76, with a map opposite 248; note especially 
256-58). He rightly remarks that such a road would exactly suit 
the indications of Paul's route. But he could offer possible 
evidence only for the western stretch, for a road across the Troad 
from the headwaters of the Aesepus down the Scamander to the coast; 
he had no evidence for the eastern stretch and none has come to light 
since. 

So far as terrain is concerned, a trek through this eastern part 
would not have been formidable (a modern Turkish railroad now runs 
along the eastern stretch of the route suggested by Munro), so it 
is conc e ivable that Paul went straight through Mysia, finding minor 
trails through the eastern area and then using some road across the 
Troad by way of the Scamander. 

To the north a road of some sort did exist down the valley of the 
Rhyndacus at some time in the Roman period. Ramsay supposed that Paul 
used this route, going on to Artemea and across to the Scamander 
(~pire, 76; Traveller, 197). 

2The northern coastal road could be reached either via Prusa from 
Dorylaeum (but this would involve traversing part of Bithynia) or down 
the Rhyndacus from Cotiaeum. 

3So , apparently, E. A. Judge "Mysia" NBD 856 . 

4The simple expression in Acts xvL8, "so passing by Mysia they 
came down to Troas," l eaves the reader not attentive to geographical 
considerations wi th the impression that Paul merely made for the 
nearest port. This in turn would suggest the intention to embark 
for some destination conventionally served by maritime traffic calling 
at Troas. Perhaps Paul had an eye on the lands a bout the Black Sea, 
or on Macedoni .3 , or on Greece and the lands beyond; or perhaps he 
now consider ed returning home to' Syria (so e.g. W. L. Knox, Jerusalem, 
243, 248 n.12; Haenchen, Acts, 486-87). 

But in fact Troas \-{a"s' not the nearest port ; and the ports which 
were nearer , and more convenient to a traveler set ting out from east 
of Mysia, would have been able to serve almost all the intentions that 



turns west and makes his way, either with difficulty or else cir

cuitously, to the particular port in the area which especially 

served traffic across the northern Aegean. l In Troas a vision 

more distant Troas might. Transport to some land about the Black 
Sea could be more quickly met at Cyzicus to the north. A return 
to Syria by sea would bring into consideration first of all the 
traffic down the coast of western Asia Minor, which could be met 
up with in Adramyttium, and, if not there, then most naturally in 
the harbours along the const road to the south. The natural route 
to Greece would probably also involve use of this coastal traffic 
as far as Ephesus, where one could make connections with the reg
ular trans-Aegean shipping to Corinth. But Paul either deliberately 
did not go near any of these ports, taking an unna tural route 
directly across country to Troas, or he deliberately passed by or 
through some of them on his circuitous way to Troas. The one thing 
he would not have expected as easily or more easily to find in one 
of these more readily accessible ports as he could expect to find 
in Troas was transport to Macedonia. 

11 find since writing up the substance of this material that 
C. Hemer, within a highly instructive paper entitled "Alexandria 
Troas" (to be published in Tyndale Bulletin), has also drawn special 

.attention to the little noticed problem of Paul's route past Mysia 
to Troas. I am grateful to him for letting me see this paper. One 
of its special contributions is to set Troas firmly in its ancient 
geographical and commercial context: "We have to appreciate that 
Troas was a nodal point on what became a sophisticated system of 
international routes, organized functionally with regard to complex 
variables of speed and safety, of season and weather and conditions 
by land and sea. • •• Troas was the place where two highly impor
tant, but functionally different, routes from the East to Rome 
actually crossed," the all-season land route from Rome across Mace
donia to the east, used for example by the imperial post, and the 
sea route to the Pontic lands for which the harbour at Troas played 
a decisive role in the difficult passage of the Dardanelles. 

On the question of Paul's journey to Troas, Hemer writes: 
"Troas was not the line of least resistance, but looks like a chosen 
destination, involving the rej ec tion of nearer and easier paths. 
Yet on arrival Paul is undecided about his next move. Was he con
sciously and boldly feeling his way towards the strategic route 
westward to Rome, or simply aiming at Troas as the best point for 
finding a sea passage elsewhere, perhaps back to the East?" Hemer 
wonders whether this unusual route might have been prompted by 
"som e indication that the provincial authorities in Asia and in 
Bithynia were disposed to prevent or frustrate his \Vork." "His 
first objective could then have been negative: to leave Asia as 
quickly and discreetly as possible for a ne\.,r sphere as yet undeter
mined but for which Troas offered the best opening." But if one 
wishes by this means to explain why Paul seems to have taken minor 
and remote routes across Mysia to Troas, it must be recognized that 
if Paul could a t the end of his 'discreet ' traversing nonetheless 
afford to make an appearance in crowded Troas itself, there is no 
good reason for supposing that he ne eded for discret~on to come there 
along unfrequented back roads rather than along the busy r egular 
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reinforces thi~ orientation by sending Paul straight on to Macedonia.
l 

3.2 Macedonia and Achaia 

In Mac edonia Paul travels to Philippi and then westward on 

the main route across the province, a route linking Byzantium and 

points east with the Adriatic ports of embarkation for southern 

Italy and the road to Rome. Fleeing from Thessalonica, however, 

the party (according to Acts) takes refuge in Beroea, a town west 

of Thessalonica but south of the high road by some twenty miles. 

\ofhen Paul must fl ee Beroea also, instead of going further west he 

continues rather on south into adjacent Achaia, to Athens and to 

Corinth. 

From there he writes back to the church in Thessa lonica, telling 

of his deep desire to return to s trengthen them, a desire' not fully 

removed by Timothy's successful r evisita tion in Paul's stead ( I Th 

iL17-iii .. l~). Meanwhile Paul's l etters begin to serve the 

function of a personal revisitation. 

With the arrival in Corinth the image of Paul as the itinerant 

recedes; Paul settles down for an extended intensive ministry in 

one place , reinforced in thi s , according to Acts (Ac xviii.9-10), 

by a special vision. If till now his missionary activity has taken 

on the form of tours, here the alternate pattern of a r esidential 

mission comes clearly into view. The 'visits' are no longer paid 

to the mission t erri tories but now rather to the homelands. The 

routes; and if he came by regular roads, however discreetly, the 
destination of Troas as distinguished from other exit points is 
yet difficult to expl ain , except on the supposition that Paul pre
ferred to exit towards the west, to Macedonia. 

1'J.'here is no indication that Lu.ke (or Paul) was sensitive to the ·" 
'continental' transposition involved in crossing from Tr oas to 
Neapolis. The man in t he vision pleads not "come over to Europe" 
but "come over to Macedonia" (so J . B. Lightfoot , Biblical Essays, 
239 n.l). Acts xvi. 6-10 is therefore not about how Divine directions 
brought Paul to Europe . The "JaY in which Paul moves about between 
Macedonia , Achaia , and Asi a in the years fol lowing implies that 
he was more s ensitive to the social and commercial bonds of the 
Aegean r egion than to any continentc.l divisions there . Cf. Dupont, 
Sources , 129 n. 63 , 130 n.66; Haenchen , "' ';lIe ' in Acts and the Itin
erary" JTCi(l965) 82 n. 66 . 
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'journey' pattern of Paul's ca r eer evolves , especially as it is 

visible in Acts, into an 'area' pattern. l The first area mission 

is in Achaia, where Paul works for more than eighteen months. 

3.3 The Asian mission 

At the end of Paul's Corinthian period, he s ets sail, accor

ding to Acts, for Syria, stopping on the way in Ephesus. It has 

been argued that this trip back to Antioch in Acts xviii.18-23, 

xix.l, is a r edac tiona l construct, perhaps part of the schematization 

of Paul's career into three journeys , each setting out from Antioch.
2 

The remarkable thing is that Luke so underplays this trip; if he 

knows why Paul f elt so urged to visit Syria at this time , he does 

not report it; if he knows any de t a ils of the trip apart from 

the stop at Ephesus, he keeps them to himself. It is just the in-

1 
See Dibelius-Kumm el, Paul, 69 : "Generally speaking , Paul's 

activity was based on certain centres, from which he undertook his 
longer and shorter journeys, and which in the course of years were 
transferred from one province to another." (Cf. BC IV. 243-44.) It 
s eems important to me to notice that it is especially from Acts that 
we obtain the picture of the r esidential mission which characterizes 
at least the Aegean phase of Paul's car eer. It has be come customary 
to criticize the 'three journeys ' outline of Paul's career so f amiliar 
from popular religious literature , not t o speak of the maps in 
standard Bible a tlases . Those who wish to discard the outline cer
tainly have a point; Paul's missionary work may have been character
ized at times by tours but it al so a t important points took the form 
of a residential mission. But when this argument is developed in 
a manner which attributes the 'three journeys' scheme to the special 
outlook of Luke, one must ob j ec t that it is Acts it self which fur
nishes us with the data whereby we may r eco gnize the inadequacy 
of the 'three journeys' scheme . J. Knox is entirely right to suppose 
that if Paul had at some point been asked Itlhich of hi s mi ssionary 
journeys he was on, he would have been fracl<ly puzzled by the query, 
but it s eems arguable to me whether indeed the writer of Acts would 
not have been equally puzzled (cf. Chapters, 40-42 ). "The usual 
division of Paul' s work into t hr ee journeys is probably foreign to 
the mind of the writer" (BC IV.243). Not only does Acts p icture 
r esidential missions at Corinth and Ephesus but one should a l so note 
that in the l ater parts of Acts Paul's visits are paid not to the 
mission churches but to the 'home ' churcheS. Luke notes , but is 
not int erested in, the visit back to the east after Corinth (Ac 
xvii i.18- 23 , xix.l), and his Jerusal em predilections are at this 
point so weak that the city is not even named. Before taking Paul 
to Jerusalem for the Jast time he clearly signals ahead of time 
(Ac xix. 21) that this is only a visit , a media t e point, a ft er which 
Paul i s going to Rome . 

2 See J. L. Keedy , "St. Luke ' s Account of the Tra vels of St. 
Paul", 195 . 
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clusion of that on~ detail, the Ephesian stopover, which displays 

his interest at this point in the narrative. He is anxious, after 

concluding the account of the Achaian ministry of Paul, to get on to 

the important cycle of stories from the Asian period; he hastens 

over the intervening visit back to Syria, pausing only to tell of 

Paul's stop in Ephesus , to tell how the Apostle at last sets foot 

in that place where some time back, his tour only just begun, he 

had intended to come but had been "forbidden by the Holy Spirit." 

It may well be in allusion to this previous experience that (as 

Acts reports) Paul, when invited to remain in Ephesus, evinces both 

interest and hesitancy, and concludes, "I will return to you if 

God wills." The stop at Ephesus may well have been intentional, to 

'test the watero' so to speak, both as to the human and as to the 

Divine response to opening a mission at this time in Asia. The 

rest of the trip reported in Acts involves a call at Caesar ea (and 

perhaps Jerusalem), a stay in Antioch, followed by a characteristic 

revisita tion of churches in central Asia Minor. The trip concludes 

in Ephesus . 

So Acts portrays Paul's movements. The letters of Paul to 

Corinth (with its church already established) from Ephesus (where 

the work is in progress)l indicate, independently of Acts, that 

after his work in Achaia Paul transferred his centre of activity 

across the Aegean to the province of Asia. 2 This shift is eastward, 

it fulfills an earlier intention to go from southern Galatia into 

Asia, and it fills an important gap in the sequence of lands worked, 

gaps which, we have already observed, Paul did not normally tend to 

leave. 

Paul r emained in Ephesus in a residential mission for about three 

years (Ac xix.8,lO,22), in v/hat from all appearances was a major period 

of fruitful ministry.3 During this time he maintained contact with the 

ISee e . g . I Cor xvi.8-9. 

2 J. L. Keedy ("St. Luke's Account of the Travels of St. Paul", 
163) considers the previous routing a\vay from Asia in Acts xvi to be 
Luke's doing because he wished to reserve the Ephesian material for 
"a specia l place a t the end of Paul 's missionary work" -- ignoring 
that the Asian \vork follows that at Corinth not only in Acts but 
also in the letters. 

\'he Ephesian period has be en especially illuminated in the 
studies of G. S. Duncan , in which there is much of use quite apart 
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I commu.nity at Corinth by an exchange of letters and by emissaries, 

as well as by personal visits, in an effort to superintend its 

maturation. l On some views he also from this centre dispatched 

pastoral communications to Philippi and Galatia (and Colossae?).2 

Towards the close of his work in Asia Paul began to formulate 

plans for the future, plans which involved first of all a final 

circuit of the Aegean fields (Ac xix.21; I Cor xvi.3-9; 11 Cor i. 

15-17). Events in Ephesus, according to Acts, brought this plan 

suddenly into action. In a compressed account it tells of Paul's 

journey from Ephesus through Macedonia (where he gives "much en

couragement") to Greece; there he remains three months before 

attempting to take passage for Syria (Ac xx.1-3). Plots on his 

life then force him to go back through Macedonia; he takes a boat 

from Philippi, and after a stop at Troas, bids farewell at Miletus 

to the Ephesian community on his way to Jerusalem (Ac xx.3ff). 

The letters confirm this sequence at the two points where 

they may be brought to bear. First, part of the Corinthian corres

pondence, written in the vicinity of Macedonia after a period at 

Ephesus, speaks of a stay in Troas en route to Macedonia, as well 

as immediate plans to come from there into Achaia (11 Cor i.8; 

ii.12-13; vii.5; ix.4; cf. xii.14; xiii.l). Secondly, in the 

letter to Rome Paul is found to be on the eve of departure from 

the Aegean field, apparently from Corinth. In these post-EphesiBn 

movements one sees again the concern with which Paul attended 

the maturation of the communities he had begun and the tendency 

to carry out this superintendence in part by repeated visitations, 

from the much disputed proposal of an Ephesian provenance for most 
of the Pauline captivity literature. In addition to the original 
work, St. Paul's Ephesian Ministry (London, 1929), note especially 
the article "Were Paul's Imprisonment Epistles \!Jri tten from Ephesus?" 
(ExT lxvii [1955-56J 163-66), which reviews critical opinion over 
the years and brings the discussion up to date; see also NTS iii 
(1956-57) 211-18; v (1958-59) 43-45. 

1 The nature and sequence of these contacts is still much de-
bated. An adequate survey of the issues involved, v/ith a possible 
solution, is available in C. K. Barrett, Second Corinthians, 5-25. 

2 Paul's use during his missionary career of both letters and 
emissaries i s to be reco gnized ac a means of extending his ministry 
geographically, in supplement of and substitution for personal 
missionary movement, and should be evaluated in connection with such 
movement. 
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in part by emissaries and letters. 

3.4 Final overview 

We are extremely fortunate to possess at the close of this 

period Paul's own overview of the development of his mission up to 

no\ol. We have already discussed this materia l at the end of the 

Roman epistle (xv .14-33), 1 
and the has been instigated and survey 

carried out in the light of certain of its implications. From this 

passage it is evident that as Paul no\-] sets off from the Aegean for 

Jerusalem : (i) he s ees a major period of his mission concluded; 

(ii) he measures his accomplishments in tha t mission in geographical 

categories; (iii) specifically he claims to have effected the gospel's 

spread from Jerusalem as far as Illyricum; (iv) \oIhat he has done 

within that arc of territories "fulfills the gospel" there; (v) he 

is therefore left with no more room "in these regions" for his 

ministry. 

However incomplete and uncertain the picture emerging from 

this survey of Paul's missionary movements at points must be, it 

supports and fills out the implica tions of Romans xv.19b that a not 

unimportant geographical factor was operative in Paul's perspective 

on his mission. Not least it has become apparent from the survey 

thus f ar that Paul's movements do not bespeak aimless meandering 

or adventuring without a ttention to an overall geographical pattern 

of advance; that his movements were such tha t his mission did come 

to touch l ands round the northeastern Mediterranean in a westward 

line of progress; tha t the observable westward tendency was sub

servient to a predi l ection for maintaining contiguity of evangelized 

territories; and that "from Jerusalem ••• as far as Illyricum" 

does approximate in both direction and extent his achievements by 

the end of the Aegean period. That Paul should in Romans xv.19b 

sum up his mission accomplishments in ge012'aphical. terms is entirely 

congruous with the pattern of his missionary movements • 

. The picture to be had from Paul's plans and movements is not 

however complete; there are yet the significant indicatiomprovided 

by hi s post-Aegean plans. 

1 
See above, pages 18-26. 
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4. Post-Aegean Plans 

Romans xv.14-33 is also the key text for Paul's perspective 

on his missionary movements after the Aegean period, disclosing the 

geographical points of reference which dominated his plans for the 

future. We shall view this final phase of Paul's career from the 

standpoint of expectation alone, not only because the question of 

his actual final movements is so clouded by uncertainties and dis

putes, but especially because most of what could be derived from 

attention to his movements is for our purposes adequately available 
1 from the study of his plans alone. 

4.1 Geographical r e f erence points 

Paul's expectations and arrangements for his ministry after the 

completion of his Aegean mission receive attention both in Acts and 

in the letters . In Acts, as the account of the Aegean period is 

being brought to a close, the writer includes in xix.21 a brief but 

important statement of Paul's future travel intentions: Paul deter

mines after passing through Macedonia and Achaia to go to Jerusalem, 

adding, "after I have been there, I must also see Rome." The impli

cation of this note is that somewhere towards the end of Paul's Ephesi an 

period his Jerusalem--Rome interests evolved into formulated plans. 

This sequence, first Jerusalem, then Rome, controls the movement of 

the rest of the book, the plans being confirmed and assured of success 

by Divine intervention after Paul loses freedom of movement: "as you 

have testified about me at Jerusalem, so you must bear witness also 

at Rome" (Ac xxiiLll). 

In Paul's letters the first indication of a plan to visit Jeru

salem after the Aegean mission is in I Corinthians xvi.4, where 

Paul suggests that he may accompany the official bearers of the 

Jerusalem collection "if it seems advisable that I should go." In 

any case he hopes the Corinthians will, after his coming stay there, 

help him on his way "wherever I go" (xvL6), suggesting by such an 

expression that some ne., venture is in mind at least of the propor-

IThat is to say, on a question such as whether Paul ever got 
to Spain, not only would a ny resolution be necessarily precarious, 
given the state of the evidence , but also, given the concern of this 
survey with Paul's thinking about his mission, a ny decision on that 
question could add little of substance to the significance of the al
ready availabl e fact that he at one time intended to go there. 
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tions of a Jerusalem trip should tha t particular possibility not 

materialize. This still indecisive formulation comes while the 

mission in Asia is sti11 very much underway (I Cor xvi.8,9). 

In 11 Corinthians i.16 and x.16 two further indica tions of 

planning occur. I l eave the question of unit and sequence in the 

Corinthian correspondence for others to de termine. In any case these 

references are later than that in I Corinthians and earlier than tha t 

in Romans. In 11 Corinthians i.16 a trip to Judea by Pau1 is now 

definitely in prospect, following a final circuit in Achaia: "I 

wanted to visit you on my way to Macedonia, and to come back to you 

from Mac edonia and have you send me on my way to Judea." The question 

of vacilla tion which fo110ws (L17) relates not to the Judean plans 

but to the arrangements for the final Aegean circuit. In 11 Corin

thians x.16 there is the first clear evidence that Paul, as he looks 

to the futur e , ha s other places in mind in addition to Jerusalem. 

He hopes , he tells hi s r eaders at Corinth, "to preach the gospel in 

lands beyond you." The exact 10cality in mind, if there was one, 

Paul does not name, e ither because his plans were not ye t clear or 

because the context did not call for details . But the form of his 

comment reveals tha t he is looking westward beyond Corinth,l and 

the context emphasizes that in doing so he wi11 not encroach on 

already est ablished work. This would seem to rule Rome out as the 

principa l r ef erent. That such a we s t ern mission was being projected 

at this time vlhen the outcome of the Corinthian conflicts was still 

not clear emphasizes that the outlook was of a more long-term nature 

and not simply called forth by the completed state of the eastern work, 

IPaul1s stat ement refers stmply to area on the far s ide of Corinth: 
.'h VRE: p{XE: t. v a. Vj.lWV VJhere exac tly is in mind depends therefore on 
the direc tion f rom which Paul is viewing Corinth. Since the context 
requires that the intended area be unevangelized , the i mplication i s 
that Paul i s writing fro m the evangelized s ide of Corinth. Some 
commentators in fac t use this statement to rule out a Macedonian pro
venance for (a t l ea.st ) 11 Corinthians x-xiii, because the meaning 
would in that case be that Paul was a iming southward towards Africa , 
for which intention there is no evidence( so F. V. Filson, Second Cor
inthians , IB X. 390 ; R. H. Strachan, Second Corinthians , 16 ). Such 
pr ec i sion should not be forced upon the remark ; the orientation is in 
te rms of the gener al geogr aphical posit ion of his ministry till then 
(cf. "we came even as far as you in the gospel" x .14), no t his l a titude 
and longitude a t the time of composi tion. Since his ca reer to date 
had encompassed the area east of Corinth , he i mplies an intended ad
vance on the western side . 
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by a necessity o'f looking for more space for Paul's ministry. 

Later to the Romans Paul speaks of having had for some time 

a desire and intention of visiting them (i.13; xv.22,23). This he 

expects to accomplish immediately following the impending trip to 

Jerusalem (xv.25). While the definite intention to visit may be of 

fairly recent origin (noAAaxLS npOE~€~nV £A~ErV npos u~&:s --i.13)\1 

the longing is expressly of some age (£nLnQ~:av O£ ~xwv ,00 £A~ErV 
,. " ;::>. - ) npos Ull&:S ano nOAAwv - E,WV --xv.23. Perhaps this suggests con-

sequential information on Paul's long-term missionary hopes from 

an early period; certainly it underscores a special valuation of Rome 

in Paul's thought. The old desire and (more recent?) intention are, 

Paul tells his readers, at last to be realized. 

In the same instant Paul adds that he is only passing through 

Rome. H'e is primarily on his way to the far west, to Spain. This 

specification, even if familiar, is striking. Only here is Spain 

referred to in the entire New Testament literature. 3 Paul has for 

some reason fixed his eye on this distant peninsula in the west, and 

desires Roman support in a mission to it (xv.24). 

In the letters, then, we are presented with a developing articu

lation, a process of hope and wish becoming det ermination and plan. 

At first there is some uncertainty, a reticence to be specific, a 

possible Jerusalem trip or extended tour somev,here. Large plans are 

being considered but are not yet formalized (I Cor xvi). Later the 

Jerusalem trip becomes a definite commitment (11 Cor i), while a 

westward evangelistic thrust is also being projected (n Cor x). Fin-

1 
-Cf. Rm xv.22 £vExono~nv ,~ nOAACx ,00 £A~ErV npos upCis. For 

,~ nOAA'a , p46BI)G- read noH&.x L S , apparently assimilating to i.13. 

2 nOAAwv , p l+6 xADG 't' 33 88 1739 Byz Lect Chrysostom Theodoret; 
~xavwv , BCP 81 326 1962 2127 John-Damascus. Metzger (Textual Commen

tax'y, 537) suggests that the latter reading is a softening of "the 
obvious exaggerlltion of the apostle's statement." 

3Earlier critics, impressed by this hapax legomenon, accorded 
it distinction by (in the fashion of the time) crediting it to inter
polation. F. C. Baur , citing the uniqueness of this allusion to a 
trip to Spain, argued: "if this passB.ge is thus the only testimony 
in favour of its oCG'),rrenc8, nothing CEln be more doubtful than the 
supposition tha t the apoGtJ. e ever entertained even the idea of such 
a journey" (Paul, 1. 359 ). Such an approach having gone out of style, 
th,~ significan"ce of the Spa,nish referenc~ seems also to have dropped 
from vie"., . 
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ally in so many words, on the eve of depar ting the Aegean field, 

Paul is ready to furnish details. His future movements will be 

concerned with travel to Jerusal em, Rome, and Spain, in that order 

(Rm xv). 

The presentations in Acts and in the letters of Paul's post

Aegean plans require comparison. It is one of the merits of the 

study in the theology of Acts by J. C. O'Neill that he brings into 

relief the crucial part played by the Jerusalem-Rome motif both in 

the closing section of Acts and in Luke's overall theology. O'Neill 

argues that not only does Luke endow geographical data with theolog

ical import, but geographical movement serves to structure the en

tire narrative. Acts xix.2l-22 with its announc ement of' Paul's post

Aegean expect,:-tions plays a leading part in sketching out this basic 

pattern built into the record, of a progress from Jerusalem to Rome 

(cf. Ac i.8).1 

The fascination of Luke-Acts with Jerusalem has been often not ed. 2 

But at the same time one must not overlook the remarkable way in 

which Acts concludes. It is a geographical end, the t erminus is a 

place, and that place is not Jerusa l em. Whatever parallels Luke 

intended between Jesus and Paul in the closing sections of his two 

books, it is noteworthy tha t while the story of Jesus ends in Jerusalem, 

Paul reaches his Lucan finale not in Jerusalem but in Rome. This geo

graphical achi evement by Paul in some manner represent ed for Luke 

the consummation of his purpose in retelling the event s . Luke's theo

logical map had not one but two foc al points, and he r ecount s Paul's 

final plans and movements against the backdrop of a shift from one 

to another. 3 

There can be no doubt that in Paul's letters Jerusal em is also 

1 2 The Theology of Acts in Its Hi storical Se tting (London, 1970 ) 
59-76, especial~-b9. 

2E• g• G. W. H. Lampe, St . Luke and the Church of J erusalem 
(London, 1969); J. Knox, Chapters , 25-27. 

30 'Neill, Theology of Acts , 61-64, 73-76 . H. Chadwick has 
called. attention to the significance of this shift emer ging within 
the life and consciousness of even the earl i est Christian communities, 
a shi ft from a unic Nltric theological l andscape to Cl. bicentric one , 
from a circle to an ellipse , from Jerusalem to Jerusalem and Rome 
(The Circle and the Ellipse [Oxford, 1959J ). 
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assigned some pivotal importance. l The extensive preparation for 

the collection and its transport to Jerusalem, for instance, is 

often explained in the context of a certain ambivalent Jerusalem 

orientation to Paul's whole ministry. At the same time the indica

tion of a long standing Rome-ward orientation in Paul's wishes and 

plans bespeaks some special meaning of that city in his thought. 

Acts and Paul's letters are at one then in revealing by means of 

his post-Aegean plans Paul's special valuation of both Jerusalem 

and Rome in the working out of his mission. 

The presentations in Acts and in the letters are however not 

in entire correspondence. They are at one in their interest in Jeru-· 

salem and Rome. But in the letters there is that third point of 

reference; after Jerusalem and Rome there is Spain. There is no 

special accent on Spain; it is only barely mentioned. But the pres

ence of Spain in the sequence and especially its terminal position 

in the sequence suggests a different geographical theology for Paul's 

missionary plans from that available in Acts. That the arrangement 

is: Jerusalem, Rome, and afterward Spain, provides a decided limita

tion on any tendency to overload with significance for Paul's mission

ary thought the trips planned either to Jerusalem or to Rome. 2 Though 

the emphasis is not transferred to Spain, it certainly in Paul falls 

with less decisiveness on Jerusalem and Rome than it does in Acts. 

4.2 Spain -- the problem 

But if Spain was not the gravitational centre of Paul's plans, 

one must still ask why it became ~ gravitationdl centre. What qualities 

did it have which gained for it Paul's attention and eventually caused 

him to plan a mission there? 

Spain at this post-Augustan stage in its history did possess 

important attractions for such a mission. Here no longer was a 

remote and troubled frontier, nor was this some economic and cultural 

backwater of the Empire. Spain by this time 'tlas a ranking represen-

lSee e. g. J. MW1Ck, "Paul and Jerusalem" Paul, 282-308; F. F. 
Bruce "P8.ul and J erusa l em" TynE xix (1968) 3-25: R. Bultmann, Theo
logy of the New 'T estament, 60-61. 

2 On Munck's treatm ent of Jerusalem in this regard, see below, 
pages 63-66. 
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tative of Greco-Roman life, fully on a par with an Achaia or an 

Asia. It was moreover in contact with the major routes of trade, 

it possessed important urban centres, and it was a territory as yet 

untouched by the gospel. If a man of Paul's predilections turned 

his view westward, Spain was well equipped to prove alluring. l 

The most natural way to explain Paul's selection of Spain 

would be to call into view just these factors. He chose Spain as 

the new site for his missionary efforts in the west because it was 

the kind of area which seems to ha.ve exercised an attraction on Paul 

in his missionary movements. 2 

nation appears inadequate. 

For at least two reasons this expla-

In the first place, one major factor implicit in Paul's mission-

ary ventures up to this point was the presence in the new area 
\ ' 

of a settled Jewish ' community, offering usually the crucial bridge-

head for his work among the population. Every major region evangelized 

by Paul till the end of the Aegean period possessed a significant 

Jewish community, usually long established, and one which (according 

to Act s ) figur ed in Paul's initial missionary efforts. 3 But the 

IFor the history and conditions of Spain in this period, see: 
C.H.V. Sutherland The Romans in Spain, 217 B.C.--A.D. 117 (London, 
1939); F.J. Wiseman Roman S a in: An Introduction to the Rbmru1 Antiqui
ties of Spain and Portugal London, 1956 ; R. Menendez Pidal, ed. 
Hist ria de Espana : 11. Espai'ia Romana (B.C. 218--414 A.D.) (Ivladrid, 
1955 ; A. Schulten "The Romans in Spain" CAR VIII. 30 - 25 . For the 
Augustan reorganization note especially J. J. Van Nostrand The Reor
ganization of Spain by Augustus (Berkeley , 1916 ). For the economic 
development see; L.C. vJest Imperial Roman S-oain, The Objects of Trade 
(Oxford, 1929); J.J. Van Nostrand "Roman Spain" An Economic Survey 
of Ancient Rome ed. T. Frank (Baltimore , 1937 ) Ill. 119-224; M.P. 
Char1esworth 'llrade-routes and COlnmerce of the Roman Empire (Cambridge, 
19622 ) 149-67. 

2So explicitly in R.G. Villoslada "Estrategia misionera del 
itinerario de San Pablo" (MEx xi [1964J 215-27 ). "Conocidas las 
grandes l{neas estrategicas del programa apostolico de San Pablo, 
comprendemos mejor au vivo deseo de llegar hasta Espana; porque ••• 
la pen{nsula ib~rica, la parte mas romanizada del Occidente, respond{a 
perfectamente alas normas misioneras que el apostol se hab{a prefijado" 
(222) • 

3Acts describes initial synagogue preaching in southern Galatia 
(Antioch of Pisidia--Ac xiii.14ff; Iconium--Ac xiv.lff), Macedonia 
(Thessaloni ca--Ac xvii.lff; Beroea--Ac xvii.10ff), Achaia (Corinth-
Ac xviii.L~ff), and Asia (Ephesus--Ac xviii.19-21, xix . 8ff ). There 
is no sufficient reason to doubt that this appr oximates the missionary 
practic e of Paul, making contact initially through the communities of 
the Jewish Diaspora for both theological and practical reasons. 
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peculiar thing is that when one examines the literary and the 

material remains r elative to a Jewish community in Spain, one dis

covers that there is no evidence that in Paul's day there were Jew

ish communities in Spain. 

There are numerous instances in ancient literature where it is 

asserted that the Jews were everywhere, throughout the Roman world 
1 and throughout the known world. But, oddly enough, where this 

extent is spelled out in terms of specific lands, the lists in each 
2 case stop short of the European lands to the west of Rome. The 

earliest reference to Spain as among lands of the Diaspora appears to 

be a Rabbinic comment of the second century A.D. (Mid. Rabbah Lev. 

xxix.2)o This unexpected lacuna in the written r emains relative to 

the extent of the Diaspora must be weighed in conjunction with a 

similar lacuna in the material remains. \ifhen all the evidence has 

been sorted through, one finds that there exists no firm material 

witness to a Jewish presence in Spain before, at the . earliest, the 

second century A.D. 3 It is necessary therefore to reckon with the 

likelihood that Spain in Paul's day lacked one key element which 

regularly played a part in the make-up of the lands to which Paul 
+ 4 wen". 

A second r eason why it is difficult to account for Paul's choice 

of Spain on the grounds that it had the normal complement of attrac

tive features is that other western lands also possessed such features, 

in some cases perhaps even more adequately than Spain. Two areas 

stand out in this regard, namely Gaul and North Africa . Both were 

leading r epresentatives of Greco-Roman civilization by this time, 

on the major trade routes, possessed of important urban c entres, and 

1 
E.g. Or. Sibyl. iii.271; Josephus, Antiq. xivol15; War ii.398; 

vii.43; Philo, Flacc. 45-46; cf. Ac ii. 5 , xxiv.5. 

2Ac ii.9-11; I Macc xv.16-24; Philo, Legat. ad Gaium 281-84. 

3The earliest inscription whose dating is agreed upon on all 
sides is that from the third century A.D. from Abdera (elL 11.1982 ). 
Second century datings for the trilingual inscriptions from Tarragona 
and Tortosa have recently been proposed by one scholar (see H. Beinart, 
Los comi enzo s del judaismo eSDafiol [Buenos Aires, 1973J 22-29). 

4A full discussion of this point, together \"i th a comprehensive 
review of the evidence for J ewish communities in Roman Spain, is 
offered in Appendix Ill. 



(so far as we know) unevangelized. l Furthermore Paul would have 

to pass by both of these important regions to get to Spain, con

trary to earlier tendencies to evangelize whenever possible con

secutively. Gaul especially wa s directly on the land route from 

Rome to Spain, and, given the conc eptual distortions of popular 

geography of the peried, very much along the way of a sea voyage 

also. 2 Why then did Paul select of all places Spain? The expla

nation that it possessed the normal features for such a selection 

is inadequate. What at first glance seemed but a familiar and un

important fact, on closer inspection proves rather a problem. 

4.3 Spain -- a proposal 

If \Spain in itself seems to lack the features for explaining 

Paul's selection, might we locate somewhere in Paul's own concep

tuality a factor by which to account for his interest? 

In geographical descriptions during this era_it seems to have 

been commonplace in delimiting the expanse of the inhabited earth 

to use Spain, or more particularly Gades, for the western extremity. 

I refer only to Juvenal (Satires x.1-2) "from Gades to the Ganges"; 

Pliny (N.H. iv.121) "from the Don to Gades"; Strabo (Geog. ii.5.9) 

"from the capes of Iberia to the capes of India"; Lucan (Pharsalia 

iii.45l~) "Spain, the limits of the world"; Silius Italicus (Punica 

xvii. 637) "Gades at the world's end. ,,3 

lA convenient essay on Pro consular North Africa, Gaul, and 
Spain in thi s period is available in E. Albertini "The Latin West: 
Africa, Spain and Gaul" CAH XI. 479-510 . Also helpful are: O. Brogan 
Roman Gaul (London, 1953), L.C. \vest Roman Gaul: The Obj ects of Trade 
(Oxford, 1935 ); T.R.S. Broughton The Romanization of Africa Procon
sular i s (Baltimore 1 1929 ); G. Ch. Picard La civilisation de l'Afrique 
romaine (Paris, 1959 ); and the r elevant sections of T. Hommsen The 
Provinces of the Roman Empire (London, 1909 ): 1.78-116 ; n. 303-45; 
and of T. Frank , ed. An Economic Survey of Ancient Rome (Baltimore, 
1937,1938 ): Ill. 379-64~; IV. 1-119. 

2 
There was a tendency to think of Spa in as west, not southwest, 

of Gaul, and of Italy as lying much more nearly east of Gaul than 
southeast, so that v/her eas vIe might think (correctly) of sailing from 
Italy right across to Spain, many ancient s would r ather have tended 
to think of sail ing fI'oni Italy along beyond Gaul on out to Spain, what
ever route their ship actually took. See Strabo, Geog. ii.5.27; iii.l. 
3; iv.1.I; PJ.iny, N.B. iv.113-15 (but contrast Jo sephus V/ar ii.371). 
A good brief discussion is given in J.J. 'I'ierney "The Map of Agrippa" 
Proceedings of the Royal Irish Academy lxiii(1962-64) Section C, 162-63 ; 
see also E.H. Bunbury A History of Ancient Geography (London, 1879) 
II. 235-36, 591--92. 

3See also Pliny, N.H. i ii .3 \5; Strabo, Geog" i.1.8,13; ii.l.l; 
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C. Spicq in a study of Paul and Spain argues at length that 

Spain represented for Paul the "ends of the earth" and thereby pos

sessed special theological significance for his missionary vocation.
l 

The " ends of the earth" is of course, as Spicq points out, a feature 

of OT eschatological universalism, emphasizing by the language of geo

graphical ultimacy the spatial totality of the coming messianic rule 

and blessing. 2 In Acts Paul is in fact presented as applying to 

himself the Isaianic decree: "I have set you to be a light for the 

Gentiles, that you may bring salvation to the ends of the earth" (Ac 

xiii.47). If Paul felt called to evangelize earth 's extremities , 

the geographical conceptions of his day, Spicq argues, could not fail 

to force Spain upon his attention. 

Spicq buttresses his argument by drawing attent ion to the OT ref~ 

erences " to 'Tarshish, which is often used to represent the most dis

tant land, and therefore comes to symbolize the universal reach of 

the final Divine program. Spicq identifies the OT Tarshish with the 

ancient Tartessus on the southern coast of Spain, and argues that there-
.-

fore for "la geografia religiosa descrita por la Biblia, el e:x;tremo del 

mundo occidental estaba representado por Espana.,,3 In Isaiah lxvi.19 

the Divine envoys are sent to those distant lands "which have not heard 

of my fame" to declare God's glory among them, to Tarshish, Put, and 

Lud, and the far off islands. And the Psalmist sings: "He shall have 

dominion also from sea to sea and from the River to the endG of the 

earth. The kings of Tarshish and of the islands shall render tribute, 

the kings of Sheba and Seba shall offer gifts" (Ps lxxii.8,lO). Spicq 

concludes: 

ii.5.11t-,27; iii.1.4,8; Lucan, Phar. vii.541; Silius Italicus, Pun. 
i.141; Philostratus , Life of Apoll. iv.47; v.4; Josephus, War ii.363; 
Antiq. i.122; Horarie, Odes i.36.4; cf. Jubilees vii.23,26; xi.12; 
also Ps. Sol. viii.16 (see n. 2, page 59.) 

lC. Spicq "San Pabl0 vino a Espana" Cultura B{blica xxiii 
(1966) 131-50 (:: "Saint Paul est venu en Espagne" Helmantica xv 
[1964 ] ~5-70). 

2 E.g. Is xlv.22; xlviii.20; xlix.6; lxxi.ll; Jer xvi.19; 
xxxi. 8. 

3c . Spicq, "San Pablo vino a Espana", 135. 
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Es una forma clarisima ~e decir que ESP~7 es , desde siempre, 
un elementd fijo y exulicito de la economia providencial de 
la salvaci~n, y que u~ ap~stol, conscient e de~ det er de 
predica r el Evangelio a toga criatu~a, nolPodia de j a r de 
tener ante sus ojos la peninsula Iberica. 

Will Spicq's argument stand up to scrutiny? Firs t, as to 

Tarshish, the identification of this OT designation with the pros-
2 perous Tart e ssus of anci ent Spain s eems reasonably probable. But 

the difficulty is that no one at the begilming of the Christian era 

seems to ha ve been familiar with such an identification. Where a 

known site is provided for Tarshi sh, we find Car t hage , or Africa, or 
3 Tarsus. We not only have no evidenc e that Paul himself understood 

the Tarshi sh of his Bible to be Spa in, but no evidence tha t any of 

his contemporari es did either. 4 

Secondly, while the geographical conceptions of Paul's day would 
, 

not only permit but also sugges t the identification of "the ends of 

the earth!' with Spain, 5 one mus t cons ider whether in fact there is 

evidence that Paul himself thought of his own calling in t erms of "the 

ends of the earth." There is only one occurence of such phraseology 

in Paul's l e tters, in the quotation of Psalm xix.4 in Romans x.18: 

"Their voic e has gone out to all the earth, and their wor ds E: t~ Ta 
ne:'pcnu Tfj~ ot}{OU)1e:'VT]~" Since in the context of the argument of Romans 

x the quota tion seems to be meant to apply to the J ewish mission, 

not to Paul's own, and in any case is intended to confirm a completed 

proclamation,6 it can hardly in its contextual function be cited 

as evidence of Paul's understa."tJ.ding of his 01tlU miss ion, and especially 

lIbid., 136-37. 

2The biblical Tarshish seems to apply to a ny di s t ant mineral 
bearing l and , esp ecially or perhap s originally to Tartessus of Spain; 
as well as t o l a r ge ships, especially or perhaps originally to ore 
uhips. On Tar t essus see A. Schulten Tart esso~ : 8ine Beitrag zur 
alt est en Geschichte des West ens (Madr id, 1945L

) ; U. T'<ickholm, "Tarsis, 
Tart es sos und die Saul en des Her akl es" Opuscula Romana v (1965) 143-
200; J. M. Bl az quez Tar t essos y lo s or i genes de l a colonizacion f enicia 
en_ occidente (Sal amanca , 1968 ). 

3Carthage : LXX--Is xxi i i.l; Eze xxvii.12 ; Af rica : Targum of 
Jona than--I Ki ngs xxii.48 ; J er x . 9 ; Ta r sus : Josephus , Antiq i.6.1. 

4See J. Simons The GeC grQ~t-ical and Topogr aphical Text s of the 
Old Test~~~~ (Leiden, 1959 ) 8 - 89 . 

5See above , page 56 n. 3 . 

61n Romans x .18 Paul ent ertains the question "Have they not 
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not with reference to a phase of that mission which at the time of 

. composition had yet to be begun. 

The other possible witness to a Pauline use of the phrase is 

in Acts xiii. 47, the quotation from Isaiah xlix. 6: "I have set you 

to be a light for the Gentiles, that you may bring salvation £ws; 

" Here one must immediately take into consideration 

the prominent part the motif of earth's boundaries plays in the theo

logical patterns of Acts itself. The structure of the entire book 

is conditioned by the expectation of the gospel's spread "from Jeru

salem ••• e:w~ c:cyxch OD 1"fj~ yn~ " (Ac i. 8),1 and this quotation 

attributed to Paul is obviously a further evidence of the Lukan in

terest in this motif. Indeed not only does Spain lie beyond the geo

graphical horizons of the book, but also, given the remarkable 'geo

graphical' conclusion of the narrative in Rome, the motif . as it occurs 

in xiii.47 would appear certainly at first glance to serve, within the 

structure of Acts, a Roman interpretation of Paul's vocational orienta-

t
. 2 
lone 

heard?" The quotation is then given to confirm Paul's answer that 
"they" have heard, that the particular proclamation under discussion 
has been carried out with reference to " them ." 

ISee J. C. O'Neill, Theology of Acts, 61-64, 73-76, and the 
disc\lssion above, pp. 49-53. 

2W. C. Van Unnik, in "DerAusdruck 'Em:: 'El:XATOY THl: fHl: 
(Apost el geschicht e 1: 8 ) und sein alttestamentlicher Hintergrund" 
(Studio. Biblica et Semitica [Wageningen , Neth., 1966J 335-49) argues 
against the common posit ion that the reference in Acts i.8 to "the 
ends of the earth" i s in the structure of the book applied to Rome. 
He points out that nowher e is the expression ever applied to Rome 
but always to those places conceived to be literally the geographical 
limits of habitation. That Ps. Sol. viii. 16, discussing Pompey's 
arrival in the east, uses the expression " the ends of the earth" with 
reference to Rome (as is commonly supposed) Van Unnik rightly disputes; 
prior to his activities in the east to which the passage refers , Pom
pey had spent a number of important years in Spain, and therefore 
the t erminology in Ps. Sol. viii.16 is probably but another example 
of the applicat ion of the expression "the ends of the earth" exclu
sively to lands thought actually to lie on earth's perimeter. 

Nevertheless it appears to me that Luke does find in Paul's attain
ment of Rome a significant counterpoint to that promise of a world-wide 
spread of the gospel with I-Ihich the narrative is opened (i.8). Pro
bably the ending of Acts should not be seen as a fulfillment of Acts 
i.8, but as (for Luke ) a central achievement in that fulfillment. 
The theme of Acts then is perhaps not how the mission reached its 
goal (in fulfillm ent of i.8, ii. 9-11) but how it at l ast gained the 
necessary base from which to do so , how it changed its centre from 
J eru salem to that point from which it could be freely diffused to 
the ends of the earth--hence the inconclusive conclusion , Paul preaching 
and teaching openly in Rome , unhindered. 
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Can one then argue, as Spicq has, that "the ends of the earth" 

played a part in Paul's vocationa l consciousness? The answer is, 

I should think, a qualified yes. The evidence from these two pas-

sages oncloser vieHing supports the contention not indeed that Paul 

repeatedly reflected vocationally on "the ends of the earth" but at 

least that he had the material available to his vocational conscious

ness for finding a mission at earth's extremities a valid and espec

ially meaningful proj ect. 

It is one of the problems of a 'Jewish' application of the quo

tation in Romans x.18 that the dimensions attributed to the procla

mation appear unnecessarily vast for the particular group in view. 

The Jewish dispersion, while indeed extensive, was hardly universal. 

It is a peculiar selection from the OT; and the more so when in the 

context of the letter Israel is being at every point set over against 

just that group, the Gentiles, which by the nature of the categories 

does have precisely the oecumenical spread in question. To point out 

that in popular generalization of the day universal extent was attri-
1 

buted to Judaism may make the applic8.tion here by Paul to Israel cred-

ible, but it hardly explains his selection of just this overextended 

quotation for the point being madeft 

The best explanation for the selection would seem to be that it 

has been taken over from material used by Paul in un.derstanding his 

own mission, that it originally enter ed Paul's repertoire because of 

its more obvious and exact appropriateness to the Gentile mission in 

which he was engaged. Paul is with this quotation, as with other ele-
2 ments in the passage , taking up material which was originally gathered 

1 
See page 55n.l. 

21 refer in particular to the rhetorical climax of x.14-15a. Paul 
has be en arguing that it is not God's intentions which have miscarried 
(ix.6-29) but Israel' s (ix. 30-31); that Israel , though possessing a 
true desire, has pursued its objective in t.he wrong manner (ix.32-x.3); 
tha t the way of fai th is the proper approach (X .if-lO); and , finally, 
that this approach both is applicabl e to Israel (x.11-13) and has been 
made available to them (x.14-21). Within this line of ar gument it 
is essential to recognize the flllction of the uni versalistic perspec
tives introduced in x.11--13 and x .14-15a . The for ce of Paul 's argument 
in x.11-13 is that precisely because the way of faith is fo r all , be
cause it is universa l , it is therefore applicabl e to Israel asmuch 
as any other group ; precisely because the Lord is Lord of all and rich 
to all who call, there can be no distinction between J ew and Greek : 
the- means of ac cess accorded the Greek i s equally applicable to t he 
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and shaped for use with referenc e to his Gentile outreach and bringing 

it to bear at this point for his particular purposes rather upon the 

Jewish situa tion. Behind the problematic use of Psalm xix.4 in Romans 

x.18 there probably lies, then, an application by Paul of the quotation, 

and hence of its reference to earth's extremities, to his own mission. 

It mus t also be borne in mind that "the ends of the earth" motif 

plays a special part in just that segment of OT literature which , owing 

to its concentration of texts on the eschatological ingathering of the 

nations, appears to have been especially alive to Paul's apostolic 

consciousness. L. Cerfaux and others have plausibly argued that the 

Isaianic servant material stands repeatedly in the background of Paul's 

self understanding. 1 When therefore in Acts xiii.47 Paul is represented 

as applying ;the quota tion of Isaiah xlix.6 to himself and his missiona ry 

group , "that you may bring salvation to the ends of the earth, " it is 

not unlikely that we are in the presence "of an authentic reminiscence 

of one way in which Paul expressed his sense of voca tion. That Luke 

may have employed this for his own ends does not affect the conclusion 

Jew. Paul's theology of Gentile inclusion becomes in x.11-13 the 
standard for determining t he maliller of access for the J ew . 

In similar f ashion in x.14-15a a universal standard i s set up 
by Paul by which to evalua te the Jewish experienc e . A universally 
applicable s et of conditions is outlined by which the opportunity for 
saving invoca tion of God can become available to everyone. One cannot 
call till he has believed , nor believe till he has heard, nor hear 
till someone comes preaching, not can someone come preaching till he 
is sent. The set of conditions is, then, just because it applies to 
anyone, applied to Israel ' s case , i n order to establish that Israel 
has indeed been given sufficient opportunity. As with x.11-13, the 
climax in x.14-15a is universali s tic in content but particularistic 
in int ent. 

And just as the earlier assert ions in x. 11-13 of universal access 
did not first arise within Paul's theological r efl ection with refer
ence to the spec ific applicat ion to Israel here made but presuppose 
a prior universalistic intent, so the elaboration of conditions in 
x.14-15a presupposes a prior formulation concerned not specifically 
with Israel' s experience but with the necessity of a Divinely initiat ed 
missiona r y voca tion fo r fulfi1lment of God ' s purposes towards all men. 

Similarl y the remarkable and probl emat ic s cope of the testimonium 
in Romans x.18h is explicable as a featur~ of Paul ' s prior r efl ection 
on hi s own mission to the nations , indicating t he oecumenical range 
intended for that proclamation in which he was engaged . What he in 
Ro mans x.lS recognizes as fulfilled for the mission to Israel he first 
recogniz.ed , I suggest , as predictive for the Gentile mission. 

lL. Cerfaux "Saint Paul e t le 'serviteur de Dieu' d'lsale" Studia 
Anselmiana x:x:vii-xxviii (1951) 351·-65 (==Recueil Lucien Cer faux : Etudes 
d' ex~gese et d ' histoire religieuse [Gemb10lLx , 1954J-n.lt39·-54J. For 
a discussion of this and related studies , see below pages 137-l]·3 <. 
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that he nevertheless at the same time bears witness to a Pauline 

sensitivity to the motif of earth's botmdaries in understanding 

his mission. 

It must also be remembered that Paul did think of the mission 

in which he was engaged in oecumenical terms. Whether or not he made 

use of the phraseology of earth's extremities, he nevertheless fre

quently spoke of his calling in terms of that geographical totality 

which such phraseology was meant to symbolize. l 

The results of this discussion may be set out briefly. (i) The 

extremities of the earth were a feature of OT eschatological univer

salism. (ii) Paul in understanding his commission employed OT escha

tological material which included this motif; he furthermore expressed 

himself in terms of the geographical totality which this motif was 

meant to symbolize; and he probably made use of this motif itself in 

understanding his own mission. (1.ii) For antiquity Spain represented 

the western limit of the worl~among such limits it was, in addition, 

the only one within range, within the Mediterranean world itself and 

of easy access; indeed if a man of the Empire had felt motivated to 

attain the boundary of the world it is hard to imagine how he could 

have failed to think first of Spain (especially were he already tending 

westward). (iv) One cannot offer decisive proof that Paul reflected 

vocationally specifically on "the ends of the earth" and that, doing 

so, he in addition identified Spain with it; but the evidence is of 

a nature to support the conclusion that Paul had the material available 

to his vocational consciousness both to find a mission at earth's 

limits a valid and especially meaningful project and to consider Spain 

a representative of such an extremity. The most adequate explanation, 

then, for Paul's selection of Spain in his post-Aegean plans is that 

it represented for him "the ends of the earth" of OT expectation and 

that his understanding of his mission made evangelization in such an 

area especially attractive. 

That the journey to Spain would involve bypassing other western 

lands need prove problematic only if the mission to Spain is viewed 

lE.g. to the Romans Paul speaks of his assignment "unto obedience 
of faith among all the na tionsl' (1..5); he hopes to reap a harvest 
among them lias among the rest of the Gentiles" U.13)j he is debtor 
I'both to Greek s and to barbarians ll (i.14). The proclama tion to the 
Gentiles results in Ilen!' ichment for t he world, Ii "the reconciliation 
of the \"orld" (xi.ll,12,1.5). CL Col L6,23. 



as, to Paul's mind, somehow climactic, if one assumes that for Paul 

Spain was to be not a starting point but the stopping point. But 

there is no r eason to assume that the projected mission to Spain 

held such a meruling for Paul. There is no indication in the context 

in which Spain is mentioned of any sense of a consummating vocational 

act, an intention of attaining the ends of the earth directly in 

order to bring on the end of time. This would be quite contrary to 

Paul's methodical approach to his mission, attending to lands in a 

concrete geographical frame of reference. Indeed if the sudden attain

ment of "the ends of the earth" without reference to intervening 

areas could to his mind have brought his task to its climax, why had 

he not set off for such a symbolic achievement long before? But 

Paul did not proceed in his mission in this manner. And if the trip 

to Spain is not climactic, then, in view of Paul's past movements, 

the bypassing of other regions in order to get there need in no way 

imply th0ir exclusion from his ultimate vision;l that is to say, one 

need only account for Spain's priority in Paul's plans at this time, 

not its singularity. One must conclude that Paul, planning a west-

ern mission and apparently lacking other more decisive grounds for 

selecting a point of entry, chose Spain especially in response to its 

symbolic importo 2 

4.4 Evaluation 

What then is to be l earned from Paul's post-Aegean plans? In 

the first place , the plans for a journey to Rome and beyond warn 

I 
Does 11 Timothy iv.IO perhaps preserve some indication that 

at one time Paul was developing Gallic contacts, perhaps at the end 
of his life':' 

2This is not to rule out other conceivable influences on Paul's 
selection but only to suggest that in view of Paul's previous system
atic progression they are insufficient alone to account for Paul's 
choice, apa.rt from the ' symbolic' explanation, and to reco gnize that 
the 'symbolic' e:A.rplanation is the only one for v/hich any form of evi
dence can oe sugge sted. 

One may certainly ab-Jays speculate about some very personal and 
circumstantial factor which mi ght have played a part in Paul's final 
choice, some Acquila who on business had migrated from an Aegean 
church to Spa i n and once establi shed had sent back an invitation to 
Paul, or some Spaniard convert ed under Paul whi.le resident in the 
east who as an Epaphras had returned to his home and now called for 
Paul. Paul encounter ed at l eas t one Spaniard while in the Aegean 
area. : the proconsul Gallio was a native of Cordova, Spain. 



against any overloading of the trip to ,Jerusalem vIi th import for 

Paul's understanding of the course of his mission. J. Hunck has 

suggested that for Paul the Jerusalem trip carried a decisive escha

tological meaning; he wishes to see t.he journey as an attempt , by 

displaying the Gentile converts in Jerusalem, to provoke Israel to 

jealousy and conversion, thereby fulfilling Paul's missionary role 

and precipitating the final denouement. l But may one assign to the 

Jerusalem plans such climactic eschatological significance when 
2 Paul had very definite and important earthly plans after Jerusalem? 

It is possible, of course, that for Paul the Jerusalem trip did 

represent, as Munck proposes , the enactment of that part of the 

eschatological dra ma of OT expectation in which the Gentiles come 

up with gifts to Jerusal em and to J erusalem's God. 3 Perhaps Paul 

never lost the centripetal conception of OT eschatology--his extended 

deliberate out reach to the Gentil es perhaps masks the fact that from 

his viewpoint he was actually always gathering those Gentiles in. 

For such an outlook Jerusalem would represent the central stage of 

the eschatological drama, upon which the fruits of the mission of 

ingathering were meant to be displayed., 8.S the final authenticating 

act for any phase of that mission. But even if the collection jOUT

ney was for Paul also an eschatological'pilgrimage of the nations', 

it does not follow that this was bound up for Paul directly with the 

final consummation, for his whole mission was to him eschatological 

activity. It would have been possible for Paul to understand this 

1 
~T. Mlmck, Paul, 303-305; Christ a nd Israel, 121-38. The position 

has been worked out in detail in K. F. Nickle, The Collection, 129-42. 
Sce also D. Georgi, Geschichte der Kollekte, esp. 84-86. 

2 Munck mentions this objection in order to dismiss it: "The 
argument will not hold water , because all eschatological po ints of 
time are unc erta in, and it is diffi cult for anyone living and taking 
part in the l ast day s to know exactly a t what eschatological point of 
time he is" (Paul, 304; cf. 291, 301). But inso f ar a s Paul's 'mood' 
reflect s hi s (rough ) impression of escha tological developments, his 
manner in presenting his post- Aegean plans is dec idedly incompatible 
with the outlook r1unck a ttributes to him , for the intention ~fter ,Jer
usal em to travel to Rome and then Spa in i s not o ffered par enthe tically 
as a provisional schedul e- fi ller within a fast climaxing e schatological 
voca tion bu t as a new i nitiative on the order of the mi ssion just con
cluding in t he east. 

3HllIlCk, Paul , 303-301+; Nickle ac cen t s but doe s not ehi.borate this 
aspect of tvlun·ck'S proposal (Coll ec t ion,~l30, 138-39 , 142). A conven
i ent survey of the OT theme is offered in J. J er emias , J esus' Promise 
to the Nations , 57- 62 . 
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journey to Jer~salem as such a 'pilgrimage' in partial fulfillment 

of the OT expectation, while at the same time expecting another such 

'pilgrimage' at the conclusion of his next mission. In any case, all 

of this must be stated with some reservation, for while such an out

look on Paul's part would match the contours of his thought on his 

mission, on Jerusalem, and on the collection, Paul himself nowhere 

expressly relates the collection project to the OT vision of the 'pil

grimage of the nations', nor even mentions that pilgrimage; and those 

factors which may be taken to point to such an outlook hardly are to 

b d t dt 
.. 1 

e un ers 00 0 requlre It. 

The further step by Munck of connecting the collection-pilgrimage 

with Paul's expectation in Romans xi that, in consequence of the 

success of the Gentile mission, all Israel will be saved, and therefore 

suggesting that Paul intended the collection-pilgrimage also to involve 

provocation of Israel to their salvation, is based on tenuous inference 

and conjecture, and should be accordingly evaluated. 2 

1 Both Munck and Nickle emphasize, rightly I should think, the 
representative character of the delegation which went up with Paul; 
but the need for such representation is fully explicable within the 
ecumenical purpose of the collection, establishing a bond between the 
Gentile communities and the Jerusalem church, so that while the compo
sition of the delegation would fit a 'pilgrimage' interpretation, it 
does not require such an explanation. 

2In addition to the representative role of the delegation, Munck 
offers as evidence for the 'provocation-conversion' dimension of the 
collection project Paul's assertions in Acts xxvi.6-7 and xxviii.20 
that he has come to be in bonds owirlg to his zeal for "the hope of 
Israel." "Paul's words sho,,! that the object of that journey, which 
involved his imprisonment, is the fulfilment of God's promise that 
the nation shall be saved" (fvIunck, Paul, 304). The hope however to 
which Paul refers in Acts xxvi.6-7 is shown by xxvi.8 primarily to 
concern the resurrection, not Israel's conversion (cf. xxiv.21; xxvi.21-
23), but Munck conveniently side-steps this by relocating xxvi.8 after 
xxvi.22. . 

Nickle supports the connection of the collection journey with 
the provocation-conversion of Israel by insisting "that Paul's announce
ment in Romans of his impending trip to Jerusalem to deliver the collec
tion. • • refers particularly back to the discussion of the role of 
the Gentile mission for the conversion of Israel in chapters 9-11" 
(Collection, 134); the basis given for this insistance is that Paul 
in both cases is discussing the significance of his ministry within 
a 'heilsgeschichtliche' frame of reference. Nickle also notes that, 
in support of the collection, Paul in 11 Corinthians ix.lO alludes to 
two OT passages , one of which (Is Iv.IO) concerns the effectiveness 
of God's word and is in a context which includes reference to the 
participation of the nations in God's eschatological blessing, and · 
the other of ",hich (Hos x.12) is part of an exhortation to Israel to 
return to God. Though in the Corinthian context the source of the 
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But if Paul's Jerusalem trip must not be made over into the 

conclusive act of his mission, it undoubtedly did represent ~ conclu

sive act. It is strange that in K.F. Nickle's detailed and useful 

treatment of the various levels of significance which the collection 

project held for Paul, he fails to distinguish this level. l The way 

in which Paul prepared for and described and undertook the collection 

trip to Jerusalem shows that in addition to being a relief effort , 

and an ecumenical gesture, and whether or not it was an enactment 

of the 'pilgrimage of the nations' (and intended to provoke Israel 

to salvation and thereby usher in the events of the End), it obviously 

for Paul represented the climax of his eastern mission. It is, as 

he describes it in Romans xv.22-33, the final act of his responsibility 

in the east, the one task left before he is free for the western 

venture. We may of this level at least speak with certainty. In Paul's 

understanding of his mission , the collection journey to Jerusalem 

signaled the successful conclusion, the wrapping up, of a major stage 

in his work, and was the means by which that accomplishment was to be 
2 

marked. 

phraseology by which Paul encourages his readers is not emphasized (he 
is borrowing phrases from the OT, not quoting it), Nickle concludes: 
"The combination of the two quota tions in 11 Cor. 9.10 exactly corres
ponded to Paul's conviction that the effectiveness of the Word of God 
among the Gentiles was of instrumental significance for the conversion 
of Israel" (Collection, 137). 

Surely all this is tenuous inference of the first order. It is 
worth noting that Nickle must devote one section of his study (Collection, 
140-42) to explaining why Paul never in fact mentioned just this parti
cular purpose of the collection, which according to Munck and Nickle 
was so important for him. The eschatological significance of the collec
tion journey to Jerusal em as propounded by Munck and elaborated by, 
among others , Nickle and Georgi, merits a new and detailed review and 
critique , especially since it has become widely accepted in its broad 
outlines. Munck ' s integrated compl ex of explanations for the collection 
journey is truly brilliant--but fatally weak, I fear , in it s joints. 

INickle distinguishes the levels (i) an act of Christian charity; 
(ii) an act expressing the unity of the church; and (iii) an eschatolog
ical act of Gentile pilgrimage leading to Jewish conversion (Collection, 
100-143). ------

2This s eems especially to be the point of the enigmatic statement 
in Romans xv, 28: "\tihen therefore I have · completed this a.n.d h;:we sealed 
to them this fruit , I shall go on by way of you to Spain" --if H.-W. 
Bartsch is ri ght that the IIfruit" being sealed is not the offering but 
rather the Genti le Christian communities which have come into exi stence 
through Paul's ministry and are , by extension, the offspring of the 

id 



Paul's plans for a journey not only beyond Jerusalem but also 

beyond Rome warn also against pressing too much meaning into Paul's 

desire to visit Rome. H. Chadwick, in The Circle and the Ellipse, 

refers to the marked attraction which Rome held for Paul, an orientation 

which, Chadwick believes, dominated Paul's plans and occasioned his 

epistle to that church. Concerning Paul's plan to go past Rome to 

Spain, as announced in that epistle, Chadwick comments: 

In case the Romans felt a little apprehensive they were 
assured that he would soon be off again on a missionary tour 
of Spain-roan assurance in which • • • there was probably more 
than meets the eye. We may be sure that the central goal in 
the apostle's mind was Rome rather than the Costa Brava. l 

. Is one then also to see in Paul's adjacent assertion that he goes only 

to unreached areas (xv.20-21) but another pleasant ruse to ease his 

admission at Rome? It was Luke's view of Paul that his attainment of 

Rome in some \..,ay represented a consummating act in his vocation. This 

was not the outlook of Paul as he brought his Aegean mission to a 

c10se. 2 The proclamation of the gospel in that symbolic centre of the 

Gentile world could not at this stage for Paul mean the ultimate ful

fillment of his mission--for him Spain stood beyond. 

That fleeting indication of a plan to go to Spain conditions at 

every point the understanding of Paul's post-Aegean plans. The presence 

of Spain in those plans represents commitment to a continuing task, an 

orientation toward the missionary frontiers, and an avoidance of' any 

premature resolutions by investing some journey to a Jerusalem or a Rome 

with ultimate vocational import. Spain in Paul's post-Aegean land

scape represents the overriding missionary impulse at this moment in 

his life; mentally he is still very much in the midst of a missionary 

vocation rather than approaching its conclusion. 

The plan to go to Spain also exhibits again, and this time mark-

edly, the westward tendency so often visible in Paul's previous move

ments and plans. 'l'hat this tendency is, furthermore, not merely a co-

Jerusalem community (xv.27) (11 ••• wenn ich ihnen diese Frucht ver
siege1t habe, Rom 15:28. Ein Beitrag zum VerstandIlis der paulinischen 
l1ission" ZN\;T 1xiii [1972] 95-107). 

1Circle and Ellipse, 15-16. 

2Though perhaps it is an outlook he had to develop at a later 
stage when his vocation did terminate in Rome. 
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incidence of a Rome-ward urge becomes here vividly apparent, for the 

westwardness in this case distinctly transcends any interest in reaching 

Rome. 

In addition, the problematic selection of Spain suggests an inter

est on Paul's part in carrying his work to "the ends of the earth," 

which in turn implies both (i) that Paul thought of his mission as 

part of that movement of OT expectation by which the messianic rule 

and blessing would extend to earth's boundaries, and (ii) that Paul 

thought of the dimensions of such a mission in terms ' of geographical 

ultimacy and totality. Paul's choic e of Spain suggests, that is, that 

he understood his mission to be part of rul eschatological program of 

oecumenical proportions, a mission of the end times reaching to the 

ends of the .earth. 

5. 'l'he Geogra.phical Factor--Its Make-Up 

From the bits and pieces of information available on Paul's 

movements and plans certain features of a geographical factor in 

Paul's missionary perspective begin to emerge, which, correlated with 

other materials from his letters, we may sort out as follows. 

5.1 Movement 

It becomes apparent at once (and familiarity should not blind 

one to its significance) that Paul's conception of his task was such 

that travel was an occupational necessity. His calling as he understood 

it implicitly required constant geographical transpositions. 

One must note what a large part of his catalogue of apostolic 

sufferings in 11 Corinthians xi presupposes a man 'en route'. "Three 

times I have been shipwrecked; a night and a day I have been adrift at 

sea; on fr equent journeys, in danger from rivers, danger from robbers, 

••• danger in the city, danger in the wilderness, danger at sea" (xi. 

25-26). He speaks elsewhere of the apostle as a homeless vagrant (I Cor 

iv.II). He protests that he also has a right to be accompanied by 

a wife in going about (I Cor ix.5). He recalls an OT blessing upon ' 

not the herald1s mouth but his feet, for as Paul conceived it, the 

herald of the gospel had as much to use the one as the other to fulfill 

his calling (Rm x.15b). He interprets his missionary activity under 

the figure of being led about from place to place in Christ's triumphal 

procession (11 Cor ii.14). He reminds the Corinthians that it was a 
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matt er of some distance to bring the gospel to them: "we came even 

as far as you in the gospel of Christ," and he hopes that with their 

growth in faith he may be r eleased "to preach the gospel in lands 

beyond you" Cn Cor x.14-16). 

Paul's missionary movements are root ed in something more funda

mental than merely an inclination to itinerancy. At times he did of 

course move about fairly frequently in the style of the wandering 

preachers of the day; at other times he settled for extended periods 

in one locality. But what is characteristic of his mission is that 

he would not settle permanently in anyone place; his understanding of 

his mission made this impossible. Paul's movements and the way in 

which he reflects on them suggest that at the heart of his understanding 

of miss ion \\Tas a conviction that the gospel was meant to spread geo

graphically and that this expansion was meant to be effected primarily 

by active geographical transpositions on the part of those assigned to 

proclama tion. Coupled with this was the evident conviction that it 

was his own peculiar calling to spearhead this deliberate spatial ini

tiative , to pioneer in the purposeful extension of the gospel into 

new t erritories. 

Movement was essential therefore to Paul's conception of the task 

of proclamation. His idea of the spread of the gospel did not envisage 

a sedentary approach to the project, effecting the geographical dissem

ina.tion of the good news, for example, by attracting hearers from afar, 

or by letting the gospel find its own natural way out by word of mouth. 

The hearers might indeed travel in, and the gospel itself might certain

ly be rumoured out, but the manner in which Paul both carried out his 

missionary activity and surveyed it makes it evident tha t for him the 

primary instrument of the geographical extension of the gospel was 

meant to be t he proclaimer himself. The proclamation involved not only 

an oral task but also a spatial one . 

Given this outlook, Paul could not fulfill his own calling by 

spending his career a t an Antioch or a Corinth proclaiming to the 

Gentiles the good news. The apostle to the Gentiles must actively 

the word to the hearers in their various localities. He does not 

only to attract but goes out to accost men in their own l ands ; he 

not merely open to those who knock but goes out and about knocking 

take 

expect 

does 

for 

them to open; he does not wait for seekers but himself seeks. The 

mission is to be a repeat ed fulfillment of the ancient word: "1 have 
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been found by thost;) who did not seek me; I have shown myself to 

those who did not ask for me" (Rm x.20). 

It is therefore entirely comprehensible that in reviewing his 

career Paul should in Romans xv.19 project his missionary activities 

onto some conception of the shape of the Mediterranean world, for 

his understanding of his mission meant that progress in his calling 

could be mapped, that advance would be evidenced in geographical 

attainments. 

5.2 Provinces 

Though Paul understood his assignment to be the proclamation of 

the gospel to the Gentiles, his missionary efforts were not focused 

simply in general on 'the Gentiles'. Nor, at the other extreme, were 

they focused simply on the individual. Paul's mission was shaped by 

an interest in reaching not only a general group of men, or individual 

men, but also and especially by an interest in reaching groups and 

individuals as differentiated by their locations. When Paul thinks in 

geographical terms of the development of his mission, the landscape 

is parti tioned. 

We have already noted that vJhen Paul surveyed his missionary 

career in Romans xv.19, he marked the extent of progress by reference 

not to numbers of converts or churches, or to major routes covered, 

or to the furthest city or sea reached, but by reference to a province, 

Illyricum. And when at the same time he projected a mission in the 

west, it is again a province, Spain, which is denoted as the initial 

objective. 

While actually Paul's mission centered on cities, his descriptions 

of his movements and converts and churches repeatedly slip from urban 

into regional/provincial categories. l When he speaks of initial 

converts they become "the first fruits of Achaia" or "the first fruits 

of Asia" (Rm xvi. 5; I Cor xvi .15). His Aegean work hardly under way, 

Paul already thinks of the Thessalonians as examples to believers "in 

lOne should not view the city and the region as competing 
categori es for explaining Paul's missionary obj ective. Paul went to 
cities and spoke of cj.ties and referred to his churches by their 
urban setting; this is independently significant, and not in tension 
with the idea that Paul thought of progress in his mission in regional 
categories . Foy' a man such as Paul cities were the content of a 
provinc e ; a region was made up, geographically, of cities; and to 
reach a province one naturally went to its cities . 
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Macedonia and in Achaia" (I Th i.7), and it is to the brethren "in 

all Macedonia" that they are found to have demonstrated love (I Th 

iv.10). Writing from Ephesus, it is nevertheless "the churches of 

Asia" whose greetings he conveys (I Cor xvi.19). His troubles there 

become afflictions "in Asia" (n Cor i.8). Those who supplied him 

with aid while in Corinth are "from Macedonia" (11 Cor xi.9). And 

it is "in the regions of Achaia" that he will let none stop his 

boast of never having been a financial burden (11 Cor xi.lO). Per

haps most significant of all, when Paul is making arrangements for 

the collection which will mark the conclusion of his eastern mission, 

the participants become "the churches of Galatia" (I Cor xvi.l), "the 

churches of Hacedonia" (11 Cor viii-I), "those of Hacedonia" (11 Cor 

ix.2,4), "Achaia" (11 Cor ix.2), and "Hacedonia and Achaia" (Rm xv. 

26).1 The way in which Paul speaks of his work suggests that the 

principal category by which he recognized geographical advance was 

th ' . 2 e provlnce or reglon. 

It is one thing to recognize the operation of this differentiation 

in Paul's thought, but quite another to explain it. Perhaps it is 

based on taking T~ ~~vn not only as a category but also as a collec

tion, not only as 'the Gentiles' but also as 'the nations,.3 These 

may have been discriminated in Paul's thought in terms of the units 

of the Empire, sofuatthe provinces or r egions stood each for a 'nation ' 

and collectively for 'the Gentiles' to which he was called. 

Paul, while committed to bringing the gospel to 'the Gentiles', 

goes about it as though they are not a general unit but a collection 

lSee in addition: I Th i.8j ii.14; Gal i.l,17,21j iii.lj I Cor 
xvi.5j n Cor i.l,16; ii.13; vii.5j Phlp iv.15; also cf. I Tm i.3; 
11 Tm i.15j iv.10; Tit i.5. 

2The question~ so prominent in the debate over the destination 
of the Galatian epistle, whether or not Paul confined himself strictly 
to provincial l anguage , as distinguished from ethnic-regional desig
nations, is of no consequence for the point here. In either case he 
was in his mission sensitive to geographical areas. For recent comment 
on the question, see Haenchen, Acts, Lf83-84 n.2j D. Guthrie, Galatians , 
21-22j F. F. Bruce "Galatian Problems", BJRL lii (1969-70) 262. 

3So J. Knox (IIRo mans 15", 3): "In view of the way Paul speaks 
to (;onsist enLly in provincial terms, one may wunder if by 'nations ' 
he would no t have me ant simply the Roman provinces." See also O. 
HaRs' excursus ""E~vn in der Bedeutun g 'Volker ' oder 'Heiden' bei 
Paulus" (Paulus ~issio~, 37-40). 
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of units, each o.f which is to be reached; and the way in which he 

speaks of the results of his work implies that for his mission the 

operable solidarities tended to be distinguished for him on the pattern 

of the regional/provincial framework of his Mediterranean world. 

5.3 Systematic extension 

A third feature which bears attention is the systematic pattern 

of the mission which both emerges and is seen by Paul to have emerged. 

Jerusalem and Illyricum are not just boundaries within which Paul 

has gone about his task; he says that from this point round to that 

point he has completed the gospel. However the problems which attach 

to these two particular specifications are sorted out, it is evident 

that Paul is thinking of an achievement of a continuous nature from 

one geographical point to another. The locations of Paul's converts 

and churches are of course geographically quite scattered and unpatterned, 

with numerous gaps, but the provinces he has reached do form in fact 

a continuous series between the points he mentions. And Paul's plans 

and movements are repeatedly just the sort which would bring about 

such a systematic pattern. 

In reviewing Paul's mission one becomes conscious that in his 

movements Paul did not roam about, nor did he head out for some dis

tant land, nor when deflect ed from his initial inclinations did he 

carry straight on in the new direction to which he had been deflected. 

The various movements may appear at anyone point to be random and un

related but from the first reported tour out of Antioch a general 

pattern progressively emerges in which eventually an unbroken sequence 

of provinces in one direction right round the northeastern Mediterranean 

is filled in. This pattern is implicit in his movements long before 
1 he explicitly recognizes it at the end of his Aegean work. 

1 One can only speculate vlhy, so far as our information goes , 
Paul never returned to Bithynia, as he did to Asia. Perhaps he did 
dispatch some of his subordinates there . Perhaps Bithynia came to be 
evangelized by someone else and so fell outside Paul's sphere (is this 
why he was deflected from ther e in the first place?). Certainly 
Bithynia and Pontus early bec ame major centres of Christianity (I Peter 
i.2; Pliny, Ep. x.96). Perhaps Bithynia simply did not force itself 
again on Paul ' s at t ention, as Asia did, because it did not lie in 
the direct route of advance as he came to see it. In any case the 
failure to return to work in Bithynia is not an exception to the 
principle of contigui ty, since it did not represent a necessary link 
in the sequence of affected lands. 
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Related to the feature of contiguity is that of finality. In 

Romans xv.19-23 Paul sees his task as one that can be brought to con

clusion, as an assignment which with reference to a particular area 

can be completed . He is not simply making a systematic progression 

through various l ands, but he is also creating a systematic progression 

of, from his vie\vpoint, firm results. His function with reference to 

each area is not unlimited and repetitive but delimited and attainable. 

There comes a time when Paul has "no more place in these regions" (Rm 

xv.23). 

Finally it should be underlined that Paul not only recognizably 

brought about a syst ematic pattern of contiguous t erritories in which 

his work was completed, but that he also saw just this to have been 

done and felt it to be an achievement in line with his vocation. His 

conception of his mission involved not meandering, not undirected move

ment, not reaching any area that came to mind or for which there were 

convenient routes or transport or contacts, but movement designed to 

complete a systematic extension of the gospel land by land. 

5.4 Direction 

It is apparent that Paul moved, not always yet generally and even

tually, in one direction. From Jerusalem he neither moved eastward 

into Parthian lands nor southwestward through Egypt and Cyrene. He 

rather tended consistently westward round the northern edge of the 

Mediterranean. He bypassed on several occasions the opportunity to 

solidify an extension of the gospel northward into Cappadocia , Pontus, 

and Armenia, always tending toward opportunities to solidify such an 

extension on a westward line of advance. At the end of the Aegean 

period he did not l ay plans for Thrace or the Danube frontier, nor 

for the southern coast of the Mediterranean, as, for example, Egypt or 
1. 

Cyrene , but for Rome a nd Spain to t he west. 

IThat Paul refused to take up a mission where others had already 
begun to work may be the best expl anation for that remarkable fact 
that he neither initially nor at a later time went southwestward on 
an Egyptia.n mission. The beginnings of Christianity in Egypt are 
shrouded in unc ertainty, but the massive Jewish community in Alexandria 
makes it almost inconceivable (despite 8.lmost. tot al lack of evidence ) 
that Christianity did not early arrive there. That Paul never 'Ilent 
or planned to go there may itself be testimony to this effect. 

Note the r eference to Jews out of Egypt at Pentecost (Ac ii.10)j 
the reference to the synagogue of the Alexandrians in connection with 
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This westward.tendency is generally subordinate to the tenden

cy to create a contiguous advance. Thus at Antioch of Pisidia on 

the first tour Paul does not take the roads to Ephesus or Bithynia, 

but turns eastward till he has come over against the borders of 

his native Cilicia. Only after the southern Galatia mission does 

he attempt to go west into Asia. Forbidden to go there, he does not 

immediately skirt it for a point beyond; he only crosses the Aegean 

westward after being also diverted from Bithynia. And in Macedonia 

he abandons the road for Rome in order to turn south and eventually 

east till the sequence of evangelized lands is complete. Only then 

does his westward tendency reemerge. 

If we say that Paul's mission tended in a westward direction along 

the northern side of the Hediterranean, we are on firm ground; when 

we then ask why it had this direction and what Paul's objectives were, 

we must be content with much less certain footing. 

Why from Jerusalem did Paul begin in this direction? It may 

well have been owing not to any master scheme but simply to the fact 

that his native land lay on this side of Jerusalem and Antioch, and 

that in his early Christian period he had reason to return there, 

and having done so proceeded to evwIgelize. Thus a direction was al

ready present, by accident as it were. This does not explain why 

he did not from Cilicia secure a northward extension but it may well 

be a major reason why when he began steady missionary outreach he 

did not proceed to the south or to the east of Jerusalem. Why Galatia 

to the west rather than Cappadocia to the north called forth his first 

efforts may again be owing to coincidence rather than plan. The 

first tour began with Cyprus; that completed, a shift to southern 

Galatia would be much more natural than one to CappCl.docia. And so 

among the unevangelized areas bordering his native land Paul became 

involved with that to the west. 

Stephen (vi. 9 ); the r eading of D in Ac xviii.25, which attributes to 
Egypt Apollos' first contact with Christiani ty; wId the reference to 
"Babylon" in I Peter '1.13, which some identify with a location in 
Egypt. 

The very obscurity entices creators of bold hypotheses, vJho find 
it possible to tie up in Alexandrian Christianity all sorts of 100S8 

threads in the history of earliest Christianity. A comprehensive 
treatment of the qU8Gtion is ,::1.vailable in J .• ~l. Fennelly "The Origins 
of Al exandrian Christianity" (Ph.D. dissertation, University of Man
chest er , 1967), who himself do es not escape this temptation. 

On Paul's failure to undert eJ<;:e a mission to Egypt see especially 
the discussion in De issmann, Paul , 201-203 . 
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But westwardness carUlot be explained throughout by geographical 

coincidence. Was it governed by a Rome-ward urge? Was Paul \vorking 

his way towards the centre of the world? Rome did act as a magnet 

in those days as much for religious movements and their proponents 

as for all else in the Empire. In one of the only explicit indica

tions in his letters of long term objectives, Paul says to the Romans 

that he often had purposed to come to them and indeed had longed to 

come for some time (Rm i.l3j xv.22,23). Is this then the cause of 

that underlying westward tendency: Paul projected a mission right 

round from Jerusalem to Rome? 

If Paul did set out with Rome as the ultimate objective in his 

mission, then somewhere along the way he had to adjust it, for a 

Christian community was early established in Rome, \"ell before he 

could complete his chain of progress to that point. By the time he 

writes to the church at Rome he would have been aware of their exis

tence for some while. By then Rome cannot be a primar;y objective of 

his mission, and he makes clear that his westward extension is directed 

beyond them. 

But does Paul actually indicate that Rome ever was for him a 

basic missionary objective? The answer is in fact no. Paul does not 

confess to a long held purpose to get to . Rome but rather to a long 

held purpose to visit the Christian community there: "I have often 

intended to come to YOU"j "I have longed for many years to come to 

you" (Rm i.l3j xv.23). If Rome as such at some time exercised a par

ticular fascination for Paul as a basic missionary objective, we have 

no evidence to that effectj all we know from the sources is that he 

long harboured a desire to pay the Christians in Rome a visit. 

To what then is Paul's persisting westward tendency to be attri

buted? Perhaps 'N'estwardness itself bore some peculiar symbolic sig

nificance in the orientation of Paul's mission. One might speculate 

that the daily progress of light from east to west, which pictured 
. 1 

for Pa.ul the spreadlng gospel, mi ght also have held special directional 

meaning for him, ina smuch a s his mission wa s in any case already ten

ding on that course . · The s ense of orientation in the structures of 
2 anci ent thought would not have been adverse to s ensing some connection 

IRm x.18--Ps xix.4; cf. 11 Cor iv.6j Ps cxiii.3; Mal i.llj I 
Clem v.6j 19n. Rm. ii.2. 

2 Cf. K. Goldammer Der..!2ythu s von Os t und \-Jest. Ei ne Kultur-
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between a delibe'rate movement through the world and a westward direc-

tion, a movement from the source of all to its goal, creating a 

climate in which such purposeful travel could be invested with 

special nuances. 

Probably westwardness was much more implicit than explicit in 

what Paul thought he was about. Thus the fact that Christianity orig

inated on the eastern edge of the Roman world meant that its progress 

through that world would necessarily be westward. If one set out to 

traverse the Mediterranean world with the gospel, there was in the 

long run only one direction to go. 

But of course this implies some special confinement of vision to 

the Roman world. The popular geography of the period was \"ell aware 

that the Mediterranean lands were only a part of theoLxou~Evn 

generally they were viewed as the western portion of an elliptical earth. 

Judaism in particular would be conscious that the world was not limited 

to the Roman sphere since large sections of the Diaspora were to the 

east. For a Jew Jerusalem would be at the centre rather than the edge 

of the inhabited earth. 

W. Ramsay in particular tries to argue for an empire mentality in 

Paul, a fascination with the Augustan imperial scheme \o,hich had welded 

the world together into a whole, a fascination which came to permeate 

the structures of Paul's own designs in the Christian mission, so that 

he wished to see the faith become co-extensive with the empire. Ramsay 

formulated this in an unfortunate manner. l But one cannot avoid the 

und religionsgeschichtliche Betrachtung (Munich-Basel, 1962); L. Voelkl 
"'Orientierung' im Weltbild der erst en ch:cistlichen Jahrhw1.derte" 
Rivista di Archeologia cristiana xxv (1949) 155-70. 

IFrom the standpoint of careful scholarship, Ramsay's presentation 
must be marked down as , at best, 'popular'. The theme appears in many 
places in his writings but is especially worked out in "The Statesman
ship of Paul" Pauline and other Studies, 4,9-100 ; see also Cities , 48-
78, 423-35; Traveller , 125- 26 , 135-40; ~mpir~, 148. Ramsay ' s position 
is restat ed, without i mprovement, by W. A. BroltJn "Paul ' s Growing Con
ception of His Universal Mission" (Th.D. dissertation, Southern Baptist 
Theological Seminary , Louiaville , 1948) 120-34. 

Windisch (TDNT II.513) calls att ention to Paul's tendency to 
use the category ' Greek ' in parallel to ' Gentile '. "The presupposition 
of the fO I'liiul a is the unified culture of the ~1editerranean lfu'1.ds as 
essentially influenced by the Greek tongue and Greek civilization." 
Windisch is wrong however vJhcn he implict) that Paul not only tended to 
equate the Gentile world with the sphere of Hellenic civiliza tion but 
also was limited in his missionary concern to ' Greeks ', for Paul is 
expressly conscious of responsibility to 'barbaria~s', that is, to the 
non-Greek speaking populations within the empire . One should also 
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impression that; perhaps in part influenced by Roman citizenship, 

or by a relatively positive attitude towards the Roman state, Paul 

suffered from a peculiar confinement of vision to the Roman world, 

so that in his plans and movements never once does an interest or 

even awareness of lands outside the Roman sphere of influence come 

into view.
l 

He never becomes, properly, a 'foreign' missionary nor 

evinces the slightest interest in missions beyond the Roman frontiers. 2 

When in contrast Luke displays his conception of "every land under the 

heavens" (Ac ii.5,9-11) the field of vision begins well to the east 

of Roman suzerainty, with Parthia and Mesopotamia, while encompassing 

only the eastern part of the Mediterranean as far as Rome. If Luke's 

world is from Ecbatana to Rome, Paul's appears rather to be from Jeru

salem to Gades. 

The scope of Paul's oCXOU~€vn may be the best explanation for 

the westward direction of his mission. From its place of origin in the 

east he is traversing his world with the gospel; a westward direction 

is implicit in the conception. 

The selection of Spain suggests that "the ends of the earth" 

played some part in Paul's missionary planning. In itself this does 

not at once explain a westward orientation since earth's boundaries 

could lie in any direction from Jerusalem. But one must remember that 

Spain, or more especia.lly Gades, was at that time considered to lie at 

the end of the world, and as such represented the only point on earth's 

perimeters of easy access, the only 'ultimate boundary' lying within 

the Roman world. If one therefore felt drawn toward achieving earth's 

limit from Palestine, the natural direction would be westward to Spain. 

notice that it was not uncommon in the Roman period to equate the 
empire with the oL}(ou~€vn --e.g. Lk ii.l (0. Michel, TDNT V. 157-59). 

lThe mental accouterments of his Roman citizenship may have 
involved a limitation on the range of his geographical responsiveness. 
This is not to say that he was ignorant of other areas or rejected 
missions there , but that his involvement in the Greco-Roman ethos for 
all practical purposes apparently overpowered any broader interests. 
It may simply never have occurred to him to go anywhere other than to 
the central areas of the empire. 

2Arabia is not really an exception, even if Paul did do mission 
work there (see n. l~ page 33), for it f ell within the sphere of 
Roman suzerainty. The same applies to Derbe if, after all, it did 
lie in the districts under Antiochus of Commagene (see n. 2, page 38). 
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It has been argued.already that when Paul formulated his plans at the 

close of the Aegean period some such notion affected his choice of 

SpB.in. Whether the interest in reaching "the ends of the earth" 

conditioned his general direction of movement from the start is another 

matter. 

The indication one may derive from Romans xv in conjunction with 

a consideration of the known plans and movements of Paul's career 

is that Paul, at least at the end of his Aegean phase, did envisage 

the extension of his line of advance so as to encompass the whole 

stretch of the Mediterranean world, so that he would eventually be 

able to say that he had fulfilled the gospel from Jerusalem round to 

Spain, from Jerusalem right to "the ends of the earth." The knowledge 

of his movements up to that point compels us to expect that he could 

not have recognized such an achievement until he knew also the inter

vening lands to be evangelized, until he knew such an extension to be 

a geographical fact. 

But of course, significant as such an achievement would be, it 

would. leave important parts of the Roman world (not now to speak of 

the larger known world) untouched. There may be only one general direc

tion to go from Jerusalem through the Mediterranean world, but given 

this direction there are more ways than one for routing it. Undoubtedly 

Paul was aware of Egypt, of Cyrene, of Pro consula r Africa. Did Paul 

have in mind a scheme that embraced these, that embraced the whole 

Roman world? 

5.5 Oecumenical scheme 

It must be remembered at once that Paul did see the range of his 

assignment in broad terms. As he tells the Roman congregation, he has 

been given apostleship "for obedience of faith among all the nations" 

(i.5)j he hopes to reap a harvest among them "as well as among the 

rest of the Gentiles" (L13)j he is debtor to Greek and to barbarian 

(i.14). The selection of Spain alone demonstrates an oecumenical con

ception of the mission. But was this generalized sense of assignment 

supported by a deliberate plan of action? Did Paul expect actually, geo

graphically, to reach "all the nations"? Did he for example, as J. 

Knox has suggested,l contemplate a circuit right round his world, of 

1 See above, pages 23-25. 

i , 
I 
I 

. i 

I 
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which he has completed part, to Illyricum, and is projecting the 

second stage, to Spain? It is a bold theory; how unfortunate that 

the support is, as Knox himself recognized, so very slight. 

Can anything be said about a general geographical scheme of 

missionary work? Where was Paul going after Spain, after the western 

mission? Probably, as 1,vi th so much of Paul's thought, such matters 

remained unformulated till occasion required. Probably Paul himself 

had not thought out where he would go after the western mission; if 

he had been pressed, he might well have had some notion, but unfor

tunately this apparently never happened, or at least our sources 

never give any proper hint of it. l 

Perhaps this much may be said. (i) Paul expected the spreading 

gospel to embrace in time, before the End, the whole world. (ii) 

He saw his own mission as contributing to that achi evement, as part 

of it. (iii) He was entirely aware of other genuine contributions to 

that totality along side his own sphere and with which he expected to 

coordinate rather than compete. (iv) From the way in which he carried 

out his own mission, it is likely that he expected the completion of 

the whole mission to represent on that grand scale the sort of thing 

he had done "from Jerusalem ••• as far as Illyricum," an extension 

of the gospel land by land into all the various regions of the world. 

(v) It is conceivable that reaching no more than the Roman world in this 

fashion would haVe appeared to Paul as the consummating goal of the 

mission. (vi) Probably he never thought out what exact proportion 

of the whole he might himself expect to accomplish; he did not expect 

to do it all, but at the same time he probably never had occasion 

to recognize, at least through the end of his Aegean period , some limit 

on what he should or could himself effect ; undoubtedly he expected 

his contribution to prove to be a major share of the whole. (vii) 

There is no evidence of any missionary scheme operative in his mission 

directed towards attaining of itself that totality which was expected 

for the overall mission; rather it seems that Paul moved westward from 

J erusalem first owing to the coincidence of the location of his homeland 

and his early repatriation there, and then owing to an urge, never 

sharply focused, to traverse his world right to the ends of the earth 

lSee my treatment of XU)(AW above , pages 23-25 , and especially 
the las t paragraph of that section. 
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as a singula r contribution to the oecumenical spread of the gospel. 

5.6 Conclusion 

Is it possible by a close and persisting attention to the geo

graphical data of Paul's mission to recognize fundamental features 

of Paul's understanding of his mission, or are these but incidental 

and peripheral to his conception of his task? I have tried to demon

strate tha t the former is the case , that Paul both proceeded in his 

missionary activities and surveyed them in a way which shows the 

operation of a definite geographical factor in his concept ion of what 

he was about. His perspective on his mission required him to move, 

to travel; it caused him to direct these movements in terms of specific 

areas, and to work these areas in a manner which would effect a con

tiguous sequence of lands in which his task had been completed. He 

saw such activity on his part as sharing in a larger movement which 

eventually would encompass the inhabited world, and he hoped for his 

part at least to "fulfill the gospel" from Jerusalem out to earth's 

t . t I wes ern perlme er. 

There is much else to Paul's understanding of his mission, but 

this is ftmdamental. For Paul mission is a deliberate extension of 

the gospel land by land systematically right through the OCHOU~€Vn' 
) . 

mission is a geographical accomplishment. 

\lith referenc e to the common di scussion of Paul's missionary 
strategy I should l ike to observe that I have been involved here not 
with a further contribution to that discussion but r ather with an 
exploration into tha t which such a discussion presupposes , namely 
the understanding of assi gnment which underlies any such strategy and 
which the strategy is a ttempting to attain. \vhether Paul indeed had 
a missionary strategy is another matter; I am inclined to think that 
the patterns and tendencies observable in his mission are to be 
attributed not so much to some explicit calculation cmd design as 
to his fundamental conception of what he \-Jas about. 
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Ill. THE ECCLESIOLOGICAL ASPECT 

OF PAUL'S UNDERSTANDING OF HIS MISSION 

. The comments of Paul in Romans xv regarding his missionary 

career not only bring into view the geographical frame of refer

ence in which Paul understood his mission to be active, but also 

raise a question concerning the sort of activity in which Paul 

saw himself engaged within that frame of reference. When he says 

that he has so "fulfilled the gospel" ,,,i thin certain geographical 

limits that he no longer has any room there, what had he done in 

that setting which gave such a sense of a task completed? What 

did he think he was doiE£, in his mission? 

It would seem to me that for such a subject of inquiry there 

is, barring reflection, a special danger of inaccurate judgment, 

because that which seems obvious tends often to suffer just that 

insufficient attention which permits distorted perception-~and 

the activity which for Paul is proper to his missionary vocation 

would hardly appear to be a matter ofobscurityo For this reason 

it would perhaps be just as well to review the evidence, familiar 

though much of it may beo The influence of Paul's own character

istic terminology in summing up his work, or one's own unexamined 

impression of what is, properly, missionary acti~ity, may other

wise allow the discussion of Paul's conception of his mission to 

proceed umli ttingly with either too exclusive or too inclus ive an 

idea of what the matter of the discussion should be, or perhaps 

with an adequate delimitation but with the accents wrongly placed o 

I propose, therefore, at the risk of belabouring the obvious, to 

review the data on the activity which for Paul fell within the 

compass of his special assignment, beginning with a brief overview 

of the most apparent and continuing with more detailed attention 

to the less apparent. 

In this study it should be noted that, once again, we are not 

concerned with "'hat Paul did but with wha t he thol1~ he was doing , 

and with wha t he did onl y a s it may contribute to our understanding 

of thise Wha t follows s hould not therefore be mistaken for a 6ur-
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vey of Paul's missionary activities or methods, however much it 

may overlap with such a survey. Our interest here is rather in 

the sort of activity which Paul took to be implied by his voca

tion. Needless to say his actual activities do bear useful im

plications for such an inquiry. 

le Evangelism and the Emergence of Churches 

That Paul in Romans xv.19 speaks of having within certain 

limits "fulfilled the gos pel" calls immediately to mind ha,.., char-
" '\ acteristic it is of Paul to refer to 'Co eu ayyel\ LOV as that with 

which he is centrally involved in his vocation o In the same pas-

sage, for example, he has already defined his assignment as "min

istering the gospel" (Rm xv.16). He has identified himself at the 

beginning of the letter as one "set apart for the gospel" (Rm i.2) 

and as one vlho serves God "in the gospel" (Rm i. 9).. He tells the 

Thessalonians that he has been "approved by God to be entrusted 

with the gos pel" (I Th ii.4)0 To the Galatians he recounts how 

the Jerusalem l eaders recognized that he had been "entrusted \1i th 

the gospel for the uncircumcision" (Gal ii07). He does all things 

"for the sake of the gospel" (I Co:c iX o 23); he goes to Troas "in 

the gospel" (II 

(11 Cor x.14). 

"in the gospel" 

who serves vii th 

Cor ii.12), and as far as 

The Philippians he thanks 

(Phlp i . 5,7); he commends 

him "in the gospel" (Phlp 

Corinth "in the gospel" 

for their partnership 

to them Timothy as one 

ii.22);1 and he refers 

to others who have been fello'll labourers vii th him "in the gospel" 

(Phlp iv.3). To the Colossians he identifies himself as one who 

has been made a servant of the gos pel (Col i023).2 In Paul's vo~ 
cational expressions a sense of involvement with the gospel -is 

entirely conspicuous. 
, 

What Paul understands himself to be doing with that euay-

y~A.LOV is implicit in the word; he repeatedly specifies his prop

er work to be e~ ayyeA. Ct: ecr8cu. This is the case whether he is 

thinking (i) of the task ass igned him: "Christ sent me 0 • . • to 

proclaim the gospel" (I Cor i.17); "It pleas ed him ••• to reveal 

his Son in me in order that I might proclaim him among the Gen-

lSee als o I Th iii020 

2 See also Eph iii 06,70 



tiles" (Gal i.15,16); or (ii) of his characteristic vocational ac

tivity: "Making it my aim to proclaim the gospel • •• " (Rm xv.20); 

"\Voe to me if I do not proclaim the gospel!" (I Cor ix.16-1S); or 

(iii) of his principal line of action in some particular mission

ary setting: "Because of a bodily ailment I proclaimed the gospel 

to you the first time" (Gal iv,,13); "Did I commit a sin •• ., be

cause I proclaimed the gospel of God to you without cost?" (11 Cor 

xi.7);1 or (iv) of what he should like to do: "I am ready to pro

claim the gospel also to you in Rome" (Rm io15); " • •• in order 
2 to proclaim the gospel in .lands beyond you" (11 Cor x.16). The 

formula 'to proclaim the gospel' appears very closely to approx

imate the central content of what Paul took his vocational respon

sibility to be. The exact activity implied by such a formula is 

another matter. 

If from such familiar data one were to assume that Paul was, 

so far as his distinctly missionary activity is concerned, devoted 

simply to a preaching campaign, to the bare act of proclamation, 

one should of course be very wide of the mark o Yet not everyone 

has avoided speaking of Paul in a manner which seems to incorpo

rate some such assumption. Ao J~licher, for example, commenting 

on Romans xVc19, describes Paul as one "who could not hurry fast 

enough from one country to another, so as at last to have made an 

opportunity for Christ to be known 0 e "c It was enough for him 

that the word of the Cross had been proclaimed, for example, among 

the Galatians, Achaians, Macedonians, Illyrians, and Asians; then 

the Galatians, Achaians, etc. could not complain on the day of 

judgment that they had been neglected .. ,,3 Certainly the act of 

lSee also I Cor xv.l,2; Gal i.S,11. 

2Cf • Gal ii.2; I Th ii.9; 11 Tm i"lO,ll; I Th ii.S; I Cor 
ix.23; xv.l; Eph vi.l9; Phlp i.7,16; I Th ii.2. 

3Ao J~licher, Die S chrift~n des Neuen Testaments, 11 
(Gottingen, 19052 ) ad loc., quoted in J$ Nunck, PO-ul, 53. 

Possibly what is involved here is more a mistake of expres
sion than of perception. W. Wrede, also quoted by Munck, writes 
of Paul in a manner similar to .Jtilicher: "If the name of Christ 
were only preached in every province, then the whole world--which 
meant in effect for Paul, . the Roman empire--would have heard the 
gospel. Looking at things thus we can easily see how so great a 
spur to action as the appr oaching end of the world would drive 
him in a swift quest of ne", fields of preachil1gll (Paul, L~7-4S) Q 

And yet later, incongruously but correctly ~ vlrede can say: !lA 
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proclamation is first and basic in Paul's vocational activity, as 

his characteristic terminological summation suggests, but when one 

attends to the \'1hole S1Jleep of evidence it is obvious that Paul t s 

evangelic mission included for him much more than mere oral activ

ity stage by stage throughout the world. 

Beyond the act of proclamation Paul was demonstrably very 

much concerned with the results of that proclamation. He might 

well take service itself, without reference to its outcome, as 

meaningful; simple faithfulness is praiseworthy in Godls sight 

(1 Cor iv.1- 5). But beyond the act of service he was very much 

devoted to a successful outcome. He might portray himself in his 

mission as a fragrance confronting men along the route of Christ's 

triumphal progress, to some a harbinger of death, to others of 

life (11 Cor ii.14-l6);1 but it does not follow that he was in

different to the effects of his ministryu He was out not only to 

confront men but also to win them. This is especially evident 

when he speaks at some length of the pains which he takes to iden~ 

tify himself with all sorts and conditions of men, in order that 

he might, as he puts it, "gain" them for the gospel (1 Cor ix .. 

19-22). He strives to please all men, seeking thereby not favour 

for himself but their salvation (1 Cor x.33). He speaks t o the 

Gontiles "that they might be saved:: (r Th ii.,16). He is sent not 

only to proclaim to the Gentiles but also to secure their obe-

di ence (Rm i05; xv.18; cf. xvi.26); he is very much taken up with 

the desire that hearing be accompanied by heeding (Rm xo14-l8). 

Paul proclaims in order to convert. 

Paul's understanding of his task in terms of the ",inn.ing of 

converts is of a piece with his evident commitment to primal evan

gelistic work. He is concerned for his part with the unconverted 

transient proclamation of the gospel was not enough for Paul; for 
him everything depen.ded on well-founded communities. The care 
which he expends in making them s uch belongs to his missionary 
work just as much as does his restless journeying to new fields, 
and the preaching by which he lays a first founda tion '! ( Paul , 56 ) . 
Cf .. also the comment o f C. Ko Barrett ( Romans , 276): "1t'~ 
evident th~refore that when Paul says that in this region he has 
completed the Gospel of Christ, he does not xoan t ha t he (or any
one else) has preached the Gospel to every person in it, but that 
it has been covered in a representative way. The Gospe l has been 
heard; more c ould not be expected beroTe the pal'ousi~ .. 11 

lSee also I Cor i~18, 22-230 



regions, with introducing the gospel where as yet no one has in

voked the name of Christ (Rm xv.20,2l; II Cor x.13-l6). That Paul 

sees such a role for himself is apparent not least in the meta

phors which he applies to his vocation: he plants (I Cor iii.6-9; 

ix.7,10,11), he lays foundations (Rm xV o 20; I Cor iii.10), he 

gives birth (I Cor iv.15; Phlm 10), he betroths (II Cor xi.2)-

his role is fundamentally that of initiator. 

But such figures of speech point beyond conversions to an 

additional element in that which for Paul was proper to his mis

sion. He was not only proclaiming and converting; he was also 

founding communities. That Paul in his mission did bring commu

nities into existence is a commonplace; but it is a commonplace 

which bears a not inconsiderable import for any attempt to grasp 

Paul's concept of his missionary task. Not all religious pro

paganda is directed at converting; nor is all converting intended 

to issue in the generation of communitieso l For Paul, however, 

conversion means incorporation. Baptism is baptism into the body 

of Christ (I Cor xii.13). The new believer implicitly becomes a 

believer-in-community, and Paul is very much concerned in his 

mission with the emergence not only of such believers but also of 

such communities, for only in such a setting can that which is 

offered in the proclamation be properly realized and experienced. 

Among the forms by which Paul recognizes the results of his 

mission in any area the corporate therefore tends to predominate. 

Thus \'1hen he addresses his letters to those \'1ho have believed in 

a Corinth or Thessalonica or Philippi, his addressee is the com

munity; it is surely not without significance that Paul's major 

letters are all directed to churches. Furthermore, within these 

letters it is the community which Paul depicts as the outgrowth 

of his missionary efforts in that locality. Indeed the existence 

of such groups is for Paul the very authentication of his aposto

late (I Cor ix.2; II Cor iii.1-3). And when he refers generally 

to those who have responded to the gospel in his mission terri

tories, he "tends to refer to them not as aggregations of converts 

lCompare for example the intentions of the Jewish proselyte 
movement of Paul's own period and background, or those of the 
Hellenistic wandering prea chers of his day, both of which were 
concerned in some sense with 'convers ions' but neither directly 
with the founding of new communities u 
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1 but as bodies of believers, not collectively but corporately. 

This is not to say that there is in Paul some disinterest in 

the individual, nor is it to describe his missionary conception 

in terms of some polarity between individual and corporate results. 

It is a question not of identifying an either/or in his thought 

but of recognizing a part/whole- -and of not mistaking the part for 

the whole. The kind of task in which Paul is involved is focused 

through and beyond the individual upon the corporate group. Per

haps it is of some significance that Paul does not, for example, 

call himself a fisherman,a figure preserved of course in the 

Synoptic traditions with reference to the mission~ Paul does not 

picture his task fundamentally as catching men, as simple aggre

gation. To make use of one of his own metaphors, Paul is in

volved in making not bricks but buildings. 2 

Paul certainly considers his task to be evangelic, but it 

would be a misrepresentation of the shape of his vocational task 

as he understood and practised it to picture his mission there

fore as essentially evangelistic, the seeking of converts. The 

vocation of evangelic proclamation was for Paul a larger complex; 

for him it was a mission which embraced evangelism within an 

ecclesiological intention. 

2e The Nurture of Emerging Churches 

That Paul in his mission viaS concerned \'Ii th bringing churches 

into being does not however fully encompass the evidence on the 

kind of activity which Paul took to be appropriate to his mission

ary vocation o The image of the one who lays foundations ought 

not to lead one to presuppose the limitation of Paul's vision to 

initiatory efforts u If he will go only where there is need for 

a first foundation to be laid, this does not mean that in such 

cases Paul is only concerned with putting in that foun dation; if 

he will not build on another's foundation, this does not mean 

that he is disinterested in 60nstruction on what he himself has 

15ee e og . I Cor iv ~ 17; vii ~ 17j xi.16 ; xiv o 33bj xvi.l,19j 
11 Cor viii o l,18 ,19 , 23 ,24; xi o 8,28; xii.13; Phlp iv~15; 11 Th 
.. I • I · r 

1.~; als o cf . Rm xVl~l, ~ ~lbo 

21 Cor iii . 9,10j I1 Cor x ~ 8; xi i .19; xiii.10. 

--------------------~. 
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laid. l 

Paul repeatedly betrays commitment not only to founding but 

also to upbuilding, not only to begetting but also to rearing, not 

only to planting but also to nurturingo 2 The significance of such 

activity for a study of Paul's understanding of his mission may 

easily be misassessed, if for no better reason than that (given 

the common equation of mission with evangelism) nurturing appears 

to be not so much a missionary as a post~missionary function; it 

\-lould seem it should be understood as adjunctive rather than in

tegral to Paul's specifically missionary activity. We must there

fore inquire how this task of nurturing emerging churches appeared 

to Paul himself o There are at least three different lines of 

evidence deserving consideration: (i) the manner in which Paul 

proceeded in his missionary activity; (ii) the priorities evident 

in Paul's disposal of his energies; and (iii) Paul's own express 

description of his vocational responsibilities. 

2.1 Paul's Practice -

In a survey of Paul's plans and movements undertaken in the 

previous chapter3 an urge to establish fledgling communities re

peatedly came to the fore. Revisitations for example figured 

prominently in the course of Paul 's missionary career. At Derbe 

lIn I Corinthians i.17 it might be thought is a direct contra
diction of this: "Christ sent me not to baptize but to proclaim the 
gospel"; Paul seems here expressly to limit his assignment to evan
gelistic activity to the exclusion of ministries devoted to devel
opment of the community. Yet surely Paul's point is not that his 
assignment is limited to proclaiming to the exclusion of baptizing 
but that it is centered on proclaiming rather than baptizing. In 
addition, baptizing ought not to be equated with church nurturing. 
I Corinthians i o17 should be taken not as a disparagement of the 
work of building up the church but of the place of baptism in that 
efforto Similarly I Corinthians iii 0 6: "I planted? Apollos ,'<'atered," 
may appear to limit Paul 's functions to initiatory action, but the 
letter itself, being a deliberate act of 'watering', belies this, 
as does Paul's argument in I Corinthians iVe14-21 that since it was 
he who begat, he expected to be accorded also among the Corinthians 
the right to render fatherly direction~ In I Cor inthians iii 0 6 
Paul is stating not the t erms of his commission but the concrete 
experience of the Corinthian church. 

2Cf • I Cor ii.6; iii.2; iv~15917; ix 6 7; 11 Cor xi.28; xii~14; 
xiii . 9,lO; Gal iVo19; I Th ii$7,110 

3See above pages 32-48 0 
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after the first tour the pa rty turned back, retracing its steps, 

strengthening and organizing the groups brought into being in the 

progress of that tour. The second excursion was suggested as, 

and in its first stage was, a mission of revisitation. During 

the Ephesian mission Paul considered, and made, at least one 

visit back to Corinth as part of his efforts to attend to the un

stable situation there. His Aegean work concluded with another 

revisitation to the churches founded in that area. 

Coupled with the habit of revisitation is the residential 

mission which Paul pursued first at Corinth and then at Ephesus . 

These certainly are to be understood as something more tha n ex

tended evangelistic campaigns; rather they represent a prolonga

tion of the sort of ministry Paul initially undertook toward the 

Thessa16nian converts, only to have it cut short: "You know how, 

like a father Hith his children, one by one we exhorted you and 

encouraged you and charged you to walk worthy of God" (I Th ii. 

lO~12). In so far as the pattern of Paul's plans and movements 

is available to us, there is no restless ~ushing from one new 

opening to another but a methodical progress as much concerned 

with bringing emergent groups to mature stability as with initi

ating work in neH areas. 

This aspect of Paul's missionary practice is evident not 

alone in the pattern of his movements but also in the use he made 

of the team of helpers which participated in his work. Whenever 

members of the team are found dispatched by Paul on a tour, they 

are engaged not in some new evangelistic thrust but in confirming 
1 the already existing churches. Timothy and Silas act in this 

capacity for Paul in Hacedonia when he himself is forced away. 

Titus and Timothy" are Paul's emissaries in the Corinthian develop

ments. Timothy is dispatched to the church at Philippi. Tychicus 
2 is sent to Colossae. It is not necessary to doubt that various 

helpers were employed in evangelistic ventures away from Paul, as 

surely they were when accompanying him; Epaphras at Colossae may 

lE. E. Ellis, in his otherwis e very detailed and helpful 
study, "Paul and his Co -Vlorkers" NTS xvii (1970- 71) 437- 52, fails 
to note this as pect. 

2 
I Th iii Gl - 8; I Cor iv.17; xvi.lO,ll ; 11 Cor ii.13; vii.6,7, 

13- 15; viii.6, 16- 17,23; xii.18; Phlp ii.19- 24; Col iv.7-9 (Eph 
vi . 21- 22)e Cf. also I Tm i.3, 4 ; 11 Tm iv.lO,12; Tit i.5. 



be such an ins~ance. But Paul's team as it is visible in his let

ters is a church-nurturing team. 

Paul's attention to the nurture of churches \-Thich he had 

founded i~ most immediately demonstrated by the letters themselves. 

This literature would never have come ~nto existence had Paul been 

concerned only with winning converts and generating communities. 

They are not evangelistic pieces o The Paul who is available to us 

is available almost exclusively in his pastoral missionary roleo 

His evangelistic preaching we must deduce from hints and asides;l 

for his mission of nurturing emergent churches \.,e have immediately 

and in detail how he operated and what he said. 

But granting that a ministry to existing churches was an in

tegral element in Paul's missionary activity, how did this accord 

with his inner orientation? · 

2.2 Paul's Priorities 

Paul has been recently described as one "always pressing on 

to find new fields to conquer, leaving the new converts to fend 

for themselves after the minimum of instruction .. ,,2 This assess

ment owes most to the influence of our image of the modern mis

sionary endeavour with its rather ponderous mobility, so sharply 

contrasting with Paul's rate of movement. A comparison of these 

variant tendencies, which cannot but make Paul appear in a hurry, 

has its points of interest no doubt; but \-That is important from 

the standpoint of this investigation is whether the resulting im~ 

pression of Paul corresponds to Paul's own outlook on his taskG 

Did he feel himself in haste to evangelize? Does he manifest an 

anxiousness to be freed from nurturing churches in order to press 

forward in the spread of the gospel? How do the tasks of evan~ 

gelism and of confirming churches relate within Paul's sense of 

vocation? 

John Knox describes Paul as irritated by the necessary yet 

petty ecclesiastical chores which fitted so poorly his own true 

inner urgings: lilt is clear that this pastoral and administrative 

work irked him and that he wanted to be free of ito One can read-

IThe materials, and the modern discussion, are newly reviewed 
in Ce Bussmann, Themen der paulini s chen Ht~~onspredigt (Bern, 1971). 

2 M. Green, Evans clism in the Early Church, 169& 
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ily sense his relief when he writes Rom 15: at last he can take up 

again the work he was really called to do!"l But was the care of 

the churches f or Paul secondary to his evangelistic ·interests? In

dications are not lacking in Paul's letters of his disposition and 

his priorities when faced in his mission at once with an opportu

nity for evangelism and a need for edification. 

I Thessalonians ii.17-iii.l~ The first indication comes 

from the period when the ministry in Achaia had just begune A 

whole new region, where Christ had not been named, was opening to 

Paul's ministry. But Paul was, one discovers, just at this time 

anxiously attempting to depart from this new mission territory in 

order to return to the already founded community at Thessalonica.
2 

After leaving Macedonia, as he recalls, "\'Ii th great desire \·,e 

made every effort to see you face to face, because we wanted to 

come to you--I Paul, again and again" (1 Th ii.,17,18) .. \vhen he 

could stand the separation no longer he dispatched Timothy in sub

stitute "to establish you and to comfort you concerning your 

faith" (I Th iii.1-5). Timothy's return with good news left Paul 

relieved, but he still \'lished to return, "night and day praying 

most earnestly that we may see your face and may perfect what is 

lacking in your faith"; and he prayed that God therefore would 

yet "direct our \'lay to you" (I Th iii.10,11). Here is not someone 

IJe Knox, "Romans 15", 7 . Knox also raises the point in 
Chapt erMs, 106- 107: he recognizes that Paul was Ilum,illing to be 
merely the evangelist," that Paul f elt he must "remain near his 
churches long enough rea lly to establish them fir mly and to deter
mine the general lines of their further growth" (Knox attributes 
this to a disinclination on Paul's part to be displaced by others 
in the life of his churches). At the same time Knox stresses that 
Paul "was at heart the itinerant, the pioneer." "Paul did not 
particula.rly relish this role of superintendent of churches , either 
in its administrative or in its teaching and counse1ing aspects 
••• e He says that he has not wanted to build on another's 
foundations; it seems clear that he did not really enjoy building 
even on his own e • o. One can sense his de ep relief as he turns 
his back upon money-raising, petty peacemaking? trying to answer 
all sorts of, to him, rather unimportant questions, and faces 
toward the open west again." Similarly, id" Romans, IB IX. 
358=59 . Cf. also Bornkamm, Paul ~ 5l }-55. 

2For the evidence that I Thessalonians comes from the period 
immediately followin g Paul's i nitial mission to that city, and not 
from a later period~ see the discuss ion in E. Best, Thessalonians, 
7- 11.. -_. . . 
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trappe~ in pastoral work and eager to be released for the mission 

territories beyond, but rather a man in a new mission strikingly 

anxious to return to a work still incomplete within an already 

existing communitYQ 

11 Corinthians x.13-16. Writing to the Corinthians Paul, in 

contrasting himself with others, speaks of his strict practice of 

keeping to his own assigned sphere of labour, not encroaching on 

the territories of others. Thus, when in the mission of the gos

pel he reached as far as Corinth, he was, he says, operating with

in his sphere.. And he expresses to the Corinthians his hope IIthat, 

your faith increasing, we may attain with you a greater enlarge

ment, still within our assigned limits, namely the proclamation of 

the gospel in lands beyond you ll (11 Cor xo15,16)~1 At this point 

IThe relation of clauses in II Corinthians xQ13ff is poorly 
articulated, giving rise to some uncertainty, especially with ref
erence to x~15,16. The most common approach reiuires some rework
ing of the connections, represented e .. g. by the NEB: IIOUI' hope is 
rather that, as your faith grows, we may attain a position among 
you greater than ever before, but still within the limits of our 
sphere. Then we can carry the Gospel to lands that lie beyond 
you e e" e. " ( See also the translation and detailed discussion 
in C. K. Barrett, Second Corinthians, 266-69.) 

Lietzmann points out (An di~ KO'rilliher, l42-L~4) that while 
this does smooth things out, it necessarily creates a break in 
syntax and thought at the end of x~15, where none oCCUrs in the 
text.. He prefers to take the two aorist infinitives, I-LEya
~UVe~vaL and E~aYYE~CaaaeaL, as appositive, so that the hoped
for enlargement of x.15b is nothing else than the proclamation 
beyond Corinth of x .. 16a: IIIch hoffe, wenn euer Glaube in euch 
gewachsen ist (und ihr mich also nicht mehr n~tig habt), meinem 
Missionsauftrag entsprechend no ch zu wachsen und zwar in weite 
Ferne, n~mlich ~ber euch hinaus zu den Gebieten des Westens" 
(143-L~4 ). This makes reasonable sense of the sequence of clauses 
vii thout mani~ula<ti.sm of their connections. ~ 

If the EV UI-LLV were taken with I-1Eya~uve~vaL, as the word , 
order at first glance would suggest, then the desired enlargement 
of x.15b is located right among the Corinthians and (whatever it 
means) cannot be construed as appositional to the distant procla
mation of x.16a.. Lietzmann however takes the ~V ~'l~V with the )r I -., I ~ ..... I' 
preceding aUL,aV0I-1EV~~ 1711(; 'IT l 0'17 Eo)C; UWI)V • One might well ob-
ject that this makes EV ~u~v superfluous, but that would not, 
given Paul1s style, necess~rily eliminate it from consideration, 
and in any -case is not a judgment beyond debate--perhaps the 
.::..ddition of SV 0P,LV is a somewhat clumsy attempt to emphasize 
the independence from Paul which such a growth in faith would 
permit, as suggested in Lietzmann's paraphrase above 8 " -) t ~ 

But alterna tely one could well take EV UI-LLV with the fol-
lowing I-1Eya\UVe~vaL s but understand the words instrumentally 
(as I have done in the text above): "that we may attain with you 
(i ee~ by you, with your help) a greater enlargement" (cfo I Cor 
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where Paul's long-range hopes slip momentarily into view, one finds 

that Paul 60nnects the future possibilities of missionary advance 

beyond Corinth directly to the growth in faith of the Corinthian 

community, a community which at just this time from his standpoint 

was anything but firmly settled. Any enlargement of sphere 

through proclamation in lands beyond Corinth is for him predicated 

upon a prior development in the faith of the existing congregation 

at Corinth. 

II Corinthians ii.12-13. Following Paul's mission in Ephesus, 

he arrived in Troas to find an open door for the gospel. But, as 

he tells the Corinthians, this opport~nity for evangelistic mis

sion was superseded in his attention D Not finding Titus with news 

of t~e evolving Corinthian situation, he restlessly left Troas~ go

ing on into Macedonia in quest of information and renewal of con

tact. His concern over an already existing church here took 
1 clear precedence over his interest in initiating a new work o 

The sense of priorities indicated in these three instances is 

instructive. In one case Paul wished to abandon new work in fa

vour of completing existing work; in another case he did abandon 

new work for this reason; and in a third case he refused to aban

don existing work to take up a new venture o With these examples 

should be coupled the negative fact that nowhere in either the 

vi.2)c It is quite possible that Paul was hoping that the Corin
thian church, once matured and stabilized, would cooperate with 
and support him in the extension of his ministry beyond them (cf. 
I Cor xvi.6; II Cor i.16). Paul's relations with Philippi, or 
his hope that the Roman community would furnish a base for his 
Spanish mission, may be analogous (though material support is not 
essential to the idea here)s 

In any case, the presence of the participle clause a~~a-
I _ I ~- . , 1':.-

'V oj.1 E 'V 1'] G 't"1'] G 1LL cJ't" ECl)G tll-l'Cl) V ( wi th or \Vi thou t E V tlj.1 LV) indi-
cates that the hope of proclamation beyond Corinth is for Paul 
conditional upon the growth in faith at Corinth, in sequence to 
rather than abandornnent of his Corinthian ministryo This is more 
dir ectly evident in Lietzmann's rendering , or my own, but is also 
derivable ( indirectly) from the usual treatment~ 

lIn I . Corinthians xvi. 7-9 a ' ne\'/ door' seems to take preced
ence over a revisi tation: "l do not ,.,ish to see you now just in 
p~ssing ; ••• I wil l stay in Ephesua, ••• for a great door 
for effective work has opene d to me. " But the context makes clear 
that here it is a question not of priorities but of timing, a 
timing governed by the complicated, shifting si t uation at Corinth 
(cf e 11 Cor i023-iio13). 
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letters or Acts are we offered examples of Paul ever leaving a 

newly emerging church expressly for the purpose of undertaking a 

mission into yet unreached territory.l 

This body of evidence is not to be explained in terms of a 

preference for edificatory over against evangelistic activity, 

reversing the usual placement of accents. Rather the explanation 

ought to be sought in the unity of Paul's sense of assignment. He 

has one task, a task proceeding through -preaching and converting 

to both the founding of churches and their firm establishmento 

Circumstances permitting, the completion of such a task in one 

area takes precedence for him over beginning such a task in a new 
2 

area" 

5.3 Paul's Description o~ His Assignment 

While a review of Paul's missionary practices and priorities 

certainly does not lack significance for exploring the relation 

in Paul's understanding between his personal missionary commission 

and the task of nurturing churches, in the end the question must 

be worked out in the light of Paul's own description of his assign

ment. The crucial deposit of material in this regard occurs in 

the letter to Colossae and deserves special attention. 

Colossians i .. 24-ii .. 7 .. The primary focus of the Colossian 

letter, and of its modern students, is on the Colossian heresy 

and its Christological antidote. Our interest here is rather in 

that passage on Paul's vocation located within and intimately re

lated to the theological and polemical material.. The many inter

pretive puzzles which lie in the details of that passage do not 

primarily concern us. Rather, if one is to grasp its special sig

nificance for our purposes, it is necessary first to work out the 

central direction of thou ght of the passage as a whole, and then 

lpaul's recorded departures from newly emerging churches are 
for the purpos es either (most frequ ently) of fleeing persecution, 
or of returning to the home bas e, or of revisiting a lready exist
ing work; or no clear expl anation is of fered. In 'exceptions' 
which mi ght come to mind, either (i) there i s no evidenc e that 
churches wer e fo unde d ( eego Cyprus ); or (ii) t he depa rtures were 
not in order to initia t e new wor k ( e . g o Cilioia); or ( i ii) no 
information is given on the reason for departure (eo g . Athens-
though it is doubt f ul tha t one may here speak of a 'newly emerging 
church'). 

2 -
Compare the some\'lhat different assessment in Bornka mm, ~, 

57 .. 
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to recognize the relation of the passage thus understood to the 

rest of the letter. 

The compacted content of Colossians i 0 24-ii.7 may be briefly 

laid out as follows. Paul presents himself as a servant of the 

church, in accord with his assigned role for his readers in the 

Divine economy (i .24-25a ) .1 This assignment is to fulfill the 

word of God, namely the long hidden mystery now disclosed, the 

mystery 'v/hich is Christ, present among the readers as their "hope 

of glory" (i .25b-27 ) . Paul proclaims this Christ, admonishing 

and teaching, with the object of presenting every man mature in 

Christ, labouring thereto with Divinely granted energy (ie28-29 ). 

He thus labours for the Colossian readers, that they in fulness 

of understanding may know God's mystery, which is Christ, the 

locus of all wisdom and knowl~dge (ii.1-3) . He tells the readers 

this in order to prevent anyone from misleading them. He rejoices 

in their present order and steadfastness, and he encourages them, 

having now received Christ, to become thoroughly grounded ~nd 

built up in him (ii.4-7 )e 2 

Though the passage is replete with exegetical complications 

and ambiguities, the general tenor is nevertheless recoverable 

from several features which are themselves quite free of uncer

tainty and together, I believe, point the way: (i) it is clear 

that Paul is engaged at least in part in a commentary on his voca

tion assigned by God (i .25a); (ii) this vocation involves him at 

least in part in admonition and teaching about Christ directed 

towards bringing men to maturity in him (i .28); (iii) Paul con

siders his vocation to have some bearing on his Colossian readers 

(1i o l); and (iv) in the face of a danger that the Colossian Chris

tians might be diverted from carrying through on their initial re

ception of the gospel, Paul is anxious that they become firmly 

11 presume here the Pauline authorship of Colossians, for rea
sons which are adequately presented in Kummel, IntroduslliI.!., 240 •. 44. 

2The ~xegeticai decisions on the much discussed details of 
the passage which this summary presupposes a~e in substantial con
formity with those of standard commentators such as C. F. D. Moule 
(Colos sians , 74-90) and E. Lohse (Coloss ians , 68-94 ), and need no 
separate re sum~ .. By interest at this pOint - is not in such details 
but in the .theme of the passag~ as a whole, a matter oft en lost in 
the unraveling of the numerous puzzles. A tentative contribution 
of my own to the exegesis of details may be found in Appendix IV 
below~ 
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grounded and built up in Christ (ii.4,6,7). 

It should be noted that these particular elements are 

straightforwardly present in the paragraphu If we then connect 

them together, a single line of thought emerges: Paul is repre

senting his vocation as designed to attend to just the sort of 

need present among the Colossian believers--the growth and stabil

ity which they require in the present crisis corresponds to a fun

damental aspect of his own assignment, to bring men to maturity in 

Christ . This simple theme based on evident elements in the other

wise often obscure paragraph has the merit not only of offering 

the rest of the paragraph a workable coherent scheme but also of 

permitting the paragraph to fit meaningfully into the structure 

of the letter. 

Using this theme as a guide, the other principal points of 

the paragraph would work out as follows: the key to the required 

maturity for the Colossian believers is a perfection of the in

sight into Christ as the totality of meaning (ii.2,3); this in

sight into Christ is the mystery which Paul in his appointed role 

ministers for the church, furnishing the message in its complete

ness (i.25,26); Paul desires to provide for the Colossian believers 

in their present crisis just this ministry in order that they might 

be built up and established (ii .1-7 )01 This surely is an over-

lColossians i.24 is not anomalous to the patterno Despite 
the fact that it appears to be (and often is treated as) a de
tached reflection, that it is surrounded by material on apostolic 
service would suggest that it is best interpreted not indepen
dently but in relation to the theme of the Pauline vocatione 

This is especially the case when one takes into account the 
general Pauline at t itude towards bonds. A special sensitivity to 
the incongruity of being an 'ambassador in chains', to the implied 
neutralization of mini s try incident to the captive state, is not 
uncharacteristic of Paul, so that when imprisoned he can hardly 
speak of gospel proclama tion without alluding at once to his 
chains, or speak of his chains without reference to proclamation o 

This is most directly illustrated by Colossians iv.2-4, where Paul, 
asking for prayer for an open door for the word? cannot refrain 
from adding: "for \'lhich I am in fetters." In fact such a sensi
tivity is represented in every captivity epistle of the Pauline 
corpus: Phl p i07, l2ff; Phlm 9, 13 (on the former, s ee Moule, 
Colossians , 144; and TDNT vi. 683 no 2); Eph iii.l; vi.19-20; 
11 fm i 0 8; and note especially the striking interjection of 11 Tm 
ii.9-10: I s uffer hardship like a criminal put in bonds--but the 
word of God is not bound! Thus when in the compos i t ion of the 
Colossian let ter the imprisoned writer tur ns to discuss his own 
apostolate , a reference to his current state becomes not only 

.... -------------------



simplification of the content of the passage and by no means be

gins to cope with all the difficulties nor to exhaust all the im

plications; but it does approximate, I suggest, the essential 

point which Paul is making, a point which often disappears beneath 

attention to the particulars of the passage o 

So understood the passage is integral to the structure of the 

letter. In the opening paragraph Paul refers to the mission of 

Epaphras which brought the Colossian community into being, and he 

deliberatelY views this event as part of the universal expansion 

of the gospel (i.3-6). He is, furthermore, concerned for the 

perfecting of this mission; recalling his close connection with 

Epaphras he explains: we on our part are now engaged in prayerful 

concern for your spiritual growth (i.7-ll). The prayer blends 

imperceptibly into a Christological pericope shaped to furnish 

a positive theological base for the polemic to come (i o 15- 20). 

This hymnic affirmation is then turned back expressly upon the 

Colossians themselves, who are described as taken up within the 

cosmic scheme of redemption, made objects of the reconciling min-

fitting but almost inevitable. 
It may be, as Moule suggests (Colossians, 76), that tied up 

in the clauses of Col i.24 are the notions both of (i) a fixed 
sum of affliction destined for the 'corporate Christ', the church; 
and of (ii) participation in Christ's sufferings as a corollary of 
the believers; union with him. But some emphasis must be laid on 
the distinction evident in the text between Paul and the church, 
a distinction which causes Paul to see his sufferings as Ilfor 
your sake, .... for the sake of his body, the church" (cfe 
11 Cor i.6; Eph iii.l). It would seem that here Paul is not 
primarily viewing himself in his solidarity with the church~ or 
identifying his sufferings with those of the church. A suffer
ing church is not in fact the point, but rather an apostle suf
fering for that church. It is not primarily affliction of the 
Body but affliction for the Body.. Therefore I would find in 
Col i.24 principally a third notion, the suffering role of the 
elect witness in carrying out the Messianic mission of God, an 
aspect of i.24 which is especially developed by H~ Gustafson, 
"The Afflictions of Christ: \'/hat is Lacking?" (BR viii [1963J 
28 - 42; Gustafson refers to G., Kittel, "Kol 1:24" ZST xviii 
[1941J 186-91, which I have not consulted). A similar approach 
appears in He Bouttier, "Remarques sur la conscience apostolique 
de St. Pau1" , 102-1030 If one attends to this element of ser
vice in suffering present in the clauses j Col i024 bec omes 
naturally participatory in the depiction by the larger context 
of the Pauline vocation • . At least in part in Col i524 Paul is 
asserting, in connection with his missionary vocation for the 
church, that even his current sufferings provide cause for joy, 
for therein he but continues to fill out towards compl etion the 
suffering mission of Christ. Cf. R" J. I3auckham, "Colossiansl:24 
l\gain: The Apocalyptic f'lotif" EQ xlvii (1975) 168-70" 
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istry of Christ in his death, and granted thereby a confident ex

pectation of ultimate acceptance--if (reverting to the concern of 

i.7-11) they remain firmly established (i.21-23a). 

And here, Paul says, is where I and what I have here to say 

to you fit in. It is in that same Divine program of which you 

have experienced the salvific benefits that I hold my commission 

(i..23b). It is this which binds us together, which makes this com

munication between us appropriate. I function for the church's 

sake, proclaiming and admonishing so as to bring each man right 

through to that mature stability which assures of glory (i.24-29)e 

And so my letter to you is but a part of my function for you with

in the Divine scheme (ii.1-7)0 In the light then of God's Christ

plan (iG12-20), your place in it (i.21-23), and my place in it 

(i.24-29) for you (ii.1-7), let me minister to you in the partic

ular dangers you are facing (ii.8ff)0 

The major thrust of the Colossian letter is the communication 

of the mystery of the total Christ and its application to the 

Colossian situation, in order to bring the community to a mature 

stability in face of the threatening heresy. Paul desired not 

only to carry out this program through his letter but also to be 

understood by his readers to be so doing. In writing this church 

with which he had no personal acquaintance, he felt especially 

called upon to account for the intended ministry by him toward 

them which the letter represented. Therefore he takes time to 

locate his own vocation within the Divine plan which has through 

the work of Epaphras embraced the Colossians. He places in a the

ological setting of a piece with the doctrinal content of the let

ter that ministry within the larger redemptive plan of God now be

ing carried out for them by his letter. That ministry, attending 

to the mature establishment of believing communities, such as that 

at Colossae, Paul believes to be integral to his as~igned role in 
1 the Divine economy. 

IM. Bouttier, in his short study IIR emarques sur la conscience 
apostolique de St. Paul" OIKmlOl'HA (Hamburg 1 1967) 100-108 ~ ex
plores this passage in Colossians with re fe rence to Paul1s sense 
of missionary vocation; but while he does touch quite briefly in 
passing on the point of interest here, namely Paul's understanding 
of his mission as involvement not only with initiating churches 
but also with their nurture (103), his attention is primarily taken 
up with Paul's eschatological self- understanding as visible both 



Romans i.1-15; xv.14-16. The same outlook may also be ob

served, in more dispersed form, in Paul's letter to Rome D Paul is 

faced with the need to account for his interest in a church with 

which he has had no direct personal acquaintance, an interest now 

made apparent both by his letter and by his plans to visit. As in 

Colossians Paul here develops his explanation for his seeming 

forwardness by reference to his vocation assigned by God e 

In his opening paragraph (i.1-7), Paul identifies himself to 

the Romans as one who through Christ has received apostleship "for 

obedience of faith among all the Gentiles, among whom are you also" 

(i e 5,6). This self-identification is not part of the salutation 

proper but of the remarkably developed insertion between two of 

the fixed elements of that salutation, between the formal reference 

to the "Triter, "Paul, e •• " (i.la), and the formal reference to 

the readers, " . . . , to all who are in Rome" (i.7a), an insertion 

of which the Christological formula is the prominent but by no 

means only feature e Following upon the (not abnormally elaborated) 

reference to the writer (i.l) are four successively dependent 

points of reference: the gospel long promised (i Q 2), concerning 

Christ (ie3,4), through whom Paul has his assignment (i.5), which 

includes the Roman Christians (i.6)u Thus before Paul comes to 

the formal specification of the addressees he offers a theological 

rationale for such addressing. He first relates writer and reader 

within the scheme of the gospel of Christ. The link between the 

two, between Paul and the Romans, is furnished by Christ himself. 

Through him and for him Paul has an assignment (i.5), and this 

assignment includes the Romans within its scope (ie6a), who like 

Paul belong to Christ by Divine summons (i.6b)0 They not only 

have a common Lord, but by his design one party has a commission 

to se~ve the other. It is precisely because of his Divine assign

ment for the Gentiles that Paul may therefore carry through the 

formalities of the salutation, tha.t he may write: "Paul • • • to 

here and in Romans. · See further below page 169 n. 2. 
The missionary theme in Colossians is also handled by D. von , 

Allmen, "Reconciliation du monde et chri s tologie cosmique de 
11 Cor. 5:14-21 a Col. 1:15-23" RHPhH xlviii (J.968) 32-45; and 
E. Sch"reizer, "The Church as the lhssionary Body of Christ" NTS 
viii (1961-62) 1-11; id$ "The Lord of the Nations" SEAsJT xiii 
(1972) 13-21; but their attention is focused on Colossians i~15-23 
rather than i 0 24-ii.7. 

d 
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all in Rome" (i~la,7a). 
The sp~cific aspect of commissioned ministry which Paul en

visages towards the Romans surfaces in the paragraph which follows 

(i.8-15). After expressing thanks to God for their faith, assur

ing them of his continuous prayers, and adding that these prayers 

have included a request to be allowed to visit them, he continues: 

"I long to see you so that I may impart to you some spiritual 

gift, for your establishment ll (i.ll). Directly upon confessing 

this wish, Paul, sensible to the delicacy of the situation, shifts 

the reference to a mutual ministry of encouragement (i.12)0 But 

this does not displace the fact that he does desire to affect as 

well as be affected; he continues that his interest in coming has 

been "that I might have some fruit among you, as I have had among 

the rest of the Gentiles" (i o 13). This "fruit" is expected, it 

must be observed, not in Rome generally but "among you ll
; that is, 

it concerns results not within the general population of the cap

ital but within the Christian community there, not attainments of 

an evangelistic nature but of the sort, it would seem, which he 

has just mentioned in i.ll, attainments in the establishment of 

the church. l This sort of (ecclesiological) "fruit 11 is consider'cd 9 

in addition, to be comparable to that for which Paul works among 

"the rest of the Gentiles." He is, Romans io13 implies, after 

results in his general Gentile ministry which include, as at Rome, 

service to existing churches for their secure establishment e 

When Paul goes on to declare that he is ready now "to pro

claim the gospel also to you in Rome," one must entertain the im

pression that he refers in such a phrase not to the prospect of a 

future evangelistic mission to win converts in Rome but to a min

istry of edification within the Roman church of just the sort em

bodied in the letter. What Paul says he is ready to do (i~15), he 

proceeds, in effect, by his letter to do: he proclaims the gospel 

to the Christian community in Rome.
2 

Both the visit and the let

ter are of an edificatory character entirely consonant, he feels, 

with his missiona ry assignment in the gospel of Christ e 

As Paul concludes the letter the same set of explanations re

appear (xv . 14- l6) . Paul tells the Romans, in the first place, that 

lCf. Phlp i022- 250 

280 e.g. M. Black, Romans, 43 . 
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as Gentiles their welfare falls within the compass of hisevangelic 

mission; he has \olritten specifically "because of the grace given me 

by God that I s hould be a minister of Christ Jesus to the Gentiles ll 

(xv o 15b-16a)o Secondly, he represents the letter thus justified 

as an edificatory act. The Roman believers are, he is sure, well 

able to provide for their own admonition. Nevertheless the letter 

has been written as a 'reminder', in keeping with Paul's assign

ment in the service of the gospbl, to reinforce their own internal 

ministry (xvoI4,15).1 Thus in i.1- 15 and in xVo14- 16 Paul both 

characterizes his intended ministry to the Roman congregation as 

edificatory and also relates that ministry to the terms of his 
. . t. 2 

m~sslonary voca ~on~ 

lInterestingly it is just this theme of Paul's ~oncern with 
the firm establishment of the Roman congre gation by his evangelic 
ministry which the much disputed doxology of Romans xvi o25-27 
picks up and repeats from the outer framework of the letter: "No\'! 
to him who is able to establish you according to my gospel •• 0 .11 

2It might well be questioned whether it is legitimate to use 
the evidence from Romans in demonstrat ing tha t edification was for 
Paul basic to his mission~ since any ministry by Paul towards or 
among the Roman Christians lies outside the terms of reference of 
his mission, which is expressly directed only to those l ands where 
Christ has not been named (xv~20-21; cf. 11 Cor x o 12-16)p 

The simple answer to this is that, nevertheless, as the sur
vey above of the relevant passages in Romans shows, Paul did t ake 
his intended ministry to the Romans to fall directly within the 
terms of hi s commission~ 

In fact, there is in Romans a tension, not to say contra
diction, between Paul's express terms of reference for his mission 
and his explanation for the edificatory ministry being initiated 
towards th~ Romans. Paul's evident deference in approaching the 
Roman community suggests he was at some level not insensitive to 
this anomaly; his explanations mitigate but do not entirely re
move that tension o If Paul were to be fully consistent, then the 
commitment to preach only where Christ had not been named, in 
order not to build on another' s foundation, would immediately ex
clude any activity towards or -in Rome relative to his commission$ 
Or, to put it t he other way round 9 Paul's justification of his 
approach to the Romans by reference to his commission 9 in con
sistency should exclude any notion that he only goes in mission 
to unreached areas e 

My impression is that this contradiction lies principally in 
the form of Paul's expression rather t han in the matter of his 
thinking.. That is not to say that the t ens i on at the formal level 
lacks significance, but it is to say that in the actual operations 
of Paul's thought in the Roman letter the assertion that he con
ducts only pioneer efforts is not to be underst ood to exclude the 
notion that a ministry to an already existing community can fall 
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These passages in Colossians and Romans therefore together 

confirm by explicity Pauline statement the implications already 

worked out from Paul's missionary habits and priorities, that for 

Paul the nurture of emerging churches was an integral feature of 

his missionary task. Paul understood his mission not simply as 

a broadcasting of seed, but also as a cultivating of seedlings 

into sturdy plantso 

within the terms of his assignment, or vice versa. 
Some indeed, holding that the Roman community by this time 

was principally a Pauline establishment, that the reconstitution 
of the Roman church after the Claudian expulsion must have been 
led by associates or converts of the Apostle, might argue that 
Paul's intended ministry at Rome does not therefore exceed the 
limitations of his ministry to serving his own foundations a Yet 
it must be admitted that Faul does not justify his approach on 
grounds of a mediate paternity, as he appears to do ~ith the 
Colossians (Col L.7,8). It might also be argued that, since the 
Roman community was not under any particular apostolic sponsor
ship, to undertake a ministry there could not be construed as en
croachment, as building on another's foundation~ 

It would seem to me, however, -that a resolution, in so far as 
there is one, lies primarily in recognition of two points. (i) 
Paul wishes to make it clear that he is not setting out on a major 
mission to take over direction of the Roman community. He is 
looking for a rela tionship of mutuality, and to this end he is 
taking the initiative, rendering a contribution in what he hopes 
will become an exchange. The suitability of this contribution 
he explains by reference to his commission to Gentiles, but this 
is certainly set forth not as an assertion of rights but an ex
planation of proprietyo They must not think him unduly forward 
in his proffered friendship and (uninvited) initiative towards a 
relationship of mutual edification, for such a move on his part 
is sugges ted by the terms of his Divine assignment. 

(ii) But Paul must also explain that his real mission is 
directed toward Spain, not Rome. He wants by approaching the 
Romans to secure their full friendship in order to gain a base of 
support for his main objective beyond, in Spain. That this could 
be misunderstood in Rome as insincerity, or basic disinterest, re
quires an explanation why in fact he is only visiting Rome and 
not settling down6 Therefore Paul explains that his commission 
drives him towards the frontiers, that his mission is meant prin
cipally and ultimately to be concentrated on pioneer work. 

It is this delicacy in the situation, the need at once to 
explain why he is passing through Rome. and at the same time to 
explain why he i s only passing, thr'Ougfi'Rome, which produces the 
dialectical explanation which indeed at a formal level may by 
logical extension he developed into a contr~diction but which 
at the material level does not involve insuperable incongruity. 

In any case, Paul does treat edificatory ministry as a 
common feature of his missionary vocation, however one accounts 
for the resulting tension with his assertion of pioneering 
r esponsibilityo 
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2 .. 4 Summary 

I should like to review at this point the picture of Paul's 

understanding of the content of his vocational assignment at which 

by a cumulative process we have now arrived. In Paul's overview 

in Romans of his mission as it stood at the close of the Aegean 

period he speaks of having "fulfilled the gospel" from one place 

to another in such a way that he has no more room in this area for 

his ministryc We have taken as the basic question of this chapter: 

in what sort of activity would Paul need to engage in order to 

arrive at this sense of accomplishment? v/hat did he think he had 

been doing which now he considered done? 

Paul frequently comprehended his missionary activity by the 

simple formula IIproclaiming the gospel." 'vie have through a survey 

both of what Paul did and of what he said he was doing progres

sively built up a composite picture of the sort of activities in

volved in his sense of vocation, beginning with the activity most 

immediately implied by that formula, the act of evangelistic 

preaching, extending through concern for positive response to the 

message, for conversions, and reaching on to the founding of Chris

tian communities and beyond that to their firm establishment o The 

latter features have been more especially worked through because 

they are not so readily recognized as properly missionary. They 

also require attention because within the overall process of the 

emergence and development of a Christian presence in a mission 

land, the point at which Paul expected his own ministry to com

mence involvement in the process is obvious, namely from the out 

set, but the extent to which that ministry was expected to con

tinue to collaborate in the process and the practical limit of 

that collaborati on are not. Somewhere along the line of progress 

Paul evidently could determine his own assignment completed. It 

is therefore of some use to attempti as we have done, to trace 

out how much of the ongoing process Paul recognized to be yet with

in the range of his own responsibilities Q What were the final 

practical objective~ of that which he took himself to be doing in 

a.ny given area? 

The answer developed in this study has been an ecclesiological 

one. His missionary activity finds its sense of fulfillment in 

the presence of firmly established churches. That he was not sat

isfied merely to start communities but had to be assured that 

I • 
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proper patter~s had well set in, and that in his commitments la

bour towards such results took priority over initiating new mis

sions elsewhere, underscore the fundamental church-ward orienta

tion of Paul's understanding of his mission. 

What lies t in effect, within the compass of Paul's formula, 

"proclaiming the gospel", is then, I suggest, not simply an 

initial preaching mission but the full sequence of activities 

resulting in settled churches. All of this involved the applica

tion and proper elaboration of the gospel. A letter of rein

forcement to the Roman congregation (Rm i.15) as much as an evan~ 

gelistic thrust at Corinth (11 Cor xi.?) can be described under 

that same common heading. When therefore Paul states that from 

Jerusalem to Illyricum he has "fulfilled the gospel of Christ," 

it is a formulary equivalent of an affirmation that, within the 

range of territories specified, churches have been brought into 

being and firmly set on their way 'in the gospel'e In the pres

ence of such an accomplishment Paul could well feel his task 

fulfilled .. 

3. Church and Hission in Paul 

It yet remains to inquire whether the establishment of 

churches by Paul was not so much his missionary goal as a means 

to that goal. Did he found and build up the communities in order 

that they might beco~e centres themeselves for the spread of the 

gospel, each assuming responsibility for the evangelization of 

its own region, so that even when Paul's own task was complete and 

he had moved on, the mission would yet "continue towards the goal 

of granting everyone in each land a hearing of the gospel and an 

opportunity thereby to believe (Rm x.14~15)? 

Some such assumption would appear to be the only way to ex

plain how Paul, after the work of but a few years and the found

ing of but a few churches, could speak so contentedly in Romans 

regarding the progress of the gospel in the lands between Jeru

salem and Illyricum. Viewed as a statement of but strategic 

rather than ultimate achievement, the attitude seems a little 

less incredible~ Paul considers his task done because he has 

succeeded in creating mature centres for the dissemination of 

the gospel; he has provided for the mission to proceed in these 
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parts no longer (as it were) by simple addition but now by mu1ti-

1 · t' 1 p l.ca lone 

But is this really so? How exactly does Paul view his com

munities in relation to the spread of the gospel? What is the 

relation of church and mission in Paul's thought? Here we are 

faced with a peculiar situation, for the Paul who is at every turn 

himself so preoccupied with active mission to the Gentiles fails 

nevertheless ever clearly to indicate independent responsibility 

in such a mission for his churches~ There are hints and debatable 

allusions but no expression of a clarity comparable for example 

to the missionary commissions handed down in the post-resurrection 

traditions. Perhaps the best way t o approach the problem is to 

begin with the material in Paul which does seem to suggest that 

he could see his churches as instruments of active mission. 

3.1 Churches as Instruments of Missi on 

The evidence falls roughly into three categories. (i) That 

Paul did expect his converts to engage in active missionary out 

reach might be taken as a natural corollary of his own missionary 

commitments. The suggestion would be that for Paul missionary 

outreach was implicit in one's experiehce of Christ through the 

gospel; it had been so for him and so, he presumed, it would be 

for all who are in Christ. His own experience stood as a para

digm of that which he expected for every Christian. 

It is this way of thinking which, for instance, causes Paul 

frequently to urge his converts to be his imitators, holding up 

his own life and practice as a fitting example for all be1ievers. 2 

If one characteristic of that example is total dedication to the 

spread of the gospel, is it wrong to suggest that the very exhor

tation to imitation includes implicitly an exhortation to mission? 

At first glance this certainly seems to be in I Corinthians 

1This explanation is common. Here I refer only t o some 
vTide1y scattered examples: E. Best, Romnns , 168; Go Bornkamm, 
Paul, 54; J. A. Grass i, A World to Win : T~e Missionary Methods 
~. Paul 'ch~~ Apostle , 139; i'I.- Green, ,.t:vans elism, 263;N ft D. Pott, 
II Pa u1 ' 13 Aposto1ate and His.sion", 205-,206 ; \'/ .. Sanday and A.C. 
Head1am ? Roma!!:.~, 409 ; T. G. Soares, Ii Paul' s Missionary Methods", 
327, 330; F . Hahn, 0iss ion in the Mew Testament , 16~ 

21 Cor iv.16; xi.l; Ph1p iii.17: I Th i.6,7; 11 Th iii.7-9. 
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ix-x not mer ely implicit. Here Paul twice sUGgestively juxtaposes 

his missionary labours and the conduct he expects of the Corin

thians. Having spoken of his submission to all that he might win 

some for the gospel, Paul calls to view the runners in a race, and 

as he goes on to compare his own efforts to those of an athlete, 

he breaks off to encourage the Corinthians: "Run like that" (r Cor 

ix.24). Is the objective of this purposeful exertion desired for 

the Corinthians different from that specified for Paul in the 

context? Several paragraphs later Paul ""rites pointedly: "Give 

no offense either to Jewci or to Greeks or to the church of God, 

just as I try to please all men in everything, seeking not my 

own advantage but theirs, that they may be saved. Be imitators 

of me, as I am of Christ" (I Cor x.32-xi.l). 

Furthermore Paul's sense of identity with his readers in 

Christ also leads him -at times to employ the first person plural 

in discussing experiences common in Christ to both reader and 

writer& One must consider then whether when the pronoun 'we' is 

used within the discussion of the missionary vocation of Faui? an 

experience applicable to all Christians is not thereby indicated o 

When Paul in 11 Corinthians v.18-vi.2 says: "vie are ambassadors 

for Christ, I' it is in the immediate context of the affirmation 

that lI",e ll have been reconciled through Christ, that "for us" 

Christ has been made sin. Is not then the same breadth of refer

ence for the reception of redemption implied for its propagation? 

(ii) A second line of argument might be develop~d from Paul's 

concept of the church, especially where he appears to consider it 

to be experiencing a numerical increase promoted by its membershipe 

This is indistinctly present in his picture in I Corinthians iiio 

9b- 15 of the church as a building. Paul has laid a foundation 

upon which others build; his readers are sternly warned against 

shoddy workmanship in this progressive construction c The imagery 

is certainly capable of being used with reference to the numerical 

increase of the church through the effort of its members~ 

Paul's picture of the church as a body also carries within 
. t If th . b' ~ . t n ~, • • • • • • l..., . 11 J. se _ e posta LLJ. -Y 01 8J.aOOra1:l011 J.n ·chese l;erms. j:,specla y 

IThough the figure of bodily growth is of course less con
ducive to the representation of enlargement by additions than is 
the fi gure of construction. 
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in the Ephesian letter growth in the body becomes a theme. The 

body "according to the working proper to each part" grows and up

builds itself in love (iv.16). And in Colossians E. Schweizer has 

found operative a concept of the church as the body of Christ in 

mission. The original understanding in the hymn of a physical 

permeation of the cosmos by Christ becomes, according to Schweizer, 

reinterpreted in the letter into a missionary permeation effected 

by means of Christ's body, the church, which spreads itself by 

procla mation throughout the world. l 

(iii) A third area of consideration must be those instances 

in which Paul appears to represent va~ious churches as involved in 

missionary outreach, and applauds their. activityo To the Thessa

lonians Paul thus writes approvingly: "From you the word of the 

Lord has sounded forth, not only in Macedonia and Achaia, but in 

every place. ~ e" (I Th iG8)~ He thanks God for the church at 

Rome because "your faith is proclaimed throughout the ",hole world" 

(Rm i.8). The Corinthians are a letter "known and read of all 

men" (11 Cor iii.2). The Philippians are encouraged so to conduct 

themselves that they may be seen "as lights in the ,,!orld, t'IT£XOV't£~ 

the word of life" (Phlp ii.15,16). The Colossians are exhorted 

to ,·Jise conduct towards outsiders, speech always gracious, "so 

that you may knovl hO\>/ you ought to answer each one" (Col iv.,5) .. 

3G2 Evaluation of the Evidence 

These suggestions in support of the impression that Paul saw 

his churches as independent instruments of active mission require 

on closer examination some modification o Let me treat each cate

gory of evidence in turne 

(i) In the first cas e, while it is certainly true that Paul 

could consider his life as a fitting pattern for believers and 

could use a first person plural to describe common experience in 

Christ, it is equally evident that Paul as often distinguished 

himself from his convert s , and thi s no more so than when the 

reference was to his role for them in the Divine economy_ When 

it is of hi s a postolic authority which he s peaks, he ha rdly in

tends to comm end this for general imitation; his plurals in such 

lE .. SchHeizer , "The Church as the Hi s 3i onary Body of Chr is t" 
NTS Vlll (1961-62) 1- 11 ( = id. Naotes t amentic a [Z~rich, 1963J 
317- 29) .. 
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instances are hardly plurals of common identity with his reador~. 

Paul, it must be remembered, traces his own involvement in Gen

tile mission not back to something commonly implicit in the be

liever's experience of Christ but back to a quite personal sum

mons; he does not account for his vocation by explaining it as 

something natural to Christian experience but by explaining it as 

something quite particular to his own experience. l When therefore 

one comes upon places where Paul appears to represent his own mis

sionary activity as something appropriate to all who are Christ's, 

one must proceed with care. 

It deserves notice, furthermore,that it is exceedingly rare 

in Paul that he even appears to speak of his missionary efforts 

as proper to all believers; I Corinthians ix-x and 11 Corinthians v 

contain the only even likely examples, and these two passages them

selves are not in fact clearly supportive of the suggestion for 

which they have been put forward. 

We turn first to I Corinthians ix.22-24 and x.32-xielo The 

problem with which Paul deals in I Corinthians viii, and to which 

he returns in x.14-xi.l, is the Christian use of food offered to 

idols. His central theme is the voluntary renunciation of one's 

rights in Christ for the sake of another; its counterpoint is the 

danger of a careless presumption in spiritual matterso Paul's 

description in I Corinthians ix of his own ministry may serve its 

own independent purposes, but it also shows him as an example in 

just this double theme of the larger context: (i) he for goes his 

right of support in the gospel (ix.l-lS), and subjects his own 

freedom to the greater good of winning men to Christ (ix.l9-23); 

and (ii) he is carefully attentive to his own progress in faith· 

(ix.24-27), an at~itude which may be contrasted with Israel's 

negative example of presumptuousness (x.l-l3)9 

When therefore in ix.24 Paul urges the Corinthians themselves 

to "run like that, that you may secure it," he means most directly 

to encourage a carefully attentive exertion in the Christian life, 

as opposed to self-satisfied complacency. When further on in 

x.33-xi.l he expressly holds hjmself up for imitation, it concerns 

his practice of trying to please all men, his seeking not his own 

but the other's good. Paul want s the Corinthians to practice in 

lr Th ii.4; Gal i.15,16; ii.7- 9; Rm i.5,6; xv.l5,16; 
Col i .. 23; etc. 
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versy under discussion and generally to believers and unbelievers 

alike. There is thus a definite, even if subordinate, reference 

in Paul's concluding exhortation to conduct within the Christian 

community conducive to the spiritual good of unbelievers, in 

imitation of Paul. 

But, having said this, it is important to notice at the same 

time that what is involved is not incentive to active witness, to 

an evangelistic campaign, but incentive so to shape one's conduct 

that it does not prove a hindrance to the attraction of unbeliever Se 

A particular aspect of the conduct of the mission is to be imitated, 

but imitation of the mission itself is not here expressly urged. 

In the case of 11 Corinthians v.18-vi.2, one must first of 

all bear in mind that because Paul applies to himself experiences 

which are common to all Christians, it does not automatically fol

low that every experience of his own which he mentions is intended 

to be taken as common to all. Only the context can sho\-I vThat is 

meant. Within 11 Corinthians ii.14-vii e 4, and in particular 

11 Corinthians v.ll-vi o 13, Paul's burden is not to elaborate the 

common Christian inheritance but to represent himself and his own 

ministry in a true light. Paul is not defending his status as a 

Christian but as an apostle; he is describing not Christian but 

apostolic existence. To this end he certainly introduces into the 

self-portrait both features held in common with the readers and 

features pertaining to his ministry toward those readers o In this 

latter case the Corinthians are objects and not fellow subjects of 

the ministry. That this latter case is operative in the text under 

consideration is evident from the fact that the ministry of recon

ciliation which is its theme is found to be specifically directed 

toward the readers: "\'le are ambass8.dors of Christ, God making his 

appeal through us: we implore on behalf of Christ that you be reC-

onciled to God;. working together [with God], we entreat you 

not to accept the grace of God in vain" (v.20-viel).1 This does 

lJo J .• Kijne, "in his study "Vie, Us and Our in I and II Corin
thians" NovT viii (1966 ) 171·-79 , proposes an inclusi ve 'we' in 
v.17-l8a , and 21, and an exclusive ' we l in v$l8b- 20 (17 8-79 ). On 
the whole problem see especially Eo Best, The8sal~1ians, 26-29, 
and. the literature citedthcrej ale o J,,-F. Collanbe, £nigmes , 25-26. 
Po Jones, in liThe Apostle Paul : A ,second f.1 0S ·28 according to II Co
rinthian8 2:14-4:711 (Ph.D. dissertation, Princ et on Theological 
Seminary , 1973), argues that with one exception (v.2l) all the 
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not rule out the ~ossibility that Paul understood an embassage of 

reconciliation to be a concomitant of the experience of reconcil

iation, but such is not the point of what he says in 11 Corinthians 

v.18-vi.2. 

(ii) Turning then to Paul's conception of the church, it needs 

to be noted at once that the imagery of the church as a buildi~, 

in process of construction, is directly related to accessions only 

in Ephesians iiio19- 22, where the church as a building grows with 

the taking 

but to the 

are Christ 

in of the Gentilesn But even here this is done not ~ 
1 church; the only agencies offered in the wider context 

(iii e 13-l8) or Paul (ivolff). Evangelistic activity by 

the church itself leading to such growth is not suggested~ 

The £ody, on the other hand, does in Ephesians build itself 

up: "all the body o • • grows and builds itself up in . love (iv.16)ti 

It is far from clear however that this growth includes the growth 

of enlargement (by accessions) in addition to the growth of matu

ration (by development). Certainly the latter is the entirely 

dominant emphasis of the passage; it is the growth of children 

into steady adulthood, growth in love and unity, which is in the 

foregroundo 2 Whether more is int ended cannot be established Q The 

gifts which in the same passage contribute to the bodily growth do 

include the gift of the evangelist; but in the previous sections 

of this chapter I have tried to show that (for Paul at least) 

E0ayy£AC(c.o includes more than what is conventionally meant by , 
'evangelizing', and the same could be said here of the Euay-

'\ ' , ',\ yEf\ /..orc-a L: "They are not just missionaries, for, as £u ayyE/\ L 0'\1.' 

is congregational as well as missionary preaching 0 • • , so the 
. , '\ ' ( leader of the commun~ty can also be called Euayys/\LO'rc-ll£ 2 Tm 

4:5). His task is "llP0crcrELv rc-ov Abyov (2 Tm 4:2).,,3 So \"hile 

an evangelistic ministry outside the community may be included in 

the picture of the growing church in Ephesians iv, one cannot be 

first person plurals in ii.14- vi.ll "can very easily be read as 
applying to Paul and/or the apostles 2::!.!!..!. a gainst the Church" (65)0 
Where an inclusive 'we' is intended an 10.11' is attached, as in 
iii.18 and v.lO. 

lEph i1.21,22: \)j-.1£L~ cruvoL"OD0tL£Lcr8c:. 

2So eog~ Oc Percy, Qie Probleme , 321 ~ 
3 Go Friedrich, TDNT 11 .. 737. 
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certain that that . is intended; and one can be certain that it is 
1 

not the central thought in the imagery of bodily growth there. 

It may be, as Schweizer proposes, that behind the Christo

logical pericope in Colossians lies a conception of Christ per-
2 

meating the cosmos through the mission of his body, the church. 

But while the elements of Schweizer 's construction, namely mission, 

body, and growth, do appear in the text, one must immediately ques

tion to what extent their connections are a contribution extraneous 

to the text, for in the text itself neither are the body and mis

sion motifs directly connect e d nor does the body in fact gr owo It 

is true that in another context in Colossians the body IIgrows with 

a growth that is from God!1 (ii.19); but in that case one must ask 

in what form the growth is understood~ In Colossians i.6, for ex

ample, the growth is one of expansion 9 the gospel growing in the 

whole world; in i.lO, on the other hand, the growth is one of de

velopment, the believers growing in the knowledge of God o Since 

Paul's mission as presented in i.24-ii.7 is directed towards matu

ration,3 specifically here the maturation of the Colossian church, 

and since fulness in Christ is a major theme of the letter, one 

lConcerning a possible missionary theme in Ephesians iv, it 
is significant tha t Ee D. Roels, in his God's Mission: The Epistle 
to the Ephesians in Hissions Perspective (Frane-ker, 1962), though 
anxious to find eve ry part of the letter permeated with the mis~ 
sionary theme, cannot in treating iVol-16 avoid bearing witness, 
not entirely willingly, to the essentially non-missionary orienta
tion of the passage o Thus on the building up of the body he wr ites: 
"Although the idea of building up the church certainly includes the 
idea of 'missiona ry extension', the primary emphasis in Eph. 4 is 
not upon this extension but rather upon the growth of the church in 
knowledge and holiness in love. This intensive growth however is 
precisely that which also significantly advances the extensive 
growth of the church" (186 n. 63 ). Again: I!r_rhough in this par"tic ... 
ular context Paul is not explicitly concerned with that growth of 
the body effected by the incorporation of new members into the 
body," by its connection with Ephesians i-iii "a genuine mission
ary dimension" is maintained (19~·). The function of the 'evan
gelist' of iv.ll is acknowledged to conc ern the unfolding of the 
content of the gospel, both by preaching and by teaching, and 
hence not to be focused on outreach to unbelievers (187-90 )0 

2Eo SchHeiz,er t "The Church as the 11issionary Body of Christ I1 
NTS viii (1961-62 ) 1-11 (= id o Neotestamentica, 317-29). See also 
id o "Die Kirche als Leib Christi in den paulillischen Antilegomena" 
l'Ieot~_~~,!!~nti~ , 293-316; and id e TDNT VII4l074-81. 

3 See above pages 93-97$ 
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should suspect that in ii~19, in the absence of contrary indica

tions, the bodily growth concerns the maturation of the church 

rather than its extension in the world e Even with reference to 

the gospel, which does grow extensively (i.6), it is Paul and Epa

phras, rather than the church, who are the active instruments of 

its spread. l It appears then that in the Pauline imagery of the 

church there is no clearly expressed notion of that church as an 

active instrument of mission. 

(iii) We come then to the instances where Paul represents 

various communities in terms of some form of outreach. On a 

closer examination of I Thessalonians i o 8~ it is not at all evi

dent that a deliberate missionary process is being described. In 

the passage, Paul, recalling the initial response to the gospel 

at Thessalonica, notes that the Thessalonian believers "became 

imitators of us and of the Lord, for you received the word in 

much affliction"; indeed they did so in such a manner that they 

themselves became "an example to all the believers in Macedonia 

and in Achaia" (i 0 6,7). The crucial question in interpreting 

what follows is whether Paul, in continuing the thought of i 0 6,7 

in i e 8,9 (yap), simply elaborates further on this specific theme 

of the Thessalonians as examples to believers~ or whether he adds 

to this some thought of effect on unbelievers: "For the \'IOrd of 

the Lord has sounded out from you not only in Macedonia and Achaia, 

but your faith in God has gone forth everywhere, so that we need 

not say anything; for they themselves report about us the kind of 

reception we had among you" (i08,9)., 

Two factors might suggest that Paul in this addition goes 

beyond the theme of 'example to believers' in i.6,7, and sees 

the Thessalonians also having a positive effect on unbelievers e 

First, the phrase "fx-om you the word of the Lord has sounded out" 

conveys much more readily the impression of a report of the wider 

diffusion of the gospel than a report of the growing influence of 
2 an example. Secondly, the effect of this 'sounding out i is 

apparently such that Paul finds he is being told at his current 

point of service what happened at Thessalonica, rather than (as he 

lCf5 Col i c 6,8 9 23; but see also ivo5~6, together with the 
discussi on below, pages 116- 117. 

2Cf5 11 Th iii ~ l. 
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would have expected) himself reporting on it. In such a case it 

would appear difficult to hold that the effect of the 'sounding 

out' was centered solely on believers, for if Paul off in Achaia 

were there hearing independent reports, then, since his mission 

in Achaia was at that point only in its most primitive stages, 

there would have been no network of believers available for con

veying the report to him, and he therefore must mean that the 

conversion of the Thessalonians was being reported throughout 

Macedonia and Achaia "and everywhere" by word of mouth among the 

general population. 

On the other hand, one must take into consideration: (a) that 

the theme of an 'example to believers' is that which preceded and 

gave rise to thi~ further description ' under discussion; (b) that 

the same localities mentioned for the 'example to believers' are 

immediately repeated for the 'sounding outf; and (c) that the 

"word of the Lord" of i.8 is, as to the matter of the communica

tion, coupled with "your faith in God" and "the kind of reception 
1 we had", so that it is hardly here exactly an evangelistic 

message per ~ which is 'sounding out'. Such considerations 

would lead one to think that in i e 8,9 ' Paul is not reporting on the 

spread of the gospel from the Thessalonians out among the public 

but is rather continuing his theme that the events at Thessalonica 
2 have proved an inspiration to believers everywhere. 

Those factors mentioned previously VIhich would appear to in

dicate the contrary may in fact be construed in a manner compatible 

with this latter understanding of the text. Thus the 'sounding 

forth' of the 'word of the Lord' need not refer to the spreading 

gospel but may · well rather denote that report on the gospel's tri

umph at Thessalonica which had become a word of encouragem~nt to , 

other churches, as indeed it had also proved to Paul himself (r Th 

iii.6)03 And concerning the bearers of the report, there is no 

1 Also: "ho\·; you turned from idols ... • " (i.9b,10). 

2 "In every place" is to be taken as an understandable hyper-
bole meaning t hat the enc ouraging news ha s reac hod wherever there 
are Christians. So Rigaux, Thessalonici ens, 387; Best, Thessa
!9nians, 81. Cf. Rm 1..8; xvi;19" --.~--

3pau1 uses in I Th iiL 6 t he word El~ a:YYEA {(co to describe 
Timothy's encouraging report to him of t he progress in faith of 
the Thessalonian believers .. Bes t (rrh es1:?al,o!lians, 139- 40) sue;gests 

c 
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reason to assume either that these were reporting to Paul himself 

or that they were reporting in Achaia. The wording only specifies 

that Paul knew that somewhere in Macedonia and Achaia reporting 

independent of himself ... /BS taking place, "so that ... le need not say 

anything." Nor does Paul imply that ~ the 'sounding out' in 

Macedonia and Achaia was of this independent variety, but only 

that he knew this sort of reporting was taking place. Hence in 

some locations, in Achaia for example, the 'sounding out' might 

have been by Paul's own instrumentalityo It is in fact entirely 

consonant with Paul's exuberant expression in I Thessalonians 

i.8,9 to suppose: that the Achaians alluded to were new converts 

who had heard the news about the Thessalonian church through Paul 

himself;l and that at the same time from communications out of 

Macedonia (and elsewhere?) Paul found that the story of the birth 

of the Thessalonian community was already spreading among believers, 

so that he did not himself need to report on it to them. We know 

from incidental references that the church at Philippi was in con

tact with Paul when he was in Corinth (Phlp iv.15; 11 Cor xi o 8,9); 

this alone might explain how Paul could speak knowingly of reports 

independent of him circulating among the churches. 

This may be the correct interpretation of I Thessalonians i.8; 

it does not necessarily rule out the possibility that behind Paul's 

description also lies some measure of public gossip about events ' 

in Thessalonica. But if this is the case, it is not by the effort 

of the Thessalonian believers; they are in all events pictured 

not as the bearers of the news but as the news itself. Paul is 

speaking of something happening to them, not something they are 

doing, and the theme of example still obtains. 

We turn then to Romans i.8$ That the faith of the Roman 

believers is being "announced in all the world" implies, one could 

that this is because the gospel's success was part of its content. 
Similarly I Th i.8 9 9 uses the language of proclamation, then, to 
describe a comparable experience; Paul knows of others who, like 
himself, have been encouraged by good ne1'JS, by a "word of the Lord" ~ 
about the Thessalonian believers. Cf. J., Jervell, "Zur Frage der 
Tradi tionsgrundlage der Apostelgeschichtel! StTh xvi (1963) 25~4L, 

lAs indeed at least later they certainly did (11 Th i.I~), and 
as previously the Thessalonians, no doubt also from Paul, had 
learned of the events at Philippi (r Th ii.2). 
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insist, some evangelistic influence extending from Rome everywhere; 

but it seems much more natural to understand here simply a compli

mentar y reference to their faith being 'widely known', with the 

concrete reality behind Paul's impres sion being a widespread knowl

edge about the Roman community among Christians. l There is no good 

reason for insisting that more than this is meant. 

The metaphorical description in 11 Corinthians iii . 2 of the 

Corinthian church as "a letter knO\ofn and re a d by all men" concerns 

the need for a \>/ri tten recomm endation, and is Paul' oS way of saying 

that the Corinthian believers are themselves his recommendation-

a recommendation so entirely public that there is no need for 

getting up some written testimonialo 2 The metaphor could have 

been given some missionary sense, but it is not so used by Paul 

here . 

The Philippians are exhorted in ,!'hilipI?ians ii.15 , :1,;.2 to as che \-! 

murmurings and questionings so that they may stand forth blameless 

and unmarred amidst a "crooked and perverse generation"o The motif 

of believers forming a living cont rast to their evil surroundings 

is not uncommon.,3 But here is added: "among Vlhom you appear as 

lights in the Vlorld, en:EXOV1:€G the word of life. lI Is this an 
, e to encouragement to persevere, or to evangelize? ~~LvEa E wG 

'" ~arC:l1PEG mayor may not be for the good of the surrounding world. 

It may be that the beli evers are being exhort ed to shine forth, 

offering light and direction;4 or it may only be that they are en

couraged, as in the immedia tely previous clause, to form a sharp 

contrast to the world, like stars in a darkened skY9 5 Further-, , 
more, En: EXOV1:CG may mean ei ther "holding forth" or "holding 

lSo e. g. C. Ho Dodd, Romans, 7; J o Murray, Romans , I.19,20. 
See also Rm xvi . 19; and c f e 1I Cor viii.18. 

2The point of the expres sion IIknO\ofn and rea d by all men" is 
simply that the recomm enda ti on is public; the cont ent of the 
publicity i s no t evange li s tic, and the religious sta tus and range 
9f the public are, irrelevant to t he point. See J ~-F . Collange, 
Eni gmes, 48; J. Hering , Se c_ond Corinthi~.E.~ ' 270 

3phlp ~ ~ ~ ~O· . vp~ 
..L O '-( - / , .JJ J..L v .8-14; cf . I Pe t iii~15 ,16 • 

e. g . I s lx . 3j Rm ii.19; Pes R 162b . 

5Cfe e og. Eph v o 8-ll, Tes t Levi xiv ~ 3e 
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1 fast." If the former is intended here , then the meaning is that 

the Philippians are to proffer the word of life to the world about 

them; the stars then should be points of illumination and attrac

tion o HO\'lcver, "holding fast" agrees much better with the imme

dia te cont ext.. The preceding clause, "that you ma.y become blame-

less and unmarred • o .. amidst a crooked and perverse generation," 

certainly would find in a notion of perseverance a more imme

diately natural community of thoughto 2 And the following clause 

is also more readily compatible with the meaning "holding fast": 

"that in the day of Chris t I may have reason to boast, that I did 

not run in vain nor labour in vain" (ii.16). The failure of the 

Philippians to hold fast the word of life would certainly prove 

a direct threat to such an expectation by Paul; that their failure 

to hold ~ the \'lord would to Paul's mind fundamen tally endanger 

his own standing in the day of Christ is not so automatically 

evident. The better rendering then, agreeing both with what pre

cedes and what follovlS, is: "among whom you appear as lights in 

the \oJOrld, holding fast the word of life. ,,3 

Finally, in Colossian~ iV e 5.J6 Paul exhorts the believers to 

conduct themselves wisely towards the outsiders, buying up the 

opportunities o This is to be demonstrated by having a ready 

anS\-ler for the inquirer, gracious and "never insipid" (NEB ) 0 The 

exhortation is straightforward o It concerns attentive respon

siveness to the unbeliever~ attracting him by a becoming conduct 

and by answering any resulting expressions of interest. The local 

congregation is here clearly seen in an evangelistic role, even 

though it must at once be noted that this role is not on the 

pattern of Paul's own work~ It is a ministry of attraction and 

responsiveness rather than one of deliberate outreach and active 

solicitation o If it may be put that way, it is a stationary rather 

lAG 285 . Neither meaning occurs elsewhere in t he NT, except 
in D at Luke iv,,42, \'lhere "hold fast" is int ended .. 

2 . . 
ThlS'would be even more the case if Li ghtfoot's opinion is 

accepted that "among \o.'ham you appear as li.Shts in the Horld" , " "should probably be tgken as parenthetical, I1 so that £TI:£XOV"L"E G 

becomes attached to Lv a y~v~ae£ • ~ • , elaborating its concern 
for unsulli ed distinc tion from an evil \vor11 (~)J~ili l)!!ians , 118) 0 

3So e~g. AG 285 ; RSV e 
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than mobile witness. 1 

Before summing up and concluding this analysis, mention should 

be made of one other line of evidence which might come to mind as 

lA similar pattern is present in Mt v.13-16 and 1 Pet iii. 
1,2,15. 

1 may mention here a few additional Pauline materials which 
in a less distinct and direct manner might have a bearing on the 
question at hand. There are, for example, those exhortations in 
the Pauline corpus regardin g relations to outsiders: to do good 
to all men (Gal vi.lO; 1 Th v.15); to show love towa rds all men 
(1 Th iii.12); to be at peace with all men (Rm xiie18, in a con
text which contains several strong parallels with maxims of the 
Je,,,ish proselyte movement--see D. Daube, "J 0wish Missionary Haxirils 
in Paul" StTh i [1947J 158-69 [= id c The New 'l'estament and Rab
,llinic Judaism, 336-51J); to pray for all (r 'I'm iiol); to Shovl a 
humble att itude towards all (Tit iii.2); to command the respect of 
outsiders (1 Th iV c12; 1 Tm iii.7); to avoid furnishing materials 
for derision Cl Tm v.14"; viol; Tit ii .. 5); to rebuke by a godly 
life (Phlp i.28; Eph v o 8-14). 

There are also references to the evangelistic possibilities 
within the home or the worship serviceo The mis s ionary vocation 
of a mixed marriage is treated in I Cor viio12-16 (efe I Pet iiio 
1~2; and see J"o Jeremias, "Die missionarische Aufgabe in der 
Mischehe [1 Cor 7, 16J" Neutestamentliche Studien f lir Rudolf Bul t
~, 255-60). In the worship service the sacramental meal is a 
proclamation of the Lord's death till He comes (1 Cor xi.26); and 
the experience of prophecy could bring the unbeliever to his knees 
in conversion (I Cor xiv.24,25). 

There is also the Christian's armour, which includes the 
footwear of the " gospel of peace" (Eph vi.15) ~ ,,,hich may imply 
preparation for spreading the gospel, the feet denoting movement o 

It has however been argued (e.g .. A. F. Buscarlet, "The 'Prepara.
tion' of the Gospel of Peace" ExT ix [1897-98J 38-40) tha t the 
imagery points rather to stability in the gospel; thus NEE: "to 
give you firm footing." 

Finally, it is just possible that in Colossians i.27a Paul 
means to say that God has willed that 'the saints' reach out to 
the Gentiles with the gospel. In a study which was prepared for 
this dissertation, but which, owing to unexpected delays in sub
mission of the dissertation, has already appeared in print else
where ("A Note on Colossians 1:27a" Current Issues in Biblical and 
~istj.c InterpretatioI}" ed. G. F .. Hawthorne [Grand Rapid';, 1975J 
110-114 ), I have pointed out this possibility, without myself 
adopting it. I include the study as Appendix IV below o My 
hesitancy in adopting the proposal is primarily owing to the fact 
that while the separate aspects of the suggested grammatical con
struction can be adequately paralleled, no parallel embracing at 
once the entire proposed construction has yet been located e But 
if a sufficient parallel shou~d emerge ) I would still not see in 
this proposed readi ng of Coloss ians i.27a a direct challenge to 
the line of argument developed in these pages , for I would in that 
case prefer to see in 'the saints' a reference not to Christians 
in general but rather to the primitive Jerusalem co mmunity (as in 
e$g~ Rm xv.25,26,31; I Cor xviol; 11 Cor viii.4; iXol,12) from whom 
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apropos, namely those instances where Paul either requests the 

prayers of, or accepts financial aid from, his churches for his 

own mission. l Here, does not Paul indeed open up a means whereby 

churches may be involved in active missionary outreach? Yet it 

should be directly apparent that this does not yield the sort of 

evidence for which we are looking. While such data does manifest 

that Paul could think it proper for his churches to be involved in 

his own mission, there is certainly no thought of the churches 

undertaking any mission themselves, no thought of some independent 

initiative in concert with Paul's. They do not themselves become 

agents of mission but rather render support to a particular mis

sion, a support which emerges in the circumstances not as a gen

eral function of the life of these churches ~a churches, but as 

a function of their relationship with Paul, the one who under God 

fathered their communiti es and therefore merits their continuing 

fellowship. 

,203 Conclusion 

In summary then, we cannot speak ofa definite concept unambig-

the gospel had radiated out (a notion not foreign to Pau1--Rm xVo 
19,27; I Cor xiv .. 33~36; cf. I Th i1..14; see D. VI. B. Robinson " \vho 
Were 'The Saints'?" RTR xxii [1963J L~5-53). Paul \wuld not then 
be asserting a common Christian responsibility in mission but de
scribing the Divinely-willed historica l development whereby the 
gospel firs t sounded forth from the early Jewish Christian com
munity to the Gentile world. 

1 On prayer, see Rm xv.30-32; 11 Cor ioll; Phlp i.19; Col iv. 
2-4, lBb; I Th v.25; II Th iii_1-3; Phlm 22b; cfG Eph vi.1B-20. 
Cf. G. p. VJiles, Paul's Intercessory Pray'~ (Cambridge, 197LI-) 
259-920 On financial support, for tha~ gratefully accepted from 
Philippi, see Phlp i.5; ii.25,30; iv.15,16,18 ; 11 Cor xi.7-9o On 
that not accepted at Thessalonica, s ee I Th iie5,9; 11 Th iii G 8,9. 
On that declined at Corinth, see I Cor ix.4-1B; 1I Cor xi~7-l5; 
xii o 13,14; cf. ii.7. And note especially the treatment of the 
\'1hole question in D. L. Dungan, The Sayings of J esus in the Churches 
of Paul (Oxford, 1971) 3-40 (especially 28-33 ). It would seem to 
me i mp;rtant to recognize that Paul accepted only missionary finan
cial aid. Financial remuneration at the place of service was de
clined; financial fellowship in work elsewhere was not. Dungan 
mentions ( 3~) but does not appear to me to give sufficient atten
tion to this fact in his overall argument. In this connection it 
may be very significant that the implied expectation of support from 
the Corinthians in I Cor xvi.6 is not ment ioned in Dungan 's treat
ment (s ee a l s o I1 Cor x$15,16 and page 91 n. 1 above; II Cor i.16; 
cf. I Cor xvioll ). The possible interest in suppor t from the Roman 
congregation i s also deserving of consideration in this regard ( Rm 
xV.24,2B; see Co H. Dodd, Remans, 232-33; J. Knox, Romans , lE IX G 

6L~8 [but see also 359-60J)-;--

d 
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uously present in.Paul of the church as an intended independent 

instrument of active mission. So far as I can determine, all the 

important evidence has been brought forward for consideration. In 

most cases a missionary activity by the church may lie somewhere 

in the conceptual background, but is not present, or cannot per

suasively be shown to be present, in the text itself; or the im

agery or expression employed could have been, but in the partic .. 

ular texts available is not, used to this effecto Only three 

instances yield more positive results, in one case possibly (I Th i), 

and in two cases certainly (I Cor x and Col iv). In these cases 

Paul thinks of the church as itself involved in something evange

listic. In none of these cases, however, is an active outreach, 

a deliberate mission, indicated. The believers are to avoid giving 

offense (I Cor), or their common life is occasioning a spreading 

notice among unbelievers (r Th), or they are to be prepared to take 

advantage of any inquiries (Col), but an energetic~ mobile mission

ary initiative of the sort prosecuted by Paul himself is not de

scribed, expected, or enjoined for his churches. 

It is a situation as curious as it is unexpected. An explana

tion, at least in part, may well lie in Paul's own Jewish heritage~ 

Whereas it is evident that Paul's understanding of his own mission 

is rooted deeply in the OT concept of the individual set aside by 

God for a special task, Paul's understanding of the relation of 

his churches to mission is, one might suggest, best accounted for 

by reference rather to the OT concept of the mission of the com

munity, the people of God. In the OT the 'mission' which Israel 

is to have towards the na tions is a missiori to be effected not by 

active outreach to the nations but by living the life of God's 

true people before the nations. The community is to be not a 
sweeping fire rapidly extending the bounds of illumination but a 

light attracting out of the darkness to itselfo l The only indica

tions in Paul of an evangelistic role for his churches are all of 

IThis distinction, first effectively worked out by Be Sundkler 
in "J~sus et les paiens ll RHPhR xvi (1936) 462-99 (the continuing 
influence of this seminal contribution is reviewed in D. T. Bosch, 
'" Jesus and the Gentiles' --A Review after 'l'hirty Years!! The Church 
Cr~ssing Frontiers , ed. p. Beyerhaus and C. F. Hallencreutz 
Tifppsala, 1969J 3-19), is common in the discussion of the question 
of mission in 0'1' thought. Thus Go von Had, Old Testame nt Theolo.&~ 
II .. 249: ttV/hen Deutero-Isaiah describes Israel as a f \ii tness' for 
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precisely this 'order. They are to lead lives which do not repel 

but attract; they become a topic of public comment; when one 

approaches, they are to be ready to respond. Where Paul searches 

out, pursues, confronts, and urges men to accept the word, his 

churches are expected (like OT Israel) to attract, allure, respond, 

and receive e Paul promotes a centrifugal mission; they are to 

form the focus of a centripetal movement. Paul disseminates; 

th 0 01 t 1 ey aSSlml a e. 

It certainly does not at all follow that Paul opposed churches 

becoming involved in active independent mission. There is no evi

dence of a rejection, explicit or implicit, of an active mission

ary role, nor is there anything in hi s thought properly inimical 

to the ideao
2 

Rather there is, as we have seen, much that is ap

propriate, indeed (one might argue) much that is conducive, to the 

idea of the church itself at mission o It is more accurate to say 

simply that a concept of the church at mission failed to take any 

distinct shape in Paul's thinking. This may be owing, as much as 

anything, to his highlj personal understanding of mission o The 

the nations • • • , he is not thinking of her sending out messen
gers to them. In the prophet's mind Israel is thought of rather 
as a sign of which the Gentiles are becoming aware, and to which, 
in the course of theeschatological events, they will resort of 
their own accord,," See also R. Nartin-Achard, llLi a.ht to the Na
tions, passim; J. Blauw, The Missiona ry Nature of the Church, 
34-35, 40-41. The pattern implied i s most vividly evident in the 
OT eschatological motif of the pilgrimage Df the nations (on which 
see Jeremias, ~e,sus 1 Promise, 57-62). 

lAnother disti~ction between Paul's own mission and his ex
pectations f or his churches, which I have not developed here , lies 
in the difference between reproduction and accession. While Paul 
was founding new churches one by one, any evangel istic function 
for such churches relates not to founding additional churches but 
rather to gathering in new membership to the already existing 
churches .. 

2 Compare this with the tendency in discussions of mission in 
the OT to assume that the absence of an expectation of active mis
sion by human agency denotes the presence of a rejection of such 
a mission ( s o e. g . J. Blauw, The !\li -?s ionary Nature of the Church, 
37-38; R. Martin- Achard , A Li ght to t he Nat i ons, 76 ). Yet it is 
one thing to point out that the only a gency suggested for the 
eschatological ingathering is God himself; it is quite another to 
then determine that this must mean that a mission by human agency 
was in OT thinking reject ed on the theological grounds that it was 
an exclusively Divine prerogative. The assumption is supported 
neither by logic nor by evidence- -a criticism which would equa lly 
apply to any tcndencyto ana lyze in a s imila r manner Paul's thought 
on hi s own mission and the duties of his churches. 
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overwhelming appropriation in his missionary understanding of the 

concept of God at work through the select individual may well have 

simply eclipsed the influence of a concept of God at work through 

the select community. 

\vhatever the cause of this situation in Paul's thinking, the 

effect is that the church remains for Paul entirely the object of 

his mission; his understanding of his mission is left sharply 

and singularly focus ed upon ecclesiological achievement. Paul 

may have been concerned that every man be saved, but his vocational 

program is directed, in practice, not towards universal proclama

tion ~ !i§.. but towards generating Christian communities in every 

nation, towards universal establishment of churches o The task of 

founding and nurturing churches is conceived of not as a means 

for the more rapid extension of the mission but as its proper 

goal o If we may say that Paul's mission is for him a matter of 

geographical progress, we may also say that that progress is 

realized for him ecclesiologicallYe Mission in his understanding 

is an ecclesiological undertaking. 
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IV. THE ESCHATOLOGICAL ASPECT 

OF PAUL'S UNDERSTANDING OF HIS MISSION 

When at the end of his Aegean period Paul surveys his own 

missionary accomplishments 7 he betrays in the description a con

sciousness that his activity is not an isolated personal initia

tive but part of a larger operation. In Romans xVo20 he writes 

that he makes it his aim "to preach the gospel not where Christ 

has already been named, so that I might not build on another man's 

foundation." Among the several implications of this statement, 

one is that Paul recognized other efforts, parallel to his own, 

where foundations were being laid and Christ's name invoked; and 

where such work was in progress he did not wish to intrude, but 

rather in neighboring areas to lay comparable foundations and 

bring about comparable invocation. 

At least in part Paul's explanation is called forth with his 

projected visit to Rome in view. He recognized that here a work 

parallel to his own and as fully legitimate had already been car

ried out; the Roman congregat ion which he was addressing was its 

producto Paul is concerned that the Roman Christians understand 

why (and to reassure them that) he will only be passing through 

when he does at last come to themo He has no ambition to build 

on the foundation anbther has already laid. He proposes not to 

duplicate in Rome the mission already effected there, but to com

plement it with a new venture beyond in Spain. In this way Paul 

demonstrates an awareness that he is part of a larger movement of 

proclamation and that he is meant to order his own plans to fit 

within that evolving scheme. 

This nuance in Romans xVo20 corresponds to other material in 

Paul which shows him entirely conscious that he is a participant 

in a scheme much larger than his own particular effortso l For 

example~ he can describe the progress of the gospel as a develop

ment quite inJependent of hi s own deliberate promotion. It has a 

1 See further below~ pages 156-58 0 
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life and mdmenium of its own as it spreads forth. He requests 

prayer "that the word of the Lord may speed on and triumph as it 

did among you" (11 Th iiiol); he is most anxious that he himself 

in his conduct "not offer any obstacle to the gospel of Christ" 

(I Cor ix.12); the gospel message is itself bearing fruit and 

growing in all the world (Col i.6). It would entirely accord with 

Paul's outlook that he should, when alluding to his own apostolic 

fetters, interject: "but the word of God is not bound!" (11 Tm ii,,9). 

Paul is especially conscious that this great pr06ess, of which 

he is but a part, is in the end God's process. It is his word, his 

gospel. Paul may plant and Apollos water, but it is God who gives 

to the mission its increase, it is he who assigns to each a task, 

and it is to him that each must give account in the end. It is 

God's fleld, or again God's building, for which they toil~ It is 

neither begun, nor sustained, nor brought to completion by human 

initiative; all is of God (I Cor iii.5-9)e 

In a similar vein Paul emphasizes that his own missionary 

achievements are not truly his own; the one who assigned is the 

one who accomplished: "I will not dare to speak of anything except 

what Christ has accomplished through me to win obedience from the 

Gentiles" (Rm xv.18). The power of signs and wonders which accom

panied the word was a continual token to him of the ov~rriding 

Divine operation bearing forward and pervading all his own doings 
1 in the gospel. This is fundamental to his conception of his mis-

sion. 

In the two preceding studies of Paul's understandin~ of his 

mission we have concentrated upon Paul's ~erspective on his own 

particular mission in itself, the geographical framework in which 

he saw this task evolving and the ecclesiological orientation of 

that task. In this last study we turn to examine how Paul saw 

this personal mission in relation to the larger movement of which 

he took it to be a parte What sort of whole was it of which he 

believed his mission to be a part, and what relationships did he 

recognize for his own work within that whole? 

lRm xv.19; I Cor ii~4; iVo19,20; xv.IO; 11 Cor x.3-6; xii.12; 
Gal ii e 8; Col i.29; I Th i.5; cf. Eph iii.7; I Tm i.12; 11 Tm iv.17e 
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1. Paul's Hission and OT Eschatol'.2l'l1. 

1.1 Jewish Eschatological Universalism and Proselytism 

OT expectation included the belief that the Gentile nations 

would in the Final Day in some manner partake in God's ultimate 

blessings to Israel. The presence and exact nature of such escha

tological universalism in various strands and successive periods 

of OT and later Jewish thought is a matter of continuing discus

sion, and one into which we are hardly called to enter here e Yet 

only the most radical would deny that in such parts of the OT as 

Isaiah 40-66 there is a definite element of universalistic hope. 

The same outlook can be traced in various forms and degrees right 

through the later Jewish writings and into early Rabbinic materials. 

The persisting (though not unanimous) view was that in the End the 

nations would in some measure be caught up in the Divine benefi-
1 cence. 

With the Dispersion there also had grown up within Judaism a 

proselyte movement. The presence and evolving nature of this move-

ISee, in addition to the familiar OT materials, Tob xiii.ll; 
xiv o 6,7; Or Sibyl iii.757-61~ 772-73;IQM xi.15; xii~13; Enoch 
x$21; xc o 20-36 ; Ps Sol xvii.38j 11 Bar xlvo5j lxxiio2-6; Philo, 
MOBii.7.44; Ber 57b; Tanh B Vay 38; Gan R 98.9; Num R 1.3; T Sanh 
13$2; Pes R 162a,b. A brief survey of the modern discussion may 
be found in J. Blauvl, T.he Hissionary Natur e of the Churc~., 29-64, 
143- 52. See also: D. S. Russell, Hethod and hessap; e of J'ewi sh ~<2£
alY.:etis., 297-303j G. F. Noore, Jndaism , 10219-34 ; and the litera
ture cited in section five of Appendix I, below. 

The argument that even the latter part of Isaiah lacks any 
notion of universalism has been especially put forward by N. H. 
Snaith, P. A. H. de Boer, and Ho M. Orlinsky ( f or a full listing 
of the literature on this discussion, see a bove page 3 n. 1)0 The 
negative judgment is accomplished by such exegesis as taking 
Is xlix .. 6: "1 will give you as a li ght to the nations" to mean 
that "Israel will dazzle the nations with her God-given triumph 
and restoration" (Ho H. Orlinsky, "The So-·called Servant", 117). 
There is also the (to my mind) highly questionable procedure of 
demonstrating a nationalistic sentiment in the material and then 
assuming tha t this precludes any universalist ic outlook--which be
comes an interpretive rule by which universalistic options in ex
egeting a passage may be summarily eliminated. Thus Snai th can 
select with confidence (often admittedly) strained non-universal
istic interpretations of texts where universalistic interpretations 
might otherwise seem much more appropriate. See the criticisms of 
specific instances of this technique in Blauws 145-46 n.21s The 
position has not commanded gelleral assent~ Sce further below, 
page 126-27, no 2. 
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ment in various 'areas and successive periods is also not free of 

debate~ But that there was a vigorous and largely successful move

ment seems beyond serious question. Throughout the lands of Jewish 

residence great numbers of non-Jews attached themselves to the syn

agogues, their access ion facilitated by a generally favourable atti

tude within Judaism towards the process. 1 

Both of these phenomena, the OT universalistic hope and the 

proselyte movement, were vital elements in the ethos of first cen

tury Judais m. Hence if a man of Jewish background were in that 

century to have enga ge d in a religious outrea ch to Gentiles~ these 

two phenomena must naturally come directly to attention as the fa

miliar models from his background available to such a man for focus 

ing the nature of his own effort . Indeed Paul's missionary involve

ment has ' often been explained as a wholly intelligible derivative 

of some mutating connection between these two phenomena before and 

during this period. 

Before turning to Pauline materials I would like, as a prelim

inary step, to examine briefly this notion, so often present in 

recent literature, tha t Paul's mission may in part be explicable in 

the context of some crucial interplay between eschatological univer

salism and the proselyte movement. Specifically I would like to 

point out that while the two phenomena sprang from what we today 

1See the sound brief survey of ancient data and modern dis~ 
cussion in J e Jeremias , J esus' Promis e, 11-17 . See further the 
literature c i ted in the sixth s ection of Appendix I below. The 
main debate revolves a round the extent to which the mov ement of 
acc ession was willingly s upported from within Judaism, es pecially 
with regard to the Rabbis. An earlier commonly ne gative judgm-ent 
on the ques tion has now mostly given wa y to a mor e favourable 
assessment~ owing not leas t to the corr ective studi es by B. J o 

Bamberger, Proselytism in t h e Ta l mudic Per io_~ (Cincinnati, 1939); 
Wo G. Br aude, Jew ish Pr osel, tin, in the Fi rst Five Centuries of 
the Comm on Era Provi denc e , 19~O ; and M. Si mon, Ve r us Isr ae l 
"[Pa ris, 1948)-: Bambergel" s conclusion is r epresenta ti ve of their 
r esults : "The attitude of the Rabbis, throughout the Talmudic 
period, was favora bl e to conve r s ion and friendly to converts. The 
exceptions are minor, and do not s uf fice to prove tha t there was 
an an ti - conversi onist group am ong the leade rs of I s r a el. But it 
s eems probabl e that among the people as a whole there were certa in 
prejudices against c onver t s . 0 ' . . The f ew pa ssages we have found 
in which t he Rabbis attack c onver t s ar e bes t expl a ined as cases 
in whi ch these popular pre judices invade d the s cholarly clas s o As 
a rul e the Rabbis were not onl y fre e fr om t hese pr ej udices: they 
actively opposed them" ( 277) 0 The s tudies are nevert he less s ome
wha t marred by a t endency a t time s t o gloss over e vidence not com
pati ble wit h the correc tive i n tent ions o 
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may distinguish as a common concern with the 'Gentile que s tion', 

so that we may, from our perspective? conceive of the eschatolog

ical hope and the proselyte movement as two approaches to the same 

problem, the actual practical relation between these two phenomena 

in first century Judaism wa s in fact, if one eschews logical pro

jections and limits himself to historical evidence, entirely ten

uous, and explica tions of the Pauline mission by reference to some 

interplay between eschatologica l universalism and proselytism in 

first century Juda ism can only be employed where the requirement 

of specific evidence is not paramount . 

For example, some have propos ed tha t there was, late in the 

period of the Second Temple, a decline in eschatological univer

salism, and that this decline stimulated that proselyte approach 

to the Gentile question so characteristic of first century Judaismo 

Since it was not to be a future reality, it must somehow be ca red 
1 for now. It appears to me that a decline in the prophetic hope 

for the nations at this time is not at all readily demonstrable. 

What is probably demonstrable is the emergence in certain circles 

of an explicit denial of that expectation. And it would seem from 

the manner of expres sion tha t the denia l arose because of the con

viction that through the proselyte movement the nations were in 

the pres ent time being offered sufficient opportunity for conver

sion. 2 It would Beem then that what one has is not a decline in 

1 Thus \V., D .. Davies, Paul and Rabb i nic Judai sm~ 63: "With the 
decline in the belief in the ultimat e salva tion of the Gentiles it 
came to be reco gnized that the only hope for the latter wa s to be 
come Jews , • • • a nd it is this that a ccounts f or the cons iderable 
acti vi ty shown in gaining pr oselyt es"; Aa Schv/e i t zer, The ivlysti ci s.~ 
of Paul, 178: "The s cribes therefore no longer cherished a ny uni·· 
versa listic Mess i anic exp ec tations o But in i ts plac e appears a 
unive r s a lis m adap t ed to the circumstanc es of the time in t he form 
of missionary activity!!; compare M. Gr een, Evangelis~, 27Q 

2This is the point, I should think, of R. Haninah b . Papa 
(co A. D. 120- 140) who, commenting on Zech ii . l1 , desc r ib es a scene 
from the f inal judgment in which t he desperate pl ea of the na tions 
that they never ha d opportun ity i s r efuted by t he presenc e of 
pros elyte s "fr om among t hem ( Pes R 16l a ; c f. Ab Zar 2a ~b)o On e of 
th e earl iest datable exampl es of expl ic i t re j ection of 9schatolog
ical universal i sm come s f r om the end of the f i rs t Chri s tian c entury: 
IINon e of the h eathen has any s hare i n the ,-,;ar l d t o c ome" ('r Sanh 
13 e2; Midr Ps 9: 15) , t o whi c h s houl d be a dde d t he s t atement f re
quent ly r epeat ed i n Rabbinic l i t erature t hat " i n t he days of the 
Hess i ah prose l ytes will n o t be r ece ived" (Ab Zar 3b; Ye b 24b; Hele 
Shir 3049-63 ; Qoh H on i .7; Pes R 161a ) . 

The notion t hat t here was a decline in esc ha to1 ogica l univer-
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eschatological universalism producing a proselyte effort but just 

·the opposite: the success of the contemporary effort making a later 

chance appear, to some, superfluous. 

It has been proposed, alternately, that the universal expecta

tion, far from provoking proselyte activity by recession, in fact 

itself evolved into and provided the presuppositional climate for 

the Jewish mission, so thai proselytism was in some sense experi

enced as a fulfillment of the OT hope for the nations.
l 

It is, 

however, very difficult to furnish evidence that the universalistic 

hope played any part in the rationale for Jewish proselytism; Ko G_ 

Kuhn is correct that "diese Mission nicht van einem eschatologischen 

salism · is common enough, but has arisen, it would appear, not so 
much from the evidence (for the persistence of the universalistic 
hope, see above page 124 ne 1), as from an inordinate interest in 
schematizing the development of early Jewish thought~ coupled with 
the defective perspective implicit in the common use of the univer
salism/particularism distinction in comprehending o'r and later 
Jewish thinkinge That these terms can become so slippery and elas
tic should be warning enough. Certainly a reading of the litera
ture earlier in this century leaves one with a sensation that cer
tain modern ideals illegitimately condition the analysis 9 so that 
the categories become differentiated in effect by what proves con
genial (or potentially so) and what proves distasteful to the mod
ern ideal o The result is that the discrimination of attitudes in 
antiquity is not born so much out of close attention to the data 
in order to discover its inner structures as out of a modern cri
tique of ancient attitudeso This may have its uses~ but it is a 
disservice when it is allowed to masquerade for descriptive his
torical analysis. The evidence of the OT and later Judaism sug
gests not so much a polarity between the themes cf nationalism and 
universalistic hope as a relative coherence, a particularism for 
universalistic ends~ with the former prominently in view and the 
latter left to varying degrees in the background o The critique 
of the universalistic/particularistic mode of analysis by Bo Sund
kler, in "J~sus et les paiens ll RHPhR xvi (1936) 462-99, deserves 
to be more consistently heeded. 

IThus G. Fo Moore, Judaism, Io323 ~ zL~: liThe belief in the 
future universality of the true religion ~ e _ led to efforts to 
convert the Gentiles to the worship of the one true God ~ • • and 
made Judaism the first great missionary religion of the Mediterra
nean world" 11 H. J .. Schoeps supposes that Pharisaic Jud.aism thought 
"that by missionary work the coming of the Messianic time might be 
hastened, since the prophets had prophesied that its dawning would 
coincide \·,ith the cOEversion of the Ea. tion r:3 " (Pc.1.l~l; 229~30)o This 
would appear to be reading back into Judaism the ea rly Christian 
belief tha t Gentile mission was a pre-condition of the Consummation 
(e ego Mk xiii.lD; Mt xxivn14)o 
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Akzent getragen ist."l 

Nor is there evidence that in the Judaism of Paul's day 

there was any marked ideological opposition toward or rejection of 

the proselyte effort vis-~-vis the universa1istic hope. Some may 

have rejected eschato10gi~a1 universa1ism in view of the proselyte 

effort ('not then because now'), but there is no comparable evi

dence of any significant body of opinion in Judaism that rejected 

the proselyte effort because of the universalistic hope ('not now 

because then')o2 There may have been disinterest, hesitancy~ even 

displeasure and suspicion, but strangely the only place in Judaism 

of the period where one can find an a~parently outright condemna

tion of proselytism and of approaching Gentiles is on the lips of 

Jesuso 3 

lK. G. Kuhn 9 ifDas Problem der ~1issionl!, 163; similarly F .. Hahn., 
Mission in the New Testament, 23; O. Cu11mann, "Eschatology and 
Mission in the New Testament" ~ 414; cf .. J, Hunck, Paul s 38 0 .Justin 
(Dial 122) implies that ,Judaism in his day applied Hi; universa 1-
istic promise of Is x1ix.6: "I ha ve made you a light to the nations" 
to the current proselyte movemento Presumably this involved t aking 
the promise in a non-eschato10gical sense. 

There is a curious statement by Do Daube which does not fit 
any of the interpretive models mentioned so far: :'It remains plau
sible, I fear, that much of what for the prophets was universali sm 
to be worked for there and then~ in the course of the first five 
centuries for a variety of reasons b e came universalism to be rea l 
ized in the time of the Hessiah" (JTS xliii [19'+2J 128) 0 It is 
hard to know what to make of thiso 

2 The sort of opinion, that is, which J. B1auw attributes to 
the OT writers (The Mi ss ionary Nature of the . Church, 37); J~ Jere
mias to Jesus (Jesus ' Promise , 70-71) ; and Fo Hahn to the early 
Palestinian Christian community (Mi ssion in the New Testament, 
57-59 ). 

3 1 refer to Matthew xxiii.15, on which see the di s cussion in 
J. Jeremias, Jesus' Promise, 17-19; and B. J. Bamberger, P~e12-
tism in the 'l'almudic Pe ri.2i, 267-73. 

Two other NT passages require comment in this regard. In 
I Th ii.14-16: "forbidding us to speak to the Gentiles that they 
may be saved," if Paul means that the Jews oppose any activity 
liable to bring salvation to Gentiles, then here would be evidence 
that the inclus ion o f Gentiles in itself was to the true Jew 
offensive .. But I take Paul to mean that the J ews oppo[3ed h i m in 
his mission ~ a miss i on which he i Paul, knew to be directed totlard 
Gentile salvatione The Jew was not nec essarily opposing a mission 
to Gentiles as such, but rather this particular mi ss ion becaus e of 
the manner in which it offered salvation~ 

In Acts xxii .2l-22 Luke r ep orts the crowd unabl e to restrain 
itself at the reference from Paul' s lips t o God's call to him to 
g o to the Gentiles~ Is this then evidence of the opposition within 
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In Paul's' Jewish background, then, the universalistic hope of 

the aT was neither in recession nor was it diss olved into the pros

elyte approach. The proselyte movement in turn was neither the 

reflex of a dying universalistic eschatology nor its pragmatic 

derivative. Each approached the 'Gentile problem' by an independ

ent route, neither in conscious correlation nor in conscious con

flict. One looked for a solution in the future rooted in the 

eschatological promise; the other worked at a solution in the 

present based on the Law. Thus the theological rationale of the 

proselyte effort was elaborated in terms of the legal provisions 

for the resident alien of ancient Israel; that of the universal

istic hope in terms of convictions about God's consummating escha

tological acts. For the majority in Paul's day neither of these 

outlooks would have proved especially unacceptable. One must 

reckon with the probability that Paul, before his conversion, both 

entertained the normal universalistic hope, and (if not in fact 

himself involved in proselytizing)l was, in view of his Pharisaic 

connections, not only familiar with but favourably ~sposed towards 

the proselyte movement. 

When one turns to consider the data relating to Paul's post

conversion understanding of his own mission to Gentiles, it direct

ly emerges that the experience on the Damascus road affected his 

Judaism of tha t period to any outreach to Gentiles? But I take it 
that there is here that same blurring of distinctions as in 
I Th ii: not that God would call someone to Gentile out rench but 
that God had called this man, Paul, to such an outreach as he 
pursued among the Gentiles~ was the comment capable of reigniting 
the crowd's rage. So BC IV~28l: the mob listened to Paul till 
that phrase "not of course because converting Gentiles was held 
to be wrong. 0 • , but because it was held that Paul's preaching 
was unorthodox . " 

On the supposed hostility of the Rabbis to proselytism, see 
above page 125 na 1. The genuinely hostile statements are very 
few and do not come from the period under discussion. 

lThe speculation arises principally from Gal v.ll: IIlf I 
_sti.ll preach circumcis ion ..... " See eog. J. Bianquis? "La 
vocation missionnaire chez saint Paul ll , 138 ; H. Aa E. Sai'fycrr , 
"Has Paul a ~Te\."ish Missionary?'! CQR clx (1959 ) 457-63 ; H. J. 
Schoeps 9 Pc11.11, 168, 219 i Ho Eengel, "Die UrSl)runge de!' christ
lichen Hi ssion", 23; G. Bornk~mm, Paul, 10,12 0 Contra: K .. H. 
Rengstorf, 'l'DN'l' 1.418. --
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Rengstorf ~ 'l'DN'I' I.Lj·18. --
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theological perdeption of God's doings in such a manner that he 

could no longer participate either in the active intervention of 

the proselyte movement or in the passive expectation of the univer

salistic hope. For the encounter, as he experienced it, precipitated 

an overwhelming consciousness that in the person of Jesus the long

promised messianic blessings of the End had become present. And, 

in so far as that encounter, with its transforming eschatological 

implications, was focused in terms of a Divine call, two strands 

of OT eschatology, the expectation of a special prophetic role in 

the Final Day, and the expectation of an ingathering of Gentiles 

in that Day, became uniquely fused within a deeply personal sense 

of Divinely assigned eschatological mission to the nations~ 

It ~s therefore the model of the universalistic hope of Paul's 

background, transformed by the messianic encounter from a future 

hope to a present reality, and personalized by a messianic com

mission to service, which everywhere determines Paul's understand

ing of his mission. While the proselyte movement was borne for

ward by a superior quality of life and worship, a favourable atti

tude towards inquirers, and individual initiatives in gaining con

verts, nowhere does one find in the proselyte effort a sense of 

participation in God's own work, a sense of Divine assignment to 

engage in outreach to the nations.
l 

The contrast with Paul there

fore becomes fundamental, for Paul's mission is pervasively con

ditioned by this overwhelming sense of being caught up in God's 

final work, a sense both of being involved in an ingathering in

stigated and borne forward at every turn by God, and of specific 

personal commission within that eschatological movement. Hence 

ISo L.. Goppel t, "Der Ivlissionar des Gesetzes", 200: "Diese 
M~nner werden vielfach als j~dische Missionare bezeichnet. Aber 
sie sind keine Missionare; sie sind nicht ' gesandt', weder von 
einer Gemeinde noch durch eine Eingebung von oben. Sie machen 
si ch aus e igener Initiative zu Vertr e t ern des Gesetzes .. 1l Also 
J e Jeremias, Jesus' _Promise, 16; F. Halm, Hission in the New Testa
ment, 23. Eo Trocme' s \vell-intentioned artic"le, "L I Ap8tre Paul et 
la vocation universelle d'Israel" FV lxv (1966) 22-27, flounders 
on just this point . He wants to argue that Judaism and Faul 
shared a conviction of Israel's,vocation to the nations, and that 
the rupture between the two came essentially from different con
ceptions of this missionary vocation c Yet nothing more than , 
Trocme's bare assertion is available in support of the idea that 
Judaism had any sense of a Div inely assi gn~~ missionary vocation 
to the nations. 
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while Paul may " indeed in the prosecution of his mission employ 

expressions and techniques dtawn from the Jewish proselyte move

ment,l the mission in which he is involved is for him of an en

tirely different order-- the order of the New Age. It is a mission 

of the time of God's final inbreaking. It arises not as a rejec

tion or adjustment of the existing system but in surrender to the 

overpowering implications of the arrival of its eschatological 

counterpart. 

1.2 Paul's Mission and OT Universalistic Texts 

The eschatological character of Paul's understanding of his 

mission is most immediately evident in hi~ use of OT texts of 

eschatological univers alistic character for describing both the 

nature bf his summons and the results of his missionary outreacho 

For example, that God is now choosing not from among the Jews 

only but also from among the Gentiles becomes for Paul a fulfill

ment of Hosea ii.23 and i.10: Those who were not God's people 9 not 

his beloved, have now become his true children (Rm ix o 25,26).2 The 

current Jewish reaction to the proclamation of the gospel has as 

its contrast what long ago was foretold, both by Moses: I will 

provoke you to jealousy with a non- people (Dt xxxii.21), and by 

Isaiah: I have been found by those who did not seek me (Is lxv~l) 

(Rm x.19,20). In Romans xv.9-1l a medley of quotations celebrates 

the Divine intent now realized in Christ, the union of Gentile 

with Jew in a new worshiping community. With the emergence of the 

lSee Do Daube, 1IJewish Hissionary Maxims in Paul" StTh i 
(194'7) 158-69_ I may mention here the argument of Ko L. Clark, 
in "The Israel of God" Studies in New Testament and Ear l.;z Chri§,
tian Literature , ~d. D. E. Aune (Leiden, 1972) 161-69, that from 
Paul's standpoint, since the Christian community represented the 
true Israel, he was actually engaged in nothing else than convert
ing Gentiles to Judaism. " V.Jhen a Gentile was converted to the 
'Christian ' belief, he thereby in that same change became a Jew. 
a 'true' Jew'! (168) . The point of view is certainly stimulating 
and not lacking in valid elements, but it is seriously marred by 
poor argu.mentation and a lack of discrimination or even minimal 
care in consultation of sources. It is certainly not convenient 
to Clerk ' s views that , to say po thing more, Paul d02S not in fact 
anywhere speak of Christianity as 'true Israel', and that he be
lieves that in Christ there is neither Jew nor Greek. 

2It matters little at this point that the OT cont ex t con
cerned perhaps eschatology but not universalism; what matters for 
us is that Paul took it in this way= 
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'root out of Jesse' the Gentiles now have gained a true hope (Is 

xielO; Rm xv.12). Paul's own outreach to virgin territories is a 

fulfillment of the OT expectation (Is lii.15) that those to whom 

no news has come shall see and those who have not heard shall under

stand (Rm xv.21). The rapid growth of the Gentile mission over 

against the meager response among Jews fulfills the prophetic 

"Tords: "Rejoice, 0 barren one, ••• for the children of the des

olate woman are more than those of the one who has a husband (Is 

liv.l; Gal iv.27). And extended theological argumentation both in 

Galatians and in Romans is based on the conviction that the Abra

hamic promise, "in you shall all the nations be blessed," is now 

being fulfilled in the turning of the Gentiles to Christ (Gen xii.3j 

Gal iii; Rm iv)ol 

It is not only in Paul's direct quotations that we may see 

this tendency to understand the cont emporary conversion of the Gen

tiles as a fulfillment of the OT universalistic hope. The phenom

ena of the testimonia in the NT make it clear that much more activ

ity went on in the selection and application of OT materials by 

early Christians than has come down to us in the surviving docu-
2 ments . It may not therefore be at all without its significance 

that a survey of Paul's use of the OT reveals a pronounced pre

dilection for texts and contexts of universalistic hope (at least 

as Paul might have perceived them) even in those quotations or 

allusions whi ch are not directly applied by Paul to Gentile in

gathering. Limitations of space do not permit a full presentation 

of this data; a sampling must suffice. 

Among examples of Paul's OT citations not used with reference 

to the Gentile mission whose contexts could nevertheless for him 

have borne some reference to the eschatological conversion of the 

nations, the following may be mentioned. 

B,omans xi..26.27/ Isa i a h ~ix .20.2l.. The quotation about the 

Deliverer from Zion who shall banis h ungodliness from Jacob comes 

from an OT passage in which the immediately preceding clause reads: 

" So shall they fear the Lord from the west, and his glory from the 

1 See further in E. Ellis~ Paul's Use of the Old Testament, 
. -------------------~--~ 121- 250 

20 , . 11 n thlS see especla y 
t:.~E. (London, 1952); and E .. 
1London, 1961) . 

C. HR Dodd, According to the Scrip
Lindars ? ~J_e \" 'l'estamep t A pol.ogetic 
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rising of the sun" (Is lix.17).,1 

I Corinthians xiv.25! Isaiah xlv.14 and Zechariah viii.2~~ The 

unbeliever, entering the Christian worship service, is convicted, 

falls down worshiping, and declares: "God is truly among you." Both 

OT passages concern the eschatological coming of the Gentiles in 

subservience to Israel and Israel's God, and the words lifted out 

by Paul and placed on the unbeliever's lips are those by which'the 
. 2 

nations jus tify their attraction to Israel. 

I Corinthians xv .. 54! Isaiah xxv.8 e The quotation "Death is 

swallowed up in victory" comes from the account of the Eschato

logical Banquet in Isaiah xxv o 6-8, a feast which the Lord provides 

in his holy mountain for all the nationso Paul apparently alludes 

to the same 2assage in 11 Corinthians iii.1603 

Among examples of OT texts used by Paul ''<'hose ££!!.tent could 

have borne for him allusion to the eschatological conversion of 

the nations, even though he does not use them in such a connec

tion, at least not in the surviving documents, the following may 

be noticed. 

Romans ix .. l7! E~odus ix .. 16.. "For the Scripture says to Pha

raoh: For this reason I have raised you up, so that my name may be 

proclaimed in all the earth." In the specific use of this quota

tion in Romans ix the terminal reference to universal proclamation 

is superfluouG e It would appear that the OT text mu s t have had a 

prior or additional significance, beyond its immediate use here y 

in which the reference to universal proclamation played a parto 

Conceivably God's hardening of the Egyptian ruler so that his own 

glory mi gh t be ~agnified throughout the world could have been seen 

IPaul also us es Is lix.7,8 in Rm iii.15-17, and alludes to 
Is lix o 17 in I Th v .8 (and Eph vi.14,17). 

2The larger cont ext in Isaiah includes further references to 
Gentile conversion; ioe o xlv o 6 and 220 Paul uses or alludes to 
other parts of this passa ge in Col ii 0 3 ( xlv.3); Rm iXo20 (xlvo9); 
Rm xio33 (xlv o 15 ); Rm xivell (xlv.23); Phlp ii ~ lO,ll (xlv o 23) .. 
The Zechariah context ia alluded to in I Cor xiii~5 (viii e17 LXX) 
and Eph iVe25 (vii i. l6). 

3And als o in 11 Cor iVo3; cf. Lk iie32.. Other possible exam
ples of this s ort of phenomenon are Rm i .. 25 (Jar xvi~l9 ); Rm ii024 
(Is 1ii0 5 ); I Cor x.20,22 ( Deut xxxii.17 9 2l); I Cor xi .. 25 ( Zech 
ix.ll); 11 Cor vi o 17 (I s lii~ll); 11 Cor vi o l8 (Is xl iii o6 ); I Th 
i o 12 ( Mal ioll); see also 11 Tm iv~17 ( Ps xxii.21,22--cf. xxii.27,28)e 



by Paul as illustrative of that hardening which had befallen Israel 

so that salvation might come to the Gentiles (Rm xi.ll,12,15).1 

Romans xiv_ll/ Isaiah xlv.,23. "As I live, says the Lord, 

every knee shall bow to me, and every tongue shall acknowledge God .. " 

The NT context is an exhortation not to judge one's brother, for 

God will attend to that at the End. But the cont~nt could well be 

understood to refer to the eschatological worship of the nations, 

as it does in its OT context, and this could have been the ante-
2 cedent import of the text for Paul. 

I Corinthians xiv.21!Isaiah xxviiiell. "By men of strange 

tongues and by the lips of foreigners will I speak to this people, 

and even then they will not listen to me, says the Lord." In the 

Pauline context the role of the quotation is not without ambiguity, 

but in any case it does not there have reference to Gentile in

gathering. Nor is the OT context concerned with the conversion of 

the nationso Nevertheless 'language' was an OT symbol both for the 

division and for the reunification of mankind. By evoking terror 

at the strange, the Hebrew prophet could sharpen the threat of 

alien domination (as e.g. in Is xxviii.ll, Deut xxviiio49, and Jer 

v815).3 The same symbolism was employed for emphasizing the 

eschatological reunification of all nations (as e.g. in Is xlvo23, 

lxvie18, Zeph iii09, and Zech viii g 23). If then Paul were to under

stand the text in question not in terms of man's divisions and 

oppression, as is the intent in the original setting, but in terms 

of man's ultimate reunification, it could speak of the current Gen·· 

tile response to the gospel as a Divine challenge and example to 
4 

Israel so far yet unheeded. 

lCf. also Sir xvie15,16 (and note that Sir xvi.14 is echoed 
by Paul in Rm ii.6). 

2See also Phlp ii.10,11; cf. Rm xv.9-12~ 

3See also Is xxxiiie19, where such a threat is removed o 

4 Is th~ quotation ready at hand because of a community of 
application (along the lines described above) operative between it 
and Zech viii.23, which is used just a few sentences later in I Cor 
xiv.25? 

On the whole passage see especially J" .. p. !vI .. Sweet, "11. Sign 
for Unbelievers: Paul's Attitude to GJ.ossolalia ll N'llS xiii (1966-67) 
240-67, who sees here an application to the Corinthian situation of 
material from the church's anti-Jewish polemic, but takes that prior 
polemical application to have focused on glos solalia as " a sign of 
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But Paul's "understanding of his Gentile mission in terms of 

the universalistic eschatology of the OT is evident not only in 

his use of OT texts with reference to the effects of his mission 

but more particularly in his use of such texts with reference to 

his personal involvement in mission e Galatians i.15,16 is crucial 

in this regard. It has long been observed that here Paul formu

lates the description of his call on the pattern of the OT pro

phetic summons. But a closer analysis of Galatians i.15,16 shows 

that Paul is understanding his calling especially in terms of one 

particular figure of the OT, one particular Divine summons. The 

phrasing of the text has certain similarities with the call of 

Jeremiah and this has led some to see a comparison between the 
1 vocations of J eremiah and Paul. But the true analogy intended 

by the text is, there is reason to believe, the call of the Isaianic 

servant fi gure of Isaiah xlix. A comparison of Galatians i.15,16 
2 

with the two OT texts is in ordero 

Both OT passages involve Divine selection and preparation from 

before birth, and both see the 'nations ' as an object in the task 

Divine judgment on Jerusalem" (243-44 ) . It would seem much more 
likely that the tongues element in the application arises directly 
from the Corinthian situation, and that the prior use of the OT 
text in the anti-Jewish polemic focused upon the emerging pres
ence of (foreign-tongued ) Gentile converts as itself a sign of 
warning to Israel. 

Another possible example of this type of quotation is in 
Romans x.18, where Paul applies Psalm xix~4 to the Christian 
mission to Israel. The oecumenical scope of the quotation would 
suggest a prior application to the Gentile mission; see above 
pages 60-61 and n~ 2. 

ISo e.g o K. H. Rengstorf, TDNT I .. ~"38-~"0; Eo Bruston, "Saul 
de Tarse", 297; Pe Gaechter, Petrus und seine Zeit ( Innsbruck, 
1958) ~"06j H .. Ne R"idderbos t Ga~~~b3j 1-1. Chadwick 1 ~'~pigma, 
17; P. \varmoes, "La vocation de saint Paul", 233-34 and n. 23; 
C. H. H. Scobie, "Paul and the Universal r-iissi on", 15; Hc> Black, 
Romans , 34. A more extended, though rather superficial, treat
ment of the idea that there are parallels between the self
consciousness of Jeremiah and that of Paul is offered in J o M. 
Ashcraft, "Paul's Claim and Concept of Apostleship" (Th.D e disser
tation, Southern Baptist Theological Seminary, Louisville, 1956) 
49-60. 

2In the material which foilows I am in large part directly 
dependent on the more detailed argumentation of this point by 
To Holtz, " Zum Sclbstverstandnis des Apos telG Paulus l l 'rhLZ xci 
(1966 ) 321-30a A similar (and apparent ly independent) treatment 
Occurs in O. Haas, Paulus der jViissionaE" 10- 15 .. 
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assigned o However, (i) while in Jeremiah there is only verbal 

approximation of the Galatian text g in Isaiah there are points of 

textual identity: 

Is xlix.l Jer 1.5 
, -npo '[;OU I.L£ 

tv xo LA Co.;6 
_ , __ .... .,.-.".. 1»'1._ 

npo 'L"ot) <JE 
t , , 

llYLaxa <JE: • 
• 

(ii) Isaiah xlix, as Galatians i, speaks of the Divine XA~<JLG , im-
3 portant to Paul's personal sense of vocation; this terminology is 

absent from Jeremiah io In addition, Galatians speaks of being set 

apart ( 6:cpop L~c.o); the same notion under a related \vord aXAEY0\-LCH) 

appears in Isaiah xlix but nowhere in Jeremiah i.4 (iii) The 'uni

versalism' of Jeremiah's task is for announcing judgment on th~ na

tions; that of the Isaianic fi gure and Paul is for proclaiming sal

vation to the nations o (iv) Jeremiah appears to have had little 

more than marginal influence on Paul's thought: only one passage 

in Jeremiah (ix.23,2L~) is cited by Paul (loosely in I Cor i 0 31 and 

11 Cor xe17) in more than ninety quotations from the OT;5 the lat

ter part of Isaiah is in frequent use by Paul (including, according 

to Ellis, fourteen quotations),6 and especially with reference to 
" his own vocatione' 

One may conclude then that Isaiah xlix is primary in the OT 

----------------------
ICompare here the Hebrew: The Lord called me from the womb, 

from the body of my mother he named my name. 

2The reading in A is: tx xOL~CaG 0 See Is xlixG6: ~ nA~<Ja£ 
\-LE: tx XOLALaG (also Is xliv.2,24). 

3See also Is 'xlii e 6 ; xli.9; for Paul, Rm i.l; I Cor i.lo 

4Is xlixo7; cf . xli.9; xliiel~ See also G. Quell, TDNT IV. 
153: "Only one prophet, Dt. Is., uses election and calling inter
changeably to describe a sense of mission." "In the terminology 
of prophetic self-awareness the concept of election is nowhere 
found outside Dto Is .. " 

5If in 11 Cor xoB and xiiielO Paul is alluding to Jeremia h 
(i.lO)i then he is~ i ,n doinG so, directly contrasting his task 
with that of J eremiah (and pcr~aps relating it to a prediction 
by J eremiah: Jer xxiv.6 )~ 

6E" Ellis, raul ' s Use ... of_ J:he Old 'I~stament g 150-5l~" 

7See further be16w i pages 14o-142~ 
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influence on the formulation of Galatians i.15?16. In this cen

tral description of his calling Paul has chosen to express himself 

in terms both of the shape and the content of the Divine summons 

found in Isaiah xlix, so that fundamental aspects of his own call, 

especially the Divine selection from birth and the assignment to 

the nations, become formulated in terms of the eschatological out

reach toward the Gentiles there portended. Certain extended im

plications ensue. 

1.3 Paul and the Mission of the Isaianic Servant 

Le Cerfaux in a study published in 1951, "Saint Paul et le 

'serviteur de Dieu' d'Isaie",l proposed on the basis of an in

vestigation of passages in Acts and Paul's letters that Luke and 

Paul were in essential agreement in assi~ning to the Pauline mis

sionary vocation a significance derived from those passages in 

Isaiah dominated by the servant figure. Paul contemplated his 

calling and his missionary accomplishments in the light of these 

prophecies. That is not to say that Paul saw himself as the ser

vant; rather his accomplishment of the mission of the servant was 

a function delegated to him by the true Servant, Christ, of whose 

role his own was but an extension. 

Cerfaux's proposals have not escaped serious challenge. To 

assume, as CeTfaux does, a central Christological use of the 

Isai&nic servant motif in the early church, and in Jesus himself, 

IStudia Anselmiana xxvii-xxviii (1951) 151-65; reproduced in 
~eil Luciell-..Q..erfaux (Gembloux, 1954) 11. 239~54" All page ref
erences in the discussion following are to the lattero See fur
ther Le Cerfaux, "La vocation de saint Paul" ED xiv (1961) 3-35 
( = id o The Christian in the Theology of St._1?~1..(l [London, 1967J 
75-107 ) . 

Subsequent studies on this theme have not added appreciably 
to the central substance of Cerfaux's initial contributi9no See: 
J. Giblet, "Saint Paul, serviteur de Dieu e '1; apotre de .Jesus
Christ" Vie Spirituelle 388 (1953) 24Lr-65; De He Stanley, "The 
Theme of the Servant of Yahweh in Primitive Christian Soteriology~ 
and Its Transposition by St. Paul" CBQ xvi (195-4·) 385-425 (= [some 
what abbreviated] id o The Apostolic Chur0h in the New Testament 
[Hestminster, Ivld. , 196"bJ3"J:2':51) ; Pe B. Nariani , lI S e Paolo e i1 
Serve di Jalnle" Revista Biblica iv (1956) 330~56; v (1957 ) 17-24; 
A .. -Ho Denis~ I!L' Ap~tre Paul, prophete ' mess ianique' des Gentils" 
E'rL xxiii (1957) 2ll-.5-318; A. Kerrigan, liEchoes of 'rhemes from the 
Servant Songs in Pauline Theology " :?tud\22:.'yrn , Paulinorum CongreGsul2, 
Internationa lis CatholicllS, 1961 ( Rome , 19(;3 ) 11 .. 218~28; E~ Fudge, 
"Paul's Apostolic Self-Consciousness at Athens" JE'l'S xiv (1971) 
193=98" 
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is a tendency long established in NT research. M. Hooker, follow

ing through on ground broken by C. F. D. Moule, C. K~ Barrett, and 
1 others, has methodically assailed this tendency, and determined 

that there is no marked influence of the servant figure on either 
2 

Jesus or the early church. Hooker extends her attack to include 

the proposal of Cerfaux regarding Paul. 3 She does not elaborate 

her objections to Cerfaux in any detail, but she is right to con

sider that her general arguments do necessarily strike directly at 

Cerfaux 's proposal on Paul, and do so at two points: (i) her con

tention · that the early church, including Paul, makes almost no 

Christological use of the servant figure, L~ if true, s,.,reeps a\vay 

the base of Cerfaux's position9 that Paul's peculiar self

application of the ~ervant material is built upon, and is but an 

extension of, a primary Christological application common to the 

early church; and (ii) her contention that there never was prop

erly a 'servant figure' with which to identify anyone, let alone 

Christ,5 if true, undermines Cerfaux's proposal of a secondary 

application of the motif by Paul to himself. 

In evaluating Hooker's study, one must be very clear what her 

methodology can produce and what it cannot o Essentially her at

tack is directed against an easy assumption that the influence on 

lC e Fo Dc Moule 9 llFrom Defendant to Judge--and Deliverer: an 
Enquiry into the Use and Limitations of the Theme of Vindication 
in the New 'festament ll SNTS Bul iii (1952) 40-53 (= id. '111'1e Phenom
enon of the New Testament [London, 1967] 82-99); C. K .. Barrett, ~ 
liThe Background of Hark 10:45 11 Ne\-! Testament Essays, ed o A. J o Bo 
Higgins ( Nanchester, 1959) 1-18; C ~ T. Craig, IlThe Identification 
of Jesus with the Suffering Servant" JR xxiv (1944) 240-45. 

2 11. D. Hooker, ~e..§..1J.s and the Servant: The Influence _of the 
Servant Conc ep t of Deut e!.o-~aiah in the Ne\'! 'restament (London, 
1959). 

3Hooker, 116: "v/hile it is clear, however? from the various 
passages which Cerfaux examines that Paul was well acquainted with 
Deutero-Isa i ah, the evidence is too slight to show that he was 
consciously identifying himself with the mi ss ion of the Servant." 
Hooker however goes on to demonstrate her point only with refer
ence to passages in Acts, the section under which Cerfaux is men
tioned, and does not address herself to the materials \vhi ch Cerfaux: 
treats in Paul's letters o 

4Hooker~ 116-23 , 127, 148- 53", 

5 . 
Hooker, 15~·-58. 
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NT thought of the vicarious suffering Isaianic servant isso per

vasive as to be beyond doubt. Her methods are designed to shake 

this facile certainty. She asks therefore for "conclusive proof" 

that at any point in the NT there is a reference to the Isaianic 
1 servant. To this end she will first let pass as NT evidence of 

linguistic or conceptual affinities with the Isaianic materials 

only those references which can be shown to be derivable solely 

from the Isaianic passages. 2 Numerous apparent references are 

thereby set aside. Secondly she lets pass only those materials 

which convey the "essential and unique" feature of the Servant 

figure, vicarious suffering, since in the absence of this feature 

there can be no "conclusive proof" that an identification specif

ically with the servant figure was intendede 3 On Hooker's showing, 

almost no NT texts get through this double-layered screen o What 

she thereby establishes is important and salutary: there is no 

conclusive proof that Jesus ever, or the early church more than 

rarely, identified Jesus with the figure of the vicariously suf

fering servant of the latter part of Isaiah o 

What Hooker however has not done is also importanto In par

ticular (i) she has told us nothing about reasonable probabilities 

(as distinguished from 'conclusive proof') in the area of NT ref

erences to the 1saianic materials; and (ii) even more important~ 

she has told us nothing about the presence and influence of 1sai

anic servant materials in aspects other than that of vicarious 

suffering. In other words, Hooker has not given us a comprehen

sive study of, nor comprehens ive results on, the question of the 

influence of the Isaianic figure in NT thought; rather she has 

1 Hooker, 62-64; 101-102. 

2 Hooker, 62: "The claim that there is verbal similarity be-
tween a New Testament passage and an Old Testament one cannot be 
taken as conclusive evidence of direct influence unless it can be 
shown that the language and ideas found in the New Testament ref
erence have come from, ~nd could only have come from, that partic
ular Old Testament passage e

ll 

3IIooker, 63: "Unless, therefore, \-Ie can find \-ii thin the early 
strata of the New Testament any claim by J esus to fulfill the 
essential and unique function of the Servant? the verbal similar
i ties with Deutero- I saiah can offer no conclusive proof that this 
identification was made either by Jesus himGelf, or by the early 
church6" 



helpfully and 60nclusively disposed of one particular easy assump

tion often present in work upon that theme. 

The possibility of the application in the NT of the servant 

material in some aspect other than vicarious suffering is left in

tact. Indeed it is remarkable that Hooker herself believes the 

"essential feature" of the Servant Songs to be a mission to the 

t
. 1 na ~ons. If a mission to the nations is so fundamental to those 

sections of the document in which the servant concept is concen

trated, one must wonder what there is, on Hooker's showing, to 

exclude the possibility of an application in the NT of the servant 

motif in terms of missionary vocation o 

Returning then to Cerfaux's proposals, we recall that it con

sists of two parts: (i) a primary Christological application of 

the servant motif, and (ii) a secondary Pauline applicationo Let 

me take each in turn. It has long been noted how scarce in Paul 

are any Christological servant applications.
2 

Significantly, the 

two major pos~ible examples, I Corinthians xv.1-3 and Philippians 

ii.5-11, both occur in material which Paul has evidently taken 

over from other sources. The evidence is such that one must con

clude that even if Paul was neither unaware of nor opposed to a 

servant Christology, this plays no direct part in his own Chris

tological formulations~ Cerfaux's assumption of a primary Chris~ 

tological servant application in Paul's thinking must be set aside. 

Cerfaux's proposal that Paul saw the mission in which he him

self was engaged in the light of the task of the Isaianic servant 

is more sufficiently based. 3 The central materials occur in three 

major deposits of Pauline vocational reflection. We have already 

considered Galatians 1.,15,16, Vlhich by its primary dependence on 

IHooker, xi: "There is a consistent interpretation of the 
'servant' which stretches from Deutero-Isaiah, through Judaism, 
to Jesus himself; an interpretation which arises, not from the 
'servant', but from the thought of the mission of the people of 
God to the world." See further, Hooker, 51, 61, lL~7, 14·8 , 157. 

250 e~g. 0 0 Cullmann, The Christolo gy of the New Testament 
(London, 19632 ) 75-78; J .. Jere!11ias, '1'DN'l' V ,,'106 , '708; D. No 
Stanley, "'1'he Theme of the Servant 11 CBQ xvi (1954) L~13~15, 
420-25; Hooker, 116-23_ 

31 have made here my own selection and presentation of the 
evidence, since Cerfaux's treatment is not always entirely satis
factory. 
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the call of the servant figure in Isaiah xlix suggests that Paul 

perceived his o\~n calling at least in part in terms of the escha-
1 tological vocation there presaged. In Romans xv.20,21 Paul 

grounds the propriety of his special pioneering mission in a direct 

quotation from materials explicitly devoted to the servant figure: 

"those who have not been told of him shall see, and those who have 

not heard will understand" (Is lii.15).2 And in 11 Corinthians 

vi.2, while presenting his ministry under the exalted image of an 

embassage from God, Paul a gain has recourse by direct quotation 

to Isaiah xlixo His appeal to the Corinthians not to let God's 

grace attend them in vain cannot but be made with all urgency, for 

with it that time is now arrived for the Corinthians foretold in 

the prophetic mat erial concerned vii th the servant: fiAt the favour

able time I have listened to you and helped you in the day of 

salvation" (Is xlix 5 8). The critical time for response, the day 

of salvation of the prophecy, now in Paul's mission is upon themo 

There is in addition the concern which Paul expresses in 

several different contexts that his missionary labours will not 

prove abortive: "I sent to find out about your faith, for fear 

that somehow the tempter had tempted you and that our labour would 

be in vain" (I Th iiie5); "I laid before them the gospel \-/hich I 

preach among the Gentiles, e .. . fearing lest somehow I should be 

running or had run in vain" (Gal ii.2); "that I may boast on the 

day of Christ that I did not run in vain nor labour in vain" (Phlp 

i1.16).3 This community of expression appears to involve verbal 

reminiscence of the similar sentiment expressed by the servant 

1 See above 9 pages 135-37. 

2Paul also makes use of such material in Romans x.15b (Is 
liie7) and x e 16b (Is liii.l), with reference, however, not to his 
own mission ~E. !2.!}.. but to the early Christian mission and espe
cially the mission to JUdaism. 

3See also I Cor xv.10: his grace bestowed on me was not in 
vain, but I laboured more than all the rest; Gal iVoll: I fear 
lest by any means I have laboured over you for nothing; I Th ii.1: 
Our coming to you has not proved to be in vain; I Cor xv o 58 : You 
know that your labour i s not iri vain in the Lord; cfe 11 Cor vi.l; 
I Cor xVo14., The xon t.am , part of the se t terminology here, is 
for Paul a characteristic designation for missionar~ effort : see 
A. Harnack, 11 ,~6no~, xon t.a.v (0 t xon LC0V'tE:~ ) ill! fl'l~hchristlichen 
Sprachgebrauch" ZNW xxvi i (1928 ) 1-10; F. Hauck, TDNT 111 0 8290 
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figure in Isaiah xlix.4: "I said, I have laboured in vain, I have 

spent my strength for nothing, to no purpose; yet in truth my 

cause is with the Lord, and my re\<Jard is with my Godo"J. Paul's 

repeated expression would therefore seem to be another illustra

tion of the tendency for his sense of mission to be shaped in 
2 

part by passages pertaining to the Isaianic servant. 

These accumulated evidences from Paul's letters lend cred

ibility to similar indications in Acts~ A direct application of 

Isaiah xlix o6 to the Pauline missionary vocation is attributed in 

Acts xiii.47 to the lips of Paul himself: 3 "We turn to the Gentiles, 

for this is what the Lord has commanded us: I have made you a light 

for the Gentiles, that you may bring salvation to the ends of the 

earth." And in Acts xxvi.16-l8, in Paul's account before Agrippa 

of his ~xperience on the Damascus road, the words of dominical 

commission in part directly echo material concerned with the ser

vant figure in Isaiah xlii; in common are mention of: a service 

to Gentiles, the opening of eyes, an exchange of darkness for 

light, and release from bondage (Is Xlii.6,16).4 It would cer

tainly appear that in these instances Acts has preserved an authen

tic recollection of the sort of materials which informed the 

Pauline sense of missionary vocation. 

To return again, then, to Cerfaux's proposal, he suggested 

1 It would be possible to see in the Pauline phrases given in 
the text an echo not of Is xlix.lj· but of Is lxv .,23: "My chosen 
ones shall not labour in vain .. " But Is xlix.Lj· is to be preferred 
as the primary source because it is cast, not as an assurance to 
a group being spoken about, as in Is lxv~23, but as an anxiety of 
the individual speaking, as in Paul o 

2Ao-Mo Denis, in "L'Apbtre Paul, prophete 'messianique ' des 
Gentils"? finds allusions to the mission of the servant in Paul's 
description of his own vocation in I Thessalonians ii.1-6, in a 
study which would have certainly gained from more conciseness, 
and which tends to overweight the significance of nuances which 
otherwise are quite properly brought to attention (249-68)0 H$ 
Gustafson, in "The Afflictions of Christ: Hhat is Lacking? " (BH 
viii [1963J 28-42), finds a connection with the mission of the 
Isaianic servant in Col ic24; see above, pages 95-96 no le 

7. 

~The words are of course httributed to Paul inclusively~ not 
~xclusively; both Paul and Barnabas are reported as speaking in 
this instance: Acts xiii~46e 

~'Cerfaux (L~l!·1=42) finds in Acts xviiL 9,10 an echo of Is 
xli.9 9 10; but the words used in common are also found in other 
OT passages: Is xliiie5; Jer i.8; cf. Josh i.5,6 g 
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that there existed in Paul both a primary Christological applica

tion of the servant motif and -a secondary application to Paul's 

OioJn vocation. Hooker denied both. By own review of the argumenta

tion and the evidence would lead me to agree with Hooker on the 

first point, and to support Cerfaux on the second. 

Certainly the evidence does not imply that Paul baldly identi

fied himself with the Isaianic servant. Nor is it necessary for 

the point under consideration here to maintain even that Paul. was 

aware of a 'figure' in the relevant material. Hooker would cer

tainly agree that Isaiah xl-lxvi was mined by the early church 

for its peculiar relevance to their own experience in the time of 

final deliverance, the New Era. At the least then this would per

mit the conclusion that Paul understood his mission as an element 

of the eschatological events previewed in Isaiah xl~lxvi and ful 

filled in Christ. This is no insignificant conclusion. It means 

that the whole of which Paul took his mission to be a part is 

therefore at least in part defined for him eschatologically.l 

In conclusion, let me point out that while this study of the 

rela.tionship of Paul's conception of his rllission to the OT uni1)"er~ 

salistic hope may not be the only possible approach for demon

strating the eschatological character of Paul's understanding of 

his mission, I have attempted to restate, adjust, and huttress 

this particular approach because it seems to offer the clearest, 

firmest line of evidence~ It does so, furthermore, in a manner 

which does not bear within it the seed for distortion of the 

Pauline missionary perspective as a whole. To this latter possi

bility in an alternate approach I now turn. 

IThere is of course by no means a one-to- one correspondence 
between what was expected and what Paul conceived his mission to 
be. At two important points the OT hope is distinct from Paul's 
own mission: (i) whereas Paul felt i mpelled to engage in active 
mission, going out to the Gentiles and persuading them, the 
prophet s generally lacked any expectation of an active human 
missionary agency in the final ingathering; no cent rifugal move
ment to the nations was foreseen as a means to that centripetal 
movement of the nations to Israel and Israel is God which they did 
expect; (ii) the complete equality of Jew and Gentile in the new 
eschatological community, so important to Paul, is not reflected 
in the OT hope; there the Gentiles enter into Israel's blessing 
usually with some degree of subservience e 
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?o The Orientation of Paul's Es cha tological Mission 

The notion that Paul's understanding of himself and his mission 

was governed by an eschatological perspective stands at the core of 

J. Munck's impressive attempt in his Paul and the Salvation of Man

kind to provide a new integrated interpretation of Paul's life and 

thought--an attempt which has, however, to subsequent scholarship 

proved largely unpersuasive. l It would be a mistake nevertheless 

to assume that Munck's central motif is necessarily implicated in 

the general vulnerability of his attempt as a whole. When Munck 

is severely criticized by (among others) W. D. Davies for doing to 

Paul what Schweitzer had done to Jesus, namely placing him in an 

eschatological straight jacket ,2 the charge is not wi thout justi.~ 
ficationc But one must discriminate carefully in assessing the 

reason for Munck's 'failure t
o Munck proposed to rethink the entire 

critical understanding of Paul, using Paul's missionary self

consciousness as the gravitational centre. Having set himself this 

task, and having adopted these terms of reference, it was inevi

table that Paul should come to be interpreted in a consistently 

eschatological manner, not because all Paul's thought is necessar

ily eschatologically determined, but because the gravitational 

centre selected by Munck is o Munck's 'fault' is not in high~ 

lighting the eschatological context of Paul's missionary conscious-

ness but in attempting to make this the centre of Paul's theology 

and lifeo Undoubtedly it li es much closer to the centre than much 

past and curr ent treatment permits, but to make it the centre can 

only, as Davies indicates, caricature the true Paul ~ 3 But while 

Munck may well have misunderstood Paul, Munck has not misunderstood 

the basic setting of Paul's missionary consciousness, for if escha

tology is not the whole or Paul, it ~ertainly is, as I have tried 

ism 
ed. 

lSee above, pages 8-10 with notes. 

2 "Paul ·and 
(N ew York, 

J .. P 5 Hya.tt 

Juda ism since Schwei tzer" Paul and Rabbinic J'uda~ 

~9673) xi-xii (= ~h~~22};e in_.Hodern SC!l91.<?£GhiJ?, 
l Nashville, 1965J 17d-db). 

3Ibid • See also the ~imilar comments in Wn D. Davies' review 
article of Munck's Paulus in NTS ii ( 1955- 56) 71- 72, with which 
may be compared hi s cri ticism of Ao 8c11"'8i tzer in Pa.u~p.nd Rabbinic 
Judaism, 285ff (c f. the simila r criticis m of Munck by L. Cerfaux: 
RHE li [1956J 5LI·l~/+2)" 
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And yet while the same theme which stands at the centre of 

Munck's interpretation also underlies my own treatment of Paul's 

sense of mission, I for my part have grounded this underst anding 

in materials different from those used by Munck . I have done so 

not in order to supplement Munck's presentation with additional 

evidence but because I suspect that the exegetical grounding pro

vided by Munck is not only insecure but more especially misleading. 

?-.9-ul and the Salvation of Mankind opens with a careful re

examinat ion of the data on Paul's call~ including especially the 

material in Galatians i.15,16, together with its OT prophetic back-
2 ground o But what Munck attempts to establish by this initial 

investigat ion is not the eschatological nature of Paul's calling 

but rather, as preliminary to that, the prophetic character of the 

call . He effectively demonstrates (in my estimation) that Paul 

understood his Damascus experience in terms of the prophetic 

summonses of the OT and saw himself set in sequence to those 

prophets within God's continuing redemptive purposes. But the 

unifying motif of Munck's work, the eschatological structure of 

Paulls sense of vocation, does not emerge within this opening study 

of 'commission' texts but only first appears when Munck moves on 

in the second chapter to take up texts purportedly relating Paul's 

vocation to the parousia o
3 Here for Munck is the matrix of the 

eschat ol ogical dimension which dominates Paul's missionary self

unders tanding and indeed all his life and thoughte The eschato

logical theme therefore becomes traced out exclusively in terms 

of expectation~ Indeed Munck's entire work operates under the 

unexpresse d assumption of a uniformly future orientation in the 

eschatological dimension of Paul's missionary understanding. 

In furnishing primary exegetical f oundations for his theme 

Munck opens with a study of 11 Thessalonians ii 0 6,7. Here he con

t ents himself with reproducing Cullmann 's treatment of the passage, 

lA point which Davies would hardly dispute; s o e~e~ Paul and 
Rabbinic Judai sm ,285: the influx of the Gent iles into the true 
1s;'ael was for" P aul an eschatological phenomenon. 

2Hunck, Paul, 11-350 

3Ibid~; 36- 68" 
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identifying Pa~l and his mission with that restraining influence 

whose removal, according to the text, precipitates the final 

events of the End.
l 

Paul's sense of mission is thus found deci

sively connected with the events of the Consummation. Munck him

self then contributes, as further primary exegetical grounding for 

his theme, an investigation of Romans xi, in which he finds Paul 

again relating his own mission decisively to the eschatological 

complex surrounding the parousia.
2 

Additional studies in Romans xv, 

11 Corinthians iii, and Galatians ii, serve to illustrate and elab-
3 orate further this opening exegetical presentation. 

A full critical review of Cullmann's interpretation of 

II Thessalonians ii is hardly necessary to gain assent that it 

offers in any case a less than secure initial exegetical base o 

Indeed fe a tures of the text render it so difficult to reach any 

measure of assurance on the correct interpretation that, quite 

apart from those considerations which have led Cullmann's solu

tion to be viewed as improbable, any interpretation of 11 Thessa

lonians ii 0 6,7 must be judged an entirely inadequate (not to say 
4 

improper) base for erection of any major interpretation of Paul o 

A similar insecurity attends Munck' s exegetical \'JOrk in Romans xie 

Here the problem is not the inherent ambiguity of the text but 

its ambiguity with reference to the evidence which Munck wishes 

to find there. While there is mention of Paul's own mission~ a 

decisive connection with the eschatological denoument is cer

tainly not in the foreground and is not distinctly evident any

where. The text is capable of compatibility with such a notion 

but of itself hardly furnishes it transparent suppo~t.5 The 

IHunck, Paul, 36- 42; 0 0 Cullmann, "Le caractere eschato
logique du devoir missionnaire et de la conscience apostolique 
de S. Paul. Etude sur le 'W'L"EXOV (-())V) de 2. 'l'hess 2:6- 7" 
RHPhR xvi (1936) 210-45. 

2 Hunck, Paul, 42-49. 

3Ibid _, ~'9-64o 

4So , most :cecently, E. Best, Thessalonians , 301: "No theory 
can be held to be satisfactory and • • • we mu;t acknowledge our 
ignorance,," 

50nly by a debatable extension can the reference to Paul's 
mission in Romans xi.13-l4 be connected with the possible ref
erences to the consummation in xi~15 and xi~25-27; see below, 
pages 159ff 0 
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studies of the additional passages provided by Munck (Romans xv, 

Galatians ii, and 11 Corinthians iii) are not offered so much to 

establish the central theme as rather to illustrate and elaborate 

further what is taken to have been already secured in the work on 

11 Thessalonians ii and Romans xi. 

It is not that Munck has had recourse to the wrong passages 

in seeking support for his approach. Given his understanding of 

the nature of the eschatological dimension in Paul's sense of mis

sion, he has turned, it would seem, to the only possible support

ive materials available. · It is only that these materials cannot 

bear what he must needs rest on them. The confident, sharply 

etched, coherent picture of Paul's sense of mission which emerges 

under Munck's hand is the contribution not of the texts but of 

Munck o I am not at all attempting to suggest that Paul never 

associates his mission with his eschatological expectations. To 

the contraryo But I ~ trying to remove any sensation that Munck's 

idea that Paul decisively connects his own mission with the par

ousia rests on a highly visible, plentiful, and secure body of 

evidence. 

But not only is the exegetical base of Munck's eschatological 

theme meager and insecure; it also, I think, sets -Munck, in elab

orating his theme, upon a route which is ultimately misleading. 

Because Munck roots the eschatological aspect of Paul's under

standing of his mission in parousia materials, his interpretation 

of that eschatological element comes to focus uniformly upon the 

End yet to come, an approach which fundamentally misrepresents 

the orientation of Paul's eschatological understanding of his 

mission. 

A criticism by N. D. Pott puts the issue squarely at this 

point: 

Munck 0 •• tends to explain Paul's urgency and constraint 
exclusively from the Apostle's insight into a divine plan 
and from the perception of his decisive role in bringing 
this plan to fulfillment. Paul's imperative results from 
seeing his mis~ion as a work of God which climaxes in the 
parousia. While granting this to a certain extent, we must 
also affirm that Paul it; motivated by the po;.;er of a past 
event ~ • •• Paul in describing his vocation does not con
ceive of himself as one who is bringing an cschatological 
plan to realizat ion but as one who is carrying out a com
mission of the risen Christ 0 • 0 ~ It is Paul's under-

« 
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standing 6f thi s commission that determines the conduct of 
his mission"l 

Pott offers thes e comments almost a s an aside, certainly not 

as a major feature of his critique. And yet it appears to me that 

he has touched here on something of deep significance. Indeed 

once the point has been made, it seems almost transparently obvious. 

Certainly Paul's understanding of his mission is overwhelmingly 

conditioned by his sense of Divine assignment. Throughout the let

ters the references and allusions to his missionary task habitu

ally take orientation from this consciousness. There is no more 

clearly and repeatedly visible influence on his concept of his mis-
2 

sion than his sense of having been called o 

Munck would hardly dispute the significance to Paul of his 

call for his understanding of his mission. No doubt this is why 

Munck begins his study with a detailed analysis of the commiss ion 

texts. But, anxious to direct attention to the eschatological 

aspect of Paul's sense of mission, Munck moves on quickly to par

ousia textso What seems to have escaped him is that the commission 

texts themselves furnish an exegetical base for the eschatological 

dimension Q Perhaps this is because he (unconsciously?) operates~ 

at least in this connection, with an exclusively futuristic notion 

of what Pauline escha tology is about. 

In fact Paul's consciousness of calling, so determinative for 

his entire sense of mission, itself furnishes the matrix for Paul's 

eschatological understanding of his mission . For Paul the most 

decisive event of the End had already taken place in Jesus Christ, 

and the det erminative experience for his own life and mission had 

been when this recognit i on had been forced upon him by a personal 

messianic encounter and commission o His call was itself an escha

tological experience. Therefore, granted that Paul's missionary 

voc a tion took primary ori entation from that call, hi s mission was 

perceived a s eschatological first and for emost not by virtue of 

some connec t ion \vi t h a yet future event but by virtue of its 

connection.s \vi th a past one. In saying this I do not mean to be 

IN o Do Pott, "Paul's ApostoJ.a te and. Mi ss ion" (Ph.D . disser 
t a tion, Edinburgh Universi ty~ 1960) 50-51 ; tIle s ame point i s made 
on page 37 ; in both cases the refer ence i s to Cullmann and Frid
richs en a s well a s Munck e 

2 See above page s 13- 16 v 



reanimating the discussion over whether Pauline eschatology is 

dominantly a matter of expectation or fulfillment. However that 

is sorted out, I am saying that in his mission Paul was far more 

visibly and distinctly \I/orking from an eschatological event than 

towards one, that while there is indeed a future aspect to his 

eschatological understanding of his mission, the dominant orienta-
l tion is upon the 'already' rather than the 'not yet'. 

The most obvious evidence of this we h~ve in fact already 

considered in some detail, in the earlier discussion of Paul's 

application of OT texts concerned with eschatological universalism 

to the genesis and results of his mission, and in particular in 

the discussion of his identification of his mission with the task 
2 

of the eschatological servant. Certainly in this material one 

may observe that Paul's mission was in part determined by the con

viction that the End had already arrived, that eschatological ex

pectation had given way to eschatological experience, that the 

long-expected ingathering of the nations was now in Paul's Gentile 

mission being fulfilled o 

Another important body of evidence in this connection lies 

in Paul's description of his own mission as a direct exten,sion 

of God's messianic mission already initiated o Nowhere is this 

more boldly or simply stated than in 11 Corinthians v,,18-vi.2. 
'Z 

11 Cor.~nthians v ,,18 .. vi .. 2!."/ The larger context of this pa.s-

sage is the extended treatment of the apostolic calling in 

I1 Corinthians ii.14-vii o 4, generated by the dangerous misunder

standing of that calling taking hold at Corinth, a misunderstanding 

rooted, Paul felt, in even more perilous misunderstandings of the 

gospel and of Christ himself. In a corrective effort Paul con

trasts the ministry of the new covenant with that of the old (iiiol

iv e 6) and details the lowly and vulnerable character of this min-

lOne mi ght wish to compare here H. Schlier's argument that 
involvement by the early church in Gentile mission could only have 
taken place on the assumption that the end of the world was not im
mediat~ly impending ("Die Entscheidung fur die Heidenmission" 103-
107), an aspect of the question which I have not entered into hereD 

2 
See above, pages 131-430 

3For the general understandillg of tho pa ssage and its con
text I am especially indebted in what follows to C~ K. Barrett, , 
Second Corintb-i~, .:md Jc--F .. Collange, Eni gmes .. 
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istry (ivo7-v.lO)Q 

After touching again on the difficult task of explaining one

~e1f without being taken to be commending oneself (v.II-13), Paul 

turns in vo14a to deliniate the fundamental motive which underlies 

and determines his apostolic and indeed his Christian existence: 

he lives and acts out of response to the love of Christ. This 

fundamental affirmation he elaborates in terms of a basic doctrinal 

truth (v o 14b-15) and two consequences (veI6,17)o He states, in the 

first place, that it is a conviction about the meaning of Christ's 

death which determines and animates his life: Christ died for all, 

in order that they might live no longer for themselves but for him 

who for them died and was raised .. Christ's act initiates therefore 

" a new existence, an existence no longer determined by the interests 

of the self but by the interests of Christa Two consequences fol

low: (i) fleshly knowledge is displaced; one no longer assesses in 

terms of the old order (v o 16); rather, (ii) in Christ one is a new 

creation; a new order has come into force (v.17). 

It is in this light, in view of the transformation of exist

ence effected in Christ's death, that (Paul implies) he wishes his 

own exist enc e to be evaluated. Indeed, it is not only his exist

ence which he wishes understood in relation to this fundam ental 

event, but also and especially his ministry, in keeping with the 

overall concern of this part of the letter. Accordingly with vol8 

Paul steps back to gain the larger perspective which will include 

both existence and ministry in one whole a The standpoint permit

ti.ng this wholistic viewing is that of God himself.. "All this," 

Paul writes, all which by Christ's act is effected within a man? 

this total recreation, "is of God"--the God who, Paul continues 9 

is also at the work of reconciliation o By shifting now to view 

God's work in Christ under the aspect of reconciliation, Paul has 

introduced a context in which God's work can be represented both 

as a once-for-all act and also as "a continuing process; he is able 

to bring especially into vievl the continuing need for securing a 

response from man to God's comple ted act, a need which gives to 

God's saving work a s Paul perceived it its basic two-fold nature~ 

God's reconciling act in Christ is both accomplished and still 

1 · d 1 being rea lze fl 

IThis I t ake to be di rectly evident in the major movements 
of thought in the pass a ge e Cf& Fe B~chse]", TDNT 1. 256-57; Do von 
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The simpl~ two- fold structure of vo18 would appear to be the 

key to the entire passage of v.18-vi.,2: the God of whom "all this" 

(v.14-17) is, is the God who (i) reconciled us to himself through 

Christ, and (ii) gave to us the ministry of reconciliation. Two 

movements begin to alternate in what follows: God's act in Christ 

completed and God's act in Christ continuing. To the first Paul 

relates himself a~ object, to the second as instrument, so that 

the two-fold character of God's reconciling act is found to answer 

to and illuminate the two-fold character of the apostolate, as 

both experience and ministry. Paul wishes the Corinthians to 

understand him (i) in terms of that which God has in the act of 

reconciliation through Christ done towards him (and in him), and 

(ii) in terms of that which God has chosen therein to do through 

him. Only in this perspective will they be able properly to under

stand and respond to the appeal Paul urgently addresses to them 

(vi o l-2) .. 

The first movement, corresponding objectively to the subjec

tive experience described in vo14-17, is represented in ve18a~ 

19a,b, and 21. It is an experierice which the Apostle shares poten

tially with any man, so that he alternates in describing it between 

the first and third persons: God through Christ reconciled us to 

himself; God was in Christ reconciling the world to himself, not 

counting their trespasses against them; for our sake he made him 

to be sin who knew no sin, that in him we mi ght become the righ

teousness of God. 

The second movement is represented in v o 18b 9 19c, and 20, and 

concerns the apostolic assignment, which is to be understood in 

vital connection with the first movement as both based upon it and 

participatory in bringing it to pass. Only the apostolic first 

person is used: l God gave to us the ministry of reconciliation; 

Allmen, II R~ conciliation du mon~e" 36-38; J.-F. C9llange, Enigme.~, 
271 ('v/ho speaks of the "caractere double de la reconciliation en 
Christ [acte pass~ actualis~ par la pr~dicationJ")e Von Allmen 
tries to ground this perception in a sharp distinction between 
the aorist of v e 18 ( xa~a~~6~a~~oG) and the (as he takes it) in-
cept.ive periphras tic of v .. 19 (flV • • • xa't"a/\/", cf OC'CDV) j but this 
grammatical analysis is by no means free of question (see C. Fa D~ 
Houle, Idiom .. Book, 17-18 ; p .. Ec Hue;hes ~ Second Corint hians ~ 207-08; 
Jo -F . Collange, Enigmes , 271 and n.2)" 

1 
See above, page 109 and n.l 
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God was in Christ entrusting to us the message of reconciliation; 

we are ambassadors for Christ, God mw{ing his appeal through u~. 

This ministry Paul sees in an eschatological context, entirely 

conditioned by that new existence effected by God in Christ. It is 

part of the life of the new order brought about through Christ's 

death and resurrection (v.17). And hence when Paul addresses 

the Corinthians they are to realize that this is an address fraught 

with ultimate eschatological import. In Paul's appeal the Corin

thians must hear the appeal of God himself urging them not to de

fault on their experience of his favour, for the decisive time in 

God's economy has arrived and been made present to them in the 

ministry of Paul: "Behold now is the favourable time; behold now 

is the day of salvation" (vLl,2).1 

Paul therefore casts himself as an eschatological ambassador 

on behalf of Christ, carrying forth God's eschatological purpose 

of reconciliation in Christ. The peculiarity of this concept in 

11 Corinthians v.18- vi g 2, so significant for understanding Paul's 

concept of his mission, is not simply the idea of human agency 

caught up into Divine initiative, but the idea that this parti

cular agency, Paul's, is caught up into this particular Divine 

initiative, the eschatological Christ-event~ Paul dares to under

stand his own mission as itself part of God's final act of recon

ciliation in Christ already initiated, as part of, a phase in, an 

extension and completion of, the messianic mission, the 'already' 

of the Last Day. Here Paul's conception of his missionary voca

tion becomes centrally structured not in terms of a preparation 

for God's eschatological activity in the Second Advent but in 

terms of an extension of God's eschatological activity in the 

Firste
2 

The eschat610gical dimension of Paul's understanding of his 

mission is, therefore, most visibly and decisively evidenced firstly 

in Paul's identification of his mission with events which in aT 

expectation were features of the End time, and secondly in his 

understanding of his mission as a direct extension of those central 

ISee above, page 141; cf. R. Bultmann, Jheology of the NT, 3070 

2The same motif is present in the salutation of Romans i.1-7, 
where Paul boldly sets his own Gentile apostolatc directly wi thin 
the scheme of redemption promised in the OT and fulfilled in Christ. 
See above, pages 98-99 . 
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messianic events which had brought in the Final Day. 

Where a relationship between Paul's mi ss ion and the coming 

consummation does emerge distinctly and without ambiguity is not 

in connection with some notion of Paul playing a decisive role 

through the Gentile mission in bringing in the End, but rather in 

connection with Paul's belief that at the coming of Christ there 

will be some accounting of the Christian's service, and reward if 
1 

it is found approvable. Paul expects the presence of his con-

verts with him on that day to be his own ground of boas ting.
2 

He 

wishes to be able to present them on that day,3 to show that his 

work has lasted and hence was soundo
4 

If there is an eschatolog

ical nuance in Romans xv.16 (as Munck believes),5 then that pas

sage is but further illustration of this outlook in Paul, the 

expectation tha t he would have to make a final accounting of his 

mission befor e the 10rd at the End 9 and the desire that the pre

sentation of his Gentile converts in evidence would be found 

acceptable to God: "I \'Trite .... because of the grace given me 

of God that I should be a minister of Christ Jesus to the Gentiles 9 

in the priestly service of the gospel of God, that the offering up 

of the Gentiles might be made acceptable, being sanctified by the 
6 

Holy Spirit" (Rm xv.15,16). 

-----------
1 I Cor iii.8,12,13; ivo5; cf. Rm ii 0 6; xiv.lO-12; 11 Cor 

v.lO; 11 Tm iv e 6-8. 

211 Cor io14; iv.14; Phlp iv.l; I Th ii.19,20 (iiio13); 
cf. I Cor iXo25e 

311 Cor xio2; Col i.28 (cf. Col i.22). Contra e.ge 10hse 
(polossians , 178-79 n.80), I t ake the 'presentation' in Col i.28 
in an eschatological sense, on the analogy of eog. II Cor iVo14, 
Rm xivclO, and Eph v027 Q For the eschatological sense of 11 Cor 
xi G2, see Barl'et-c, Second Corinthians, 272; and Hughes, Second 
Corinthians, 374. 

4phlp iio16 (cf~ I Cor iiio14). O. Bauernfeind states 
(TDNT Vlllo231 ) tha t when in Phlp iio16 Paul speaks of running 
in vain he is thinking not of a threat to his personal salvation 
but of "the si tuation \"Th ich would arise if on the Day of Judgment 
he were not accompani ed by the host of believers whom it was his 
tasl~ to win and \-;bo are to be his xauynlla " ~ ... '11 e 

5J .. Hunck~ Paul, /'-9-55, especia lly 51. Cf. Phlp ii..17,18 .. 

6N 0 D" Pott ("Paul's fl.poscolate and tUssion" 54-55) points 
to Paul's voca tional imagery: the steward, the runner, and the 
builder, each of whom exe rts hims elf in expectation of a final 
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It is therefore true that Paul's understanding of his mission 

is affected by his eschatological expectations, as well as by his 

eschatological experience. But this is a far cry from the way in 

which Munck has set out the situation. Concerning Paul's eschato

logical understanding of his mission, Munck has not only wrongly 

accented the significance of the eschatological 'not yet' as dis

tinguished from the 'already'; the nature of the - 'not yet' within 

that eschatological understanding he misstates; and the v e ry exist

ence of the 'already' within that understanding entirely escapes 

him. This fundamental misunderstanding of the orientation of 

Paul's eschatological mission leads Munck also into a misassess

ment of Paul's role in the eschatologica l mission, to which we 

now turn .. 

~Paul's Role in the Eschatological Mission 

2..01 Paul's Self-estimation according to Hunck 

Munck was by no means the first in modern Pauline research to 

raise the question of Paul's self-estimation,l but his presenta

tion, worked out at the centre of a thorough-going reappraisal of 

Pau1 5 certainly marked out a major new stage in the discussion, 

for Munck did not merely propose that Paul saw himself as an escha

tological figure, but in the sharpest ma nner he again and again 

declared that Paul took himself to be the decisive figure in the 

eschatological drama, a self-estimation which must properly lie 9 

in Munck's opinion, at the heart of any attempt to understand the 

Apostle. "Paul regards himself as the one on ,.,hom the arrival of 

the f'.1essianic a ge depends ll
; IlPaul's apostolic consciousness in its 

'assessment'. Thus lithe day of judgment for Paul is not his per
sonal completion of God's p lan but the time when 'each man's work 
will b e manifest' I Cor. 3.13" (68)8 Pott's similar treatment 
of Paul's self-imagery of priest (and, less certainly, prisoner, 
gladiator, a nd captive) seems strained to me. 

lIn addition to the earlier related studies by O. Cullmann 
and A~ Fridrichsen ( see pages 7-8 above)o mention here should be 
made of He Windisch's Pa;lus und Christu~ (Leipzig~ 1934)s which 
brought the question o f Paul's self-es timation sharply to the 
fore 9 arguing that Paul believed himself superior to J esus. This 
is carried further by H. J. Schonfield, The Jew of Tarsus (London? 
1946), \'Iho says that Paul before his convc:t'f3ion had convinced 
himself that he was himself the Messiah--hence the devastation of 
the Damascus experience! (80-85 )e 
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eschatological form stands at the centre of his personality and 
1 

theology." 

I have already remarked on the manner in which Munck builds 

up his exege tical base for his interpretation of Paul's self

consciousness, as it relates to the orientation which he assumes 
2 " 

for Paul's eschatological self-understanding. " This exegetical 

work at the same time forms the grounding for the elevated self

estimation which Munck attributes to the Apostle. Thus the review 

of the accounts of Paul's conversion establishes that Paul, by 

virtue of his call, conceived himself summoned to a prophetic role 

within God's redemptive action, in th~ direct line of the great OT 

prophetic fi gures. 3 .The reproduction of Cullmann's exegesis of 

I1 Thessalonians ii o 6 s7 furnishes the additional indication that 

Paul considered his own prophetic role to be (unlike the OT 

prophets) an eschatological one, and indeed that he believed he 

had been assigned the decisive eschatological task upon which the 
4 

inbreaking of the End depended8 The details of this situation 

are then uncovered in Romans xi, where the consummation awaits 

the completion of that task for which Paul believes he has been 

assigned the crucial responsibility, namely the Gentile missiono 5 

In Munck's presentation, this notion of a unique and decisive 

personal eschatological role for Paul derives from these two ini 

tial passages o Studies in three other passages are then provided, 

which serve to round out and lend additional plausibility to the 

picture. Romans xv reemphasizes that Paul took the completion of 

the Gentile mission to be his own eschatological responsibility,6 

while 11 Corinthians iii and Galatians ii illustrate Paul's capac

ity for comparing his own ministry to remarkably good advantage 

"d th both a leading OT and a leading NT figure .. 7 One must not 

1 Hunck, Paul, 41- 42. See further: "lIe has been appointed by 
God to fill the key position in the last great drama of salvation ll 

(43); IIPaul, as the apostle to the Gentiles, becomes the central 
figure in the story of salvation ll (49)0 Cfo pages 55, 61, 277, 301. 

2See above, pages 145-47. 
"Z 

./Munck, Paul, 11-35 

4Ibido, 36-1~2 .. 

7Ibido? 58-64 0 At the end of Munck' s study the theme of 
Paul 's elevated eschatologi cal self-understanding re emerges in 
two connections. The collection for J erusalem Munck interprets 
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therefore be surprised that Paul should have viewed his own role 

as "the decisive factor in redemptive historyo"l 

2Q2 Variant Features in Paul's Self-es timation 

For all that, at first reading Munck's presentation of Paul's 

self-estimation seems frankly bizarre~ "Paul may, in sum, have 
2 

been an egomaniac" is Mo Smith's rather caustic comment. And yet 

there is very much in Paul to ~how that he did maintain a remark

ably high valuation of his own vocation. On the other hand, there 

is also much that indicates a sense of a limited, participatory 

vocation o Before attending to the exegetical materials upon which 

Munck primarily bases his interpretation of Paul's self-estimation .. 

we would do .well to gain some preliminary perspective by briefly 

recalling some of the data of both sorts in the Pauline literature o 

Munck's assertion is entirely justified that "in Paul's case 

the apostolic consciousness reaches a greater intensity than in 
3 the case of any other apostle or any Old Testament propheto" And 

Munck is right to require major attention to this. He is also 

surely right that along with the intensity went a sense of quit e 

special personal significance. Leaving aside I1 Thassalonians ii 

and Romans xi, one may say that Munck's reference to Romans xv, 

1I Corinthians iii, and Galatians ii in this regard is entirely 

appropriateo In Romans xv$16 Paul clearly is thinking of a more 

than ordinary role in the Gentile mission when he speaks of "the 

grace given me by God that I should be a minister of Christ Jesus 

to the Gentiles, 0 •• that the offering up of the Gentiles mi ght 

be mad.e acceptable .. 11 And that Paul in secking to establish in 

11 Corinthians iii the superi ority of the new covenant to the old 

as an eschatological act by which Paul hoped, through a display of 
the fruits of the Gentile mission in Jerusalem, to provoke Judaism 
to salvation and thus br-ing in the End (282-308; see above, pages 
6L~-66 \.Ji th notes ) .. Also, Paul t s final appeal to Caesar and his 
defense before that tribunal, in Hunck1s understanding , marked f or 
Paul the fulfillment of his eschatological task~ a proclamation to 
all the Gentiles by means of a proclamation at the centre of the 
Gentile world (309-34). 

IMunck, Eau!, 55 .. 

2M• Smith, "Pauline Problems", 130" 

3Munck, ~, 41. 
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should proceed by comparing the ministry of Moses not with the 

ministry of Christ but with his own personal vocation is a fact 

weighted with import for rightly comprehending the man. It is 

also highly remarkable that in Galatians ii Paul can set his mis

sion on equal footing with that of Peter himself o If none of 

this of itself establishes the presence of a conviction of unique, 

decisive eschatological responsibility, it nevertheless must be 

acknowledged that it does point to a very developed sense of 

personal vocational significance, which cannot safely be ignored 

(though it often has been) in any accounting of the Apostle's 

life and thought. 

And yet side by side with such materials is the equally clear 

and plentiful evidence that Paul saw himself involved in something 

the dimensions of which far exceed those of his own particular 

efforts. And one dare not, as Munck has done, ignore this second 

body of data while assessing the significance of the first.
l 

Sev

eral of Munck's critics have called attention to this material~2 
3 and already in this chapter we have touched on relevant elementsg 

I will confine myself to one or two points which convey the tOlle 

of the whole. Firstly, the sense of Divine assignment which every

where dominates Paul's understanding of his mission correlates 

directly with a consciousness that the proclamation of the gospel 

is an entirely Divine initiative, transcending his and every j.ndi·· 

vidual evangelic venture, so that Paul's conviction of a special 

commission within that Divine eschato16gical initiative carries 

within itself not only a necessarily heightened valuation of his 

own service but also a necessarily sharpened awareness that his 

lIt is perhaps significant that in treating Paul's heightened 
sense of vocation Munck makes only the very barest passing ~efer
ence to I Cor xv.IO (Paul, 52), a passage one mi ght have thought 
especially supportive of his point: "his grace towards me was not 
in vain, bu t I laboured harder than all of them." But of course 
this is immediately preceded by the statement: flI am least of the 
apostles, unfit to be called an apostle.," 'fhe combination of 
statements vividly displays just those two aspects of Paul's self
understandi ng with which we are concerned here, a heightened sense 
of significance c oupled tlith a clear El.tlarencss of limitation, 
exactly the sort of material which fails to appear in Munck o 

2 In particular, J o Knox, I'Romans 15", Lt-8 ; H" Smith, "Pauline 
Problems", 128-30 .. 

3 See above, pages 122-230 



service is but 'one feature of the overall Divine actioll o In so 

far, therefore, as Paul's eschatological understanding of his 

mission contributed the framework for his sense of special voca

tional significance, it also contributed the framework for a con

sciousness of limitation and interdependency in that vocation. 

One of the more telling practical examples of such an aware

ness of vocational limitation and interdependency lies in Paul's 

attitude towards other participants in the spread of the gospelw 
1 His own mission was characterized by team effort. And when 

Apollos, apparently not at that point a team member 7 further de

velops Paul's work at Corinth, Paul describes their ministries 

as complementary under God (r Cor iii.4-9). He cordially ac

knowledges the ministries of others beyond the range of his own 

activities ( Rm xvi~7,12)o His own missionary movements are con

ditioned by a sensitivity to the presence of others in the field, 

with whose work he intends to coordinate rather than compete 

(11 Cor x.12-16i Rm xv.18-21)3 Indeed his sensitivity to spheres 

of labour, and annoyance at violation of such spheres, is itself 

an acknowledgement of the limitations of his own contribution in 

the spread of the gospel. And v/hen he himself is imprisoned, he 

can look with equanimity even on the provocatively-intended en

deavours of his opponents, so long as the proclamation continues 

(Phlp i.15-18)0 If none of this sort of evidence necessarily 

excludes the presence of a sense of unique~ crucial responsibility 

in the eschatological mission, it certainly at the very least 

argues for some caution in describing Paul's self-estimation in 

ultimate and exclusive terms. 2 With this in mind, we may then 

turn to the primary exegetical foundations which Munck offers 

for his analysis 6f Paul's self-estimationo 

1 See above, pages 88-89. 

2 Another indication that Paul thought of his role in a 
participatory rather than exclusive manner is suggested by the 
adjustment of Is lii.7 when quoted in Rm xo15b: "HO\·/ beautiful 
are the feet of those \'1ho preach good nevIS 0 fI v/here both the Heb
rew and the LXX speak ef a single her ald, Paul instead pluralizes, 
perhaps accommodating to the plura ls of the rhetorical climax 
just preceding ("how shall they prea ch except they be scnt'! ), 
but nonetheless exhibiting a tota l lack of concern to maintain 
a form of text conducive to depicting a singular, exclus ive mis
sionary role., 
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2.2.3 Exegetical Foundations of Hunck 's Analysi~ 

Munck's assessment of Paul's eschatological self-estimation 

rests in its central and disputed features upon two key passages, 

11 Thessalonians ii and Romans xi. From II Thessalonians he de

termines that Paul did attribute to himself the decisive role in 

the inauguration of the Messianic Era; from Romans he secures the 

details of the process which renders this role decisive. Propo

sitions such as that Paul saw himself as a prophetic figure within 

the line of God's redemptive purpose, or that he saw his own mis

sion as part of the eschatological consummation of these purposes, 

or that he understood his calling to be of special importance with

in these purposes, can be substantiated from elsewhere in Paul's 

writings; but the notion that Paul ascribed to himself the decisive 

role of messianic herald precipitating the final denoument must 

find its confirmation either in these two passages or nowhere. It 

is therefore entirely understandable that Munck begins the demon

stration of his theory by reference to these passages o 

While Munck's own presentation is in fact based first and 

foremost cn his exegesis of 11 Thessalonians, and his handling of 

Romans xi assumes throughout the findings of his work in II Thessa

lonians, in my estim~tion his whole construction stands or falls on 

his exegesis of Romans xio As I have already argued,l the ambig

uous nature of 11 Thessalonians ii 0 6 9 7 renders impossible the at

tainment of any even reasonably assured interpretation of its pre

cise meaning and therefore makes it improper to use any particular 

interpretation of 11 Thessalonians ii 0 6,7 as the basis for an 

analysis of Pauline thinking. It is nothing but fatal to adopt 

11 Thessalonians ii G 6,7 as the interpretive keystone for any major 

theoryo In addition one cannot i gnore the critiques directed at 

Cullrnann's (and hence Huncle's) interpretation in recent years 

which strongly suggest its improbability~2 This means then that 

1 See above, page 146. 

2Host :cecently, especially C., H" Giblin, The Tlg'8at to Faith 
(Rome 9 1967) 20-22; and Eo Best, Thessalonians, 295-302; see also 
B .. Rigaux, Les Epi tres .E!:.ux Thessalonici en.s CParis , 1956) 274-790 
Her e I may merely mention a few critical questions : (i) Why does 
the text make Paul 's death (lremoval ') the decisive event and not 
the completion of the miss ion, if it is actually the latter which 
precipitates the End? (ii) How can thi s int erpretation be squared 
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while Munck based his construction on 11 Thessa10nians as elab

orated by Romans, the whole weight of his position must actually 

fall upon Romans for confirmation. Munck's understanding of 

11 Thessalonians might then be made to illustrate the point fur

ther, but it cannot participate properly in the fundamental demon

stration o It is therefore in Romans xi that the crucial features 

of Munck's presentation must find their confirmation if they are 

to be secured. l 

Paul's discussion of Jew and Gentile in God's purposes in 

\'Ii th PCl.ul's expectation in I 'l'h iVo13..:.18 that he will be alive at 
the parousia? (iii) And how is it to be squared with Paul's strik
ing equanimity in the face of death, without even a nod to -the 
question of the completion of his mission, in Phlp i? (iv) Further
more, if this is the secret, why is it a secret? What possible 
danger is there in this sort of (politica lly) innocuous information 
leaking out? (v) The Thessalonians (who~ according to Paul? knew 
the key to the text) were obviously expecting an immediate inbreak
ing of the End. Does this mean then that they thought Paul's mis
sion completed, the Gentile world converted, and Paul dead (or 
nearly so)? It is difficult to sustain an attraction to Cullmann's 
interpretation in the face of such overwhelming complications~ 

lThat Munck himself cons idered the Romans xi materia l of cen
tral importa nce to his construction is evidenced not least in his 
subsequent publication of a separate full-length monograph on his 
exegesis of Romans ix-xi, namely Christ and Israel: An I1!..terJ?re:L~
tion of Romans 9-11 (Philadelphia, 1967).. Hy own analysis here of 
the significance of Romans xi to Munck;s whole position is to be 
distinguishe d somewhat, however, from the opinion of F. E. Barton, 
who in his "Paul and His Sense of Hission ll (PhoD. dissertation, 
University of I01:Ja~ 1970) argues tha t "Hunck' s di s tinctive view of 
Paul's conception of his mission depends primarily upon his inter
pretation of Romans 9-1111 (6, 7 and n. 1). Barton believes this 
dependenc e is visible in Munck's own presentation, but this is 
hardly true--the presentation certainly depends as much or more on 
11 Thessalonians iio It is rather, I should thiru( , that the nature 
of the materials used in the presentation leaves it in effect de-
pendent on Romans xi for confirmation. - ----

One should also keep in mind the two-fold structure of E,?-ul 
and the Salvation of Nankindo We have been interested in Munck's 
positive analysis o f Pau1 1s eschatologica1 missionary self-under
standing e But al ong with this g oes an attempted r e construction of 
earliest Christian history, especially with reference to the rela
tions of Paul and J erusalem, carried out over against the (as Munck 
saw it) still lingering influe nce of the T~bingen viewpointe This 
reconstruction constitutes the inner bulk o f the work, and produces 
a series of conclusions no l ess imaginative than those with which 
we have been occupied. Mo st evaluations of Mun ck have tended to 
focu s on this part of hi s study, which wou ld explain why in soma 
such critique s passages other than those I have mentioned are fixed 
upon as the Icrucial ' ones for Munck ls presentation, eeg. especially 
his treatment of GalatianG ( so Ge g .. L~ Cer faux, mm li [1956J 535, 
5L~2; Ho Smith , HTH i [1957J 115-25; c L \·/ 0 D" Davies , NT,s ii [1955-
56J 63 n. 1, 69~70). 



Romans xi.11-32 'is part of the wider complex of Romans ix-xi, in 

"'/hich Paul struggles with the question of Jewish unbelief. His 

analysis leads eventually to the question: has God then cast off 

his ancient people? (xi.l). Paul's answer is two-fold. For the 

present (as in the past) God's elective purpose is represented in 

the remnant of Israel, while the rest are hardened (xi.l-lO) e For 

the future, God intends a process which will ultimately include 

Israel's full salvation with that of the Gentiles, so that God may 

at last have mercy truly upon all, Israel not excluded (xi c ll-32). 

This outcome calls forth a doxology to the Divine wisdom (xi .33-36). 

Paul's description of the process whereby God will at last 

have mercy upon all is structured by that strange intermingling of 

destinies which Paul perceives for Jew and Gentile in their expe

rience o~ God's mercyo The rejection of the gospel by the Jews, 

the calling of the Gentiles, and the restitution of Israel stand 

for Paul interlinked in the Divine economy. Within this scheme 

there also occurs both a reference by Paul to his own personal 

mission and a reference (apparently) to the final consummation o 

According to Munck all these elements are dynamically inter

related in the evolving scheme: (a) the Jewish rejection of the 

gospel has led to the calling of the Gentiles; (b) the success of 

the Gentile mission will, in turn, lead (by a salvific jealousy) 

to the conversion of 'all Israel'; (c) this final reclamation of 

Israel will be directly followed by the climaxing events of the 

End; and (d) Paul is vital to this sequence, for the completion 

of the Gentile mission (upon which hinges the rest of this escha

tological process) is delegated to him. In consequence 9 the 

eschatological scheme present in Romans xi reveals, according to 

Munck's analysis, that Paul, as the apostle to the Gentiles, 

stands uniquely and decisively at the centre of the process lead-
. t . I L d . 1ng up '0 the consummat10n o et me therefore procae 1n evalua-

tion of Munck's exegetical work in Romans xi by attention to each 

of these f our strands and especially to their supposed links. 

We may deal quickly with the first and third items. (a) Paul 

clearly sets the fall of Israel in connected s equence with the in

gathering of the Gentiles. Especially in the clauses of xi o ll,12,15 

Paul describ es the Gentile mission as in some sense a consequence 

ISee Munck~ Paul, 42-49 9 275-79, 299-301; Christ and Israel, 
l16-IL~3o 
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of Israel's collapse: "By their fall salvation has come to the Gen

tiles"; "their trespass means enrichment for the world"; litheir 

loss means enrichment for the Gentiles"; "their rejection means 

the reconciliation of the \-lorld . " The same development is spoken 

of in xi.19: "Branches \'lere broken off in order that I might be 

grafted in," and in xi .. 25: "A hardening has partially come on 

Israel until the fulness of the Gentiles comes in."l Paul does 

not indicate how Israel's fall has led to Gentile ingathering; he 

simply affirms it, and that fact is sufficient for our present 

purposes. 

Whether Paul also indicates that (c) the conversion of Israel 

will be directly connected with the eschatological consummation is 

not quite so evident. He clearly expects the final conversion of 

Israel (xi.25-27, 31-32), and he clearly expects some blessing of 

truly extraordinary proportions to attend this event, greater even 

than the benefit of the conversion of the Gentiles: '!if their loss 

means enrichment for the Gentiles, how much more their fulness!" 

(xio12)~ It would appear most probable that~ within the parallel 

materials of xi.15, in the clause "what shall be the receiving of 

them but life from the dead?", the phrase "life from the dead" 

refers to the resurrection at the End, and hence bespeaks the con

summating eschatological events accompanying the parousia. 2 Fur

thermore~ in the Christological quotation in xi.26,27, the conver

sion of Israel seems to be bound up \<Iith the Second Advent: "Out 

of Zion shall come the Deliverer; he shall turn ungodliness a\<lay 

from Jacob.,,3 

lCf. Rm ix.17; ix.22,23; x.16-21; xi.30b. 

2 So Wo Sanday and A. C. Headlam, Romans, 325-26; C. K. Barrett, 
Romans? 215; F. E. Barton, lIPaul and His Sense of Mission", 111-12; 
CY:-J:' Knox, Romans, IB IX.569; C. He Dodd, Romans, 187-88. J. 
Murray strongl y disputes a reference here to the resurrection, 
preferring a final upsurge in Gentile conversion ( Romans , I1.,81-84), 
\'1hich \'lOul d appear r~led out by Rm xio25~26, \vhere thelrfulness of 
the Gentiles'! precedes I srael's final conversion. Munck wavers, 
first thinking vaguely of a spiritual revival ( Paul, 304-05; 263 
n .. 1; 23.5 nor 1), then speakinG as though the meaning is that Israel's 
conversion will be like life from the dead ( Paul , 309), and finally 
concluding that "its meaning is to be soughtEi.iiiOng the last events 
before or during the Sec.ond Coming" (Christ and I.sr8.el, 12'1 n" 188)., 

3So E .. Best, Romans, 132 ; H. J. Schoeps, ,?aul , 243; Fo E .. Bar
ton, "Paul and His Sens e of Hission", 112-13; H .. Hengel, "Die Ul' 
sprunge deI' christlichen His.3ion", 19; J . i'1unck, Paul, 131 , 285 ; 
Christ tmd lE.rae)~, 137 Q 



The other two strands of the scheme found by Munck in Romans xi 

must be dealt with in somewhat more detail. Concerning the second 

strand (b), it must be said at once that while Paul repeatedly (if 

without elaboration) presents in Romans xi a positive connection 

between Israel's rejection and the Gentile ingathering, the same 

cannot be said with reference to his description of the Gentile in

gathering and Israel's final salvationo The latter two events are 

certainly at times paired, but their coupling is much less distinct, 

and this fact merits notice. 

In xi.ll the fall of Israel leads to salvation for Gentiles 

• • • to provoke Israel to jealousyc There Paul stops. It is not 

signified whether this effect on Israel is thought of as remedial 

or as retributive. Certainly the thought of retributive annoyance 

is paramount in Deuteronomy ix.16, and therefore apparently in its 

direct quotation in Romans x e 19, for provocation to jealousy and 

provocation to anger are there placed in paral1e1 6 A positive 

remedial intention in provocation to jealousy is distinctly visible 

only in x i.14, where Paul states that one effect of his own Gentile 

mission for which he hopes is an arousal of fellow Jews to such 

jealousy that 'some' will be saved. Here provocation to jealousy 

takes on the character of attraction. l May one infer then that on 

the wider stage of xi.ll a similar salvific technique is intended, 

that the jealousy within Israel attending the salvation of the 

Gentiles is expected not only to annoy but also to attract, is 

expected to be not only retributive but also remedial? 

In xi.25,26 Paul unveils a 'myst ery' that the hardening of 

IThis jealousy motif strikes one as a somewhat puzzling, not 
to say odd, or perhaps more precisely unrealistic, salvific device. 
Thus E. C. Blackman \-Iri tes: "As reasoning, his thinking is not 
impressive ••• ~ In fact, it is not reasoning at all, but a 
fancy 0 C> •• " (CJT xi [1965J129); and E. Dinkler speaks of "a 
stra.nge and theologically weak are;ument", and continues: "V/hat 
does Paul mean by this point? Has he ever observed such a phenom
enon in history? Where does the apostle find the key for this 
interpretat ion 0 .. 0 ?" (JH xxxvi [1956J 123; cf., C. H. Dodd, 
Romans, 187). Indeed that j ealousy which Paul here expects will 
incite the Jews to emulation , in Acts i8 found rather, and more 
plausibly, to inci te to persecution (Acts xiii~45; xvii .5 ) ~ 

It would, I should like to suggest, perhaps somewhat mitigate 
the peculiarity of the notion to reco gnize that in effect Paul is 
expecting through God's beneficent deaJ.ings with Gentile s in his 
ministry an attractive force upon the Jews of the s ort whi ch the 
OT and Judaism generally expected the Gentiles to experience in 
response to God's beneficent dealings with Israel e 
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Israel will last "until the fulness of the Gentiles has come in; 

and so all Israel will be saved .. " Here the ingathering of the Gen

tiles is undoubtedly pairedl with the final salvation of Israel e 

But the relation is stated merely in temporal terms of succession. 2 

The one event will follow the other; whether it is in some sense 

generated by the other is not indicated .. 

Gentile ingathering and Jewish restitution are paired again 

in the parallel clauses of xi.30,31e The function of the crucial 

dative phrases in the arrangement is not entirely clear .. 

la Just as once you were disobedient to God 

Ib but now have received mercy, 
- I , e I 

~~ ~ou~oov aKe~ eL~, 

2a so they have now been disobedient, 

~~ ~~£~~p~ ~~~£~, 
2b in order that they also now may receive mercyo 

The first of the two dative phrases would appear to fit Ib as an 

instrumental dative: "nO\v you have received mercy by their dis

obedience," a meaning attractive in its reaffirmation of the re

peated contextual assertion that the fall of Israel has led to the 

calling of the Gentiles. But the second dative t aken likewise 

instrumentally produces in relation to 2a an assertion a. ... lkwardly 

the reverse of the preceding, and unparalleled: "so they have no';, 

been disobedient by mercy shOvIn to you. ,,3 

One maY9 it would appear, either (i) by abandoning parallelism 9 

and finding an alternate dative use of the second phrase, maintain 

the instrumental sense of the first dative; or (ii) by abandoning 

the instrumental sense of the first dative, and finding an alternate 

dative use for both phrases, maintain parallelism. If the latter 

lA 'pairing' also takes place in the aT context, where material 
which Paul could have taken to describe the Gentile ingathering di
rectly precedes the material which Paul here cites as descriptive 
of Jewish conversion (I s lix.19,20) u See above, pages 132-133. 

2 .. , 
The OU~(Db is a corr e1a ti ve connected with the nae(D~ of 

the confirmatory citation following ( s o AG 602; cf~ Phlp iiio17)Q 
The temporal relation between the preceding clause and this one is 
borne in the ClXP t.~ of the formeI'~ 

3N everthe1ess, so e.ge TEV, NIV" ef .. F" E .. Ba.reen: "The dis
obedi enc e of the Jews came about, according to Paul, not becaus~ 
the Gentiles had believed but in ordp.I' that they might do SOil 

("Paul and His Sense of Hission" ;=-120 L 



approach were taken, the temporal sense suggested by C. F. D. Moule 

would prove attractive: "so they have now been disobedient at the 

time when mercy is shown to you .. " 
1 

But alternately one may (iii) maintain both the desirable 

parallelism, and the instrumental sense contextually appropriate 

for the first dative~ by connecting the second dative phrase not 

to 2a preceding but to 2b following. It is exceptional but per

missible for elements of a subordinate clause to precede, for em-
tJ 2 

phasis, a subordinating conjunction such as Lva 0 In this case 

the meaning of xi.31 becomes: "so they have now been disobedient 

that by the mercy shown to you they also may now receive mercy." 3 

If this is the best solution, then here is one direct expression 

in Romans xi of a causative relation between the Gentile ingather

ing and Israel's final salvation~ and its presence would suggest 

that a similar -notion underlies the other more ambiguous examples 

just discussed o 

But in any case it is evident that, so far as the relation 

of the Gentile ingathering to Israel's final salvation is conc0rned, 

there is in Romans xi no repeated clear elaboration at all com

parable to that for the effect of Israel's fall on Gentile ingathcr

ing. If the connection is there, as I am prepared to acknowledge, 

it certainly is left in the background o To this recognition must 

also be added the fact that, even in the background, the ingather

ing of the Gentiles is not presented as the decisive generative 

force in Israel's conversion. Ultimately the turning of Israel is 

an act of God: God shall graft them back in (xi.23,24), God shall 

show them mercy ( xi~32,33 ). The specific agency of God's restor

ative act is supplied by the quotation from Isaiah lix.20: Christ 

himself, as t he Deliverer out of Zion, shall turn ungodliness from 

Jacob (xi. 26,27 ). The successful Gentile mission is not therefore 

put forward as the direct agency of Israel's restitution; rather, 

indistinctly and in the background, one may discern that it 

lIdiom-Book, 44; N. Turner, Syntax, 243; NEB. 

2BDF l1-7501; ef .. I Cor ix.,]'.5; 11 Cor iio/'l-; Gal i1olO; Col iv,,16; 
Acts xix ... ~'o 

7-

7 ASV ; RSV; J. Murray, Romans , 11.101- 102 9 J. Munck at one 
point expressly adopts this approach (Cl]ris~g_c:i_Erael, l~'O), but 
in another place treats the disputed phrase as temporal (ibid g , 139 
and no 224) .. 
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represents to Paul an instrument of incitement which Christ will 

use when himself effecting Israel's ultimate salvation. 

To the foregoing analysis Munck would object that I have 

passed over the crucial passage in which the causative relation of 

the Gentile mission to Israel's salvation is vividly, emphatically 

stated~ In xi o 13,14 does not Paul expressly say that his Gentile 

mission is designed to provoke Israel to salvific jealousy? This 

leads us, then, immediately on to the fourth strand of the escha

tological process which Munck finds in Romans xi, namely (d) Paul's 

presentation in xi.13,14 of his own calling as the means of the in

gathering of the Gentiles and hence by that also the means of 

Israel ' s conversion. 

Munck holds that in xi o 13,14 Paul introduces himself into 

the eschatological scheme as the decisive agent of the Gentile mis

sion and therefore also of the derivative ultimate conversion of 

Israel. "Thus Paul as the apostle to the Gentiles, becomes the 

central figure in the story of salvation 0 • •• The fullness of 

the Gentiles, which is Paul's aim, is the decisive turning-point 

in redemptive historyo With that there begins the salvation of 

Israel and the coming of the Antichrist, and through it the coming 

of Christ for judgment and salvation, and so the end of the worldJ,l 

But neither element of Munck's interpretation, neither that 

Paul presents his own apostolate as decisive for the Gentile mis

sion, nor that he through this connects it decisively with Israel's 

ultimate conversion, can be confirmed from the text itself. Thus, 

on the one hand, Hunck writes of xi.13,14: lilt is important that 

the text is able to sho\" the unique nature of Paul's apostleships ,,2 

And yet there is nothing in this text denoting a unique apostleship. 

In the single allusion by Paul to his own mission, not only is his 

apostleship to Gentiles anarthrous but there is no suggestion that 

he sees his own ministry encompassing the whole of the Gentile in

gathering. Paul merely states with reference to the just mentioned 

ingathering of Gentiles (xi.12) that, being a participant in this 

particular movement, being an apostle to Gentiles, he 'magnifies' 

that mini c try in the hope that through it a limited beneficial effect 

on Jews will ensue~ The notion that Paul considered his own 

1 Munck, ~, [/-9. 

2Ib · ld., 



ministry to be crucial to the fulfillment of the Gentile mission 

cannot be derived from Romans xi.13,14$ It must be read into it 

from elsewhere o 

The same analysis applies to the other aspect of Munck's 

interpretation of xi o 13,14, that Paul relates his own vocation 

decisively to the ultimate salvation of Israel. It goes to the 

heart of the question that to establish this interpretation Munck 

must assume an identity of reference between the Jewish conver

sions mentioned in xi.13 9 l4 in connection with Paul's own mission 

and the ultimate Jewish conversion mentioned in xi.26, whereas in 

the text a clear, even deliberate? di~tinction is visible between 

the indirect beneficial impact on his nation which Paul wishes 

for his own ministry, and the salvation of all Israel for which 

he confidently looks. The distinction is sharply set in the ex

pressly limited scope of the former expectation: "if possibly I 

may P 0 0 save some of them" (xi.14), over against the totality 

involved in the latter expectation: "and thus all Israel shall 

be saved" (xi. 26) 0 Coupled vii th this is, secondly, the distinct 

contrast between the uncertainty which attends the former expec-

" tation ( 6 ~ 'ITCJ)G ), and the straight certainty with which the 

latter expectation is stated o There is therefore no evidence in 

the text itself that Paul's present mission to Gentiles extends 

in its desired or expected effects beyond a limited number of 

J 
1 ews o The process which Paul wished for his own mission may 

1 So J. Hurray, Romans , 11. 81., Also F. E. Barton, "Paul and 
His Sense of 1'1ission", 116: "By confusing Paul's present intention 
to lead some Jews to faith in Christ with his future expectations 
for the salvation of all Israel, Munck assi gns to Paul a much 
larger place than the apostle is claiming for himself .. " Hunck 
recognizes this weak spot in his position, but his response is 
somewhat garbled (Paul, 45-46; Christ and Israel, l23-25)e He 

-- I - • 
first argues that the ~LVEs need not mean a small number over 
a gainst many but could mean a great number--which is beside the 
point, since in any case it certainly is in contrast to 'ITa~ ft He 
folJ.ows this by stating that "it must not be supposed 0 " " that 
~LV~s refers hereto quite a small number of Jews who, in con
trast to the many? attain salvation. There would then be a deci-
sive difference between the present time, of the apostle's labours 9 

and a time to come, that of God's intervention for the salvation 
of all Israel" (Paul, 46) --which of course i s to make an assertion 
of just the point in question. r·1unck r ather pi~opose s t ha t Paul in 
Romans xi~13,14 sees his own efforts as participatory in and pre
paring for the full salvation of Israel o This in fact howeve~ 
assumes the presence of the very distinction he has disputed, and 
is actually on the one hand compatible with the argument that Paul 
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well for him have mirrored, or been a foretaste of, the process of 

Israel's final reclamation,l but the former is not equated with or 

presented as decisive for the latter. It is therefore not possible 

to establish from Romans xi that Paul thought his own mission cru

cial either for the completion of the Gentile mission or for the 

final salvation of all Israela 

Munck treats the reference to Paul's mission in xi.13,14 as 

a necessary, integral feature of the overall description of Jewish 

and Gentile des tinies in Romans xi. "Paul here introduces his own 

person, because his call to the apostolate gives him a unique 

significance for recent events e The preaching of the gospel to 

the Gentile s o • • is here regarded as leading not merely to the 

fullness of the Gentiles but also to the salvation of the whole of 
2 

Israel." A less determined, more sensitive, analysis ' of the 

literary and conceptual patterns of Romans xi would suggest rather 

that the reference to Paul's own mission is parenthetical within 

the larger discussion of Jewish and Gentile destinieso 3 This is 

true from the literary standpoint, where xib13,14 intervenes be

tween the obviously similar materials of xi.11-12 and xio15. Con

ceptually the reference to Paul here is reminiscent of two other 

references to Paul in Romans ix-xi, at ixol-5 and x.l, in which 

Paul, within his major theme on Israel, wishes with visible emotion 

to intrude the sub-theme that his personal apostolate to Gentiles 

must not in any way be taken to imply a disinterest in the spiritual 

fortunes of his own nation. Similarly then, in xi.,13,14, while 

does not here present his efforts as the decisive factor in Israel's 
final conversion , and on the other hand does not substantiate the 
conclusion Munck draws that "Paul, the apostle to the Gentiles, is 
through his work among the Gentiles the essential motive force for 
the salvation of all Israel" (~, 301)., 

1 Thus Ne Do Pott, "Paul's Apostolate and Hission", 230-31: 
"The Jews who out of jealousy are won to Christ by Paul are there
fore regarded as an anticipation, a prefiguring, or even a contri
bution to the coming salvation, but God ' s fina l incorporat ion of 
Israel still transcends the achi evement and potential of Paul's 
personal work. " See also C .. K .. Barret t ( Romans, 116)? who suggests 
a connection between xi.14 and xi.16 : Paul "rec'ards the fe\v J ev6.sh 
Christians as the pledge of the e-'lentua l sal va tion of all Israel." 

2Chd.;s t and Israel, 1220 

3':;0 Vl" Sanday and A" C., Head.lD.m~ Romans , 323-25; Mo J. Lagrange , 
nomains~ 276; J o Knox~ Roma~, lB IX .. 5b8-69; F. E .. Barton, "Paul and 
FIis Sense of Ni ,ssion ';, 115. 
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discussing the ultimate destiny of Israel, Paul intrudes a refer

ence to his own mission into the description of Israel's fall and 

the resulting blessing of the Gentiles, not in order to elaborate 

some further crucial link in the evolving scheme, but rather, as 

in these other self-references in ix-xi, in order to attract a 

positive (or deflect a negative) valuation of his own particular 

mission by suggesting, its obvious direct connection with Gentile 

conversion notwithstanding, the potential, if indirect and limited, 

connection of his personal mission with Jewish salvation.
l 

We may safely conclude, then, that Paul did see the unbelief 

of Israel leading to Gentile conversion o In the background of his 

thought there may 'vlell also be a notion that the inga thering of 

the Gentiles will in turn play some part in the return of blessing 

to Israel o Apparently Paul believed the final conversion of all 

Israel would be followed by the consummating events surrounding 

the parousiao But, as for himself, Paul does not suggest anywhere 

in the passage a unique or decisive role in the process e What he 

does do is to associate his ministry to Gentile~ indirectly and on 

an expressly limited scale, to contemporary Jewish conversions, in 

order to underline his own concern for the destiny of his people, 

his call to Gentiles notwithstanding. 

There is no doubt much more that should be sorted out in Paul's 

understanding of his personal role in the eschatological mission~ 

It is, however, at least one step towards a more adequate picture 

if it has been reasonably demonstrated that, while Paul did indeed 

have an elevated sense of special personal significance in the 

eschatological mission, the highly accentuated self-estimation 

attributed to him by Munck not only ignores the evidence for a sense 

of limited, interdependent vocation, but also itself lacks demon

strable exegetical foundation.
2 

lSo J o Knox? Romans, IB IX.570; F. E. Barton, "Paul and His 
Sense of Hission", 151-54. 

2Mo Bouttier, in his "Rema rques sur la conscience apostolique 
de Sto Paul", has argued that Colossians finds common ground with 
Romans in the attribution to Paul's self-consciousness of a sense 
of unique responsibility in the eschatological mission preceding 
the End? over against Acts and the Pas torale, where Paul is merely 
an exemplary model of a faithful missionary who complet es his own 
assigned taBk ~ If one rea ds the undisputed Paulines through Munck's 
eyes, then perhaps, as Bouttier argues , Colossians (with perhaps 
Ephesians) fit s the self-consciousness of Paul visible in Romans 
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In summary then, Paul's understanding of his mission is per

vasively conditioned by his conviction of its eschatologica1 dimen

sion o This conviction was borne home to him primarily in terms 

of the relation which he perceived between his mission and the 

'already' of God's eschatological progr amo Paul saw his own role 

in this eschatological mission to be a major one, but not in some 

sense a uniquely decisive one e 

In developing this study of the eschatological aspect of Paul's 

understanding of his mission, I have in part found it convenient 

to use certain elements of J. Munck's provocative interpretation 

of Paul as a useful foil. Despite these criticisms I should like 

to suggest that while Munck's interpretation of Paul requires 

some substantial reworking of foundations and major adjustments 

in the superstructure, and while one must doubt the validity of 

making Paul's eschatological missionary self-consciousness the 

centre for a reinterpretation of the Apostle, nevertheless Nunck's 

work remains immensely important because 9 even when he has the 

answers wrong, he has forcefully raised vitally significant, yet 

all too frequently unattended, questions concerning Paul's under

standing of his missionary vocation.. For this he fully merits 

continued close consideration. M~ Smith has put the matter well: 

The problem of Paul's concept of his gospel and his work 
will have to be restudied. The great servi~e of Munck1s 
study, in this r espect, is to have emphasized that this 
concept of Paul's must define both his relation to the 
Jerusalem l eaders and his relation to the eschatological 
program& Paul certainly saw both himself and his contem
poraries as fi gures in the eschatologica l drama. His 
actions and ut terances are those required by his role as 
he conceived it; they cannot be understood without a 
knowledge of the plot--not, of course , the entire plot 
(which God alone foreknew), but the section which Paul 
believe d himself to knowo In showing that the knowledge 
of this frame is prerequisite for further Pauline studies, 
Munck has succe eded in a matter more important than his 
failure to defend his particular theori~s.l 

much bett el.' than do Acts and the Pastorals.. But once Hunck' s Paul 
is relieve~ of that sense of decisive eschatologic a l significance 
with which Munck has invested hi m ~ then Bouttier's parall els and 
contrasts become much less di s cernable, and the (in Boutti er ' s 
sense) 'de-eschatologized t Paul of the Acts and the Past orals is 
not r eally so markedly different, in thi s particular regard, from 
the Paul of Romans or Colossians. 

IN .. Smith, "Paul:i.ne Problems ll
$ 130-31 .. 
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v. CONCLUSION 

1. Summary 

Traditionally the study of Paul's mission has been formed by, 

and has itself informed, the questioris which structure the investi

gation of Paul's life and work, as distinguished from those which 

dominate research into his theo1ogyo Yet given Paul's evident 

inner preoccupation with mission, it must be doubted whether an 

adequate understanding either of Paul's theology or of his mission 

is possible without consideration of his thinking on mission . If 

this is the case, then the mission of Paul merits a much more 

deliberate and systematic attention within research in Pauline 

theology than has hitherto been accorded ita 

If such attention is to proceed on firm footing 9 then it 

would best secure from the start a more thorough- going clarifica

tion than is at present available of just what for Paul himself 

was missions The central concern of these studies has been formu

lated with this particular need in mind o Taking as my point of 

departure Paul's heightened sense of vocation, and the discussions 

regar ding it which have arisen in recent years in Pauline studies, 

I have attempted to clarify in successive studies three aspects of 

Paul's understanding of his own mission o 

In the first study I have tried to show that Paul both pro

ceeded in his missionary efforts and surveyed them in a manner 

which reveals the ' presence of a fundamental geographical dimension 

in his understanding of his mission o His concept of his tas k made 

movement imperative; it caused him to structur e that movement in 

terms of particular areas and to work through those areas in a way 

which broug):1t about a continguous sequence of lands in v,hich his 
I' 

task was completed . He saw such effort a s part of a larger move-

ment int ent on an oecumenical expans ion of the gospel; for his 

part he attempted a transversal extens ion of that gospel with the 

Medit erranean world from Jerus alem right across to the west ern 

limito 
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In the se60nd. study I have tried to show that Paul's under

standing of his ceritral missionary activity as proclamation of the 

gospel meant in practice the firm establishment of Christian com

munities in the various geographical regions to which he cameo The 

accomplishment of his assignment was thus focused beyond proclaim

ing and converting, and beyond the mere creation of churches, upon 

the emergence of stable, mature Christian communities. I have 

further suggested that such ecclesiological achievement was not 

for Paul a means towards the fulfillment of his larger missionary 

program but itself the objective of that program. Paul did not see 

his congrega tions as new agents for the extension and multiplica

tion of his own missionary effort but rather as the proper goal 

of that effort~ Paul's mission is then for him not only a matter 

of a geographically-de fined progression, but in addit~on this 

progression is for him realized ecclesiologically, by the founding 

and nurturing of churches \.Ji thin each successive area .. 

In the third study I have tried to show that Paul understood 

his mission within an eschatological frame of reference, that the 

larger whole of which he recognized his own mission to be a part 

was the Divinely superintended eschatological ingathering of the 

nations of OT expectation. Evidence of this I have found in Paul's 

use of OT eschatological universalistic texts and contexts, and 

especially in Paul's identification of his mission with that of 

the Isaianic servant figuree I have also pointed out that this 

eschatological understanding of his mission is oriented for Paul 

much more upon the 'already ' of the Christ-event, and Paul's expe

rience of this, than upon the 'not yet' of the final consummation o 

In addition I have suggested t~at just this eschatological con

textualization which furnishes Paul such an accentuated sense of 

the importance of his role, at the same time furnishes him his 

sense of its limited and participatory charactero By directing 

attention to these particular features of Paul's eschatological 

understanding of his mission I have intended not only to reinforce 

but also to qualify and especially to enlarge the already existing 

work within rauline studies which has been stimulated by the in

sight tha t Paul's understanding of his missionary vocation is 

fundamentally shaped by an eschatological frame of reference. 

The purpose of this investigation has been, by means of stUdies 

in three aspects of Paul's understanding of his mission, to con-
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tribute to a m6re exact elaboration of what for Paul was mission. 

While there are undoubtedly other leading features of Paul's 

understanding of his mission, on the basis of these studies it 

may at least be said that for Paul his mission was a geographical 

accomplishment, ecclesiologically effected, within an eschatolog

ical context. He took himself to be establishing churches land 

by land systematically right across the Roman world as part of 

God's eschatological program to bring salvation to the nations. 

2. Secondary Implications 

While such conclusions represent attainments in line with the 

stated objectives of this investigation, I should not be disap

pointed if certain secondary intentions have also been served o 

2.1 The Study of Pauline Theologz 

I should be pleased, first of all, if the way in which the 

investigation has been set up, and carried out, should help to 

initiate or renew a sensitivity at least to the possibility, if 

not also to the desirability, and even the necessity, of consider

ing Paul's mission not only in relation to his life but also in 

relation to his thought$ I hope I have effectively reexhibited 

the fact that Paul's mission is a feature of his own conceptual 

activity, and that it therefore ought to receive attention within 

the attempts to understand and expound his thinking--a development 

which would appear to lie yet in the future for most Pauline theo

logical work. Any attempt at a comprehensive representation of 

Paul's thought which cannot furnish Paul's understanding of his 

mission a meaningful place in its struct~res ought to that extent 

to be considered deficient o To acknowledge in an introductory 

way that Paul was a missionary and that his theology was therefore 

hammered out in a missionary context is hardly sufficient. A 

presentation of the thought of a man so characterized by pre

occupation .with misSion can hardly have come adequately to grips 

with its subject if the unavoidable reflection in the man's think

ing of such a pr eoccupation has eluded it. Perhaps the way in 

which this investigation has been shaped will help to sharpen an 

awareness that Paul's thinking on miss ion deserves within the 

study of Paul's theology much more deliberate and detailed atten

tion than it has hitherto receivedo 
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2 .2 The Study of . Paul ' s Thinking on H.t!?s ion 

As to the study of Paul's thinking on mission, I have tried 

to distinguish and demonstrate a line of approach which appears 

especially called for, and promising, given the nature of the 

data and the present state of research. As an alternative to 

other lines of approach to Pauline missionary thinking, such as 

the examination of Paul's soteriological universalism, or his con

cept of apostleship, or his motive for mission, or his strategy in 

mission, or an approach which attempts without any preliminary 

work to go directly into the question of Paul's theology of mis

sion, I have suggested the importance of beginning with a funda

mental clarification and elaboration of what for Paul himself was 

mission, in order to differentiate with precision the matter proper 

to a study of Paul's thinking on missiono Not being in a position 

to offer a comprehensive study of Paul's theology of mission~ or 

even of his understanding of his own mission, I have nevertheless 

sought to offer exploratory and suggestive work in this area; and 

if, in addition to the direct if limited results it has yielded 9 

the approa ch itself should prove stimulating and directive for 

research attempting a more comprehensive treatment, I shall not 

be disappoi ntedo 

,2.$3 The Contribut i on of Johannes Hunck 

Among those dis cussions already current in Pauline studies 

which have appeared to lie adjacent to or overlap with the inquiry 

pursued here, I have suggested that that concerned with Paul's 

sense of vocation, to which J a Munck has so notably contributed, 

offers the most congenial setting within which to begin this in

quiry. It has been in the na ture of what I have attempt ed , how

ever, not to proceed by a systematic interaction and critique of 

this di s cussion, but rather to proceed primarily by exploration 

out from it into new aspects to which the discussion might profit

ably turn its attention o While my investi ga tion has thus not been 

worked out consist ently in relation to t he thinking of Munck ( and 

other parallel work), it has in effect involved substantiation, 

modification , and ext ens ion of such thinking~ For example , Munck's 

contention that Paul's se lf-c onc eption is determined by an escha

tological understanding of hi s missionary vocati on has inf or med my 

\<Jork throughout.. At the same time I have, in the t hird study, 
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concurred with those critiques of Munck's work which challenge the 

extreme form ascribed to Paul's sense of personal eschatological 

significance, as well as the excessive accent on the Second Advent, 

as distinguished from the First, in the orientation of Paul's escha

to10gica1 understanding of his mission. Finally, throughout these 

studies I have directed attention to areas other than Paul's escha

tological understanding of his mission, as well as to elements of 

that eschatological understanding other than Paul's self-conception, 

in order to suggest new potentialities in the discussion which 

Munck so much advanced o While, therefore, I have not engaged in 

a systematic examination of Munck and his views, I should be happy 

if I have contributed to a renewed recognition of the fundamental 

significance .of Munck's work for Pauline studies, while at the same 

time directing discussion beyond the necessary critique of his 

(often all too vulnerable) presentation to new areas of Paul's 

thought on his missionary vocation which deserve and requir~ atten

tion e 

20 Related Lines of Z~uiry 

In introducing these studies I alluded to the possible signif

icance of such work for directly related areas of inquiry, namely 

for the study of Paul's theology of mission, for the study of early 

Christian perspectives on mission, and for the study of first cen.

tury models of religious propaganda and expansion g While atten

tion in detail to any such implications lies expressly beyond the 

bounds of this work, I should like to conclude by mentioning, very 

briefly, lines of inquiry in each of these areas which the results 

of this investigation might suggest g 

3.1 Paul's Theology of Mission 

G. Bornkamm at one point calls into question Hunck's interpre

tation of Paul and his mission because of its apocalyptic cast. 

Hunck, he says, has tried to explain "the fundamental conception 

by vlhich Paul was guided in his mission to the Genti1es ll in terms 

of "an apocalyptic idea" 11 IIvJe can hardly speak here of Cl funda

mental motif of Paul's total mission to the Gentiles~ For the 

basic motif is to be found in his understanding of law and grace, 
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that is, in his message of justificationo"l Does one then, at the 

theological level, touch in Paul's universalistic soteriology the 

generative springs of the missio~ of Paul? Is this 9 theologically, 

the explanation of Paul's mission? 

It is essential in answering such a question to recognize 

the difference between universalism and mission, between a convic 

tion that salvation is for all, and an impulse to convey the mes-
2 sage to everyone. The one is not at all the same as the other, 

nor does the one automatically imply the other Q While there may 

be many instances in the history of religions where a universalistic 

conviction has generated a missionary impulse, there are undoubt

edly as many or more instances where it has not, where the atti

tude of acceptance (lIif anyone knocks, we will open") and avail

ability (lIif anyone asks, we will answer") has not inevitably been 

followed by, or given rise to, a sense of compulsion to move out 

persuading and inducing others to knock and to asko The develop

ment therefore of a theological justification for acceptance of 

Gentiles into the community is not at all the same as the develop

ment of a theological justification for employing means to bring 

about the ingathering of Gentiles, a justification for deliberate 

systematic geographical outreach to the nations & One may certainly 

account for Paul's universalism by reference to his distinctive 

soteriology, but one has not by that act accounted at the theo

logical level for Paul's mission~ 

Bornkamm has put the decisive question for any discussion of 

Paul's theology of mission: what is the fundamental conception by 

which Paul was guided in his mission and how does this relate to 

the central motifs of his theology? But Bornkamm's answer to this 

question proves l·ess than adequate once Paul's understanding of 

his mission is explored in any deta il. That for Paul salvation 

was available for all, without ethnic distinction, is certa inly 

directly root ed in his theology of justifica tion; but that for 

Paul his central task was to attempt deliberate geographical ex

tension, evidenced in the emergence of settled Christian co~nunitie s 

IG", Bornkamm, "The Hissionary Stance of Pa.ul" 1 200-201; cf .. 
id .. 7 Paul} J.L1-7o 

2Thc distinction between universalism and mission, though 
rarely observed in Pauline studies , is a familiar theme in the 
parallel di s cuss ion of mission in the OT. Sce Ho Martin-Achard, 
~=1:.e;ht to the Na tioll. ::-;, 3-5; J. Blau\l1, The l'hssic:.n3.X'Y Nature .of 
·'·h,.... Ch ' l"Y' r,ll ., rJ -::> 0 70 7:() i,n 
~'"..c.~.,..~~ ... '$ .J_(, L- 7""" :; , ..// ~ -I·V ~ 

I I 
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land by land, as part of God's overall eschatological purpose for 

the nations, is hardly a transparent derivative of the 'basic motif' 

to which Bornkamm refers us. Bornkamm's approach accounts for 

Paul's universal ism but not for his mission. 

What then is to be said if it becomes evident that that which 

is both a basic occupation and preoccupation of the Apostle has 

been left una ccounted for by that which is designated as the heart 

of the Apostle's theolo gical reflection--in this case, justifica

tion by faith? Until one has elaborated something of the sub

stance of that preoccupat ion it may be that the difficulty remains 

obscured, but once Paul's understanding of his mission is traced 

with any care, dominant aspects emerge whose inner connections to 

that which is taken to be the gravitational centre of Paul's 

thought are by no means immediately apparent. The theological ex

planation of Paul's mission as he understood it, and its relation 

to his theology both as a whole and at its centre, yet awaits the 

thorough attention of Pauline research, and an adequate profile of 

Paul's theology will not be fully attainable till the outlines of 

his theology of mission have taken clearer shape. 

282 Early Christian Perspectives on Mission 

The theolo gical explanation of Paul's mission is especially 

difficult to trace because of the peculiar absence of arg umentation 

in Paul in support of the kind of effort he undertook. The argu

mentation in Paul is all wrapped up not with whether one should go 

out to Gentiles but rather with the terms upon which Gentiles are 

to be admitted~ Though Paul understood his mission in terms of 

deliberate outreach, and dramatically implemented this, the dom

inant discussion provoked concerns not that act of outreach but 

the resulting issues surrounding inclusion. And Paul's letters 

tllerefore offer us not his theology of mission but his theology 

of admission. 

So long as Paul's understanding of his mission remains un

elaborated, it is possible perhaps to take for granted that this 

defence of hi s soteriolo gical universalism j so prominent in his 

lett ers, is the equivalent of a defense of Gentile mission, but 

once the distinction between universal ism and mission has been ob 

served, and the presence of the latter as well as the former in 

Paul's conceptual activity recognized, the absence of polemic for 

mission c annot escape notice e 
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Neither should the implications of this absence escape atten

tion. The latency in Paul of any argumentation for a Gentile mis

sion of the sort he was attempting raises the question whether in 

his day there could have existed a marked tension within the Chris

tian community over mission ~ ~o On the question of the nature 

of Gentile admission Paul had continually to mobilize and concen

trate his forces. But his deliberate outreach to the Gentiles 

would appear not to have proved so problematic to other early 

Christians. 

So far then as the development of early Christian thought is 

concerned, any hypotheses built on an assumption of an early tension 

in Christianity over mission itself, as for example an assumption 

that Jesus, or various early communities, opposed outreach across 

ethnic lines in a manner which would have made subsequent crossings 

controversia1 9 need to have their shorings attended to, in a 'vmy 

which copes with the absence of evidence for such a tension or con

troversy in the earliest surviving literature, and that from the 

very man who most should have provoked it. 

We may certainly~ by attention to the data available to us 

for tracing Paul's thought, uncover evidences of his rationale for 

mission, but that this does not come in polemical garb, in contro

versial settings, must receive the consideration due it, and a.ny 

assessments of the development of early Christian perspectives on 

mission be affected accordingly. 

3.3 First Century Models of Reli gious Pro2aganda and Exyansion 

Paul t s mission ,,,as carried out in a vlOrld replete \vi th exam

ples of religious propaganda and expansion, and at many points his 

own activities paralleled such movements. The wandering preachers 

of Hellenism, the devotees of the mysteries, the faithful of the 

synagogue, were all involved in religious propaganda and expansion 

of one form or another Q Though it lies beyond my intention here 9 

and my present competence, a detailed comparative study of the 

mission of Paul and these related models would undoubtedly prove 

illuminating p A brief overview ,on ono particular ~nGle may however 

suggest the usefulness of further inquiry alonB this linea 

Onc of the primary dangers, it appears to me, in general cur

rent description of first century religious propaganda and expansion 

is that the rich diversity in such activity at that time becomes 
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unwittingly obscured and suppressed within a tendency to perceive 

and respond to the common characteristics of what is treated, in 

effect, as a homogeneous movement. In consequence the individ

ualiti es of the various models become blended, and together assim

ilated to the more vivid and accessible. Both because our con

ception of such religious effort is often dominated by, and limited 

by, the particular model which has become familiar within the 

reli gious traditions of the western world, and because among first 

century models one example is, in terms of sources, much more read

ily at hand and sharply etched, all examples of religious prop

aganda and expansion in the first century tend to become elaborated 

under the influence of the dominant Pauline model, and the cate

gories and vocabulary proper to the description of his mission 

appropriated for the description of the wholeo 

This cannot but lead to serious misperception both of the 

variety and of the uniformity which characterized this major current 

in the religious life of the period o Nowhere is this perhaps more 

the case than in the questions concerning the self-consciousness of 

the various movements and their understanding of and attitude to

wards the process of which they were a parto Because the effects 

of these varied movements were similar, because they together 

brought about the dramatic spread of eastern faiths throughout 

the empire 9 there is a danger of assuming that the conceptualities 

and agencies which bore forward that tide were also similar~ and 

to interpret all in the light of the most vivid and accessible& 

And so all movements become 'missions' and all participants 'mis

sionaries', and the familiar " features of Paul are everywhere im

printed., 

Paul is certainly not thereby the victor~ He too is victimo 

For not only do the distinctive features of the other models tend 

to be suppressed in the description of a common phenomenon~ but 

for Paul only those features tend to be accentuated which most 

easily assimilate the characteristics of the related models. And 

so the individua lity of Paul's own mission and understanding of 

mission also recedes into the background~ 

It seems to me~ therefore, especially necessary in the present 

state of the qu estion to remind oneself of the rich diversity which 

relic;ious propaganda and expansi on can t ake 1 and has tru<:en, both in 

Paul's day and throuc;hout religious historYG Thus, in differen

tiating the Pauline model from others of its day, it is especially 
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useful to recognize that not all religious expansion is intentional; 

indeed at times it is not only unbidden but undesired. Where ex

pansion is desired and intended, it is not at all always deliber

ately attempted. Far more often it comes about, and is expected 

to come about, by natural means, through economic or military or 

cultural or ideological expansion and conquest, or through the 

ordinary processes of social circulation, the movement of merchant 

or immi grant or slave or soldier or state official, or through the 

casual interpenetra tion of adjacent peoples. Even where instead 

there are deliberate efforts at religious expansion, there are a 

variety of means for attempting it and a variety of categories for 

conceiving of ite Often, for example, numerical increase 1 or class 

or ethnic acquisitions, function as the measure of progress. And 

this may be attempted by simple attraction, or it may be attempted 

by active solicitation. It may, in addition, be occasional~ as 

opportunity permits within the normal course of life, or it may be 

deliberately organized and continuous, making opportunities in all 

seasons. It may be the common tendency of the adherents as a 

whole, or it may be delegated to special agents, or it may involve 

individual initiatives unsupported by the general body.. Exa.mples, 

therefore, of a sense of vocation deliberately to attempt a geo

graphically-defined religious expansion are in the history of 

religions hardly the norm Q In the first century it is arguable 

that Paul was not merely the leading but almost the only example 

of this particular outlook, that his understanding of his mission 

in terms of geographical expansion is virtually unparalleled in 
1 

his contemporary setting and background c 

The wandering preacher of the day represented a whole range 

of propagandists,from the philosophic missionaries, prophets, and 

itinerant preachers, to mendicants, charletans, and sorcerers, all 

of whom tended in popular imagination to be merged into a common 
2 

typeo For the geographical perspective the crucial comparative 

11 treat only the geographical factor here, but 1 should sup
pose that something more or less of the same nature could be said 
about the ecclesio1.ogical and eschato1.ogical aspects of Paulis 
understand ing of his mission o See eQg o ab ove, page 85 n. 10 

.., 
LNote especially \1., Le Liefeld, "'rhe V/andcri ng Preacher as a 

Social Figure in the Roman Empire il ( PhoDe disser tati on, Columbia 
Universi ty, 1967), and the literatUre cited there~ together with 
the references given under the seventh section of Appendix I below~ 
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feature lies in the characterization of such men as \'Tanderil},g, 

preachers. Itinerancy \'Tou1d seem to have been implicit in the 

role, movement an automatic adjunct. There is no doubt that Paul 

repeatedly appeared to his hearers to fill the role of such preach

ers, and he is at pains to dissociate himself from the less worthy 

attributes \'Thich in the public mind attached to such a role--indeed 
1 

his protestations are themselves characteristic of the type. But 

what appears to distinguish Paul (\'Thether he was aware of it or 

not) from the wandering preachers of the Hellenistic world is the 

manner of movement o For Paul there was directed, patterned move

ment which a t a particular stage could see a whole range of lands 

completed, and others yet to be reached. This is precisely \'That 

is lacking among the wandering preachers, to whom in so many other 

respects Paul is similar; they may indeed have traveled more widely 

and more of tent but there is no attempt to work one area and then 

the next and the next in a purposeful systematic canvassing of the 

world; the pattern of their movement had no special purpose, how

ever much purpose the movement itself had n They wandered; Paul 

progressed., 

The remarkable conquest of the western Mediterranean by the 

eastern mystery reli gions has not lacked scholarly attention Q Many 

preceded Paul to Rome (and Spain), and in fact created the climate 

in which a new religion from the east such as Christianity could 

be propagated without immediate suspicion and hostilityc While the 

outer facts of the expansion of these mysteries into the west can 

be and has been traced in some detail,2 it deserves notice that 

the materials for an inner understandin g of that expansion are 

generally limited and dispersed, and scholarly treatment has been 

correspondingly uneven and incompleteh More precisely, for the 

question not where and when but how and why these cults spread, the 

evidence with reference to the ob jects of that advance, with refer

ence to the n eed and disposition, the understan ding and experience 

lSee especially 11 Th ii.1-12, and the study by A. J e Malherbe, 
"Ge n t le as El tJurse; the Cynic Background of J Thess 2 " NovT xii 
(1970) 203-17; also A.-l'-1o Denis, IIVAp8tre Pa.ul , prophete 'mes
sianique t 11 E'fL xxxiii (1957 ) 287 -3150 

2Now espe cially in the continuing series frtudes pr~liminaires 
aU~l:eli gions o:ci entales da.ns I' Emp ire r~nain (Leiden, 1961- ). 
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1 of the converted,has been effectively gathered; but the evidence 

with reference to the agencies of that advance, with reference to 

the self- consciousness and motivation, the intention and procedure 

of the convert~, does not appear yet to have been searched out 

and presented in any satisfactory manner. Nevertheless, on the 

basis of what is available, it is apparent that the phenomenal 

spread of the eastern mysteries in the west was not borne forward 

by individuals with a sense of specific vocation to effect geo

graphical expansion for their particular cult; rather the geograph

ical extension took place under the impulse of the usual patterns 

of socia l circulation within the empire~ Thus Fo Cumont, in com

paring the propagation of Mithraism and Christianity, can write of 

the Christians: 

Their multiplica tion is due in great part to missions under
taken with the express purpose of 'instructing the nations o ' 

The extension of Mithraism, on the other hand, was essentially 
a natural product of social and political factors; namely the 
importation of slaves, the transportation of troops~ and the 
transfer of public functionaries~2 

The first century also marked the highpoint of Jewish pros

elytism. Throughout the eastern Hediterranean and in Rome itself 

large numbers were attracted to the ancient faith, especially 

owing to its monotheism and high moral standards. Proselytes and 

God- fearers came to make up a sizable portion of the synagogue 

constituency . While Paul's mission sustained, historically and 

conceptually, noteworthy 60nnections with this movement, his 

efforts and intentions were in certain respects markedly distinct. 

For while the influx of proselytes was supported from within 

Judaism by an eagerness to facilitate admission, by an extensive 

propaganda and apologetic literature, and by a largely favourable 

attitUde on the part of the religious leaders, it must be defined~ 

so far as the evidence goes, as a movement essentially of ingather-

lr have in mind here in particular A. Do Nock, Convers ion 
(London, 1933) . See also F. Cumont, " \'Jhy the Oriental Re ligions 
Spread" The Or iental Religi o_ns i n Homan Paganism (Chicago, 1911; 
reprint ed: New York, 1956 ) 20- 450 In both studies, while in the 
treatme~t of th e ob j ective s ide of reli gious diffusion the means 
are touched upon and not merely the r esults, in the treatment of 
the subj ective side of the proces s the interest concentrates on 
the recipient to the neglect of the a gent., 

2F • Cumont, The !2J.:s t eri~ ofJJytll~ , 189; cf. id. '1'ho Orienta l 
Rel igions in H9.L0~. Pagani §1.!!.? 23-25" 



ing rather than of outreach f an expansion in Hhich the lines of 

movement Here primarily centripetal rather than centrifugal. l In 

recent times scholars have in fact frequently decJ.ined to term 

the Jewish movement a mission, and even if it Has, in some sense 

of the word, a mission, it was in that case a miss ion without mis

sionaries--at least , that is, on the Pauline model. "\'/e do not 

know," SQ Sandmel has written, "of even one JeHish missionary ,·!ho 
2 

might be mentioned in some analogy to Paul." The evidence bears 

IThe opinion common half a century ago that JUdaism lacked 
any interest in the conversion of the Gentiles lingers on only in 
isolated instances today.. Thus K. Ho Rengstorf: "The Jewish v,orld 
had no interest in fostering the spread of its faith; it could let 
others seek it, but not propose it to them" (TDNT 1 0 418). Also 
J 0 Munck: "Judaism is not an evangelizing religion~ even in Ne ... ! 
Testament times 0 • •• Judaism neither possessed any missionary 
theory nor felt any call to receive the Gentiles into the chosen 
people" (Paul, 264·-65; see 26L~-71). 

This is now considered one-sided o There was undoubtedly a 
widespr ead interest in and openness towards conversion of Gentiles~ 
A brief balanced survey of the evidence, and modern literature~ is 
to be found in J o Jeremias, Jesus' Promise, 11-17 (see also above, 
page 125 n. 1). Aa D. Nock has hO\vev~~arned against excess in 
the other direction: "He should be cautious in inferring wide
spread efforts by Jews to convert Gentiles 6 Individual Jews did 
undoubtedly try to 'draw men to the Law'~ but in the main the 
proselyte was the man who came to the Law 9 and the duty of the Jew 
was to commend that Law by his example • • • rather than by mis
sionary endeavor" ( ~ssays on Reli gion and the Ancient World, ed o 

Z. Steward [Cambr idge , 1.'lo.ss a, 1972] 11. 929;. Va Tcherikover has 
also argued against an easy assumption that Jewish Hellenistic 
apologetic literature was necessarily missionary in intent ("Jewish 
Apologet ic Lit er atur e Reconsidered" Eos xlviii, fascicule 3 [1956J 
169-93 )~ though his rather sweeping conclusion that actually such 
11 terature "was directed imJards and not oub-Jards" (182) justifies 
Mo ,Philonenko 1 s comment tha t "la these est outrand .ere" (Jo~~1?h e~ 
Aseneth , 102)" See also the comments of Lo Goppelt (IIDer Ivlissionar 
des Gesetzes", 200 n 0 5): "Die sog. Hissionsli teratur des helle
nistischen Judentums will zum gr~ssten Teil das Judentum apolo
getisch rechtfertigen, dagegen nul' zu eine~ sehr geringen Teil 
missionarisch Heiden f~r den Glauben I sraels gewinnen. Es gab um 
die Zeitwende keine j~dische Mission, die von den j~dischen 
Gemeinden getragen worden w~re, sondarn nur eine Bereitschaft 
deI' Gemeinden, Heiden den Zugang leicht zu machen, und einselne 
Juden? die von sichaus Proselyten zu gewinnen suchten. An eine 
eigentliche Hissionierung del' VolkenJel t dachte niemand." 

2The First Christian Centur.Y1 22. See also G .. F. Hoora? 
Judai sm , 10 324; H. H~ Rowley, I s rael's Mission? 59- 60; J. Jeremias, 
Jesus ! Pr om i s ~, 16; S., G" \Jils'O"n;~~he GenIIf;; 1!pd Gentile t1issi on~ 
2-3; and see above, page 130 ne 1. 

A proper defence of Sandmel 's statement would manifestly re
quire a thorou gh critique of D. Georgi's influential trea tment of 
supposed J ewish (and other) parallels to Paul, in Die Ge gner des 
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him out e One does learn o f a merchant who made proselytes in the 
1 

course of his travels , and there are indications that proselytes 
2 

the mselves were expected to bear witness among their own people, 

but no example is available of an individual with a sense of voca

tion deliberatelY to extend the Jewi s h faith geographically. The 

very notion is alien to the inner structures of the movementQ 

Even within Christianity such a figure was in the first cen

tury hardly common, and indeed drops almost entirely from view in 

the c enturies immediately following, only emerging later at the 

breaking up of the empire, when men again began to traverse land 

and sea intent on an expansion of the Christian faith geographically 

conceive d--and this despite the fact that the intervening centuries 
7. 

represented an unparalleled eTa of expansion for ChristianitYo7 

Paulus im 2 .. Korintherbrief, 83-187 (see also id." "Forms of Reli
gious Propaganda" Jesus in His Time, ed e Hc> J. Schultz [London, 
1971J 124-31 ), where he pictures a large body of Jewish itinerant 
miss ionaries on the model of the He llenistic wandering preacher o 

A beginning at s uch a critique has been s upplied by J. N. Collins, 
"Georgi f s 'Envoys' in 2 Cor 11: 23" J BL xciii (197 l ,-) 88,°96 .. 

It is a weakness of vI <> JJiefeld' s useful study, "The Wandering 
Preacher as a Social Figure in the Roman Empire", that he tries to 
fit the Rabbis into the mold of the wandering preacher - (98- 133)o 
That the evidence so visibly fails him is itself instructive. 

IJosephus, Antiq xx.34-48~ It is however hardly legitimate 
to elaborate this one example into a common patterne Thus ~~ Go 
Kuhn, in effect on the basis of this one single passages con
struct s a complete typology of the Hellenistic and Palestinian 
prose lyte efforts of Judaism, in his "Das Problem der Mission" 
EMZ xi (1954) 161-68g According to Josephus, King 1zates of 
Adiabene, convert ed by a J ewish merchant, later was persuaded by 
a Pa lestinian Jew to complete his conversion by submitting to cir
cumcision e From this Kuhn concludes that the Jewish Palestinian 
mission was characteristically conf ined to corrective efforts in 
the wake of t he more liberal Hellenistic mission~ a situation 
which then became reproduced in Paul's problema tic relations wit~ 
Jerusa l em Christianity (161-63, 166)0 See also in this regard: 
E. Eo Ellis, "' Those of the Circumcision!", especially page 397 
ne 7; a nd N., J a HcEleney "Conversion , Circumcision, and the Law lf 

NTS xx (1973-74) 319-41e 

2Especially in this connection should be noted Abraham~ w~o 
was considered the first proselyte, and one who then l ed other 
Genti les to convers ion: eo g ~ Ber R 39, 48, 84; Siphre Deut 32ft 
Se e also 11 Hac c iii .. Y-t-; i Xo 17; ~iek Yitro, Amalek 2; cf. 'l'anh B 
Vay 38; Qoh R 8 s 10 e 

3That the missi onary of the Pauline model is a deliberate 
agent o f a reli g ious e xpansion geographically conceived probably 
explains th e f eneral disappearance of this fi gure in the early 
church-- until the reli g ious boundaries again bec2me manifestly 



Even in Paul's own day Christianity must have accomplished its 

dramatic spread primarily by means other than the self-conscious 

geographical missionary deliberately founding Christian commu

nities land by land o Paul was, after all, Luke's only extended 

example of this sorto S. G. Wilson remarks on Luke's portrayal 

of the early Christian mission: 

Whereas in reality it was spontaneous, unplanned, unauthorized 
and unor gan ized, the result of a Vandermission which was not 
based on a single geographical or-ecclesiastical centre, in 
Acts it is a pl~nned, gradual progression which follows a 
strict patterne l 

Is this not because Luke recounts the progress in large part in 

terms of the Pauline mission, which did have something of these 

more organized and deliberate features? And if so, does not the 

notion that Acts 'misrepresents' the pattern of the early Christian 

mission in this regard but underline the distinctive character of 

that pattern which Acts does so vividly display? 

It appears to me, therefore, possible that the sort of mission 

in which Paul took himself to be involved, as trac ed out, partially, 

in this dissertation, includes fundamental aspects which are, within 

the larger phenomenon of reli g ious expansion of Paul's day, large ly 

unparalleled. The recognition and differentiation of these and 

other characteristics among the various models of religious expan-

sion of Paul's day would permit a much more authentic picture than 

is at present available of this important current in the religious 

life of the first century Mediterranean world. 

contiguous with geographical lines of demarcation e This surely is 
the mentality observable in Justin, who, even as he himself attempts 
to convert, can speak of the early Christia n mission as complete d 
(Dial liii05; cix~l; cXe2; cf. Apol xxxixo2; xliio4; xlv~5; xlix.5; 
1012; liii~3--thus the miss ion which for the early church was con
sidered a prelude to the Sec ond Advent, for the later church be
came the confirmation of the authenticity of the First). A mission 
of the Pauline model requires unevangelized lands, not just uncon
verted individuals~ When with the progressive collapse of the Em
pire the conscious world of the Christ ian again c ame to contain 
major unevang elized areas, then the f i gure of the Pauline Christian 
missionary.(as d i stingui s hed from the Christian evangelist) re
emerged o See especi a lly P. BeskoH , II Mission , Trade and Em i grat ion 
in the ,socond CCr:.tury ll SEA xxxv (1970) 104-14·,' also E. r .. lo11and, , ,. , 
ilL' anti qui te chretienne a-t-clle eu un progrE'.mme e t des methodes 
missionnaires?" Opu f3 cuJ.a Pa tristica (O s lo, 1970) 103-16; Y. Congar, 
" Souci du salut ~ paiens et conscience missionnaire dans le 
christ i anisme postapostolique et pr~cons tantillien" KYJ?!:lI<O N ( Jilun
ster, 1970) I~ 3-11. 

IGentiles and Gentile Mi ssion, 261; cf. 152-53G 
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OF LITERATURE ON PAUL'S MISSION 

AND COGNATE SUBJECTS 

The rationale for the inclusion of this bibliographic appendix 
in the dissertation is given in the preface. 

Of the literature which has come to my attention in the course 
of research, I have included here all which is of scholarly char-
acter, published in this century, in English, French, or German, 
and devoted directly to the topics listed e Some items which fall 
outside these limits have also been included; for example, I have 
occasionally listed materials from other languages? or from the 
previous century. While I have tried to exclude purely popular 
contributions, I have not employed a rigorous standard in so doing Q 

I have in most cases not included relevant articles from encyclo
pedias and dictionaries, or relevant sections of books which are 
themselves devoted to more general themes o 1 have not carried the 
listing beyond the end of 1974~ the date by which the major part 
of the research and writing of the dissertation was completed~ 

A comprehensive table of abbreviations is to be found on 
pages v- vii above. 
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Ao S. GEYSER AND THE INTERPRETATION OF ROl'JANS xv.19b 

A .. S .. Geyser, in his short study "Un essai d'explication de 
1 

Rom G xv.19", argues that Romans xv.19b should be taken not at 

all as an assertion by Paul of literal historical-geographical 

attainments, as I have taken it,2 but rather as a claim to have 

fulfilled the notae apostoli by preaching "from Jerusal em to the 

ends of the eartho" He believes tha t "il vaut mieux confesser 
, 

d'emblee que la confusion totale nous attend au moment o~ nous 
,. , . - , 

nous decidons de donner un sens historique et geographique a ca 
7-

passage,, "./ "11 est inutile de s'attarder cl trouver un sens his-
, 

torique ou geographique dans Rom ~ xvo19. Le verset n'enferme pas 

et ne veut pas enfermer plus que les notae apostoli de l'Ap6tre 

des Gentilso,,4 

Geyser begins with the assurance that the problems which arise 

when the clause is taken in the normal historic al -ge ographical 

sense l ead to an impasseo He presents and assesses these problems~ 

however , in an all too incomplete manner.. He assumes, for example 9 

that a historical-ge ographical sense in Romans xv~ 19 requires the 

idea that Paul in the beginnings of his missionary career preached 

in Jerusalem ( which it does not), and he is sure that this is 

ruled out by Galatians (which it is not ) .5 He dismisses as an act 

of expediency taking xal xJx~~ to refer not to the environs of 

Jerusalem but to Paul 's circuitous route from there to Illyricum, 

conveniently ignoring -that one should expect the article \~ith 

xJx~~ for the former meaning.. While the report in Acts (xxvi Q 20) 

INTS vi (1959-60) 156-590 

2See pa ges 18-26 above e 

3 Geyser~ 157 

~-
Geyser 1 159 

5For both this and what fo llows ? see above the complete dis
cussion, with notes, pages 18-26 m 
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that Paul preached in Judea is for Geyser readily discounted by 

his understanding of Paul's own comments in Galatians, the silence 

of the same Acts about woik in Illyricum is given determinative 

w~ight in interpreting Paul's comments on the matter in Romans, 

making even the acknowledged possibilities that Paul meant Illyrian 

Macedonia, or that Paul had in mind a mission carried out by his 

aides, improbable. And the important question whether the termini 

are meant inclusively or exclusively is not even raised a Only by 

such incompleteness is it possible to arrive at the impression 

that the problems adhering to the usual historical-geographical 

interpretation drive inevitably towards "confusion totale""l 

Finding to his satisfaction that the traditiona l approach is 

unworkable, Geyser proposes an alternativGe He points out that 

the clause in question is in the context of a Pauline xaJxqcrL~ 

an almost fixed form for Paul by which he regularly affirms the 

authenticity of his apostolate in relation to the Twelve and the 

terms of their apostolic assignment. The terms of that apostolic 

assignment Geyser then derives from the dominical commission e The 

essentials which he suggests are common to the reports of that 

commission include that the apostolic missionaries are to commence 

the mission in Jerusalem, and that the mission is from there to 

spread out till it reaches the ends of the earthe That Romans 

xV o 19 corresponds almost verbally with such supposed terms of 

reference shows that Paul is concerned here not with a report of 

his travels but with "la formule de I' apostolici t~.1l2 In evalua~" 
tion one can only say that while Geyser has made some remarkable 

suggestions, the few lines of evidence touched upon fall well 

short of establishing the viability of the proposal, especially at 

the entirely debat~ble crucial points of the scheme, namely (i) 

that a geographical attainment was actually a fixed element of 

that which Paul recognized as the 'signs of an apostle'; (ii) that 

such an elemen t was derived from a common tradition of the domin

ical commissioning; and (iii) that a common tradition of the domin

ical commissioning even existed. Essentially what Geyser provides 

is a s ummary rather than a demonstration of his proposal~ 

IFor the whole paragraph, see the preceding note o 

2 
Geysers 158 e 
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It is necessary , furthermore, to recognize tha t Geyser's 

~olution does not actually itself transcend the problems which 

he finds attaching to the usual approach to Romans xVel9. That 

the clause concerns the terms of apostolic assignment and is part 
I 

of a Pauline xaux~aL£ , even if granted, does not in any way 

displace the question of the particular historical-geographical 

attainments claimed all the same in the clause. Even if the words 

represent a fi xe d formula of apostolicity, it is still a formula 

structured by certain historical-geographical assertions, and the 

query must yet be entertained whether, or in what manner or meas

ure y those as s ertions correspond to actual achievement o Geyser 

may be offering something addi tiona. l to the usual understanding 

of the clause; he has not offered an alternative to that under

standing o The interpretive problems adhering to the one adhere 

likewise to the other,. 

Especially problematical to Geyser's treatment is that he 

fails to reckon with the quite historic~l and geographical char

acter of the immediate contexte l The completion of his work 

"from Jerusal em and round as far as Illyricum" leads Paul to plcm 

an entirely historical and geographical trip to a literal Jeru

salem v and to a literal Rome and Spaine The special theological 

significance which Jerusalem confessedly bears in Romans xV o l9 

for Paul as the originating centre of the mission no more excludes 

a historical-geographical sense than do Paul's theologically con

ditioned plans in the same context for travei to that same Jeru

salem in the immediate future lack a historical-geo_graphical 

referent., 

Finally, standing directly athwart Geyser's proposed approach 

is that unexpected reference to Illyricum o It cannot be got round~ 

'Illyricum' r epresents simply Illyricum, a province within the 

Roman administrative system? and a not espec ially important one& 

It can hardly have served as a symbol for much with reference to 

lef .. the criticism of J Q Knox ("Romans 15", 8-9 n e 10): "In 
vi ew of the f act tha t in the whole context of thi s rema rk Paul is 
plainly speaking a bout his immediate travel plans, making unmis
taka ble r eferences to Rome, Jerusalem, and Spain as a ctua l places 
he expects to visi t ~ this 'v/ay of under standing the perplexing 
phrase i s ~ e • cer tainly not the mos t natural, and, it would 
appear y s hould be adopted only as a last reso:ct 0" 
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anything, but certainly not for 'the ends of the earth' . as re-

quired by Geyser's interpretation, which it was not fro~ any 

angle of a ncient perspective, and most assuredly not here in the 

same passage with Paul's plans to go well beyond Illyricum to 

Rome and Spain. Paul is most clearly not claiming now to have 

fulfilled some apostolic assignment to reach earth's limits with 

the gospel--he expressly has some way yet to go. Geyser comments 

that the expression 'the ends of the earth' denotes simply 'des 

pays lointains 'j2 but in fact it does not · denote distant lands 

but rather the · most distant lands. 3 It is not possible therefore 

to treat the phrase "from Jerusalem as far as Illyricum" as an 

equivalent of the phrase "from Jerusalem to the ends of the earth." 

With this Geyser's central contentions dissolve. 

lSee above pages 22-23 n. 3~ 
2 
Geyser, 159 n .. 1, follo1,oTing Haenchen, Acts, · 1~·=-S-h4 n" 9 .. 

3See H" Co Van Dnnik, "Der Ausdruck", 347-L~8; ef ~ also above 
page 59 n" 2" 



Appendix III 

JEvlISH COMt1UNITIES IN SPAIN IN THE TIHE OJ!' PAUL THE APOSTLEl 

It is not uncommon to meet with the supposition that Paul's 

plans to visit Spain (Rm xv.24,28) must somehow have been bound up 

with the presence of Jewish communiti es in the peninsula Q Recently, 

for example~ E~ K~semann has commented in connection with those 

plans: "Spanien \var zwar, wie oft dargetan ist, ein g~ngigcs Reise-
2 land und sicherlich nict ohne eine Anzahl von Synagogen." But 

were there Jews in Spain in Paul's day? I should lik~ to approach 

this question by a comprehensive review of the evidence, both mate

rial and literary, for JeVlish communities in Homan Spaino The 

catalogue Vlhich follows is intended to be exhaustive. 3 

IThis material, prepared originally for this dissertation i 
has, owing to unexpe cted delays in submission of the dissertation, 
already appeared in print, under the same title, in the Journal of 
Theological Studies xxvi (1975) 395-402. I have taken the oppor
tunity here to make a few minor adjustments and to correct some 
typographical errors which crept into the published version~ 

2 .. .... 2 
EQ Kasemann, An die Romer (Tubingen, 1974 ) 380. Statements 

to a similar effect-;-either that Paul mus t have planned to go to 
Spain in part because J ewish co~nunities were t here or alterna
tively that Jewish communities must have been there because of 
Paul's plans, are widely s cattered in scholarly literature; eag~ 

Yo Baer, !) Hist?,I..!L of the Jevls in Christian ..§.pain ( Philadelphia~ 
1961) Iel~o Vl. Baron, it Social and Heligious History of th~ 
Jews (New York , 1952) I.i.170; We K. Lowther Clarke, ed., The 
~t Epistle of Clement to the Corinthians (London, 1937) 17-18 ; 
F. J 0 Foakes-Jackson and Ko L9-ke, 1J~.~Begi!lnings of _S~l}.r :L'Jj;j_anill 
(Longon, 1920) 1 .158; Z. Garcia Villada , Historia ~clesiastic~~e 
~ ( Hadrid~ 1929) I.i~lL~2; HI> Graetz9 Geschichte d~,,~y-d~.~ 
(Leipzig, 18957 ) Vo 364; 0$ Haas, Paulus del' tiissionar (Munster
schw~rzacr., 1971) 37; 0., 1'"lichel, Der Brief an die R(;J; er (Gottin-· 
gen~ 1966--1-) 369 n. 2; 3. ;~afrai and H. Stern, ed's, The J"ewish 
People in the First Century ( Assen, Netherlands, 1971il I.l~ 
R. GG Villos1a da, "Estrategia misionera del itinerari o de San 
Pablo ll EEx xi ( 1964) 222-23; Loo CQ \riest ~ Imperial Homan Spain? 
th e Objects of Trade (Oxford, 1929) 75. 

-,7. 

7A new comprehensive collecti on of such evidenc e i s in order 
because important material has come to light since the older re
views (e ag. Justel', Katz ), and because no newer reviews ( e.g o Can
t era and Hill~s9 Beinart) have attempted to be comprehensive. For 
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The material evidence which mi ght be adduced for Jewish com

munities in Roman Spain is as follows: (i) from Ibiza in the 

Balearic Islands comes an amphora, perhaps of Samaritan origin, 

with what i s taken to be a Hebrew imprint of two characters, dating 

from the first c entury A.D. or a little earlier;l (ii) a trilin

gual Jewish inscription recently found at Tarragona was first dated 

by Cantera in the sixth century; Beinart has since argued for an 

1 d t d t 2 ( J.' J.' J.' ) th t . 1 . 1 J . h' . ear y secon cen ury a e; . e rJ. J.ngua eW1S lnscrlp-

the most important older literature see: M .. Sch\.,ab, "Rapport sur 
les inscriptions h~bra~ques de,l'Espagne" Nouvelles archives des 
missions scientifiques et litteraires xiv (1907) 229-421; E~ 
fI.~bertini, "Les ~tranger s r~sidant en Espagne Et 1'~:roCJ.ue romaine" 
MelanGes Cap;nat. ( Paris, 1912) 297-348; J. JusteI', Les J'uifs dans 
l'empire romai n (Paris, 1914·) 1.180-88; Se Katz~ '1'he J e}:!s in the 
Visi...go thic and Frankish Kin~doms of Spain and Gaul ~Cambridge, 
Mass., 1937) 3-9 , 141-48, 1 6-78. For the most important recent 
literature see: F. Cantera and J.-M. Nillis, Las inscrincioncs 

~ ---"'----
hebraicas de Espana ( Madr~d, 1956; hereafter IHE); H. Beinart, 
"(,Cuando llegaron los judios a Espana?" Estudios iii (1962) 1-32 
(kindly made available tome by Professor Deinart in its reprinted 
form: Los comien z os del judaismo espa~ol [Buenos Aires l 1973J; 
all references are to this reprint); F" Cantel'a, "Espana medievaL 
arqueologia" The.Sephardi H~rita~, ed. Ro D. Barnett, I (London~ 
1971) 29-68 (Cantera ' s essay is dated 1963); J~ M~ Blazquez, 
"Relaciones entre Hispania y los Semitas (Sirios, Fenicios, Chipri
otas , Cartag ineses y Judios) en la An tiguedad:: Bei tra~ zur ~~d: teD; 
Qeschic):1te und de t en Nac hleben.1. Festschrift fur Franz A1theim, eds o 

R. Stiehl and H. E. Stier ( Berlin, 1969 ) 42-75.. One may also wish 
to consult J.-B .. Frey, Corpus Inscriptionum Judaicarum (Vatican 
Citl, 1936 ) I.LI·74~77 (hereafter CllT); and A.)Te rrua, "Inscripciones 
judias " Insc:tj...E..ci.ones cristianas d~ la Espana romana y visigod~, 
ed .. J., Vi ves ( Barc e lona, 19l~2 , 1969ZJl1+ll=-45 (hereafter ICE).. See 
also the literature cited in the notes following. The latest 
findings in this field are normally reported in the pages of the 
journal Sefarad ( Madrid ). 

1 " , 
See J " Ho Sola Sole, "De epigrafiao~-3 (,una marca hebraica?" 

Sefarad xx (1960 ) 291-94. 
Perhaps one should mention in passing that the inscription on 

the eighth or seventh century B.C. signet ring from Puerta de 
Tierra (Cadiz ), which has been identified by most scholars as 
Phoenician 9 was taken by one or two commentators to be paleo
hebraic (i .e. Po S chr~der, ZDNG xxxiv (1880) 683 n. 9, and Do 
Diringer , Le i scr izioni antico-ebraiche palestine [Florence, 1934J 
2l~9)" Description and discuss~on app ea~' in lJ . HQ Sol~ Sol~ , " In
scripciones fenicias de la Peninsula Iberica" Sefarad xv (1955) 
41-52 , espec ially 42-45; and J. M. Bl~zquez, Tartessos ( Salamanca, 
1968) 28-29, with bibliographY e 

2See Fo Cantera , "(,Nueva inscripci~n trilinguc 
Sefarad xv ( 1955) 151-56 ; IHE #243 ; Deinart, 22-26. 
Latin, and ( perhaps ) Greek text s occur to gether with 
other fi gures on a block o f marble me a s uring 57 x L~L~ 
hollowed-out an d with a hole in the bottom. Cantara 

tarraconense?" 
The Hebrevl, 
a menorah and 
x jA cm 
thou ght of a 
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tion from Tortosa found some two hundr e d years a~o is dated var

iously between the second and sixth centuries;l ( iv ) from Abdera 

comes the early third century inscription of the infant Jewish 

girl, Salomonula;2 (v) the recently discovered bilingual Jewish 

inscription from Tarragona , which refers to a local ruler of the 
7. 

synagogue, dates from about the fourth century;J (vi) at Elche 

are remains of what is now taken to be a synagogue of the fourth 
4 

century; (vii) three pieces of lead from about the fourth or 

fifth centuries inscribed with Hebrew were found a few years ago 

on NaJ'orca o,5 ( ... ) V1J.l a Jewish inscription in Latin dedicated to 

basin for washing or a similar rec e ptacle, but Bcinart thinks the 
texts and figures indicate a child's sarcophagus of the sort in 
use between the first century B.C. and the second century AoDo, 
though he notes that this would be the only Jewish sarcophagus so 
far found in Spaino He considers a date in the time of Trajan and 
Hadrian very probable. Can~era is only part~ally persuaded by 
Beinart's arguments: _ "Qui za entre ambas hipotesis se halle la 
fecha exacta" (" Espana medieval", 32 ) " 

IIHE #198; CIJ #661; ICE #428 e The inscription has been 
often dated in the sixth century ( so CIJj nIEj Goodenough, §;rmbo1s9 
II.58)Q Beinart however wishes to put the date back towards the 
sec ond century (26-29 ) 0 Cantera nO\'1 writes : "Podemos estimar , '-
como fecha mas probable de la lapida los anos que van del siglo 
11 al V (ant e:::> del 438)" (IIEspana medieval", 33)., 

2CIL 110 #1982; CIJ #665; IHE #283; ICE #42ge 

3See J 0 - Ho Milla.s, "Una nueva :i.nscripd.;n judaica. b:i.lingiic 
en Tarragona" Sefarad xvii (1957 ) 3~10o 

4See especially the discussion and bibliography in IHE 
#284-86 ( =F o Ca ntera, Sinagogas espanolas [Madrid, 1955J 212-17); 
also CIJ #662-64; ICE #431- 33. The remains include a mosaic pave
ment with three inscriptions in Greek o First excavated in 1905 s 
it was origina lly identified as an ancient church, but there is 
now ~eneral a greement th~t rather it is a synagogue ( so Frey, 
Ferrua, Cantera and Millas, etc e )6 The date has often been given 
as the sixth century (so e"g. Frey; Goodenough even Hrites: "All 
agree in dating the building from the second half of the s ixth 
c entury" [ Symbols, Vlle177]), but students of the art form of the 
mosaic have concluded that it comes from about the fourth century 
( so,F .. Cabrol and H. Leclercq, ed::;", pictionnaire d'arch~2l~ie 
chreti enne et de litur~ [Paris, 1922J X .. io L/·33 i J. Ram on 1'.1elida, 
"El arte r9mano-cristictllo" Historia de Espana: I!.. ~na rom~, 
ed .. R. Menendez Pida1 [M~drid , 1935J 721- 22; and especially H~ 
Schlunk, " El. arte de la epoca pa leocristia na en e l s1.ldest.e ef3-
pa~oL La Sinagoga de Elche y e} Q'1artyrium' de la Al:~erca." 
Cron:~c ~_.£..01 };.:11 Congreso l\rqueolo e ico del Sude.ste E~~~oJ. [ Hurcia? 
19Lj·7] 335-71)', 

5See J o -l'1 o Hill~s, "Los plomos con inscripci ;n hebra ica de 
I Ses Fontenne lles ' ( Jv1a llorca)" Sefarad xviii (1958 ) 3-·9 .. 
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Isidora and found at Pallaresos is probably of the fourth century;l 

(ix) the epitaph in Latin of R. Jacob found at M~rida has been 

dated by Roth in the Visi gothic period, by Navascues between the 

eighth and tenth centuries, and by Beinart· before the end of the 
2 fourth century. 

The literary evidence which might be adduced for Jewish com

munities in Roman Spain is as follows: (x) Herod Antipas was, ac

cording to one account by Jos ephus, exiled in A.Do 39 to Spain 

(War ii o 183), according to another to Gaul (Antiq xviii.252); 

modern scholars resolve this by postulating Lugdunum Convenarum, 

a town in Gaul on the Spanish frontier;3 (xi) in Midrash Rabbah 

Leviticus xxix o 2 R. Meir (c. 120-65) is represented as giving an 

interpretation involving the return of the Diaspora from, among 

other places, Gaul and Spain;4 (xii) the decisions of the Council 

lIHE #290; ICE #430 0 Cantera and Mi11~s at one point hesi 
tantly suggest the eighth century as the date (IHE, po 144)~ Can
tera later s uggests a date in the fourth century ("Espana medieval", 
32). Goodenough wi s hes to think of a date in the first to third 
centuries (~ols, 11"59),, 

, 2See HIE #289; C~ Roth~ "The J\J.daeo=Lat in Inscription of 
Herida" Sefarad viii (19 l I-8) 391-96; J" Jvjo de Navascues, "El Rebbi 
Jacob, hijo del Rebbi Senior: su epitafio" Sefarad xix (1959) 78-91; 
Beinart~ 29-30. Navascues re ports on the discovery of the other 
half of the inscription and gives a detailed study of the r esults 
of this matching. Beinart considers it ~ery improbable that Jews 
would use only Latin at the very late date assigned by Navascues o 

Also from M~rida is a Jewish epitaph for a young man dated in 
the sixth or seventh century. The inscription corresponds to ICE 
#481 and # 483, which Navascues in 1947 · successfully matched~ See 
the desc ript ion in IHE #287-288. , 

In passing one might also note the inscription from Merida 
dedicated to a man whose original home had been Shechem in Pales
tine (CIL 11. #515). 

3H" Crouzel, "Le lieu d'exil d'H;rode Antipas et d'H~rodiade 
selon Fl avius Jose phe " Studia Patristica 9 ed o F. Lo Cross ( Berlin, 
1970) X0275-80; H. Hoehner, Herod Antipas ( Cambridge 1 1972) 
262 and n .. 10 

The mention of Gaul and Spain earlier in I Macc viii.lf hardly 
implies, as F. J .. Foakes Jackson and K. Lake suggest ( Begi.n.~, 
10156) . that the sources of that Vlriter included "Jews who had 
come from the maritime cities of Provence .3.nd Spa.in o" The infor
mation involved requires no such explanat ion 8 

L~ 
The same report 

Billerbeck, IV o 179). 
IV ~ 90LI·). 

occu~s in Pro~m Pesiq K 151a ( se e Strack-
Cf. also Pesiq R 31.10 ( see Strack-Billerbeck, 

Also from the second century i s the expl anation by Judah b o 

Ilai r eported in the Mishna ( B~B. iiie2; also Ba Talmud B .. Bo 38a, 
39a; J. Talmud BoB .. iii.2) that the logal time requirement for 

I· 
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of Elvira (Co 306 ) included canon xvi: prohibiting marriage with 

Jews; canon xlix: against having Jews bless one's crops; and 

canon 1: forbidding eating with Jews. l Among Christian writers 

allusion to Jews in Spain occurs in (xiii) Ephraem Syrus (c. 

306-73);2 (xiv) Gregory of Elvira (d. after 392);3 (xv) Jerome 

(c. 342-420);4 and (xvi ) Severus of Minorca (co 418).5 Further, 

(xvii) the Peshitta and the Targum of Jonathan both take the 

usucaption is set at three years in order that if the original 
owner were even in Spain there would yet be time for him to hear 
and return to claim his possession in Palestineo Spain is spec 
ified, it would appeari because it is hypothetically the furthest 
distance one could conceivably be from Palestine (in Rabbini c 
literature Spain often serves to signify the remotest land, eog. 
Yeb 63a; Midr Rab Ps xxii.3l ; Ber 62a; Nid 30b). That means~ of 
course, that for Ro Judah travel to Spain by a Jew at this time 
was hypothetically conceivable, but one must note that the person 
concerned is a landownder in Palestine and that therefore permanent 
immigrants to Spain are not here even hypothetically put forward o 

Contrast Beinar-~, "Sin duda no hubiese ido a Espana de ne existir 
alli una comunidad jud .. a ll (31). 

lSee also canon lxxviiie A modern critical edition of the 
Canons of Elvira is available in It" Co Vega? ed o, ESRana sa_g!:...~da;, 
LVI (Madrid, 1957) 196-222~ with notes and discussion in LIII 
(Madrid, 1961) 331-670 See also Ko J o Hefele and H~ Leclercq, 
Histoire des Conciles , I"i.212-64; Zo Garcia Villada, Historia 
Eclesi~stica de Espa~a_ , I.i.301-27; Ao "10 \"0 Dale, 'Ehe S .. ;rnS)(l-Of 
Elvira and Christian Life in the Fourth Century (London, l88~ 

2Commentarium in Isaiam lxvio2~- (To J o Lamy? ed o §~hraem 
.e.IT.:i.. Hymni et Sermones [1'1aJ.ines, l882-l902J II .. 21L,-) () Ephraem says 
tha t the news of the edict of Cyrus reached even the J ews in Spain, 
implying thereby that he had reason to think this the furthest 
limit of Je\-/ish settlement. 

3Tractatus Origenis iv.l. In his homily Gregory speaks of 
controversy with Jews as a common experience for his hearers and 
himself. 

41n Isaiam lxvi.20. Jerom e reports that Jews expect that in 
Messianic times members of their nation of senat orial rank will 
return from Spain, Gaul, and Britain. In Letter cxxix o 4 Jerome 
gives the breadth of the Diaspora to be from Mauretania to 1ndiao 

5MPL xX o 73l-46; xli e 821-32. It letter attributed to Severus 
describes events in 11-18 when, in connection \<Ii th a disturbance in 
which Severus was involved and during which a Jewish synagogue was 
burnt~ a l arge proportion of the Jewish community on Minorca 
'converted' to Christianityo The a uthentici ty of the letter has 
not gone unchallenGe d ( se~ Yo Baer, 1.381-82 n. 1). 

Also from thiG period is the discussion in the Talmudic trac
tate Yebamoth (1l5b ) of a certain Jev.fi sh leade).' \-Iho travelled "f:com 
Cordova. to Spain,," The perplexing geographical sl'ecifications 

I

I 
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obscure Sepharad, the land of Jewish captivity of Obadiah 20, to 

be Spain. The dating of both sources is uncertain, but it is un

likely that their witness here to an awareness of Jewish settle

ment in Spain is to be dated much before the fourth century. It 

was of course this exegetical identification which provided the 

Sephardic appellation for Spanish JewrYQ1 Finally, (xviii) one 

should mention that a tradition was preserved among lat er Spanish 

Jews that many of their nation were carried off to Spain following 

the destruction of Jerusalem by Titus. The earliest instance in 

Jewish literature of this tradition appears to be in Seder 'Olam 
2 Zuta (c . 800)0 

In reviewing this evidence the following points become appar

ento First 9 it is with the third and especially the fourth cen

turies that one first comes upon firm and multiple indications, 

both material and literary, of Jewis h residence in Spain~ The 

decisions of the Council of E1vira alone make it certain that by 

probably betray an erroneous transcription of localities in the 
eastern Diaspora (so Ho Graetz, V.365; followed by Se Katz, 4)~ 

1See A. IQ Laredo and D. Gonzal0 Jvlaeso, "El nombre de 
'Sefarad'" Sefarad iv (1944) 349-63; J o Gray~ "The Diaspora of 
Israel and Judah in Obadiah v o 20" ZA"IJ lxv (1953) 53-59; VI. Korn
feld, "Die judische ~iaspora in Ab", 20" H~lange s bibliy,ues :('eu.i~ 
en l'honneur de Andre Robert (Paris, 19571 180-86 ; Do Neiman, 
"Sefarad, the Name of Spain" JN ES xxii (1963) 128~32. Scholar= 
ship now tends for the most part to identify Sepharad in Obad e 20 
with Sardis in Asia Minor, especially on the bas is of inscriptions 
found at Sardis equating the two names (see H. Donner and W. Roel
lig9 Kanaanaeische und aramaeische Inschriften, I [1962J #260; 
11 [1964J #306-307). 

2See A. Neubauer, Medieval J ewish Chronicles (Oxford, 1895) 
11.71. The tradit ion also occurs in the last chapt e r of Josippon 
in at least one manuscript tradition (see A .. Neubauer, "The Early 
Settlement of Jews in Southern Italy" J QR iv [1892 J 623-24), and 
is taken up into one strand of the legend that after the destruc
tion of Jerusal em by Ti t us, Jewish captives arrived by boat on the 
northwest coast of the I'ledi terranean (see Ho Lewy, "Imaginary 
JO'urneys from Pal estine to France" Journal of the vlarburg Insti
tute i [1937-38J 251-53; and especially Ge D. Cohen., "The Story 
of the Four Captives" PAAJR xxix [1960~61 J 75-84)" For a thorough 
discussion of Sepharadi c traditions on the first arrival of Jews 
in Spain~ Gee Bc inart, 3-21~ . 

According to Beinart (31) there is in Chrysostom a r eference 
to the arrival of J ews in Spain after the fall of Jerusalem ; ac
cording to J" Finn ( §~hardim. [London, 1841J 28 ) Jerome mentions 
a tradition that J ews were carri ed off to Spain under Hadrian o I 
have been unable to trace s uch referenceso 
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that time large and influential Jewish communities were present, 

"and this is corrobora ted by the series both of archaeological 

findings and of references in Christian writers which begin to 

appear from this periods Secondly, no evidence of any consequence 

for Jewish communities in Spain prior to the fall of Jerusalem in 

AeD. 70 is available o The presence in the first century of a 

Palestinian amphora on Ibiza is much more likely to indicate some

thing about trade than about the ethnic derivations of local in

habitants;l and the exile of Antipas in AoDo 39 involves a Jewish 

presence in Spain of too marginal a character, both geographically 

and religiously, to bear significance for this investigation. 

Thirdly, the evidence suggests (does it do more than that?) that 

the Jewish tradition preserved in Seder 'Olam Zuta is, if not an 

authentic recollection~ then at least a sound guess, that the 

Jewish community of Spain is to be traced back to the massive dis

ruptions and relocations of JUdaism in A.Do 70-l35v The datings 

by Beinart of the Tarragona and Tartosa inscriptions in the second 
2 

century may not be so secure, but the Talmudic comment at tributed 

to R. Meir of the same century is not to be quickly dismissed o 

The evidence at hand then from all available sources implies 

the emergence of a major Jewish presence in Spain about the third 

century, and makes it plausible that this development had its 

roots 1.1'1 the transmigrations during and following the upheavals _.I:' 
V.L 

AoD. 70- 1350 That there were Jewish communities in Spain prior to 

this is not supported by any evidence currently available. 

While the lack of evidence for Jews in Spain before AeDe 70 

stands in sharp contrast with the situation for lands of the east

ern Mediterranean, it apparently accords with that for most other 

1 ' , . Sola Sole wr~tes (see above po 211 no 1): "Aunque es muy , ; 

posib1e que des de lejana epoca hubiera habido alguna colonia judia 
establecida e9 la isla de Ibiza, de la que pudiera proceder e1 
artesano del anfora • 0 0 , no debe descartarse la posibilidad de , 
una procedencia oriental , a traves de un posib}e intercambio co-
mercial con Palestina, sea directame nte a traves de Cartago" 
(293-94 ) 0 He goes on to say that accumulating evidence shows 
Ibiza to have been a great commercia l emporium in ancient times 
with full ani czte~sive contacts with the most varied lands. 

2Even less secure is Goodenough's suggestion of a first to 
third century date for the Pallaresos inscription (see above 
po 213 no 1) " 
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lands of the western Mediterranean, where, apart from Rome and 

~outhern Italy, there seems to be an absence of firm evidence for 

settled Jewish residence prior to A.Do 70 0

1 

It is, in this connection, noteworthy that while there are 

frequent statements in ancient literature that Jews had spread to 
2 every land, whenever an actual listing of such lands is attempted 

it stops short of the western Mediterranean beyond Rome D The cat

alogue of nations in Acts ii~9-11 is an obvious example of this~3 
One is faced therefore with the situation not only that evidence 

is lacking for Jews in Spain in this period, but also that such 

evidence is lacking in precisely those places where one should 

IFor Gaul, in addition to Juster 9 184-86; Katz1 5-9, 148- 56; , .. 
and Iv1 .. SchVJab 7 "Rapport sur les inscriptions hebraiques de la ,. 
Franc e " Nouvelles archives des missions scientifiqueset litter
aires xii (1904) 143-402; see now the new materi a l reported in 
Bc Blumenkranz? IILes premieres implantntions de Juifs en France: 
du Ier au d~but du Ve siecle " Comptes rendus de l' Acad~mie des 
inscriptions (1969 ) 162-74; id e , ed~9 Histoire des Juifs en France 
(Toulouse, 1972); ( Blumenkranz also annQ;;.nces anart-ic-l-e,-rrl-'remiers 
t~moignages epigraphiques sur les Juifs en France" , in a fo rthcom
ing Salo WD Baron Jubilee Volume)~ For Britain there is the defin
itive s tudy by S. Applebaum, n\ve re there Jews in Roman Brita in.?1f 
Transac tions of the Jewish Historical Society of England xvii 
(1951-52 ) 189-205.. For Italy and Rome there are: Ho J e Leon 9 The 
Jews of Ancient Rome (Philadelphia, 1960), and Co Roth, The Hi~~:..9.E2 
of the J evlS of ItE-1Y. (Philadelphia, 1946)~ For North Africa see 
especia:1.1y t1 .. Honceaux, "Les colonies juives clans l; Afrique rOJ1laine ii 

REJ xliv (1902 ) 1~28 ; and now H. Z" (J" VI. ) Hirschberg, A Hi§.to.ry-
of the J ews in Nor th Africa (Leiden, 19742 ). 

20r Sibyl iii 027l; Strabo in Jos Antiq xiv.115; Philo Flac c 
45,46; Jos War ii 0 398, viio43 (cf. Seneca in Aug Civ Dei viDll; 
JOB Ap iL.282). 

'Note the contrast between the vastness of the opening gener
alization: "men from every nation under heaven" (Ac ii.5) and the 
much more limited compass of the later specification of such na
tions ( Ac ii.9-l1 )0 Similar listings appear in I Macc xv o 16-24; 
Philo Leg ad Gaium 28l~84; Acts vi.9. 

One should also cons ider the puzzling statement in Menahoth 
1100.: "From Tyre to Carthage the nations know Israel and their 
Father who is in heaven, but from Tyre westward [sic] and from 
Carthage eastward [ s ic J the nations kno\·, nei ther "Israel no r their 
Father in heaven,,1I "One instinctively suspect s tha t there is a 
primitive corrupt ion in the text by which the words 'westward ' 
and ' eastward' have become transposed, which would mean tha t 
Car thage i s h ere being described as the western extremity of Jewish 
re sidence; but if s o, then Tyre is being given as the eastern ex
tremi ty--whic h seems incredible. 

Note also Just in's taun t: IIThcro arG nation s in which not one 
of your :race can be found" (Dial 11'1) .. 
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have expected it to be present were Jewish communi ties in fact in 

Spaine Discussing the passage in Acts as a witness to the extent 

of the Diaspora, S. W. Baron has written: 

This list is, nevertheless, incomplete, particularly with 
respect to western countri es o For example, Spain, destined 
to play such a great part in later J ewish history, is not men
tioned here or in any other reliable source prior to the third 
century . But the fact that Paul contemplated a missionary 
journey thither is a sure sign of the existence of consider
able Jewish communitieso l 

But one must wonder whether the omission of these regions from the 

list in Acts ii.9- 11 is not after all with good reason, if Rome 

was not effectively the western limit of the Diaspora at this 

t
. 2 -lme. 

Indeed, it must be considered whether Paul himself does not 

indicate ' that Spain in his day was not to be consi dered among the 

lands of the Jewish dispersion Q Discussing the continuing unbelief 

of Israel, Paul in Romans xo14-21 takes up the suggestion that 

Israel may not yet have had opportunity to hear the good news o 

Paul responds that in fact the proclamation to the J ewish people 

has been completed; their continuing unbelief cannot be excused 

by want of hearing ( xo18 )~ That Paul should speak of the proclama

tion to Judaism as achieved while in the same letter laying plans 

for a pioneer mission to Spain certainly implies that Paul in his 

day did not have reas on to look on Spain as a centr e of Jewish 

population .. 

In conclusion, a thorough canvassing of the available evi 

dence makes it clear that one canno t speak with any assurance of 

the existence of Jewish communities in Spain in the time of Paul 

the Apostle o Furthermore, if the argument from Paul's own l etter 

l§ocial History, 1.170. 

2T• Do Barnes has, I find, recently suggested this (in a note 
on the Jewish Diaspora appended to his Tertul lian: A :f!:isj:orj.cal 
and Litera:Ql Study [Oxford, 1971J 282~85f, though on the basis of 
a quite limited reference both to the ancient data and to the 
modern literatureo While the absence of evidence for Jews in the 
we stern Mediterranean beyond Rome during the early Empire has not 
escaped the notj,ce of more care f ul scholarship (eo g o Frey, CIJ, 
1iii), this do es not seem to have been acc ompanied by consi deration 
of the poss ibility that J ewish settlement did not extend into the 
western Medi terranean beyond Rome until after A.D. 700 
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to the Romans is to be accepted, then there is not only a lack on 

all sides of evide nce that there were such communities in Spain 

but in addition in at least one case the presence of evidence 

that there were not.. Paul's plans to visit Spain, therefore, 

are best accounted for on grounds other than the presence of 

Jewish communities in Spain in his day. 



Appendix IV 

A NOTE ON COLOSS IANS ie27al 

I 

The int en t of this note is to sket ch out for consideration a 

possible alterna tive to the usual rendering of Coloss i ans ie27a o 

The context, Colossians i .. 24-29, bears particular interes t in dis

cussion of Paul's vocational cons c i ousness, a discuss ion which 

however is hampered by exegetical uncertainties throuehout the 

passage" In the process of a not altogether lucid accumulation 

of clauses, one reads of Paul's task to fulfill the word of God , 

the mystery long hidden hut no\', disclosed trto his saints " Ii 

Attached to the rllention of "his saint s " is the relative clause 

which is the subject of this note: 
- t I ••• ~OLs aYLoLs 

~C ~~ n~oG~os ~~s 
g8VEcJEV , 

which normally is taken to read: 

e __ to hi s saints, to whom God willed to make known how 
rich the splendour of this mys tery among the Gentiles ~ 

I wish to suggest for cons ideration that the initial rela

tive oEs be taken as an accusative, at tract ed to the dative of 
- t I 

its antecedent ~OLs aYLoLs , functionin g as the subject of the 

infinitive 
I 

YVCJ)pLOaL" The resultant rendering would be: 

o •• to his s a ints, whom God willed to make known how 
rich the spl endour of this mystery among the Gentiles, 

in the sense : God willed tha t they, his saints, make this known 

among the Gentiles. 

lThis ~tudy , writt en originally for this dissert a tion, ha s 
alrcndy appeared in print 9 under the a bo'r e ti. tle , in Cur r ol1 .. "£ 
Is sues in Biblical .and Patri s ti~_.rnt~rlH·c t3.:.t.~.on : S,tudies lE. 
BOYl.or of J.!erril1 C 8 Tenney L Preson_t~~ bL~~.:L~!:, or~._Stuj~nt?,; 
ed .. G .. F ~ Ha\lthorne (Gr cmd Rap ids , 1975 ) J.IO-1l /+, and app0ars 
here by permission . For further comment ~ see above page 117 n.l~ 
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11 

Distaste for pressing obscure grammatical pos sibilities into 

exegetical service is appropriate, especially where a perfectly 

natural reading is available e But is such a reading here avail

able? Though it initially appears natural enough t o take the 
l' 

o Le; as an indirect object, "t~ o whom," this produces odd com-

plexity if not ambiguity when the connection of thought is pur

sued to the end of the clause o One instinctively expects the eon-
, ~ "e eluding £v ~O L C; E VEGLV to represent, as elsewhere in the Pauline 

corpus,l the disclosure's audienceoBut the initial 0 Ib" taken 

as the indirect object firmly relegates the &v ~orC; ~eVEaLv to 
, ~ 

some unclear qualifying function o Is the point of EV ~OLC; 

"0 E - VEGLV that the saints in view are among the Gentiles? Or is it 

that the divulgence is intended to take place in a Gentile setting? 

Or is it a Gentile-sited mystery which is indicated? Or is it the 

mystery's splendour which the Gentile context serves to focus? The 
. ., 2 

sense 1S by no means 1mmed1ately apparent. 

It is not here necessary for our purposes to offer a critique 

of such solutions to the problem of Colossians i 6 27a, much less to 

imply the inadequacy of anYe It is enough to indicate the diffi

culty in any case in the text and thereby to account for the wish 

to test grammatical possibilities for alternate renderings~ 

III 

8 £/-..co frequently takes an infinitive and object, as ",ould be 

the case in the usual r eading of Colossians i~27a (eog~ Phlm 14: 
> ~ , '8 '\ ~ ) . . 

OD o£V fj Ef\fjo' a no LfjGCLL 0 If however the desire is fo:!:' actlv1ty 

by a subject other thEm the wisher? er-AfJ) may be accompanied by: 

( i) the aorist subjunctive ( e .. go Hark x .. 51: T{ GOL GfA,£LG nOL~G(J) ) , 

or by (ii) Yva ( ee g" Mark iX o 30: OUX ~GE/-"E') LVC: ~LG yvor ) , or 

by ( iii ) an accusative with the infinitive (e~g~ Mark viio24: 

lEog" "Gal i.16 j ii.2; I Tm iiie16; efo Rm i05,13, xv.9& 

20ther solutions might be to take the &v as indicating (i) 
instrument (or example ): by the Gentile exper i ence God wishes to 
unveil the richness of his myst erious pJan -Cc his saints, or 
possibly a s indicating (ii) advantage: God wished to disclose 
it to his saints for the Gentil es a 
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, <;. I "e \ N ) OU 0 £ va 11 - £f\£V YVCJ)va L " This last arrangement is common enough 

in the Pauline literature.
l 

There would be nothing syntactically 
v ' 8' t 8 ' remarkable in Colossians i.27a did it read: OU~ ~ Et-~cr£V 0 cOG 

, , ) - "e yvcopLo'aL 'J;"l. • £V '(;OL£ £ VEOLV. This structure may be 

compared with Acts xvi.3: 'cou'tOV ~0£t-~cr£v 6 nQut-o~ OU 'V au'tw 

& E: Et-8 d: v .2 

The attraction of an accusative relative to the case of its 

antecedent as here proposed is a common phenomenOllc One might of 

course question whether 9 about to express the clause o~~ ~8tt-~o£v 
te' f f ~ tl o EOG Y\JCJ)pWQI, 'CL •• ~,with 'tOL~ QYLOL~ as the relative's 

intended antecedent, a writ er would have acquiesced in the attrac-
" 

tion of the relative to OLG 0 The resulting formulation is in-

deed not only ambiguous but misleading$ as--this rendering for 

the moment granted--the history of exegesis illustrateso Would 

a writer have let pass an attraction bear ing such deceptive possi

bilities? The objection of course merits attention o One can only 

point out that in Paul one does not observe habitual concessions 

to clarity, witness the clause as it stands--not to mention the 

whole paragraph o In any case the alternative proposed does fall 

within the range of grammatical possihilities o 

IV 

I 
The effects of this rendering would be that Ci) YVCJ)P wa I. 

becomes not a revelatory action in elaboration of the mystery's 

disclosure just mentioned in Colossia ns i.26b, but rather a procla

matory action in sequence to it;3 (ii) ot ~YLOL are the agents 

rather than recipients of that yvropLa~6£; and (iii) &V 't0~~ 
~8VEcrLv indicates the audience of the yVCJ)pLo~6G· Not the mys

tery's divulgence to his saints but its diffusion by them among 

lE.g o Rm i o 13, xie25~ xvio19; I Cor vii g7,32, x.20, xi.3 9 

xiiol, xive5; 11 Cor i 0 8; Gal vi.13; Ph1p io12; Col ii.1; I Th 
iV e 13; I Tm ii 0 4, 8, v.14; Tit iii.8 0 

2Cfo E~ Jer 45; Lk xixo14; John xxio22; 11 Pet iii09; I Clem 
viii.5, xxxvi o 2o 

3Thc verb YVCJ)P ((CJ) is as appropriate for describing the mys
tery's dissemin~t ion as its disclosure; cfa Eph iii p 3,5 with vi 8 19 
(so also q)a\lsp oCJ) in Col i,,26 with :i,v"LI')' "mu 1,k iio15 \',ith ii .. 17 .. 
Cf. also Rm xvi o26; I Cor xVQ1 ; Eph iii.lO; I1 Pet io16~ 
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the Gentiles is'the Divine intent specified. Such a shift of 

meaning in the clause offers several potentially significant 

implications. 

If Colossians i.27a does indeed speak of a proclamation to 

the nations rather than revelation to saints~ then an unusual 

accord opens up between Colossians i026-27 and the doxology of 

Romans xvi o 25-27. Scholars have long been aware of the com

munity of thought shared among such passages as Ephesians iii. 

1-13, Colossians i~24-29, and Romans xVie25-27e
l 

But so long as 
, 

the yvwpLGaL of Colossians i g 27a denotes a revelation to saints, 

any extended parallel of the Colossian contexf with the pattern of 

the Roman doxology is r ul ed out. If, however, by means of the 

readingprop~sed9 it is possible instead to see at Colossians 

ie27a a proclamation to the Gentiles, then a tripartite pattern 

emerges for Colossians ic26~27 of a mystery hidden, revealed 9 ~ 

proclaimed, precisely corresponding to the tripartite pattern in 

Romans xviQ25-27~ The texts in parallel appear thus: 

Colossians i026-27 Romans xvie25-26 , 
• • j..LUG'tllP LOU 
, J I , 

XPOVOL£ aLwvLoL£ G£GLY~j..LCVou 

8 I .,,'''' 
~aVEpw EV'tO£ oE VUV 

(bux 'tE YOO:~IY.DV npo<prr1:tncD'v) 
,~ " r>#) t 8 ~ xa't ETIL'taYllV 'tou aLWVLOU EOU 

( 
J t , , ) 

EL£ UTIaxollv TILG'tEOOG 

J , ' ''8 EL£ TIav'ta 'ta E Vll 

yvcop w8 £v'to£ 

The conceptual~ structural, and even linguistic concurrences per

mitted these two sequences by the proposed rendering are remark

able, and suggest further questions in the study of the pre

histories of these two literary units~ 

Another accord, of an entirely different nature, is also 

made possible for Colossians i.27a by the shift of meaning sug

gested o Given the usual exegesis of the Colossian clause, Isaiah 

lxvi~19b provides only a meage~,linguistic parallel and no con

c eptual similarityo But if it is a proclamation, and one directed 

----------_._--
1 

Also I Cor i1 0 6 - 10; 1I Tm ie9-ll; Tit i~2-3 ; crG I1 Cor 
iii 8 12- iv e 6; I Tm iii o 16 0 
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specifically toward s the nations, in view in Colossians ie27af 

then the measure of conceptual accord with Isaiah lxvi .. 19 i 

attended by the linguistic parallels, becomes sufficient to 

hint at conscious allusione 

Colossians i.27a 
l' 'e '\ t, , 

Ol,b fj E/\f}(H:V 0 eEOC; yV(j)p~cJa(, 
~C ~O TIf...OU~OC; ~~C; bO(f}C; ~ou 

I I 

I-1UcJ'tf}PLOU 'tOU'tOU 
&v ~OLC; £8VEcJLV 

Isaiah Ixvi,,19b 

xa'L 6:vaYYEf...OUaCV 
p,ou 't~V bo(av 

, ~"8 
E v 'to L C; E V EO' LV 

The possibility of allusion is especially raised in that the 

setting of the Isaianic clause would seem to be one of the very 

few places in the Old Testament where one might recognize human 

a~ents actively employed in going out on a Divinely superintended 

eschatological mission to the Gentiles: 

I am coming to gather all nations and tongues, and they shall 
come and shall see my glory; and I will set a sign among them p 

And from them I will send survivors to the nations 9 0 • 6 

and tlley shall declare my g lory among the nations (Isaiah 
lxvi .. 18-19)., 

If the suggested reading of Colossians i g 27a should prove 

reasonable and thereby the allusion to Isaiah lxvie19 become 

perceivable, one may be provided with perhaps the most direct 

Pauline identification of the current mission with an OT escha

tological missionary outreach to Gentiles o 

But if the proposal is possible, then an even more signif

icant implication for Pauline mission thinking develops--namely 

that the Divinely intended agency for the Gentile mission is 

"the saint s "., It is a puzzle of some moment that a Paul so pre

occupied with Gentile mission nowhere specifies a common Chris

tian responsibility in that mission o There are hint s and debat

able allusions but no expression of a clarity comparable, for 

example, with the post-Easter commissions of the Gospels and Actso 

If the position suggested in this note is possible , then the issue 

would need to be ree xamined, for here it is affirmed that a Gen

tile mission carried out by the saints is in fact God's own will o 

One must hldeed discuss who tithe saints" are , but it seems likely 

that the referent i s broader than ani previously identified 

agency for the mi ss ion in the Pauline lit erature ~ 

The novelty is s uch that one could argue that we here ha ve 

an un- Pauline conc ept ion--which could b e for some indicative of 

a non-Pauline origin for the letter f a nd for others of the 
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improbability of this rendering. But it should be noted that in 

any case Colossians i026 has already broadened tIle reception of 

the revelation to 'un-Pauline' proportions by granting it not · 

alone to Paul nor only, as in Ephesians, to God's prophets and 

apostles (Eph iii .5 ) , but to "the saints". 'l'he 'un-Pauline ex

tension'has already taken place in the text; the proposed reading 

only cons olidates the breakthrough by assigning the broadened 

participation not only to the reception but also to the dissemina

tion of the mystery~ 

No doubt there are other implications that could be developed; 

certainly not all fe a tures of the clause have be en illuminated; 

neither have the possible arguments both for and against such a 

shift in rendering been fully explored; especially there has been 

no attempt to argue that the reading represents the best choice 

amon g the options availablo e The intent of this note has been 

fully served if the alternative proposed for Colossians i e 27a 

has be en shown to be a pos s ibility, and one with implications of 

sufficient impor t to justify its airing thus for wider critical 

considerationc 
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